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1. Introduction
1.1  The border as the end of the plan
Despite the increased influence of people on the use of space across the border due 
to the growing mobility that decades of cross-border policies encouraged by the 
European Union (EU) have prompted (e.g., shopping, working and studying), spatial 
planning policy still considers the national border the end of the planning jurisdiction. 
The border is usually seen as an end, a closure and a protection, thus spatial plans 
often simply stop at the border, leaving the area across usually untouched: as if it were 
no man’s land. 
 By zooming in on the Dutch-German borderland—i.e., the borderland under study— 
one can realize that crossing the border is unimpeded by any obstacles yet differences 
in the landscape become strikingly evident as one steps from one national territory 
into another. Not only at the national but also at the regional and local level, 
consideration for what lies across the border is generally absent from planning 
practices. The ‘other side’ of the border is neglected by the majority of Dutch and 
German spatial development plans and accompanying cartographies. In spite of the great 
potential that cross-border cooperation could have along Dutch-German border 
regions—as shown by various studies (e.g., Boekema, Van den Broek, Smulders and 
Vrolijk 2013; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving [PBL] 2015; 
Ponds, Marlet and Van Woerkens 2013; Provincie Limburg 2007; Van den Broek and 
Smulders 2014)—, there is a general lack of cross-border political will to develop an 
integral spatial design for the border landscape (Van Houtum and Eker 2015: 41). Often, 
the unprecedented opportunities of cross-border cooperation remain mere words 
confined to policy papers, unable to transform into decisiveness and concrete action.
 Recent research by Mark Eker and Henk van Houtum (2013) claims that, despite 
many EU efforts, a spatial incongruency along state borders can still be observed given 
that most planners perceive the geopolitical border as the ‘end of territory’. Both in the 
Netherlands and Germany, spatial planning policy has contributed to this peripherality 
effect along border regions through its decades-old fixation on metropolitan core regions 
to the detriment of borderlands. This neglect exerts a paradoxical effect: it suffocates 
the growth of border-related interaction and, in return, the ensuing barrenness of 
the borderland renders it unpromising for spatial policy. Think of spatial dynamics 
like cross-border mobility patterns, the externalisation of negative effects as a result 
of spatial planning (e.g., onshore wind parks and nuclear power plants) and the 
continuous geomorphological structures (e.g., waterways, forests and nature) which 
are not demarcated by geopolitical borders. Moreover, due to growing spatial 
connections among countries one can expect an increase in cross-border spatial 
conflicts. For instance, as consequence of increasing transport intensity; spatial 
challenges caused by climate change; increased international education opportunities 
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and cooperation; or an interdependent cross-border labour market. In short, there are 
more than enough reasons to justify joint planning across border and a change in 
spatial planning practice is urgent. 
 Given that the growing transnational reality at the border poses new conceptual 
questions (Van Houtum, Van der Velde and Jacobs 2010), it is striking that cross-border 
spatial planning is still a fairly unexplored policy field. Despite the growing interest for 
marginal areas, the multidisciplinary approach to borders and proliferation of planning- 
related concepts in border studies, planning practice is still dominated by an inward 
perspective. A spatial vision or development plan for the border landscape is yet to be 
designed. Even if we can speak of some transnational planning practices, they are still 
ridden with deficiencies: they generally lack embeddedness in governance structures; 
arise as ad hoc fixtures; follow traditional government-based planning; are often 
conceived from only one side of the border; and are mainly limited to public concerns. 
Given the shortcomings of these nascent transnational planning practices, it is no 
wonder that cross-border mobility keeps falling below expectations.
1.2  The borderscapes breakthrough
If instead of placing the border at the edge of the plan we would put in its centre; 
if instead of perceiving the border as a barrier we would conceptualize it as a resource, 
how would the borderland look like then? The persistence of this question in the 
literature on border studies has re-invigorated the academic debate in this field. 
Whereas the border region was previously conceptualized as a European laboratory 
for development (Van Houtum 2000b), the current academic debate conceives 
borderlands, border landscapes and borderscapes as central spatial concepts (Buoli 
2015). The conceptual meaning of the border has changed in recent decades: rather 
than a closed entity, it is now seen as a dynamic construct that depends on 
interpretation, narration, and confirmation (Newman 2006b; Van Houtum and Van 
Naerssen 2002). As Doevenspeck points out (2011: 129): “The border must be 
conceptualized as a part of daily life to understand the logics and concrete processes 
of its diverse perpetuations instead of seeing it as an abstract construct.” Whereas 
borderland refers to a space where diverse patterns of trans-boundary interaction can 
take place (Ehlers 2007: 24), borderscapes is considered a conceptual tool to question 
the complexity of the dynamics that produce border landscapes across and along the 
boundary lines between nation states (Brambilla 2015). 
 Even though the concept of borderscapes has constituted a breakthrough in 
border studies over the last years, the academic insights that have derived from it 
have hardly been translated into planning practice. This is striking given the strong 
spatial orientation in borderscapes debates, as evidenced by the use of terms such as: 
space, spatial, scaping, shaping, aesthetics and visibility. Although interest for borders, 
borderlands and border regions has gained considerable momentum in the EU, the 
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conceptual and methodological potential of borderscapes in the Union remains 
underexplored. Only a handful of scholars is exploring current planning practices in 
border landscapes and the opportunities of redesigning them from a borderscapes 
perspective (see, among others, Brambilla 2014, 2015; Buoli 2015; Eker and Van 
Houtum 2013; Grichting 2015; Van Houtum and Eker 2015). 
1.3  A dialogue between border and planning studies
The notion of borderscapes can be used to establish a dialogue among different 
disciplines (Minghi and Rumley 1991). However, even though an emerging border 
studies literature has informed a wide range of academic disciplines such as geography 
and political science over the past two decades, planning has not yet profited from its 
insights (Haselsberger 2014). This study lies at these uncharted crossroads where 
border and planning studies meet. 
 To date, a scientific gap between border studies and planning studies can be 
observed. On the one side, the borderscapes approach creates opportunities to 
empirically explore how planners could benefit from the border rather than perceiving 
it as a hindering boundary. To a large extent, spatial planning theory has shunned 
contact with the increased attention that other disciplines have developed for border 
areas (Jacobs 2016: 68). What is still lacking is a cross-border conceptual planning 
instrument or method in order to bring together planners on both sides of the border. 
The need for a spatial planning that reaches beyond national borders has been 
emphasized by various academics as well as policymakers (Dabinett 2006; De Vries, 
2008; Eker and Van Houtum 2013). Nevertheless, there has been limited academic 
research on cross-border and transnational planning in Europe (see, among others, De 
Jong 1999; De Vries 2002; Fabbro 2010; Fricke 2015; Haselsberger and Benneworth 
2010; Jacobs 2016; Knippschild 2011). Moreover, most of the cross-border and 
transnational planning literature neglects the borderland itself and is, in particular, 
focused on the Europeanization of spatial planning (see, among others, Dühr, Colomb 
and Nadin 2010; Dühr, Stead and Zonneveld 2007; Faludi and Zonneveld 1997; 
Waterhout 1998). 
 In turn, border scholars have, to a large extent, shunned contact with the latest 
discourses in planning studies that rely on—among others—collaborative or participative 
planning processes. Since the borderscapes approach is not only a conceptual but 
also a methodological approach, there is a need for practical explorations of borderscaping 
methods. However, in order for the borderscape to take shape, first it is necessary to 
have borderscaping as a set of practices through which the imagined border is 
established as real and experienced as such (Strüver 2005). What the borderscapes 
approach still lacks, however, is a clear understanding of how a planning approach to 
the border landscape could be designed from a methodological perspective—whether 
such approach could offer useful tools for borderscaping remains yet to be discovered. 
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Chiara Brambilla, one of the main theoreticians behind the notion of borderscapes, 
has stated that this concept could also be used to describe transnational spaces as 
collaborative, diverse processes of interaction between states and people (2015). 
Hence, advocacy for collaborative and interactive processes is stemming not only 
from a planning perspective but also from a borderscapes perspective.
 A term that lies at the intersection between both academic fields is ‘design’. 
I propose to reconcile the borderscapes approach with a collaborative planning 
method by means of an explorative design. On the one hand, the borderscapes 
approach has been advocating a complementary design-related approach. Increasing 
attention is being paid to the mutual influence between design practices and border 
policies (e.g., Brambilla 2015; Buoli 2015; Eker and Van Houtum 2013); and to the border 
area as a design sketched out by everyday bordering dynamics through cross-border 
relational spaces. At the same time, the undiscovered and neglected character of 
the borderland in planning practices offers opportunities for novel design initiatives. 
On the other hand, design has acquired a prominent position in current regional 
planning and development (De Jonge 2009; De Zwart 2015; Kempenaar, Westerink, 
Van Lierop, Brinkhuijsen and Van den Brink 2016). (For a detailed explanation of how 
the inter disciplinary approach between border and planning studies can be explored 
through a design study, see Chapter 2).
1.4  Scaping in the Dutch-German border landscape
The main contributions of the thesis derive from the interplay between the conceptual 
and methodological dimensions and the design-related explorations of a specific 
Dutch-German border region. By adopting ‘borderscapes’ as a concept and 
‘borderscaping’ as an approach, this study intends to allow planners, by means of an 
action research, to conceptually and methodologically take the border as an attractive 
starting point for spatial planning and design. The aim of this dissertation is twofold. 
First, it aims at providing insights into spatial planning practices along Dutch-German 
border landscapes from a borderscapes perspective. Its second objective is to explore 
the potential of a research-by-design approach by conducting a collaborative 
borderscaping process in the Dutch-German border landscape with the objective of 
provoking and constituting spatial scenarios representing different planning interests. 
 Deriving inspiration from the two-sided nature of the border—what Van Houtum 
(2012) refers to as its Janus-faced character—this study examines whether the border 
can play a more beneficial and less obstructing role in planning practices by exploring 
multiple scenarios for the borderland.  In comparison to other cross-border studies, 
the distinctiveness of this research is its combination of theoretical explorations on 
borderscapes as a conceptual tool and borderscaping as an collaborative method: an 
action-oriented attempt to conceptualize the border as a part of daily life by carrying 
out a design study of the Dutch-German borderland. The focus will be both on the 
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scaping subjects (planners and policymakers) and the scaping objects (imaginaries 
and maps). In other words, this is an exploration of the design of the Dutch-German 
borderland, specifically the Lower Rhine Area on the German side of the border and the 
Northern and Central part of the province of Limburg on its Dutch side (see Map 2). 
This is an area primarily located within the long-standing cross-border ‘Euroregion 
Rhine-Meuse-North’.1 
Although the course of the border between Germany and the Netherlands is usually 
evident, the borderland as a landscape formed by the proximity to the border is much 
more difficult to demarcate. Even though it is not my intention to think and design in 
boundaries, I have selected a more or less defined area in order to carry out a design 
study. However, it is important to keep in mind that the very term ‘borderland’ is 
intended to suggest that we are not dealing with an exact delimitation. The borderland 
can be defined as a strip of land running along the national border (Eker and Van 
Houtum 2013; Wilson and Donnan 2012). However, given the borderland’s imprecise 
Map 2  Part of the Dutch-German borderland, the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North.
(Source: own figure)
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nature, it is not possible to frame—visually or otherwise—a cross-border relational 
space within the neatly defined spatial grammar of national territory. As Brambilla has 
stated (2014): “The borderscapes concept allows borders to be read in light of the 
overlapping of socio-spatial and political practices, beyond the borderline itself into a 
multiplicity of different and cross-scalar fields”. Using the term Euroregion Rhine-
Meuse-North is solely intended to be able to think and speak about the big picture and 
make it workable as a field of study.
 The border between Germany and the Netherlands has been a fairly stable border 
for the last 200 years and being one between two members of the Schengen 
Agreement, it is also a more or less open one.2 According to Sohn and Stambolic 
(2015), the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North, as one of the four binational euroregions 
along the Dutch-German border (see Map 3), can be spatially classified as a polycentric 
in-between border region amidst three metropolitan core areas, i.e. the Randstad, the 
Ruhr Area and the Flemish Diamond.3 The commonality shared by all the places in this 
euroregion is their distant location relative to the administrative centre of the 
Netherlands (The Hague) and Germany (Berlin and Düsseldorf: the administrative 
centre of the state North Rhine-Westphalia). Since the area under study is not only 
peripheral relative to the centre of either Germany or the Netherlands but both, it is 
characterized by its ‘double peripherality’ and thus bi-peripheral (Herrschel 2016; 
House 1980; Newman 2001): two peripheries that meet at the border. 
1.5  Research questions
In this dissertation I explore spatial planning practices and ongoing actions of border - 
scaping along the Dutch-German border by leading a collaborative borderscaping 
process aimed at provoking and co-constituting spatial scenarios representing 
different planning interests. Theoretically, this study foresees—from a conceptual and 
methodological perspective—the development of a borderscaping approach by 
drawing on spatial planning studies and considering the role that design plays in them. 
Practically, this study carries an empirical design- and action-oriented exploration of 
a borderscaping approach in the Dutch-German borderland. 
The research questions of this dissertation are as follows:
How can design play a role in building a conceptual and methodological interdisciplinary 
dialogue between border studies and planning studies and what is the potential of a 
collaborative borderscaping approach in order to develop a spatial plan for the Dutch- 
German borderland?
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In order to answer this question I have divided it into a number of subquestions: 
	What has been the role of the border in the debate on cross-border development 
that has taken place in border and planning studies?
	To what extent can a borderscaping approach contribute to create cross-border 
geopolitical imaginations?
	How could the border play a more facilitating and less hindering role in cross-border 
spatial development?
Map 3  Cross-border regions along the Dutch-German border.
(Source: JTIS 2009)
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	How is cross-border planning for border regions conceived and implemented and 
how is it integrated within national planning systems in the Dutch-German context? 
	How can past and current planning dynamics in the Dutch-German borderland that 
shape the border landscape be described from a borderscapes perspective?
	To what extent do geopolitical convictions influence spatial planning along border 
regions? 
	Which collaboratively developed spatial design scenarios for the Dutch-German 
border landscapes could re-orient current territorial trends?
	How could the collaboratively developed spatial design scenarios for the Dutch- 
German border landscapes be implemented and used by policy makers?
1.6  Contributions
This study contributes to the growing scientific basis of the borderscapes notion that 
has been developed in border studies (see, among others, Appadurai 1996; Brambilla 
2012, 2015; Brambilla and Van Houtum 2012; Buoli 2015; Eker and Van Houtum 2012, 
2013; Grichting 2014, 2015; Laine 2016; Rajaram and Grundy Warr 2007; Schimanski 
2015, Schimanski and Wolfe 2017; Sohn 2014, 2016).
 A handful of scholars have recently adopted the notion of ‘borderscapes’ as their 
main conceptual and methodological perspective to analyse planning practices. Mark 
Eker and Henk van Houtum (2013) proposed an ‘explorative’ design approach around 
borders that takes the notion of ‘borderscapes’ as its main conceptual perspective. 
Their original understanding focuses on the overlap and mutual influence between 
design practices and border policies. In a similar manner, Chiara Brambilla has 
explored in a number of publications the critical potential of the borderscapes concept 
as a new path in border studies (Brambilla 2014, 2015; Brambilla, Laine, Scott and 
Bocchi 2015; Brambilla and Van Houtum 2012). Another scholar who has applied a 
design approach to border landscapes is Anna Grichting (2014, 2015), who has used it 
to envision the Green Line of Cyprus as a novel landscape of peacekeeping between 
the Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot territory.
 In addition, a recent explorative study by Alice Buoli (2015) observed the past and 
ongoing re-bordering processes outside Europe’s borders in the Mediterranean and 
North Africa, at the intersection between different political regimes and planning 
cultures. She discusses how border studies and design-related disciplines can become 
more relevant for one another by suggesting new spaces of debate and discourses about 
landscape design and planning, each from their distinct methodological perspective. 
Her study shows the ‘gaps’ between official planning discourses, strategies and 
visions and the current ways in which those landscapes have been ‘designed’ by 
everyday bordering dynamics and cross-border relational spaces. She concludes 
(2015: 16) that not only a practical planning tool is lacking but the relationship among 
border studies, design and spatial disciplines still appears to be under studied and 
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constitutes a possible terrain of fruitful research. In contrast to Buoli, who explores the 
borderland from an aesthetic and intercultural approach, I investigate the borderland 
mainly from an approach of regional design and spatial development.
 I venture to say that my study goes further than its predecessors because it relies 
on an action research that aims at redesigning the borderland with the direct 
involvement of planners and policymakers (see Chapter 2). Ultimately, this study 
provides a detailed explanation of a spatial planning method suitable for a cross-border 
setting. The envisioned contribution of this research is to help understand the extent 
to which an exploration that combines both a borderscape and a planning-based 
approach can open new spaces of debate and produce alternative discourses about 
territorial design and interactive planning along borderlands. The distinctive character 
of this study is its action-oriented approach and its link to collaborative planning, 
a process in which the researcher acts as the convener of a cross-border spatial 
development initiative that heavily relies on collaboration among different actors. 
The ultimate goal of such approach is to make an intervention in existing planning 
processes and institutions with an aim to guide a collaborative effort among 
stakeholders that allows them to collectively (re)interpret and (re)design the border 
landscape. The innovative aspect of this approach is the shared space that it creates, 
which is intended for Dutch and German stakeholders to think, explore and conceptualize 
together the border landscape. The explorative character of the research is likely to 
provide both new and often unexpected insights. An added theoretical virtue of this 
sort of action research is that it provides an atmosphere more amenable for the 
generation of theory than for its testing and thus it is a convenient approach to develop 
the novel and rather unexplored notion of the borderscape by putting it in practice.
 The pedigree of the concept of borderscapes derives from the scientific debates 
that arose from EUBORDERSCAPES (2012-2016), an EU FP7 research project that 
conducted an exhaustive theoretical and practical exploration of the EU’s borders.4 
This international research project tracked and interpreted the conceptual change in 
the study of borders in light of fundamental social, economic, cultural and geopolitical 
transformations that have taken place over the past decades. The project yielded a 
comprehensive set of scholarly literature that is relevant for this investigation.5
 The Nijmegen Centre for Border Research (NCBR) stands out in the research on the 
Dutch-German borderland (see, among others, Ehlers 2007; Gielis and Van Houtum 
2012; Spierings and Van der Velde 2008, 2013; Strüver 2005; Van der Giessen 2014).6 
This study builds upon the knowledge of doctoral dissertations produced at this 
centre, as well as on the insights of the research project ‘Cross-border spatial 
development in the Dutch Borderscape’, co-financed by Platform31,7 which ran 
between 2008 and 2012 and focused on questions like: “How can border regions 
tackle the problems associated with the border situation in an integrated, effective 
and attractive way? How can border regions utilize the opportunities of their border 
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location?” The researchers involved in this project were, among others, both my 
supervisors Prof. Dr. Henk van Houtum and Dr. Mariska van der Giessen. In addition, 
the following scholars—all affiliated now or in the past to Radboud University— 
also participated in this project: Prof. Dr. Arnoud Lagendijk, Dr. Martin van der Velde, 
Joren Jacobs and Dr. Krisztina Varró. These academics made a significant contribution 
to the debate in border studies.8
 Characteristic for an action research is that it aspires to contribute to the development 
of solutions to real societal problems through a participative and collaborative 
approach (Coghlan and Brannick 2010; Reason 2006; Reason and Bradburry 2008; 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2009). From a practical point of view, this study is 
relevant because it will raise awareness for the Dutch-German border landscape by 
developing a cross-border spatial development plan in collaboration with practitioners. 
Such a plan does not exist so far and should serve as a starting-point for a more 
intensive and structural cross-border cooperation in spatial planning. The idea of this 
study is to explicitly use the Janus-faced dichotomy of the border—i.e. both a barrier 
and resource—as starting point for new cross-border strategies and plans. 
 Ideally, the new conceptual and methodological approach extracted from debates 
in border and planning studies would propel cross-border cooperation projects funded 
by the European Commission. This impulse would address the richness along and 
across the border, i.e. the positive and appealing geographical differences as perceived 
from a bottom-up perspective. From a process-oriented point of view, the virtues of 
this form of action research is that it contributes to initiate communication and 
interaction, promote insight and understanding, foster engagement, build a common 
perception and idea of development; and improve collaboration and networks across 
borders. Moreover, the planning object—i.e. cross-border imaginaries and maps—can 
fulfil a variety of functions such as the joint collection and presentation of area-specific 
knowledge on the cross-border area; the shared definition of principles expected to 
play a part in policymaking; the use of common cross-border visions for the evaluation 
of project proposals or for the establishment of new operational programmes; and the 
design of an image of the desired spatial structure (Balz and Zonneveld 2015; 
Zonneveld 2005, 2011).
1.7  Dissertation structure
The general outline of this dissertation is structured by a number of interrelated parts. 
After this introductory section, Part I exposes the main methodological and conceptual 
background of the dissertation. This part inserts this research in the ongoing scientific 
debate on borders, borderscapes and spatial planning; and outlines the role of 
the border in the cross-border development debate that has taken place in border 
and planning studies and how  design can play a role in building a dialogue between 
these fields. 
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Chapter 2 outlines the action-oriented methodology of this study, namely, the explorative 
design activity on borderscapes. This section provides the justification for the 
conduction of an action research and discusses its methodological consequences. 
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on the cross-border development debate that has taken place 
in border studies and spatial planning, respectively. These are the chapters that 
provide a theoretical and conceptual framework for this dissertation. 
 Part II is the ‘Cross-border development in the Dutch-German borderland’. Here 
the conceptual and methodological framework outlined in part I is applied in practice. 
This part introduces the analysis on current border practices along the Dutch-German 
borderland. Chapter 5 focuses on cross-border development policies and plans in 
practice at the European, Dutch and German level. Although this research does not 
aim to provide changes to the existing planning systems, this chapter clarifies how 
cross-border planning for border regions is conceived, implemented and integrated in 
the German and Dutch national planning systems. Chapter 6 turns the attention to the 
regional scale by discussing a comprehensive analysis of the Dutch-German borderland 
that includes its history, current spatial features and dynamics as well as an analysis 
of several cross-border spatial planning initiatives that have been carried out in this 
borderland.
 Finally, Part III—‘Collaborative borderscaping at the Dutch-German border’—
presents the outcomes of the collaborative borderscaping explorations. This section 
outlines the extent to which geopolitical convictions influence spatial planning in 
border regions, how past and current planning dynamics have shaped the Dutch- 
German borderscape and how they can be described from a borderscapes perspective. 
It also explores how collaboratively developed spatial-design scenarios for the 
Dutch-German border landscapes could re-orient current territorial trends, and how 
the collaboratively developed spatial-design scenarios for the Dutch-German border 
landscapes could be implemented and used by policy makers. Chapter 7 adds an 
overview of narrative clusters derived from the interviews. Chapter 8 presents the 
collaborative borderscaping method which, through a number of design ateliers, aims 
at evoking new imaginaries for the border landscape. Chapter 9 discusses the 
conclusions, including the limitations of this dissertation as well as opportunities for 
future research. 
A border talk
A special part of this dissertation is called ‘a border talk’. It is my own borderscaping 
narrative which I present scattered in fragments throughout the dissertation. Action 
research often uses a narrative style because it allows the researcher to reflect on the 
research process as well as on its findings (see also Section 2.2.2). In this action- 
oriented study, I play an undeniable role as the convener of the process. In order to 
visualize this process, I build my own narrative by illustrating how experiences during 
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the research (e.g., seminars, fieldworks, networking activities, interviews, publications, 
and border-related newspaper articles) have formed the research design. 
 This narrative is a selection of contemplations and musings which popped up and 
sometimes also disappeared again in my mind in the period between April 2014 and 
June 2018. It constitutes a timeline throughout the dissertation made up of experiences, 
insights and emotions. The border talk acts as a day-to-day logbook and I believe that 
its inclusion improves the understanding of this study because it helped me find the 
right direction during my research. The border talk answers questions like: Where did 
I stand in 2014 at the beginning of my PhD? And where do I stand now? Has the world 
changed around me? Which developments and troubles did I encounter during my 
journey? I tried to gradually explore the way in the landscape where the action should 
take place. The first passages of the ‘border talk’ will appear from the next chapter on 
at the bottom of the page, characterized by a different layout. My inspiration for this 
textual layout is Diary of a Bad Year by J. M. Coetzee (2007). The border talk’s narrative 
tells a continuous process written in a chronological order. This does not mean, 
however, that the narrative is synchronous with the main body of text that makes up 
the rest of the page.
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April 2014: my affinity with the border 
It is April 2014. The start of my study. I would like to conduct a study about the 
significance of the border in this region. But what am I going to investigate? In the 
first weeks I am concerned with exploring possible research directions. I think back 
to the year I worked for the municipality of Venlo. During this year, the Dutch 
municipality aimed to develop a new spatial strategy: a compulsory spatial document 
2. A design-study
An explorative design
The methodology of this dissertation could be described as an explorative design on 
borderscapes. The debates taking place in the fields of border studies and spatial 
planning have been advocating for a research-by-design approach. This chapter provides 
a rationale for the choice of action research as this study’s methodology. First, this 
chapter outlines the need for a design-oriented approach that takes insights from 
these two scientific fields. Inspired by the interdisciplinary nature of the borderscapes 
approach, this study does not limit itself to one discipline. The intention is to broaden 
the horizon of spatial planning as a discipline. Design can be considered as a nexus 
between border studies and spatial planning. Second, this chapter will aim at identifying 
the junctures where these two academic fields could be mutually relevant by suggesting 
new spaces of debate—what I call a ‘collaborative borderscaping’ approach. Afterwards, 
the action-oriented research strategy is outlined as well as the explorative way in 
which data has been collected. 
 Usually, a methodology with concrete steps is established  before the research is 
carried out. However, a peculiar but powerful feature of action research is that the 
methods to collect data are figured out ‘on the fly’, i.e., in the middle of the research 
process. This allows the research to provide a tailor-crafted response to unexpected 
but valuable insights that can only be acquired during the practice. The result is that 
the process of data collection turns into an intervention at the same time. The collection 
of data and its analysis determines when and how to implement specific actions in the 
next phase. Furthermore, due to the changing character of the object under study, 
triangulation in action research is different than other research strategies. In order to 
ensure triangulation, every consecutive step of the research depends—and is thus 
determined—by the action generated in previous steps. Because of the nature of this 
specific methodology, it would have been impossible to write this chapter prior to the 
investigation. This chapter has been developed during the research process.
Practice and theory
What makes this study diverge from many other cross-border studies is its theory-driven 
and practice-oriented approach. The connection between practice and theory as well 
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stipulated by Dutch spatial law at the local authority level. A two-day conference was 
organized in April 2013 to let the community participate in the project.
as the added value of their interaction has been profusely discussed in scholarly 
literature, for example, in scientific debates on practice theory. In border studies, a 
number of scholars have pleaded for more attention for the balance between theory 
and practice in research in order to better link social reality to theory. Among these 
scholars are Anssi Paasi (1999) and Chiara Brambilla (2012).
 Anssi Paasi has focused on the social practices and discourses involved in 
boundary formation—inspired by Anthony Giddens and Pierre Bourdieu.9 Chiara Brambilla 
perceives praxis “[…] as a necessary foundation for bridging the gap between knowledge 
and action” (2012: 218). She makes a plea to exploit the multidimensionality of the 
border concept in the scholarly discussion (in theory) as a useful tool to (re)orientate 
related material border practices in action (Brambilla 2012: 217). Brambilla stresses: 
“Because of the rather unexplored borderscapes approach in practice, there is a need 
to critically revisit its now standard conceptual and methodological toolbox in order to 
grasp the shifting nature of bordering processes ‘beyond the line’” (Brambilla 2016: 6). 
Brambilla raised the question of how to construct a relational space between ‘theory’ 
and ‘activism’ (2012: 215). By this she also refers to the concept of praxis elaborated by 
Pierre Bourdieu in his contribution Theory of Practice (1977), where praxis differs from 
daily practice and expresses the unity of theory and practice, not because it is 
necessary to perform action but because it is fundamental to understand social reality. 
2.1 Design on the interface between Border and planning studies 
2.1.1 Borderscaping 
The borderscapes concept registers the necessity to investigate borders as mobile, 
relational and contested sites with an aim to envision alternative border imaginaries 
‘beyond the line’ (Brambilla 2015: 17). Such attempt demands a research-by-design 
approach in which new imaginaries of the border can be explored (Eker and Van 
Houtum 2013; Viganò 2010). To stress the dynamism of the approach, in more recent 
debates the present participle of this term’s verb has been used: ‘borderscaping’ 
(Buoli 2015). The concept of borderscapes—or borderscaping—provides the scientific 
basis to empirically explore the border landscape as the attractive starting-point and 
as a result of development-oriented policy and action. Borders as dynamic social 
processes could become design tools that, by contributing to interpret and regulate 
transformation processes, might be useful for governance.
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Citizens, councillors, municipal officials and business and educational representatives 
all participated in what was called a ‘co-creative’ process. The first day of the conference 
I noticed that one of the ‘inspiration tables’ was called ‘euroregion’. Because of my 
predilection for Germany—partly due to the upbringing I enjoyed—, I decided to 
join it. 
Borderscaping seeks to develop considerations about the potential and limits of 
cross-border cooperation that might be taken up by policymakers as a tool to promote local 
and regional social development (Brambilla et al. 2015 refer to the EUBORDERSCAPES 
project).10 This inter-disciplinary approach should not only be developed at the 
theoretical and conceptual level (as it has been since the processual shift of the late 
1980s and early 1990s), but also as a methodological debate on the implications of the 
 inter-disciplinary approach in border studies. Exchanges with the academic community may 
change the mindsets of planners and policymakers and lead to innovative methodological 
approaches in planning practice (Stead 2012; Thornley and Rydin 2002). 
 The borderscaping approach provides a multi-sided interpretation of the borderland 
not only in space but also by embracing the tensions among different actors, time, 
locations, and modalities that are involved in border making (Brambilla 2016: 7). This 
has forced me to consider that, in order to strengthen the borderscapes approach, 
borderscaping should not be confined to the conceptual realm but it should also be 
considered a practical method. As Sandro Mezzadra and Bret Neilson put it (2013: 17): 
‘‘The question of border as method is something more than methodological. It is 
above all a question of politics […] method is as much about acting on the world as it 
is about knowing it. Hence, adopting borderscapes as a method involves a shift from 
a fixed border knowledge to a knowledge capable of throwing light on a space of 
negotiating actors, experiences and representations articulated at the intersection of 
competing and even conflicting tensions’’. According to Brambilla (2012: 218)—
referring to Rajaram and Grundy-Warr (2007)—border scholars and activists are 
engaged in searching for new forms of representing border experiences able to 
highlight a plurality of borderscapes. Brambilla adds (2012: 216), referring to Newman 
(2006), that it could be useful to refer to experiences that might open a relational 
space between theory and activism. This could help to dismantle the dominant binary 
opposition that characterizes the border as a sharp edge.
 Borderscaping as a ‘research-by-design’ approach spurs alternative imaginations; 
it is an open field of opportunities for re-thinking and re-designing the borderland 
(Eker and van Houtum, 2013). Following this train of thought, this study explores 
alternative spatial imaginaries ‘beyond the line’. An explorative process can be seen 
as a tool to investigate a context and add innovate the existing knowledge. This sort of 
approach can serve to expose a gap between formal planning practices and the 
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This was my first acquaintance as a ‘working professional’ with the phenomenon of 
an ‘euroregion’. A German representative of the parliament of North Rhine-Westphalia 
emphasized how important it was for a border region like Venlo to cooperate with 
Germany. Later it turned out that he was one of the protagonists of Dutch-German 
cooperation in the cross-border region around Venlo.
informal way border landscapes have been designed by everyday bordering practices 
(Buoli 2015: 9). 
2.1.2 Regional planning 
Not only in border studies, but also in current regional planning and development, 
spatial planning practices and the development of urban and rural areas designing 
has assumed a prominent position (Childs 2010; Kempenaar et al. 2016; Madanipour 
2006; Meijsmans 2010; Neuman 2000). Both border studies and spatial planning 
debates have emphasized an approach based on explorative design. Over the last fifty 
years, a growing body of knowledge has become available in the field of design studies 
that might be useful to understand the basic nature of design and the thinking behind 
it (De Jonge 2009: 28). Since the 1960s, scholars have tried to position ‘design’ as a 
legitimate method within a scientific discourse that back then was predominantly 
positivistic. Important authors in this tradition include Herbert Simon, Horst Rittel and 
Melvin Webber, Donald Schön, Brian Lawson and Nigel Cross.11 
 Regional design has also gained importance over the past decade as a process 
and tool to support decision-making in strategic spatial planning (Balz and Zonneveld 
2015; Franzen, Hobma, Jonge and Wigmans 2011). In academia, however, regional 
design and general design approaches to planning have been getting growing yet still 
insufficient attention. There is little understanding of the influence that design exerts 
upon the planning and development of a (border) region; and about which factors 
explain the success of (cross-border) regional design. Several authors have emphasized 
the need to further understand the role of design in planning (see, among others, Balz 
and Zonneveld 2015; De Jonge 2009). According to Mastop (1997), a few authors have 
attempted to empirically investigate the performance of design-based approaches in 
negotiation processes.12 They all came to similar conclusions: representations are 
used to indicate physical change and influence the organization of planning processes 
as well as the position and decisions of key actors; and also the dialogue on political 
norms and values. This explorative study, however, does not search for performance 
indicators. Rather, it interested in exploring and developing new ways to represent 
border experiences and daily practices. 
 The value of design and collaborative and participative processes in planning has 
become part of planning debates in recent decades (for a more detailed overview, 
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I just said something about the predilection for the border as a result of my upbringing. 
Let me explain this briefly. I was born and raised in Venlo, specifically on the street 
‘Op de Grensberg’, which can be translated as ‘On border hill’; just a few hundred 
meters away from the Dutch-German border.
see Section 4.6). Current regional designs are the outcome of intense collaboration 
between people from different disciplines and involving the participation of many 
stakeholders (Balz and Zonneveld 2015; Neuman 2000; Meijsmans 2010; Steinitz 
2012). From a design perspective, Kempenaar et al. (2016) argue that it is particularly 
necessary to research collaborative and deliberative methodologies in order to 
develop appropriate theoretical frameworks. The growing attention for collaborative 
approaches in planning studies splices into the principles espoused by the border - 
scapes approach. This approach argues that reality consists of multiple imaginations 
and narratives: Brambilla (2012: 216) states that borders can be read as a pluri-vision, i.e. 
a zone of plural cultural production and meaning-making. The pluri-visional character of 
the border can only be explored through a process that involves multiple actors. 
 A spatial visualization can raise awareness for a particular space. Cartography has 
played a crucial role in the definition of the border (Branch, 2014; Van Houtum and 
Bueno Lacy 2017; Wintle 1999, 2009). Border scholar Christophe Sohn (2017) argues 
that the map can be seen as a strategy of exploration, a means to uncover spatial 
patterns in data and to depict another spatial imagination about border regions. This 
brings me to another central objective of this study: to cartographically raise awareness 
among planners and policymakers for the need to develop a cross-border perspective. 
“Design makes you understand” (Sohn 2017: 3). Spatial representations can be a 
means to explore and imagine alternative future landscapes; this can reveal surprising 
insights and unexpected innovations. 
 Regional designers shape, create and envision regional futures, order information 
and search for coherence and connections. Arias et al. (2000) argue that design has 
impacted planning by adding value to its underlying interaction and collaboration. 
However, collaborative and deliberative methodologies make specific demands on the 
skills of designers, for example, by forcing them to deal with unavoidable group 
dynamics and power relations. The designer must be seen as the designer of the entire 
process rather than the designer of a map. A collaborative approach requires designers 
to balance multiple perspectives and stakeholders’ interests, thus raising political, 
ethical and democratic concerns (cf. Carmona et al. 2010; De Jonge 2009; Hajer, 
Sijmons and Feddes 2006). According to Kempenaar et al. (2016) regional designing 
aims to improve the regional situation by addressing multiple scales in space and time. 
It is therefore closely bound to the spatial planning and development of regions.
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Due to the proximity of the border, already as a young boy I often came in contact 
with the other side of the border. Right along the Dutch edge of the border, there was 
a shop where we bought fresh sandwiches on the weekends. This was also a place that 
German tourists visited for its fresh fish. Since the family trips we made took place 
mostly around Germany, I developed a natural awareness for Germany as a seamless 
part of the region where I lived.
2.1.3 Collaborative borderscaping: Borderscapes and planning in dialogue
This section sketches how a design-oriented approach can initiate an exploration 
between borderscaping and a collaborative planning approach in the Dutch-German 
borderland. An exploration between borderscaping as a social activity and a collaborative 
approach is nicely illustrated by the following quote in Balz and Zonneveld (2015: 873):
In the context of regions with a high level of functional integration, strong inter-
dependencies between places and elaborated informal governance arrangements, 
decision-making is a collaborative process of social construction that is intended to 
establish shared frameworks (Faludi 2010; Healey 2004). Regional design in such 
a context contributes to processes of framing: selecting, organizing, interpreting, 
and making sense of a complex reality to provide guideposts for knowing, analysing, 
persuading, and acting (Rein and Schön 1993).
A design-oriented approach could be a suitable way to bridge the gap between the 
borderscapes notion and a collaborative planning approach, what we could provisionally 
call a form of collaborative borderscaping. It refers to the development of experimental 
border concepts, interpretations and imaginations through a collaborative process. 
It may bring forward the transformation of borders into creative spaces. There is a need 
to defamiliarize  the current border discourse from the preconceptions that preclude 
the formation of creative spaces. This creative unsettling is a precondition to explore 
the border as a resource in spatial planning and could be seen as a form of counter- 
mapping, defined by Novaes (2015) as communicating narratives that may blur how 
state borders are currently defined. Or as Wood argues (2010): “[…] communicating 
narratives with the potential to free maps at last from the tyranny of the state”. 
However, as Carton and Thissen (2008) rightly point out, we must also be vigilant for 
the fact that maps may also deepen conflicts. They warn about the emergence of 
conflict among map-makers and map users.13 This warning resonates even louder in 
the cross-border context, where planning interests anchored in two different planning 
cultures clash.
 Two examples of applied collaborative borderscaping processes can be distinguished. 
First, Anna Grichting introduced the idea of the Border Atlas, which she described as a 
tool to enable collaborative planning and surveying across the border (Grichting 2015). 
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Let’s go back to the discussion about the two-day conference in Venlo back in 2013. 
During this meeting a number of key themes were identified. Try to imagine about a 
hundred representatives from the city discussing several different themes. One of 
them was called ‘euroregion’ and, in the months that followed the conference, a 
working group further elaborated this cross-border theme. 
She set up a lab at the Green Line of Cyprus and then invited actors and stakeholders 
from both sides to envision the future landscape by connecting the multiplicity of sites 
and projects being developed at each side of the border. Since the border atlas enables 
the collaborative planning of people in borderlands, it could be seen as the product 
of borderscaping. Second, in her dissertation (2015), Alice Buoli introduced the Atlas II, 
a collection of Mediterranean collaborative mappings showing two cartographic 
platforms that work on human rights protection in the Mediterranean. These platforms are 
based on participatory-GIS,14 community-based mapping and peer-production mapping. 
 Since the collaborative borderscaping process is the common thread running 
throughout the entire action-oriented research, this study differs from these collaborative 
borderscaping attempts. The next section explains how, from the beginning, this study 
aimed at initiating a cross-border process of spatial development. The process of 
collaborative borderscaping, controlled by the researcher, can be seen as a multi-layered 
approach in which the insights acquired at every step of the research become a 
constant reflection that, in turn, influence the consecutive stages. 
2.2 Research Strategy: Action Research
This study aspires to make an intervention that improves a practical problem (O’Leary 
2004). I rely on action research because it is a research strategy devised to promote 
change in practices. An action research strategy precipitates the amelioration of a 
problem by diagnosing issues, planning action, acting and evaluating action. It is a 
research strategy that pursues action and knowledge through an integrated design 
characterized by cyclical and participatory means (O’Leary 2004). Action research is 
an emergent and iterative process of inquiry that is designed to develop solutions to 
real societal problems through a participative and collaborative approach (Coghlan 
and Brannick 2010; Reason 2006; Reason and Bradburry 2008; Saunders, Lewis and 
Thornhill 2009). This splices into the collaborative borderscaping approach derived 
from border studies and spatial planning. Action research increases the likelihood that 
research will be appropriate, meaningful and relevant for the communities it affects 
(Kesby, Kindon and Pain 2005: 164). Its participants should benefit not only from the 
outcomes but also from the research process itself (Maguire 1987).
 Action research was first used by Lewin in 1946. The process of action research 
was further developed by Kolb (1984), Carr and Kemmis (1986) and others. Action 
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After the conference, I got a job offer at the municipality of Venlo to participate in 
the development of the spatial strategy. This was my first job after I completed 
my master’s programme in spatial planning in the summer of 2013. In the course of 
2013, the team working on this project spoke to a variety of stakeholders in the 
region. 
research departs from a problem, dilemma, or ambiguity in the situation in which 
practitioners find themselves (Swann 2002). Such an ambiguity has become clearly 
visible in the field of spatial planning in border landscapes, where policy goals are 
increasingly focused on cross-border cooperation,15 yet practices do not match such 
intentions or merely try to erase the border, which stifles the cultivation of advantageous 
borderscapes. Action research takes place in settings that reflect a society characterized by 
conflicting values and an unequal distribution of resources and power—an unpropitious 
context to solve their problems. Such situation is fairly common in many cross-border 
regions, where (planning) cultures and local values clash. 
 Since action research works through several stages, its focus may change as it 
develops. Thus, an appropriate methodology for action research should consider 
research scenarios where it is difficult to control variables. An added complexity of 
action research is that it takes shape incrementally, i.e. as knowledge emerges (O’Leary 
2004). This research strategy, therefore, has a longitudinal nature and its strength 
stems from its capacity to study change and development over a period of time. 
Narrative style
Since it allows researchers to reflect on their investigative process and their continuous 
findings, action research often uses a narrative style in order to document the complex 
and mutating development of the research. The narrative approach has become widely 
applied in border studies (see, among others, Megoran 2006; Paasi 1996; Prokkola 
2014; Strüver 2003, 2004). Megoran (2006) stresses the importance of borderlanders’ 
everyday experiences and argues that studies of elite discourse are in danger of 
becoming repetitive unless the start taking the understanding of borderlanders into 
account. Doevenspeck (2011), inspired by this view, focus on the micro-narratives of 
borderlanders as a means of accessing everyday experiences and practices at the border. 
In his article (2011) he highlights certain border-related practices and conceptualizations 
of the border as expressed in the narratives of borderlanders. 
 According to Elliot (2005), narrative analysis is employed differently across fields 
of study. This also applies to border studies, Doevenspeck argues, since narratives 
operate on different—though converging—scales (2011). Inspired by the seminal work 
of Paasi (1996), a large amount of existing research focuses on the study of narratives 
in media texts, academic writing, and governmental and other public documents 
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I can still remember one particular meeting. It happened during a morning at the 
municipal office of Straelen. We were discussing the spatial strategy with two 
neighbouring German municipalities, i.e. Straelen and Nettetal. Although in 
principle it was only an exploratory encounter, it turned out to be somewhat 
uncomfortable given the language barrier. However, since I grew up used to an 
atmosphere where Dutch and German would blend, this seemed perfectly normal 
(Strüver 2008). A similar body of work uses an approach known as border poetics, 
which is intended to analyse the representation of borders in literature and the arts 
(Prokkola 2008). Sidaway (2002) has adopted a mediating approach that acknowledges 
the importance of both elite and local narratives, both theoretically and methodologi-
cally. In his work on the Portuguese-Spanish border, he relied on a meso-level 
perspective: an effort that consists in drawing on official documents, maps, literature, 
local media and discussions with borderlanders. In short, to understand border-related 
local worlds, scholars today are increasingly concerned with the question of how 
people narrate ‘their’ borders (Jones 2009; Megoran, Raballand, and Bouyjou 2005).
 To be able to record change and study ongoing actions in a certain environment, 
I developed my own borderscape narrative (see Section 1.7). A narrative has helped 
me to reflect on the research process as well as on its findings, which seldom can be 
easily formulated as propositional knowledge. Central to this is Schön’s formulation of 
an epistemology of practice, which is largely based on an examination of the way in 
which practitioners reflect on their actions during and after their work (1987). Reflection 
‘in action’ and reflection ‘on action’ are key concepts in Schon’s theory. Finally, the 
timeframe of a dissertation provides the opportunity to forge connections with 
marginalized communities (read ‘people in border landscapes’), who are often the 
focus of action research. However, the literature examining action research from the 
perspective of a doctoral student is scarce (for a couple of exceptions see: Herr and 
Anderson 2005; Maguire 1987).
Distinctiveness
Action research focuses on aspects that cannot be captured by other approaches. 
It differs from other research strategies because of its explicit focus on action. Action 
research has a number of similarities with case studies and ethnographic research. 
Common to those methodologies is the element of the research being carried out in 
the midst of the action (Huntjens, Eshuis, Termeer and Van Buuren 2015: 22). Just like 
in ethnographic and participant observation research, the researcher participates in 
the activities and developments that he himself is studying. According to Huntjes et al. 
(2015), a main difference between these two approaches is that action research aims 
to contribute to social action, which is not necessarily the goal of case studies and 
ethnographies. Another difference is that, in action research, the researcher not only 
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for me. Later I would realize that this cross-border rapprochement was by no means 
self-evident in the world of spatial policy.
participates in stakeholders’ activities but stakeholders also participate in research 
activities. 
 It is difficult to give a concise overview of action research because there are many 
varieties, perspectives and approaches. O’Leary (2004) provide s a catalogue that 
includes action research, action learning, action science, action inquiry, participative 
inquiry, cooperative inquiry, participatory rural appraisal, practitioner research, and 
participatory action research. The kind of action research that I chose for in this study 
is known as ‘collaborative borderscaping’. 
 Action research is a practical research methodology that usually is assumed to 
meet three conditions. First, its subject matter is a social practice that needs to be 
changed; second, it involves a participatory activity where researchers work in non- 
hierarchical collaboration; and third, the project proceeds through a spiral of cycles of 
planning, acting, observing, and reflecting in a systematic and documented study 
(Kember and Kelly 1993). 
 The intention of action research is, first, to address a problematic situation. Action 
research enables practitioners to think ‘outside the box’ when the customary way of 
thinking or doing things (i.e., ‘business as usual’) no longer works to address an 
anomaly that cannot be explained by current theory. Current academic debates on 
borders have shown that the static (borders as anachronic and historically essential) 
and binary (us vs them) approach to borders has become obsolete to describe their 
practical reality. Although this research is intended to make a difference, it is important 
to bear in mind that the intention to change a problematic situation is not a sufficient 
predictor of success. Possibilities other than success include that either no change 
may take place as a result of this intervention or that such change may be different as 
intended. 
 Second, action research must be concerned with action, i.e. practical intervention; 
it is not enough for the researcher to simply study the actions of others (Eden and 
Huxham 1996). Action research demands an integral involvement of the researcher 
and his intention to change the situation. Reason and Bradbury even argue that “Action 
research is more than a methodology—it is a ‘political statement’ and ‘theory of 
knowledge’ which affirms people’s rights and ability to have a say in decisions which 
affect them” (1996: 75). Thus, what sets action research apart from other methodologies 
is its inherently participatory character. According to Greenwood and Levin (2007), 
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May 2014: differences as a strength
I have been working for a few weeks now as a PhD candidate. Over the first weeks, my 
co-supervisors flooded me with reading material. Many books and binders full of 
literature on borders and cross-border cooperation in Europe. The bookshelf I was 
assigned at the office was filled immediately! 
action research is a social process in which  researchers work together with their 
participants to improve the situation of the latter. This is a form of collaboration that 
facilitates improvement through its iterative cycles.
 The twofold ambition of developing practically relevant (e.g., the improvement of 
a practice through an intervention) and scientifically sound knowledge (i.e., creating 
valid knowledge about a practice) requires the active collaboration of researcher and 
participant. This endeavor places co-learning at the core of the research process 
(Gilmore, Krantz and Ramirez 1986). Action research is at its best when conducted in 
contexts that allow the collaboration with people who have a stake in solving a 
problem. According to Eden and Huxham (1996: 75), the participation of ‘organisational 
members’ suggests a matter of genuine concern to them. Although most authors 
believe that the need for change should come from within the social group perceiving 
a problem, the members of this group require the guidance of outsiders with relevant 
skills and resources to work together. In the end, members of an organisation are more 
likely to implement a change they have helped to bring about. 
 Third, action research can be characterized as an iterative process. It follows a 
research strategy that pursues action and knowledge in an integrated fashion through 
a cyclical and participatory process (O’Leary 2004). According to O’Leary: “[…] cycles 
converge towards better situation understanding and improved action implementation; 
and are based in evaluative practice that alters between action and critical reflection. 
Action research can therefore be seen as an experimental learning approach to 
change. The goal is to continuously refine methods, data, and interpretation in the 
light of the understanding developed in the earlier cycles.” (2004: 140).
External validity
Another feature of action research is related to the validity of the research. “External 
validity refers to the degree to which the results may both be justified as representative 
of the situation in which they were generated and have claims to generality” (Clegg, 
Hardy and Nord 2006: 399). Because of the close cooperation with practitioners, it is 
difficult to exclude them, which means that external factors can influence the role of 
the practitioners. For example, the practitioners are subject to the political climate 
both inside and outside the organization they work for. In order to guarantee that the 
results are valid, the border talk will keep track of the observations made during this 
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One of the readings is the book titled ‘Borderland’, edited by one of my co-supervisors, 
Prof. Dr. Henk van Houtum, together with the Dutch landscape architect Mark Eker 
(2013). The book has just been published. At the time I did not realize that this 
literature was going to be an important source of inspiration for my research. The 
book focuses on the role of the border in spatial planning policy. As part of the book, 
a number of spatial scenarios were developed for the Dutch-German border landscape.
research. Also, the knowledge generated by this research will be transferable because 
it contributes to build a theory that can be applied to the exploration of the border as 
a resource in other contexts. 
 Often, it is difficult to generalise from action research and thus it may not be safe 
to assume that people or systems involved in a similar research will yield the same 
results. For this reason, it is important to keep in mind that what is true in this setting 
today might not be true at a later moment in time. Other shortcomings of action 
research are: the ultimate direction of the process is not in the researchers’ hands; 
decisions should be made collectively; it might be difficult to control the pace of the 
project; and the findings are dependent on stakeholders, which are influenced in many 
different ways (O’Leary 2004).
Research philosophy and approach
Relying on action research raises a couple of scientific considerations about the 
research philosophy and the research approach. Regarding the research philosophy, 
action research is characterized by its pragmatic constructivist approach. The constructive 
part herein comes from social constructivism, a movement that sees the learning 
process as an active process of knowledge acquisition in which knowledge is perceived 
as a social construction (Risse 2004). The point of departure of social constructivism 
is that all knowledge is socially constructed and that some people have more power 
than others to establish what knowledge is (Woolfolk et al. 2013: 405). Border studies 
is a field characterized by this approach, which considers ‘the social’ as a nexus of 
materially interwoven practices. Moreover, a social-constructivist approach perfectly 
fits, according to Healey (2003), a collaborative planning approach to regional 
dynamics and governance processes. 
 This philosophical approach is closely associated with pragmatism and relativism. 
Pragmatic research is focused on problem-solving and advocates employing the 
method that appears best suited for it. The focus is not on whether something is true 
but rather on whether it works. According to Gonzalez and Sol (2012), pragmatism 
posits that our beliefs model our wishes and actions: the “truth is what works in 
practice” (March and Smith 1995). Truth is a process rather than an immutable 
statement and, as such, it involves two components: subjective experience and 
pragmatism. Subjective experience means that anything can be true as long as the 
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The book advocates to explore how strong differences really are on both sides of the 
border in order to see if feelings of ‘longing’ could be used to trigger cross-border 
mobility. That is new to me. So, the idea is to create desire by accentuating differences 
across the landscape; to make them more visible.
researcher experiences it as such. Researcher also want to know why something works so 
that they can replicate the generated knowledge in other settings. For design-oriented 
research, in particular, pragmatic validity is important (Romme 2003, Van Aken and 
Romme 2009). Pragmatic validity concerns the extent to which the research yields 
guidelines that give the desired results in the application of those guidelines (Van 
Burg 2011: 7-8).
 According to Nørreklit (2011), pragmatic constructivism takes as point of departure 
the following question: “Under what conditions do activities function and lead to success 
in a social context?” Since this research is inspired by a pragmatic-constructivist 
approach, its point of departure uses the same formula and wonders: under what 
conditions does a collaborative borderscaping approach might lead to a spatial plan 
for cross-border development? The important role of the actor/researcher—as controller, 
manager, entrepreneur, or employee—in the construction of organized reality is 
particularly emphasized within pragmatic constructivism. 
 This study is also characterized by an inductive approach. According to Eden and 
Huxham (2001: 81), action research will almost always be inductive theory-building 
research; the truly valuable insights will emerge from the consultancy process in ways 
that cannot be foreseen. An inductive approach is appropriate for this study because 
first the field where the problem is found will be explored to identify the patterns that 
are visible in it. 
 It is however important to be aware of a number of objections to an inductive 
approach. For example, the number of observations can never be complete and 
therefore there will always be room for uncertainty. In order to check the validity of 
data, triangulation is important (Johnson 2005). Due to the changing character of the 
object under study, triangulation in action research is different than in other research 
strategies (Bosher 2002). In action research it is of utmost importance to regularly 
assess outcomes. An array of activities is therefore no exception. This is an argument 
for a multi-method approach to research. At different stages in the research process, 
different methods are applied to evaluate outcomes (see Section 2.3). Through the 
cyclic process of action research and triangulated data collection it might be proven—
at least to the extent that might be called scientifically valid—whether people are truly 
willing to think and work across borders. 
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I realize that differences in the landscape and in architecture of both countries catch 
my attention. Yet, so far, I have never made a link between my unconscious motives 
to cross the border and spatial policy. If the parties concerned with the borderland 
share the common goal to stimulate cross-border cooperation and mobility, why not 
exploit differences to make it happen? Although it might seem counterintituive, European 
cohesion, encounter and mobility may also be achieved by emphasizing differences. 
2.3 Data exploration
The process of exploration—rather than data collection—is an ongoing process in 
action research. According to Eden and Huxham (2001: 81), the explorative character 
of action research reveals the awareness of this approach for the amount of theories 
that might emerge as consequence of the practice. Action research seldom fits into 
the norms of one specific discipline due to its interdisciplinary character. The goal of 
action research is to work with stakeholders with the objective to generate knowledge 
in order to spur a change in action. Because this process aims at bringing about 
significant change for the stakeholders, they could be thought of as co-researchers 
(O’Leary 2004). The main ‘researcher’ becomes a facilitator of a process that is emergent, 
often cyclical, and is based on collaborative input from the stakeholder team.
 Action research refers to the researcher as planner, leader, convener, catalyser, 
facilitator, teacher, designer, listener, observer, synthesizer, and/or reporter (O’Leary 
2004). In this study I will act as the convener, someone who brings stakeholders 
together to address an issue, problem, or opportunity and instigates a collaborative 
process (Jamal and Getz 1995: 198). In current planning practices the planner 
increasingly performs the role of convener and I will take upon this role with the 
intention to bring people together so that we can instigate a process of collaborative 
borderscaping. This implies a participatory role: on the one hand I will be the 
constructor of this innovative process and, simultaneously, I will observe the process 
in detail and reflect on my own performance. 
 As part of my action research I gained empirical material from both my desk 
research and fieldwork. Since this study is characterized by its longitudinal nature, 
data collection is an ongoing process without a neat ending; a process that evolved 
over time. Pluralist research methods have been applied to study and facilitate change. 
Moreover, according to Coughlan and Coghlan (2002: 22): “Data collection tools are 
themselves interventions and generate data”.
 Different planning scholars have attempted to classify the process of collaborative 
planning. Gray (1989), for instance argues that the process of collaborative planning 
can be broadly classified into three phases. First, there is a problem-setting phase in 
which stakeholders become involved and a convener is appointed. Second, there is 
the direction-setting phase in which the stakeholder group interacts in an effort to 
reach consensus. Third, stakeholders work towards implementation through individual 
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Many of the cross-border initiatives have been focussing on homogenisation, taking 
away barriers and striving for harmonisation. But, from a critical perspective, to 
what extent have dynamics change in the borderland over recent decades? Perhaps 
it’s time for a different approach to achieve an intensified cooperation across borders. 
At the very least, such an approach should be explored in practice and, why not in 
planning practice?
and joint actions. McCall and Dunn (2011), as another example, divide a participatory 
spatial planning process in four stages: the exploration phase, the assessment phase, 
the design and problem mitigation phase and the action phase. Both approaches have 
been an inspiration for the process experienced by this study. The stages of this 
process could be classified into: an exploration phase to become familiar with the 
research field, an introductory phase to get in touch with relevant stakeholders, and an 
action phase to let stakeholders work collaboratively redesign the borderland (McCall 
and Dunn 2011).
 It is important to clarify that this study does not intend to foresee a change in 
spatial laws and regulations; or to assess the legal legitimacy of cross-border 
cooperation. The aim of this study is rather about envisioning, framing and providing 
an informal governance context for ‘communities of practice’ (Wenger 1998): a platform 
for sharing knowledge. It would be unrealistic to expect stakeholders to implement 
plans and evoke new imaginaries without any judicial basis for cross-border regional 
visions in national planning cultures. However, that does not exclude the possibility 
ideas originated during the design process will not be picked up and worked out by 
one or more stakeholders. This is one of the advantages of action research: findings 
and insights acquired during the design process can be implemented by one of the 
co-researchers. 
 This study relies on the most common qualitative methods for data collection: 
interviews, observation and document analysis. The data collection has been an 
ongoing process of exploring the border landscape. It can be seen as an itinerary, a 
series of actions and activities implemented to engage stakeholders and civil society 
in order to develop a shared spatial vision for the borderland. Now I will provide an 
overview of the different data exploration methods, a chronological synopsis of 
interventions designed to make the vision and intended future feel more tangible. 
However, not all interventions follow each other in a chronological sequence. The 
various interventions gradually run into one another. 
Explorative series of interviews
In the beginning of the research I did an explorative series of interviews with a wide 
range of network representatives (see Annex 1) to get in contact with the research 
context and with a first set of local and regional actors and civil society organisations. 
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Summer/Autumn 2014: participating in cross-border meetings
In the first months of my PhD I try to visit as many cross-border cooperation meetings 
as possible; from workshop to congresses. Most of them take place along the 
Dutch-German border. Recurring locations are Mönchengladbach, Krefeld and Venlo. 
Those meetings imprint on me a first impression of how the cross-border network is 
organized and what themes are most frequently discussed. 
This series of interviews took place between July 2014 and February 2015. It was an 
attempt to investigate emerging border conditions, like places, practices, multi-level 
governance and network structures. The introduction to the region and its stakeholders 
would prove to be of great importance for the further course of the research.
Border observations
Afterwards, I carried out direct observations and visits to meaningful sites in the 
borderland in order to experience the spatial conditions and characteristics of the Dutch- 
German border landscape. These observations and visits allowed me to familiarize 
with the region under study, which in turn made me capable to (re)conceptualize 
and (re)design the border landscape in a later phase of the research. According to 
Doevenspeck (2011), many scholars who wish to gain an understanding of borders 
by studying daily practices at the local level advocate a return to ‘the field’. More 
specifically, Megoran suggests that scholars who wish to understand borders must 
engage in participant observation rather than simply conduct interviews (2006: 625). 
I carried out direct observations at different moments throughout the research. 
Policy and planning document analysis
Afterwards, I conducted a substantial desk research on policy and planning documents 
and research reports are related to cross-border matters in the Dutch-German 
borderland. This provided insights on past and current policy and planning documents 
at national, regional and local-government levels. I also analysed academic writings 
on the history of the region and on cross-border cooperation. The document analysis 
revealed that nearly all spatial strategies stop at the national borders, which indicates 
that the border is acting as the end of the territory. For that reason I decided to put 
people together in later stages of this study, in order to investigate why spatial 
strategies do not continue across borders and whether planners and policymakers are 
capable to collaboratively compose a cross-border spatial development plan. 
Collecting border narratives
After this I did a series of qualitative, in-depth personal interviews. The interview round 
was held between November 2015 and July 2016 (see Annex 2). This period was 
characterized by the turmoil that followed the arrival of refugees from the Middle East 
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The amount of the same people that I keep meeting again and again does not go 
unnoticed to me. The network seems to be composed by people who have been in this 
field for a while. Why are so few young people part of this cross-border network? Do 
people need a great deal of experience before they can enter this ‘world’? Is it an 
unattractive field of work? Or is it because fewer young people learn to speak the 
‘other’ language—which surely makes it more difficult to collaborate?
and Africa to Europe, a phenomenon that in all likelihood has been influencing people’s 
ideas on borders recently—although I would not expect it to influence perceptions on 
cross-border spatial planning. This second round of interviews clarified how the 
current planning dynamics shaping the landscape in  the Dutch-German borderland 
could be described from a borderscapes perspective and to what extent geopolitical 
convictions influence spatial planning in border regions. I also explored ongoing 
actions of scaping—a neologism that refers to the creation of a border landscape, not 
necessarily in a textual or visual representation but also in practice and perceptions—
in the Dutch-German borderland. 
 The data in this series of interviews has been collected through unstructured 
interviews—i.e. in-depth interviews. Legard, Keegan and Ward describe the unstructured 
interview as a “conversation with a purpose” (2003: 138) intended to allow researchers 
to collect in-depth information. Corbin and Morse (2003) describe this type of interview 
as a shared experience in which researchers and interviewees come together to create a 
context of conversational intimacy in which participants feel comfortable telling their 
story. The familiar atmosphere fostered by unstructured interviews is convenient for 
action research because the creation of conversational intimacy increases the chances 
to generate action.
 I drew a sample of individuals from a discrete population that consists of people 
involved in the spatial development of (a part of) the borderland. The work of all 
interviewees somehow involved a spatial and regional development within the 
Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North. Politicians, executives and civil servants of municipalities, 
regional and national Dutch and German bodies, as well staff of the Euroregion Rhine-
Meuse-North were interviewed. Each individual was asked to name other individuals 
in the population as part of what is called a snowball sampling procedure. In a second 
round of 39 interviews data were gathered through qualitative, in-depth personal 
interviews. By interviewing a total of 55 stakeholders, either in personal or group 
interviews (see Annex 2), existing and expected political interests in the border 
landscape have come to light, including border experiences, narratives, imaginations, 
opinions on cross-border cooperation and desires. These elements have been taken 
into consideration for the analysis of the current border context and to ascertain the 
extent to which stakeholders are in need of a plan across borders. 
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What further strikes me as odd is that most of the cross-border meetings in the 
borderland are not related to spatial planning. Only a few meetings are concerned 
with different forms of regional development. Most of the meetings, however, focuse 
on topics like language, intercultural cooperation, the labour market, legislation and 
social security. The conclusions of almost every meeting seem to be always the same: 
the importance of speaking both languages, having one common labour market and 
Border Atlas
In order to explore multifarious border imaginations, desires and interests, I also 
organized a cross-border design process with the aim to develop a cross-border 
spatial vision. A regional design can be seen, according to Balz and Zonneveld (2015), 
as a distinctive method of policy argumentation that makes use of spatial representa-
tions of the plausible future of regions. Regional designs are intended not only to 
indicate physical changes, but also to stimulate debate on sharing responsibilities and 
resources for planning tasks among planning actors. Before people were divided for a 
number of design ateliers, I shared with them a border atlas that I developed in 2016 
(Pijnenburg 2016; see Section 6.2). I felt this was necessary because the interviews 
revealed that the knowledge about developments on the other side of the border was 
very limited. The border atlas provided the participants with concrete and detailed 
knowledge about the demography, land use and economic features of the borderland. 
Acquiring this knowledge was necessary to be able to participate in the remaining part 
of the collaborative process in a productive way. By making the atlas available at this 
stage I ensured that the participants would enter into conversation during the next 
phase of the research with the same basic information.
Design ateliers
According to Kempenaar et al. (2016), stakeholders who participate in regional 
planning and development, can be divided into three groups: ‘producers’, ‘regulators’ 
and ‘users’ (Carmona, Tiesdell, Heath and Oc 2010; Madanipour 2006). They all 
commission, employ or engage designers. Producers develop projects and create new 
situations. Regulators usually represent institutional bodies and have a role in 
regulating land use. Users live or work in the region and use its spaces. According to 
Madanipour (2006), all these groups potentially benefit from spatial design: it ‘shapes’ 
the product built by producers and helps coordinate their process and stabilize market 
conditions. Regulators benefit from design through the roadmap for change towards a 
desired situation it provides as well as by the governance arrangements it supports. 
Users benefit from design by improving both the operation and experience of places. 
 Following the steps of a collaborative planning process—as outlined in this 
chapter—, this study then steps into a the direction-setting phase. As part of this next 
step I let multiple actors interact in an effort to share knowledge and increase 
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removing differences in the social security system. Not really innovative if you ask 
me. Would this tedious triteness be the reason so few young people get involved in 
the network?
cross-border spatial thinking. I brought different stakeholders together in six design 
ateliers organized at different moments and locations in the borderland. The design 
ateliers can be seen as fora in which different stakeholders collaborated in order to 
collectively (re)interpret and (re)design a desirable future for the border landscape. 
The design ateliers contributed to the collaborative borderscaping process by means 
of exploring whether it operates to let stakeholders think, work and conceptualize 
together the Dutch-German cross-border landscape in different scenarios. As Buoli 
(2015: 48) says: “A set of operative concepts (scenario, vision, image, imagination and 
imaginary) are defined and developed through their meanings and uses in design 
studies.” By bringing Dutch and German stakeholders together, these ateliers contribute 
to gather cross-border spatial issues, challenges and imaginations. 
 A detailed description of the method followed in the design ateliers as well as the 
actions that took place as their consequence are detailed in Section 8.2.
The continuous persuasion of stakeholders
An important part of the research has been the continuous search for dialogue with 
stakeholders. Throughout the entire research I attended various events which were 
related to cross-border cooperation and spatial planning. The border meetings gave 
me the opportunity to get in touch with people who play an active role in cross-border 
cooperation—which contributed to the development of the research. They allowed me 
to experience the extent to which actors approach the border as a point of departure 
and the magnitude of the role that design plays in cross-border processes (Eker and 
Van Houtum 2013; Buoli 2015). Also, these meetings were a chance to involve 
stakeholders in the collaborative borderscaping process. The events spanned 
symposiums to workshops, and conferences to lectures in Düsseldorf, Mönchenglad-
bach, Krefeld, Viersen, Brüggen, Kleve, Bonn, Hamburg and Berlin (all in Germany), 
Venlo, Roermond, Wittem and Maastricht (all in the Netherlands), and Sheffield (Great 
Britain) and Sønderborg (Denmark). These events are reflected on in the border talk. 
 Furthermore, in the course of the research, I got the recurrent chance to present 
the design study at various events (see Annex 3). A number of those presentations 
were held at conferences related to topics such as cross-border cooperation and 
spatial planning. In general, the presentations probably contributed to raise awareness 
about the importance of cross-border spatial planning and the involvement of stakeholders 
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There is however another possibility: I might not be immersed deeply enough in 
‘spatial related cross-border networks’. But how do I know whether they exist at all? 
There is pretty much nothing to be found on cross-border spatial planning in either 
academic literature or other publications.
in the collaborative borderscaping process—and can therefore be perceived as contributions 
to this study. Some of these moments, are also included in the border talk.
2.4 Conclusions
An explorative design-study seems to be a suitable research strategy to bridge the 
gap between border and planning studies. Both academic fields have been advocating 
a research-by-design approach: an approach that is assumed to be capable to bring 
forward cutting-edge debates in border studies and planning studies as well to improve 
the spatial mismatch between theory and practice that can be observed in the 
Dutch-German borderland. Combining a borderscaping approach with a collaborative 
design approach for this region is what I consider a collaborative borderscaping approach. 
The methodology to put this approach in practice is action research and my suspicion 
is that it will contribute to evoke new imaginaries for the borderland. 
 Action research is churn out new and unexpected insights that could not be 
acquired otherwise—by comparison, by either case studies or ethnographies. Therefore, 
action research seems to be more amendable for theory generation than for theory 
testing. The data exploration, rather than data collection, consisted of mixed research 
methods including a copious desk research that took into account literature studies 
and document analysis; multiple direct observations throughout the whole research, 
55 interviews, and 6 design ateliers. The data collection tools were also interventions 
that formed part of the action oriented approach and together they have constituted 
my collaborative borderscaping process. 
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Yet, it turns out that, although a ‘Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning’ does 
exist since 1967, it is hard to find any information about it. That worries me. What 
exactly are the tasks of this Committee? And why were they founded almost 50 years 
ago? The only way to find out which cross-border spatial initiatives actually exist seems 
to be to get in touch with spatial planners themselves at the borderland. Great, a good 
reason to go get in touch with spatial planners and policymakers at the borderland.

Cross-border development debate 
in border studies
3
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Winter/Spring 2015: removing the barrier one stone at a time
Early in 2015 I decide to start conducting a first round of interviews. The meetings 
I attended in recent months certainly provided me with some interesting insights. 
I have the feeling, however, that much more information is floating around, ready to 
be grabbed. However, this information might not be necessarily written, but rather 
concealed and unexposed in the minds of people. 
3. Cross-border development debate in border studies
The study of borders has moved from a prevalent concern with formal state borders to 
the study of borders at diverse socio-spatial and geographical scales (Kolossov and 
Scott 2013: 3). Today, within border studies scholars are more interested in the way 
that borders are socially constructed and managed as well as by how they impact our 
daily practices in the transition spaces and borderlands that are in a constant state of 
flux (Newman 2006b: 173). This chapter elaborates on the debate about cross-border 
development in border studies, which has heralded a conceptual change from borders 
as static lines to borderlands and border landscapes as dynamic spatial constructs 
that depend on narration. 
3.1  Introduction
In recent decades border studies have grown interested in multi-disciplinary approaches 
and concepts such as cross-border regions, cross-border metropolises, borderlands 
and borderscapes. The topics that have characterized this trend are: the border, border 
regions and their relation to globalisation and Europeanisation, the construction of 
borders and identities, and cross-border cooperation. According to Newman (2009), 
border concepts are characterized by their thematic and disciplinary dispersion and 
differentiation. In recent decades, in border studies the spatial element has been put 
at the centre of attention. The move from closed to more open state borders has 
broadened the scope to rethink and transform spatial formations (Laine 2016: 472).
 The border itself has many faces. Borders are dissimilar, multi-level and inter-
disciplinary institutions and processes separating spaces not only in administrative 
and jurisdictional terms, but also in sociocultural and economic terms (Anderson 
and O’Dowd 1999; Donnan and Wilson 1999; Haselsberger 2014; Newman 2003; 
Paasi 2005; Popescu 2012; Scott 2012; Van Houtum, 2011). The border has not a clear 
definition; rather, it is a paradoxical phenomenon. The border is both a socio-political 
construct that protects the inland as well as an gate that connects it to the outside. 
 There is neither one border theory nor one  definition of borders. A border can be 
a line dividing territories (regional or local), a division between the inside and outside 
of a building, or a symbolic separation between different communities based on 
linguistic, culture or ethnicity. A border can also be a zone: not only a demilitarized 
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I have crafted this conviction as a result of the many cross-border documents and 
spatial visions that I have analysed. Most spatial plans pay no attention to the 
neighboring country, neither textually nor cartographically. This is quite strange, 
since many municipalities along the borderland pay attention to the cooperation 
with the neighbouring municipalities of their country. Foreign municipalities, 
however, are ignored. And what about all those roads, waterways and nature parks 
zone such as those between North and South Korea and North and South Vietnam but 
also a transition zone between two countries like Germany and the Netherlands. This 
spatial zone is characterized by the presence of the border and the influence that its 
presence exerts on the way that the inhabitants around perceive it. The expansive 
understanding of borders and boundaries in recent scholarship has enriched border 
studies, but it has also obscured what a border is (Johnson et al. 2011). 
 An unambiguous grammar for borders and border concepts is both lacking yet 
simultaneously undesirable and impossible, since borders are conceptualized at different 
levels of social action and in various contexts (Newman 2006b, 2011). A multi- or inter- 
disciplinary approach is therefore necessary. “The current era of heightened globalisation 
and geopolitical tension has made the debate on borders and their functions, changing 
significance, and symbolism more prominent than at any time since the end of the Cold 
War” (Laine 2016: 467). The border is now seen as a construct that depends on inter-
pretation, narration, and confirmation; that is, in short, dynamic (Newman 2006b; Van 
Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002). The multi-disciplinary approach is nicely put forward 
by Laine (2016: 466): “Borders are territorial in nature, but increasingly understood as 
multi-perspectival (Rumford 2012), and complex assemblages (Sohn 2016), as has 
recently been most convincingly captured in the concepts of borderities (Amilhat 
Szary and Giraut 2015) and borderscapes (Brambilla, Laine, Scott and Bocchi 2015)”.
 Borders are defined in multiple ways not only in scientific debates but also in 
geopolitical practice: there is a large morphological, typological and functional variation 
among different types of borders all around the world. This study in particular is 
focused on the internal European border between Germany and the Netherlands, 
which in turn is set against the backdrop of the EU’s internal borders. The Dutch-German 
border is an international border that is not physically present in the form of, say, 
a wall, yet becomes apparent through the discernible differences in landscape at both 
sides of the border. This visibility reinforces a line that is still present in people’s minds 
and thus influences people’s daily mobility patterns. This study does not focus on 
the external borders of the EU, which deal with other border-related challenges such 
as intercontinental refugee arrivals, cooperation and are mediated by a different 
geography that includes oceans and a large Mediterranean Sea. 
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that are not demarcated by national borders? Should their representation not be 
precisely the task of planners and policymakers?
3.2  Territorial fixation
Border studies have a long history. According to Newman (2006a) “[…] the border 
scholars of the first half of the twentieth century saw borders as constituting no more 
than the physical and static outcome of a political decision-making process’’. A school 
of political geographers that was conformed between the late 1920s through the 1960 
categorized the world’s borders.16 These typologies reflected the way they had been 
demarcated and, to a lesser extent, the nature of the borders as ‘open’ or ‘closed’ 
depending on the nature of political relations between neighbouring countries. 
Classification was primarily about spatial division and, at that time, spatial planning 
across borders was not an issue in academic debates. The border was perceived as a 
real dividing line. 
 Before 1950, in fact, border regions were viewed as buffer zones that helped to 
protect the nation from invasion. Borders and border regions functioned as territorial 
demarcations, as lines of spatial distinction whose function was to safeguard state 
sovereignty. Under these conditions, according to Herzog and Sohn (2014: 2), there 
were few significant cities near national boundaries. Borders were the lines drawn on 
political maps. Their only dynamic character was a result of the constant re-territorial-
isation which took place through continual war, peace and subsequent territorial 
negotiations. 
 The period from the 1950s through the 1970s was not an era of major research 
on borders (Newman 2002). Paasi (2013) stresses that, after World War II, scholars 
typically regarded borders as no more than physical lines separating states, 
as ‘artefacts on the ground’ (Agnew 2008). A more sophisticated theoretical focus on 
borders and their surrounding regions was ignored for a very long time because every 
individual border or border region was considered to be unique (Van Houtum 2000a). 
Traditional border studies assumed territorial rigidity and were often inspired by the 
notion of the Westphalian state model, originated in the mid-17th century. Caporaso 
(1996: 34-35) points at the organizing element of the Westphalian state model: 
“The Westphalian refers to the organization of the world into territorially exclusive, 
sovereign nation-states, each with an internal monopoly of legitimate violence”. 
Krasner (2001: 17) describes the significance of the Peace of Westphalia as follows:17 
“It is generally understood as a critical moment in the development of the modern 
international system composed of sovereign states each with exclusive authority 
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The contacts I made during the first year of my study with a number of ‘cross-border 
stakeholders’ in the Dutch-German borderland are now helpful to organize the first 
series of interviews. These are people who can bring me in contact with others in the 
borderland.
within its own geographic boundaries”. The Westphalian sovereign state model, based 
on the principles of autonomy, territory, mutual recognition and control, offers a simple 
image that squarely fits the  minds of policymakers who are mainly concerned with 
improving their ability to measure, survey and read territory (Scott 1998). At the same 
time, the order that the Westphalian state model brings results in processes of ordering 
and othering (Van Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002), which makes borders crucial to 
understand notions as state, territory and sovereignty (Paasi 2013). 
 In the decades after World War II (henceforth: WWII) the interest in border studies 
declined due to the focus on states and its institutions. According to Diener and Hagen 
(2009), geographers have generally accepted the phenomenon of the ‘state’ as the 
formal or central subject matter of political geography (Jackson 1958). Borders were 
relevant to this line of inquiry only to the extent that they separated one government’s 
economic policies from those of neighbouring states. Many scholars had become 
caught in what has been termed a ‘territorial trap’ (Agnew 1994), which meant that 
they limited their research and understanding of the world to the national scale. Agnew 
refers to Kristof (1959), Minghi (1963), Pounds (1963) and Prescott (1965). For Kristof 
(1959: 220), the primary function of boundaries as legal institutions was clear: “[...] 
in order to have some stability in the political structure, both on the national and 
international level, a clear distinction between the spheres of foreign and domestic 
politics is necessary. The boundary helps to maintain this distinction”. Territory 
constituted a trap whenever the spatial ordering of society was seen through an 
inflexible worldview (Newman 2010; Laine 2016).
 It was only in the early 1960s that border studies began to focus on the functional 
characteristics of borders and the ease with which they could be crossed and enable 
trans-boundary contact (Newman 2006b: 175). There was a recognition that some 
borders were easier to cross than others and that this was largely contingent on the 
nature of political and military relations between neighbouring countries. This period 
in border studies could be seen as a first step towards the emergence cross-border 
spatial notions.
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In the first round of interviews I particularly talked with stakeholders concerned 
with cross-border development. They provided me with an overview of cross-border 
initiatives, not only in the field of spatial planning but in other fields too. Think 
about business, cross-border services, cross-border agribusiness, INTERREG projects 
and past experiences in the cross-border network. 
3.3  The opening process of borders: new spatial entities
3.3.1 Cross-border regions
In the 1970s, border studies started to focus on the spatial notion of the ‘border region’ 
by encouraging case studies on cross-border and sectoral policies (Wilson and 
Donnan 2012). Border studies experienced a metamorphosis by switching their focus, 
from the line, to the region. Border regions can be conceived as the first spatial notions 
on borders that conceive their surrounding areas as an integral part of them; regions 
defined, on both sides, by the existence of a border that goes through them. This 
notion has also been defined as a border space, a border region, a frontier, a transition 
region, a cross-border region, etc. (Kolossov 2012: 30). 
 The emergence of cross-border regions in Europe includes but is not limited to 
what has become known as ‘euroregions’: territorially delimited entities characterized 
by the presence of national borders cutting through them. Perkmann (2003), one of 
the academics who has conducted a vast amount of research on cross-border regions, 
takes the definition of the Council of Europe to define cross-border regions as “[…] 
characterized by homogenous features and functional interdependencies because 
otherwise there is no need for cross-border co-operation” (Council of Europe [CoE] 
1972: 29). In this definition, the region is perceived as one homogenous area and no 
attention is paid to potential power differences. A potential region defined by an 
inherently common geography, history, ecology, ethnic groups, economic possibilities 
and so on, but disrupted by the sovereignty of the different governments ruling on 
each side of it (CoE 1995). In his article (2003), Perkmann distinguishes different types 
of cross-border regions in Europe, i.e. integrated micro-cross-border regions, emerging 
micro-cross-border regions, Scandinavian groupings and Working Communities. 
Most euroregions, including the four binational Dutch-German border regions, are 
considered to be integrated or emerging micro-cross-border regions. 
 During the 1980s and 1990s, border studies dedicated a great deal of attention to 
the analysis of transboundary cooperation and functionality of cross-border regions 
(Anderson and Wever 2003; Perkmann and Sum 2002; Scott 1999). Van Houtum 
(2000a) argues that a shift in the perception of border regions took place between 
1980 and 2000: from traditional and underdeveloped margins of a country—according 
to a centre-periphery paradigm—, to unexplored sites, testing grounds and laboratories 
for the development of interregional and cross-border policies with the potential to 
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What stands out is that the interviewees have a good disposition to talk at length 
about the same successes. Later I would find out, however, that the successes in 
cross-border cooperation are rather scarce. So, it is unsurprising that the small 
number of successes are retold over and over. I start realizing that cross-border 
cooperation is a long-term effort. It is a though process that requires perseverance.
impact key economic topics. This was the heyday of the border region as a laboratory 
for European policy. 
 The regional scale has been a popular feature among studies in the fields of 
economic and regional geography, where attention for the development of cross-border 
regions has recognizably increased (see, among others, Boschma 2003, Hassink 
1996, 2005; Hospers 2004; Lambooy 2002; Rutten and Boekema 2007; Terlouw 2009). 
Border scholars shifted their focus from mere boundaries to the scale of cross-border 
regions (see, among others, Boekema, Gijzen and Linders 2008; Trippl 2009; Van Houtum 
et al. 1996). A number of studies on cross-border regions focused on the Euroregion 
Rhine-Meuse-North. Studies and reports which are mainly focused on institutional 
cooperation, networks and regional competitiveness (e.g., Hamm and Kampmann 
1995; Stichting Greenport Venlo et al. 2013; Van den Broek and Smulders 2013). 
Any attention for cross-border regions from a planning perspective was lacking so far. 
3.3.2 Cross-border cooperation
As the European Community was taking shape and cross-border regions were 
multiplying, the geographical research community started a debate about cross-border 
cooperation (Eker and Van Houtum 2013: 141). This phenomenon has been related to 
economic and regional geographic studies and linked to concepts such as clusters, 
districts, networks, trust, transaction costs and learning (Van Houtum 2000a). Jacobs 
and Varró (2014: 3) argue that the increasing scholarly attention for cross-border 
cooperation in the EU from the 1990s onwards has been closely linked to the 
proliferation of bodies of cross-border cooperation, in particular euroregions (see, 
among others, Blatter and Clement 2000; Hooper and Kramsch 2004; Kolossov 2012; 
Perkmann 2003; Scott 2000; Van Houtum 2000). However, even though cross-border 
spaces have become increasingly perceived as new territorial scales (Jessop 2003; 
Johnson 2008; Perkmann 2007, Popescu 2008), this conceptual shift has not yet 
gained much track from a spatial perspective. 
 From 1990 onwards, cross-border cooperation has been seen as an instrument to 
overcome the negative effects of the border as a barrier. Van Houtum (2002) argues 
that studies focusing on the hindrance effect that borders have on cooperation across 
the EU are often guided by theorisations about strategies to overcome borders (see 
e.g., Ratti 1993; Van Houtum 2000a, 2000b). From the perspective that sees the border 
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Something else that catches my attention is the rigid resistance to remove barriers. 
Most of the interviewees perceive the border as a barrier that needs to be overcome: a 
line to be removed. Thinking in terms of the border as an opportunity, however, is 
remarkably absent from their vision.
as a barrier, the surrounding region seems to split in two pieces—i.e. the ‘half-moon 
syndrome’—: a sociocultural, economic and political entrenchment of citizens to what 
they perceive as their own side of the border; an inward vision and behaviour of 
borderlanders that limits their vision to their own country (Rottier 1975; Van Houtum et 
al. 2010). Such a dominant inland focus might aggravate specific border-related 
problems and to neglect cross-border potential. Whenever there has been a focus on 
cross-border cooperation, however, this has been limited by a vision to build bridges 
across borders in order to develop functional regions that are characterized by 
economic and cultural homogenization. Approaches that emphasize the landscape 
along the border and the added value of spatial differences, on the other hand, have 
received little attention.
3.3.3 A borderless world
From the 1970s to the 1990s border practices were characterized by processes such as 
globalization and the emergence of new spatial entities: cross-border regions. 
Especially the early 1990s, according to Diener and Hagen (2009), marked a period of 
extraordinary geopolitical change. Borders were characterized by their increasing 
openness partly as consequence of the EU’s enlargement, the end of the Cold War and 
the collapse of the Soviet Union; and the fall of the Iron Curtain (Sohn and Stambolic 
2015: 178). A number of border barriers came crumbling down. As a result, a growing 
interaction and interdependence emerged between different places around the world 
and human mobility exacerbated at global scale. With the collapse of the Iron Curtain, 
Jessop argues, the progressive hollowing out of the states and eventual obsolescence 
was assumed (2003). The unimpeded global flow of people, goods, information and 
capital, resulted in a renewed approach to borders. Or as Laine (2016) puts it: “The 
increased velocity and volatility of globalisation have shaken the previously stable 
border concept”.
 Due to globalization, some academics expected that borders would become 
increasingly irrelevant. According to Lefebvre (1973: 155), since the 1980s, much spatial 
and systemic thinking in the social sciences (i.e., theorizing capitalism, modernism, 
post-modernism and globalization) has tended to skirt this issue by entirely dismissing 
the significance of state borders in the organization of human society. This ‘endism’ 
assumes a process of de-territorialisation projected to eventual collapse the nation 
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This stands in stark contrast to the academic debate in border studies, which argues 
for an approach that is sensitive to the opportunities that a border may offer. 
In practice, however, cross-border cooperation will never be given the proper priority 
to become a positive topic as long as the focus on it remains fixated with the removal 
of barriers. Why do so few stakeholders talk about the border as an opportunity? 
state system and do away with the significance of borders (Caney 2005; Diener and 
Hagen 2009; Ohmae 1990, 1995). This approach has been called ‘strong globalization’ 
(Hagen 2009: 1201), and its most fervent proponents have been economists, business 
leaders and journalists like Thomas Friedman (2005), who famously proclaimed that 
‘the world is flat’. 
 In the 1990s, globalization and the conviction that nation states had lost their role as 
meaningful units of the global neoliberal economy resulted in a short-lived paradigm 
that was called ‘a borderless world’ (Ohmae 1990, 1995). The ‘borderless world’ 
paradigm has been described as the demise of the system of bounded territorial 
states that accompanied accelerated globalization processes (Sohn 2016). Sohn 
describes the consequence that the repeated emphasis of the border as a barrier has 
exerted on the perception people have of it: “By considering state borders solely as 
barriers to transnational flow, they have been essentialized as hindrances and reduced 
to one of their multiple functions, hence creating a border synecdoche” (2016: 3). 
3.4  Rejuvenation of border studies 
An expanding EU and far-reaching forms of globalization stoked interest for the role of 
borders in the 1990s. This transformation that was characterized by de-statization (the 
move from government to governance), internationalization (the proliferation of 
institutes of international policy) and denationalization (the reconfiguration of political 
and economic functions across a range of spatial fixes, including the supranational, 
local and regional) (Heley 2013: 1326). Nevertheless, academics slowly came to realize 
that the boundary could not be simply removed (Corvers, Dankbaar and Hassink 1994; 
Dagevos, Oerlemans, Hulsinck, Van Houtum and Boekema 1992). Predictions about 
borders’ loss of significance and the collapse of state territoriality proved overstated 
(Yeung 1998). Newman argues that, even though many borders have become invisible, 
they nevertheless still powerfully shape our daily life practices (2006b: 172). This does 
not mean, however, that the globalization discourse did not have a significant impact 
on the meanings of state borders (Newman 2011). Rather, it means that state borders 
continue to have significance beyond merely being territorial barriers. The opening of 
borders does not mean that those borders have ceased to exist. The metaphor of a 
‘borderless world’, therefore, has lost its validity and relevance (Green and Ruhleder 
1995).
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For example, even though many speak about the location of the Euroregion Rhine-
Meuse-North at the heart of Europe, most believe that in order to take advantage of 
its favourable location the border should be erased. However, I am convinced that 
talking about barriers all the time deters people; it chases them away. If more people 
would bring up the opportunities of cross-border cooperation instead, that would 
certainly change the image of cross-border cooperation into something more exciting. 
Talk of an imminent borderless world gave an enormous boost to border studies. 
Some even argue (see e.g., Brunet-Jailly 2004, 2005; Hudson 1998; Kolossov 2005; 
Kolossov and O’Loughlin 1998; Newman 2002, 2006; Newman and Paasi 1998; Paasi 
1996, 1998, 2005; Yeung 1998) that the study of borders was mainly reinvigorated by 
the borderless world discourse (Newman 2006b: 172). As Paasi (2013: 3) stated: 
“Borders rapidly became highly important during the 1990s, in the wake of the end of 
the Cold War’s dividing line between the capitalist and socialist blocks, the rise of 
many new states from the ruins of the former socialist states, the awakening of old 
nations and ethnic groups, and the acceleration of globalization”. In a similar vein Van 
Houtum argues that spatial borders still form an essential part of daily life and human 
behaviour: “They are an expression of the spatial demarcation of human places that is 
needed both socially, for reasons of certainty and protection, and politically, to sustain 
control and power over a territory and safeguard their own position in it” (2000: 58).
3.4.1 European funding
The making of the European Union has been pursued through image-branding 
concepts like the European Internal Market, EU, Euroregions, Europe of the Regions 
and others. Funding programmes are set up to endow these novel notions with a 
material reality that cultivates spatial unification through cross-border harmonisation, 
cohesion and development (Kramsch, Pijpers, Plug and Van Houtum 2004: 1). However, 
according to Jacobs and Varró (2014: 1) European funds have clearly failed to 
substantially challenge the Westphalian paradigm. Although cross-border regions 
seem to be manifestations of reterritorializing state governance—which had the 
character of informal cooperation networks in which border problems were discussed 
and sometimes solved on an ad-hoc basis—the role of cross-border regions changed 
radically after the introduction of INTERREG in 1990. 
 The launch of the Community Initiative INTERREG gave a boost to cross-border 
cooperation, which had been previously dominated by sporadic, bottom-up initiatives 
(see, among others, Gualini 2003; Perkmann 1999). The INTERREG funding regime 
acted as a catalyst for cross-border institution-building, often in the form of euroregions. 
However, recent academic studies have tended to criticise its project-driven culture, 
excessive bureaucracy and vanished spontaneity (Van der Giessen 2014). Prokkola, 
Zimmerbauer and Jakola (2015: 106) argue: “In contrast to historically well-established 
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June 2015: scientific discussions in Nijmegen
June 2015 is the first time that I use the opportunity to present my research proposal 
at the yearly IMR PhD and research day in Nijmegen (organized by the research 
institute at Radboud University in which I carry out my research). This is a platform 
that brings together many academics working on borders, spatial planning and 
regional identities stemming from the shared cultural, ethnic and linguistic background 
of its inhabitants, the political definition of new cross-border regions in the EU’s 
INTERREG programme represents a ‘top-down’-driven region-building activity in which 
promoting the competitiveness of regions is a primary objective’’. Today there is a 
widely shared belief that cross-border initiatives in cross-border regions have lost their 
spontaneity. 
3.4.2 Cross-border immobility
In the first half of 1990s, cross-border cooperation was received with great enthusiasm, 
but many policies remained nationally oriented, including spatial policy. The border 
remained a barrier in spatial planning practice. Not only policies but also people rarely 
made their way across the border. Despite the intensification of cross-border 
cooperation, the dominant cross-border practice among the majority of borderlanders 
was spurred by the labour market, but was otherwise characterized by cross-border 
immobility (Van Houtum and Van der Velde 2004: 103). Back then, Ernste (2010) 
argues, “it was assumed that cross-border mobility is dominantly held back by 
(market-) imperfections and the lack of transparency and knowledge, an assumption 
that is still dominantly based on rational-choice theory. This theory postulates that 
human kind is inherently seeking the highest profit possible for his/her labour and will 
move no matter where as long as it pays off (Van Houtum and Van der Velde 2004: 
100)”. However, rational-choice models cannot really explain the phenomenon of 
cross-border immobility. At this point a broader social-constructivist theoretical 
approach becomes imperative. 
 A concept for understanding the cross-border labour mobility or immobility 
introduced by van Houtum and Van der Velde in 2004. They argue that the border 
appeared to be a ‘threshold of indifference’ based on unfamiliarity which, although 
invisible and often only psychological, prevent an orientation towards the other side of 
the border, thus hampering the optimal allocation of mobility across borders (Van 
Houtum and Van der Velde 2004). Mental barriers seem to have a long-lasting impact 
on cross-border mobility: once borderlanders surpass the threshold of indifference, 
they develop an active attitude that promotes cross-border mobility. 
 In the beginning of the 2000s, academics came to realize that borders and 
differences among countries could also promote cross-border mobility (Spierings and 
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regional development. Giving a presentation here yields useful feedback and I gather 
new insights from the many talks held on this day. I can use this for my study.
Van der Velde 2008). This observation has been confirmed by Strüver (2004), who 
argued that practices of border-crossing mainly happen if there is the possibility of 
exploiting national differences. Differences between places on both sides of the border 
may appeal to people, arouse their interest and even may be the main reason for 
cross-border mobility (Van Houtum, Kramsch and Zierhofer 2005). When applying this 
insight to planning policy, planners should ask themselves if mental barriers of 
‘indifference’ could be overcome by introducing the right spatial factors (see, among 
others, Eker and Van Houtum 2013). Spierings and Van der Velde added to the concept 
the cross-border differences that people take into consideration, defining as push and 
pull factors those that lead to increased mobility and as keep and repel factors those 
resulting in immobility (Spierings and Van der Velde 2008). This concept has been 
applied to consumer behaviour in border regions (see, among others, Spierings and 
Van der Velde 2008). 
3.4.3 Cross-border governance
With the emergence of cross-border regions as new ‘territories’ or scales, new forms of 
cooperation and governance are emerging across borders. Caporaso describes 
governance as the collective problem-solving in the public realm (1996: 32). 
Government, by contrast, refers to the institutions and agents who occupy key 
institutional roles and positions. Forms of territorial governance that are organised 
around fixed scales gradually lose their steering capacity (Waterhout et al. 2009: 3). 
Kolossov (2012) argues that in border studies, particularly in the European case, there 
was a specific focus on cross-border policy integration as a form of ‘multi-level 
governance’ during the 1990s and early 2000s. He refers to the work of Perkmann 
(1999) and Lepik (2012). 
 The term multi-level governance (henceforth: MLG) has become commonplace in 
EU studies in recent decades. The MLG model is a system through which many actors 
interact across different levels of governance that have different competencies, deci-
sion-making authority and responsibilities in order to achieve one goal (Van der 
Giessen 2014). Hooghe and Marks (2003), the two leading proponents of the idea, 
distinguish between two basic types or models of governance, which they label as 
Type I and Type II. Brunet-Jailly (2005: 637) argues that both types of MLG contribute to 
our understanding of the nature of borders and borderlands. Type I MLG is strongly 
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A university lecturer introduces me to the work of Henri Lefebvre, a French 
philosopher and sociologist whose work has been influencing the academic debate in 
border studies. His work puts me on the track of social-constructivist studies, which 
have heavily influenced my research approach. I realize that I need to further develop 
the theoretical basis of socio-constructuvistic approaches in my study, especially in 
view of my action-oriented approach.
related to territorial borders and jurisdictions configurated in hierarchical fashion. 
However, there is no perfect ‘fit’ or ideal scale to address spatial issues in today’s 
network society (Amin 2004; Gualini 2006; Salet 2006). Reality moves towards type II 
multi-level governance whenever formal spatial authority has been dispersed from 
central states upwards to supranational institutions and downwards to regional and 
local governments (Hooghe and Marks 2010). The explorations on MLG relationships 
in cross-border spatial planning are rare (see e.g., Chilla, Evrard and Schulz 2012). 
 In practice, the multi-level nature of governance in European planning is a 
combination of Hooghe and Marks’ (2003) Type I and Type II models. While Type I 
continues to be more predominant on planning, Type II may often be more appropriate: 
i.e. within fragmented territories, soft spaces and borderlands (Waterhout et al. 2009: 
8). According to Ehlers (2007: 40), governance processes have been largely investigated 
in euroregions (she refers to Church and Reid 1999; Kramsch 2002; Kramsch and 
Mamadouh 2003; Perkmann 1999; Richter 2005). A general criticism levered against 
this research, however, was that key actors in transboundary initiatives tend to be 
governmental representatives with very limited input from the private or voluntary 
sectors. It has further been criticised that cross-border initiatives in general have not 
sufficiently motivated the local population to participate (Paasi 2001; Scott 2000). It is 
therefore often assumed that cross-border cooperation lacks legitimacy (Ehlers 2007: 40).
3.4.4 Bordering
The very territorial approach on cross-border spaces has been profusely criticized by 
Kramsch (2007, 2008, 2010). The opening of internal European borders did not 
decrease geographers’ focus on borders but rather increased it (Agnew 1994; 
Anderson 1996; Paasi 1996; 1998; 2002; 2005). The EU’s innovative territorial approach 
came hand in hand with the securitization of nation states’ ‘own’ economic welfare 
and identity as the spatial bordering spurred by Schengen started to foster practices 
‘ordering’ and ‘othering’ (Van Naerssen and Van Houtum 2002: 125). Bordering, as a 
socio-spatial practice, plays an important role in shaping human territoriality and 
political maps—every social and regional group has an image of its own territory and 
boundaries (Kolossov and Scott 2013). Borders give order to our lives and their spatial 
delimitation makes possible the distinction between an outside and an inside, 
between what is included and what is excluded (Newman and Paasi 1998).  
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October 2015: scientific discussions in Sheffield
Three days of rain in the North-Midlands. I participate in the Early Career Conference 
of the Regional Studies Association in Sheffield. This is the first time I present my 
study abroad in front of academics from all over the world. A great opportunity to 
reflect my research ideas on other people’s work and thoughts, not only border 
scholars but also regional development and planning scholars. 
Such processes reinforce the simplistic binary categorization between ‘us’ and ‘them’, 
the ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ and the ‘here’ and ‘there’. It contributes to the perception 
of the border as a barrier between two units. The claiming of space, Van Houtum 
argues (2002: 9), has a major impact on processes such as ordering and othering. This 
sociological categorization of binary distinctions highlights the border as constituting 
a sharp edge and a clear line of separation between two distinct entities that are 
construed as opposites (Van Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002). This logic of separation 
is often evoked by the metaphor of the barrier. Our contemporary image of borders 
and ‘others’ organized on a fixed territorial arrangement is based on these binary 
distinctions that construct the image of the border as ‘the backyards’ of the nation 
state. Such binary distinctions, however, stand in blatant opposition to the current 
academic research on borders. Borders’ dual movement—both centripetal and 
centrifugal—endows borders with their Janus-face character (Van Houtum 2012). In 
2013, Henk van Houtum and landscape architect Mark Eker explored a variety of 
border scenarios that could be envisioned through different designs in their book 
Borderland.
 In reference to this doubled-sided phenomenon Nevins (2002) argues that: 
“Contradictions related to exclusionist nationalism and neoliberal globalizing capitalism 
come together in bordering practices”. Kolossov (2012) argues that decision makers 
and policy planners desire open and more flexible borders for economic reasons, 
while opting for tighter and more closed borders for security reasons. “Once a border 
is constructed, there are groups and individuals who desire to cross it’’, Kolossov 
argues (2012: 26). This is the constant trade-off between globalization and securitization. 
Closing the borders too much, Newman states, will result in a direct confrontation 
between the two major state discourses: securitization and the economy—with the 
latter suffering as a result of increased barriers to trade and other economic activities 
(2006a: 182). Sassen (1999) states that a selective openness creates tension between 
human rights and the protection of sovereignty. The specific configuration of this 
balance makes all borders and their surrounding landscapes unique (Eker and Van 
Houtum 2012). 
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At that moment I do not have a clear picture of what research steps I will take in the 
upcoming years in order to carry out the action-oriented character of the research. 
The methodology develops during the action process. The discussions I have in 
Sheffield, however, make me think about the way to further generate action in the 
borderland. How can I ensure that I will collect scientifically relevant data? 
3.4.5 Re-bordering
The development of ‘fenced’ borders and more restricted regimes to enter territories 
(like the asylum policies of the mid-1980s, beginning of the 1990s and today’s) are 
processes of re-bordering (Kramsch et al. 2004). These measures are a geopolitical 
response that uses the closure of borders as a safety mechanism against threats from 
beyond. Governments continually reassess policies related to border porosity. The 
enlargement of the EU has raised the importance of borders by promoting cross-border 
activities with the aim to erase borders among member states as much as possible. At 
the same time, however, this opening has striven to exert more control over the EU’s 
external boundaries and border-crossings. European borders have, therefore, become 
a major ‘laboratory’ in border studies. The strengthening and securing of borders have 
increased. Fear of global terrorism has brought about a re-closure of borders, especially 
in Northern America and the EU as consequence of the self-fulfilling prophecy that is 
ceaselessly reinforced by the mutually constitutive cycle of Islamic terrorism and 
invasions of the Middle East and North Africa (Newman 2006a: 182). 
 An increased border securitization has followed the ‘war on terror’, economic 
protectionism, and anti-immigration sentiments (Johnson et al. 2011). According to 
Paasi (2013), some traditionalists among border scholars use conflicts (e.g., between 
Israel and Palestine) in order to prove that the border still is an unambiguous and 
unchanging line of division. Thus, the process of debordering—which allows cross- 
border spatialities to mobilize the border as a resource—has been countered by 
rebordering trends fuelled by the post 9/11 securitization discourse (Herzog and Sohn 
2014: 2-3) term. Herzog and Sohn (2014) have classified the debordering and rebordering 
dynamics in a conceptual framework (see Figure 1). Their framework indicates the 
significance of the border as a constraint and a resource. They distinguish two types 
of border dynamics: ‘debordering’ and ‘rebordering’; as well as two structuring effects 
over agency: ‘constraining’ effects and ‘enabling’ effects, which result in four modalities 
that categorizes borders. This study perceives the borderland as a cross-border 
spatiality in which the border is mobilized as a resource, allowed by a process of 
debordering. 
 Terms such as re- and debordering, descend from terms as reterritorialization and 
deterritorialization have become part of the border studies debate at the end of the 
twentieth century.18 Brenner (1998, 1999)—one of the most frequently cited scholars 
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Based on the many discussions I have in Sheffield, it becomes clear that action 
research is not very common in doctoral research. The conference enriches my 
knowledge with many cross-border studies from all over the world: spatial governance, 
open data, dynamic spaces, neo-endogenous development and the empowerment of 
rural communities.
when it comes to reterritorialization—, explains that the diminishing and weakening 
role of the national scale as an enclosed spatial container is caused by the increased 
significance of another competing spatial delimitation. The emergence of new territories 
at the expense of existing ones is known as deterritorialization (Blatter 2004). The rise 
of euroregions as consequence of the EU’s deepening political integration is a 
development that contributes to the reterritorialization of the nation state is, which at 
the same time can be perceived as deterritorialization (e.g., Jessop 2003; Johnson 
2008, 2009; Perkmann 2007; Popescu 2008). However, the very concepts of re- and 
deterritorialization still indicate the prevalence of the territorial approach.
3.5  From static to dynamic borders
3.5.1 Social constructs
Within the last decade of the twentieth century, the discussion in border studies 
shifted radically (Anderson and O’Dowd 1999). Attention went from the border as a line 
to more spatial approaches of the borderland, as transition space consisting of diverse 
socio-spatial scales. Purely territorial approaches slowly faded from the border debate. 
In their place, a new strain of studies highlighting the interrelation between physical 
environment and the social, economic, political and cultural conditions of nation 
states started to gain in popularity (Wilson and Donnan 2012). The dynamics of daily 
practice affected by the presence of a common border raised the awareness in border 
studies. 
Figure 1   The significance of the border: a conceptual framework.
Structuring effects over agency
Border dynamics Constraining Enabling
Debordering Threat Resource
Rebordering Obstacle Shield
 (Source: Herzog and Sohn 2014: 6)
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End of 2015: generating action
I am back in the borderland. In order to actually change something in planning 
practice, I must at least engage in conversation with spatial planners and policymakers 
in the borderland. Following this conviction, I start a second round of interviews at 
the end of 2015. 
To stress the dynamic and fabricating character, Van Houtum and Van Naerssen (2002) 
suggested to see the border as a verb, hence as ‘bordering’ (see further also Van 
Houtum 2010a, 2012b; Van Houtum, Kramsch, Zierhofer 2005). This transition from 
border as a noun to the present participle of bordering cuts to the core of the so-called 
‘processual shift’ in border studies (Brambilla 2014), which has recognized the 
multiplication of borders and their reconceptualization as dynamic social processes 
and practices of spatial differentiation (see, among others, Newman 2006a, 2006b; 
Paasi 1998; Van Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002). Bordering practices have become 
increasingly valuable to illustrate the reconfiguration of both geopolitical affairs and 
everyday life (Sidaway 2011). In 2005, Hooper introduced the term ‘borderwork’ to 
refer to the social making of borders (Van Houtum 2015: 279). This idea was later 
elaborated by Rumford (2008) and refers to how ordinary people reproduce borders 
through their geographically diffused everyday practices.
 The processual shift in border studies, enabled borders to be viewed as dynamic 
social processes and practices of spatial differentiation (Brambilla et al. 2015: 1). The 
static perception of the border simply seen as the end of the nation-state no longer 
suffices—if it ever did. Regions, including cross-border regions cannot be anything 
other than constructs in the making. Borderlands, frontiers, trans-national social fields 
and diasporic spaces are just some of the terms emerging in reference to this 
development (Chen 2005; Diener and Hagen 2009). In this regard, a social-construc-
tivist strand that focuses on bordering processes as socio-spatial and socio-cultural 
practices has emerged (Van Houtum et al. 2005). Poststructuralist approaches have 
strongly influenced the transformation of border studies since the early 1990s. Unlike 
modernist approaches, poststructuralism posits that the range of social realities is too 
rich and complex to be shoehorned into simplistic yet overambitious ‘one-fits-all’ 
models. Instead, poststructuralist approaches lays down a philosophical framework 
that can be applied to construct a range of tailored theories. This philosophical 
movement—inspired by French poststructuralist thought (i.e., de Certeau, Derrida, 
Foucault)—takes the changing functions of borders into account and addresses open 
borders as representations, paying special attention to the influence of borders on 
people’s everyday practices and lives (Strüver 2005: 3). 
 Border studies became heavily influenced by the social sciences, critical social 
theory and interdisciplinary research (see Johnson et al. 2011; Parker et al. 2009; 
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In the beginning the interviews confuse me a little. The people from which I expect 
the greatest interest and confidence in the success of a series of cross-border design 
ateliers try to temper my expectations. Based on their experience, they tell me, it is 
difficult to carry out innovative processes in border regions. (By the way, this 
frustrating environment could be why so few people are engaged in cross-border 
cooperation and why the smallest of successes are celebrated). 
Parker and Vaughan-Williams 2012; Rumford 2006). The period around the turn of the 
century was characterized by the crossing of disciplinary borders within border 
studies. According to Sohn (2015)—who in turns refers to Balibar (2002)—this move 
has been driven by the spreading and multiplication of border functions, forms and 
effects at different levels of social and political action and in various spatio-temporal 
contexts. In literature, the border is now regarded as a social construct deeply 
dependant on interpretation. The idea of socially constructed meanings of territories 
and borders is based on socio-cultural contingent practices and discourses through 
which people give meanings to material and symbolic regions and borders. Images 
and imaginations are vivid and crucial components of these practices that construct 
borders’ meanings. 
 Paasi’s work (1999) on the dynamic approach to borders as socio-cultural 
practices and discourses has been a key inspiration for studies on how borders are (re)
produced through practices, as well as narratives and images. This dynamic character 
of the border is clearly explained by Strüver (2004): “[…] borders are understood as 
undergoing a constant reconfiguring through social relations and as being constituted 
by imaginations and representations”. Buoli (2015), in turn, defines borders as human 
designs that depend on border narratives. The idea of a dynamic approach to borders 
already existed during the first half of the 20th century and was developed by Ratzel 
(1897). The dynamic character of borders in those times, however, stemmed from the 
idea of power: “Ratzel regarded borders as measures and expressions of the power of 
the organic state, as dynamic rather than static peripheral ‘organs’” (Paasi 2013). Such 
ideas were callously exploited in geopolitics before and during World War II, when the 
‘wrong’ location of borders was often used to justify violent expansion of territories.
 As a result of this shift in thinking about borders Newman speaks of a new 
beginning in border studies. He argues: “The renaissance of border studies during the 
past decade has been characterized by a crossing of disciplinary borders, bringing 
together geographers, political scientists, sociologists, anthropologists, historians, 
literary scholars, legal experts, along with border practitioners engaged in the practical 
aspects of boundary demarcation, delimitation and management’’ (2006a: 171). This 
growth in border studies runs contrary to much of the globalization discourse which 
was prevalent during the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the obstacle-like character 
of borders was neglected amid a hubris for a ‘borderless world’. Andersen, Klatt and 
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However, if even active borderlanders are rather pessimistic, what enthusiasm could 
one expect from planners and policymakers who never cross the border at all? Is it a 
fear of change or is it sheer unwillingness? Although I was speaking to the protagonists 
of cross-border cooperation, they warned me about its challenges. That’s encouraging.
Sandberg (2012) underline the necessity to think in terms of heteronomy and diversity 
in order to understand the multiplicity of borders. The reference to heteronomy means 
that a border does not exist in and of itself, but is instead created through the meaning 
that is attached to it. Along the heteronomy of the border, Andersen et al. (2012) also 
stress the importance of the diversity of actors that contribute to the ways borders are 
created and transformed in everyday life. Such a perspective echoes Rumford’s (2012) 
emphasis for a multiperspectival study of borders and the concept of ‘borderscapes’ 
as a gaze that is “[…] able to grasp the ‘variations’ of borders in space and time” 
(Brambilla 2014: 12).
3.5.2 Relational approach
Dynamic approaches to the border have led to an enormous growth of studies on 
cross-border networks and relational approaches. These studies have approached the 
border as an interface or entry point where contact, exchange, diffusion, but also 
collaboration or confrontation take place. Kolossov and Scott (2013) argue that, while 
state-centeredness remains an important aspect for the conceptualisation of borders 
and the understanding of their significance, many scholars have convincingly argued 
that the world is increasingly composed of relational networks rather than only fixed 
spaces. Paasi (2012) states that borders are relational in the sense that they are 
produced, reproduced, and transformed in diverging social relations and different 
types of networks. 
 Because of the growing importance of networks and their ever increasing geographical 
due to technological progress (Castells 1996; Brenner 1999), the production of space 
and place is increasingly understood as a result of a complex interaction of multiple 
socio-economic processes taking place at multiple and overlapping scales—not least 
across state borders. The most known theorizations in this field are the works of 
Manuel Castells (1994), which promote the notion of a world composed of networked 
places and flows that is replacing the world of spaces. With this vision in mind, 
Waterhout et al. (2009) argue that conceptions of spatiality and territorialisation must 
be seen from a relational perspective and with an emphasis on fluidity, reflexivity, 
connectivity, multiplicity and polyvocality. The spatial notion of ‘spaces of flows’, 
introduced by Castells (1996) is further elaborated in Section 4.2. 
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If I must believe the majority of my interview partners, many cross-border initiatives 
are too noncommittal in nature or bogged down in bureaucratic procedures. As for 
official spatial planning regulations, I will not get anything changed there. That, 
however, has never been the intention of this study.
Whereas a purely territorial approach used to dominate the academic debate on 
borders, the relational approach has taken its place as the predominant academic 
discourse since the beginning of the 21st century. A caveat here is necessary: several 
academics have criticized the black-and-white distinction between purely territorial 
borders on the one side and their ‘boundedness’, on the other. According to Paasi 
(2012) the lesson of the relational approach to border studies is that ‘boundedness’ is 
a contextual-empirical issue rather than an ontological one, which is of critical 
importance to move beyond the territorial-relational dualism. Cochrane and Ward 
(2012), for example, have recently criticized this dichotomy in the context of policy 
making and policy transfer. They propose that “policy making has to be understood as 
both relational and territorial; as both in motion and simultaneously fixed, or embedded 
in place” (2012: 7). Laine (2016: 467) has also stressed the importance of both a 
relational and territorial perspective: “The idea of territorial space is far from defunct or 
redundant but is rather a continuously relevant form of social spatiality, complementary to 
networked and fluid spaces”.
3.6  The border as spatial design
Once borders became understood as being constituted by imaginations and rep-
resentations undergoing a constant reconfiguration through social relations (Strüver 
2004), an increasing amount of spatial concepts appeared in border studies during 
recent decades, e.g., borderlands, border landscapes and borderscapes. Border-related 
concepts sprouted too: metaborders (Mezzadra, as cited in Brambilla 2012), border 
figures (Schimanski 2016), borderities (Amilhat-Szary and Giraut 2015); border 
aesthetics (Schimanski and Wolfe 2017) and border cities’ typologies (Sohn 2017). All 
concepts in which the role of design has been given considerable significance.
 The proliferation of spatial concepts in border studies aligns with the growing 
attention for the border, not as a static line, but as a dynamic socio-spatial construct 
characterized by cross-border interactions. According to Wilson and Donnan (2012: 8), 
the focus within border studies has shifted to the relationship between the physical 
environment and the social, economic, political and cultural aspects of a country. 
According to Paasi (2005), who in turns refers to the work of Minghi and Rumley (1991: 4), 
the international debate within border disciplines shifted towards the study of 
enhancing a reconsideration of border landscapes as the products of cultural, 
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I only want to investigate whether we are capable to start cross-border cooperation in 
spatial planning and develop a cross-border spatial vision through informal 
cooperation. In other words, are we able to design new imaginaries for the borderland 
from an unusual but promising perspective? Now that I have conducted a few 
interviews, I begin to realize that I really need to use the interviews to start changing 
economic and political interactions and processes occurring in space. Schoonderbeek 
(2015: 98-99) expresses the physical-mental relation of the border as follows:
The previous claim that borders are expressive of social collectives, combined 
with the viewpoint that conceives borders as a spatial point of origin, implies that 
the border actually constitutes these collectives both physically and mentally. In 
a way, the border is the place where a social group gathers itself spatially and 
culturally. As a consequence, the border can be investigated by mapping out the 
characteristics of this gathering, i.e. by carefully clarifying the cultural discourses 
as well as social relations around the border. Evidently, spatial practices of a wide 
variety are inscribing their borders into space on a daily basis. These spatial 
border inscriptions are hardly ever mutually exclusive, but, rather, intermingle, 
strengthen, underline each other.
Although concepts as borderlands, border landscapes and borderscapes have already 
been introduced in Chapter 1 and 2, those spatial concepts play a significant role in 
current border studies debates and are, therefore, worthy of further elaboration. 
3.6.1 Borderlands and border landscapes
Cross-border interactions are an important starting point in the discussion on 
borderlands and border landscapes. The attention in border studies has moved 
towards the dynamics that take place in close proximity to the border: not only 
borderlands and border landscapes but also ‘frontier’ is used to refer to a situation in 
which the actors living within the border area are oriented towards the outside and the 
border, which is in fact a zone of contact (Van Houtum 1998). According to Ehlers 
(2007: 24), this has made the term frontier synonymous with more open borders. The 
meaning of open borders can be defined as the free movement of people, goods, 
services and capital—at least in the EU. Newman (2003: 127) has noted that  the term 
frontier has gradually been replaced with the notion of ‘borderland’, which is a less 
evocative term referring to a space in which diverse patterns of trans-boundary 
interaction can take place (Ehlers 2007: 24).
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people’s minds. So, the interviews become something more than mechanic data 
collections; they are also a tool to generate action. 
The extensive use of the term borderland may be located in the traditions of American 
historical studies, starting in the 1920s (Wilson and Donnan 2012; Buoli 2015). The 
term borderlands is intended to suggest that we are not working with an exact 
delimitation. Some researchers (mainly from historical studies) started to use the 
borderland concept, among them are Anzaldúa (1987), Eker and Van Houtum (2013) 
and Soja (2005). According to Anzaldúa, borderlands are physically recognizable 
wherever two or more cultures become the edge of one another; where people of 
different races blend within the same territory; where low, middle and upper classes 
touch; where the space between two individuals shrinks to the closer spaces of 
intimacy. In 2005, Soja (2005: 39) reinterpreted the term borderlands as described by 
Anzaldúa (1987) primarily as a place where new projects can be created given 
borderlands open and mixed character. 
 In 2012, Wilson and Donnan (2012: 9) defined the term borderland as the region 
bisected by the boundary line between states, which is presumed to encapsulate a 
variety of identities, social networks and formal and informal, legal and illegal 
relationships which tie together people in the areas contiguous to the borderline on 
both its sides”. In 2013, Borderland—a book edited by Mark Eker and Henk van 
Houtum—described the borderland as the border landscape as ‘twenty kilometres to 
either side of the border’ for the context of the Dutch border landscape bordering 
Germany and Belgium. According to them, within this zone, the border is tangible and 
can be expected to have an influence on the structure of the landscape. They use the 
term border landscape as an open field of opportunities for re-thinking and re-designing 
the borderland (Eker and Van Houtum 2013). In addition, Sohn and Stambolic (2015) 
speak about a Euclidian distance of 25 kilometres which more or less corresponds to 
a time-distance of 45 minutes by car used as a threshold of functionally delineate 
border regions.
 In addition, Buoli (2015) describes the border landscape as the sites of social 
interaction across space (Rajaram and Grundy Warr 2007), collective narratives and 
representations. Finally, although not from a scientific perspective, but originating 
from planning practice, to ‘demarcate’ the borderland the Dutch-German Spatial 
Planning Committee (see Section 5.3) selects a stroke of 20 kilometres on both sides 
of the border (Grotenfells 1992). 
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3.6.2 Borderscapes
The notion of borderscapes forms a significant part of the cross-border development 
debate in border studies. It is a conceptual tool that emanates from Appadurai’s ‘–
scapes’ conceptualisation (1996). He suggested to use the word ‘scape’ as a keystone 
of the alternative transnational imagination. According to Appadurai’s approach to 
scapes, the border area is also shaped as a constructed reality: this coincides with 
what has been termed a borderscape. It is worth mentioning that such spatial unit can 
also be reshaped and redesigned transnationally (Eker and Van Houtum 2013). 
 Border studies has expressed a growing interest on borderscapes in recent years. 
Borderscapes is a potentially operative concept that can be used in tension and in 
dialogue with different disciplinary arenas and geographical contexts (Minghi and 
Rumley 1991). According to Buoli (2015), contemporary bordering processes and practices 
are examined through the borderscapes lens to uncover important relations between 
borders as a ‘challenge’ to national (and EU) policies and borders as potential elements 
of political innovation through conceptual (re-)framings of social, political, economic 
and cultural spaces. 
 The growing international and cross-disciplinary interest in new conceptualisations 
of and approaches to borders, such as the notion of borderscapes (Strüver 2005; Rajaram 
and Grundy-War 2007; Brambilla and Van Houtum 2012; Brambilla 2014), have opened 
up innovative understandings of the mutually shaping processes between juridico- 
political borders, (supra)national power relations and structures, transnational socio- 
spatial practices, networks and everyday ‘border struggles’ (Mezzadra and Neilson 
2013). The borderscapes concept offers an analytical angle to develop a wider 
understanding of the contemporary spatiality of politics. The border as trans-scalar 
socio-spatial field and testing ground to experiment with new and multidimensional 
images, including innovative forms of spatial planning and design (Buoli 2015). 
Schoonderbeek (2015) also refers to the spatial character of the border, a spatial 
condition present in the borderscapes notion that considers the borderland as the site 
of simultaneous practices, where an infinite array of understandings, interpretations 
and readings converge into one gaze.
 A concept which is closely related to borderscapes is boundaryscapes. In 2008, 
Anna Grichting introduced this notion, a neologism proposed to address temporary 
and contemporary disjunctures in local and global border contexts. She examined 
November 2015: a border interview in Venlo
One of the border interviews takes place. For the first time a spatial planner mentions 
the ‘border formula’ 1+1=3— previously mentioned by one of my co-supervisors. 
This formula indicates that someone in practice describes and perceives the border as 
a real advantage. It’s not just about a simple sum of parts (1+1=2) that can be achieved 
by making opportunities accessible within a certain radius: including the other 
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side of the border brings something an added value that is larger than the sum of 
its parts.
the boundary as a post-military archaeology and as a socio-ecological and memory 
infrastructure. The boundaryscapes notion sought to transcend the negative stereotypes 
of the border. Grichting established a link between borders and biodiversity (2015). 
She argues that ecology and endangered species were also becoming areas of 
collaboration across borders, even if they were not always at the top of the priority 
ladder. She argued that this emerging paradigm of borders and buffer zones could be 
enriched by looking at biodiversity hotspots as fertile grounds to engender new 
approaches to conflict resolution and landscape planning across border territories. 
Grichting argued that “The linear landscapes of transitioning geopolitical boundaries 
are becoming new terrains to explore ecological planning as an instrument of 
mediation, as a catalyst for reconciliation and as a tool for the collaborative visioning 
of new, sustainable futures in former conflict zones” (2015: 108).
 The spatial element in borderscapes has also been emphasized by Schimanski 
(2015), who argued that the borderscape might be a useful analytical tool to understand 
the spatial and sensible—yet often unarticulated—components of power. The concept 
offers an analytical way of thinking about the border and the bordering process not 
only on the border, but also beyond it, in the centres of power where it is produced.
3.6.3 Borderscaping
Whereas borderscapes is considered a conceptual tool, borderscaping, as a continuous 
conjugation, refers to an ongoing process of ‘making’, which renders design a critical 
methodology to capture the temporal dynamism implied in borderscaping. Borderscaping 
thus implies artistic representations that might capture a vastly complex borderscape 
into a visible arrangement (Brambilla 2016; Buoli, 2015). Creativity as a methodology 
is thus inherent to borderscaping (Brambilla 2016). Following Brambilla et al. (2015: 
xv), borderscaping as a verb in its present continuous form, is not used as a hard and 
fast empirical category, but rather as a way of approaching de- and rebordering processes 
in specific geographical and social contexts. 
 Borderscaping proposes productive interactions between ‘border thinking’ 
(Mignolo 2000) and ‘design thinking’ (Viganò 2010) that might lead to alternative 
forms of imagination and multidimensional images of modern border landscapes; the 
virtue of this approach is that, through its method, conceptualisations of the borders 
might escape the geopolitical and conceptual constraints of imagining the border as a 
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I wonder, does this person translate their conviction into spatial policy? The interviewee 
refers to a daily urban system that stretches across the border and mentions how it is 
all about making the invisible visible by providing insights that trigger people to 
cross the national border. A translation of the 1+1=3 formula into (spatial) policy, 
however, remains wishful thinking at this point.
zone of polarisation (Brambilla 2014; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Van Houtum and Eker 
2015). Borderscaping is a socially-grounded process of border writing that attempts to 
assert borderland to life by re-imagining its landscapes through collective imaginaries. 
Borders as dynamic social processes could become design tools, useful to deal with the 
governance process, to interpret and regulate the transformation processes.
 By adopting borderscapes as a concept and method, this study offers an analytical 
understanding of various processes and practices of borderscaping in the Dutch- 
German border landscape. It includes an analysis of the collaborative borderscaping 
process that I initiated as a new method of representing border experiences that might 
be able to highlight a plurality of unrevealed but fruitful borderscapes (Rajaram and 
Grundy-Warr 2007).
3.7 Conclusions
In the 20th century, the image of the border as a territorial delimitation of a congruent 
territorial unit dominated the cross-border development debate in border studies. 
This image came under pressure at the end of the 20th century due to cross-border 
developments such as European unification and globalization. In response to 
discourses proclaiming the end of the nation state and a borderless world, border 
studies experienced a revival in the early 21st century. Border scholars realised that, 
contrary to the popular cosmopolitan hubris, borders were nowhere near disappearing 
but merely transforming. As consequence of their efforts, the static nature of the 
border has changed propelled by a dynamic approach to borders that has taken 
inspiration from a variety of disciplines stressing the social construction of 
socio-politico realities like national borders (i.e., the processual shift in border studies). 
Borders are no longer seen as fixed and essential, but as social negotiations in a 
perpetual making.
 The last decades in border studies have been characterized by an advance of 
spatial concepts that include borderlands, border landscapes and borderscapes. The 
border and its surrounding landscape are now regarded as social constructs 
determined by socio-political processes of bordermaking. Borders are no longer a 
static fact in this sense. Interdisciplinary approaches to borders have mushroomed in 
recent decades, which has yielded many border-related concepts characterized by 
thematic and disciplinary dispersion as well as by differentiation (Newman 2009).
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December 2015: having a lunch together
Today another border interview takes place in Viersen with a parliamentarian from 
the state North Rhine-Westphalia. I had met this person already in 2013 during the 
two-day conference of the municipality of Venlo. After talking for about one and a 
half hours he invites for lunch somewhere in the town’s center. As is usual in Germany, 
people eat a hot meal at noon. I am positively surprised by the warm welcome. 
Because of the multitude of border concepts, it has not been possible to provide as 
comprehensive a synopsis. Rather, I have paid special attention to spatial concepts in 
border studies. I believe that my research might yet cultivate what promises to be a 
very productive field: despite the emergence of theoretically fascinating spatial 
concepts in border studies, their linkages to the policy field of spatial planning are 
scarce. It is my intuition that it is precisely in this field where they could exert their most 
creative destruction. Even though there have been scholars who have tried to bridge 
the gap between border studies and spatial planning practice in recent years—such as 
Eker and Van Houtum (2013) and Buoli (2015)—the borderscapes approach, however, 
still offers vast unexplored fields of research. Here I venture into the lands of spatial 
planning perspectives.

Cross-border development debate 
in border studies
4
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January 13, 2016: getting lost
Today I am in Krefeld. My navigation system sends me to an old and stately building 
in the middle of the seemingly deserted city. It is a cold winter day in January. At the 
front desk I inform the receptionist about my appointment. In German, the 
receptionist explains to me where I need to go. I don’t understand every word she 
says; nevertheless I decide to walk in the direction that she points to. 
4. Cross-border development debate in planning studies
This chapter discusses the cross-border development debate in planning studies. 
In recent decades, partly due to globalization and neo-liberalization processes, the 
attention for cross-border development in spatial planning has increased. With the 
exception of border conceptualisations, planning systems, practices and cultures have 
also lost their static character to a certain degree. They have evolved under the 
influence of factors such as changing socio-economic circumstances and new political 
ideas (Healey 2012; Kempenaar et al. 2016; Waterhout, Othengrafen and Sykes 2013). 
So far, however, planning studies have largely shunned the newfound relevance of 
border areas (Jacobs 2016: 68). Spatial disciplines still lack a common conceptual 
background and a shared border language (Irazábal 2014) able to address how to 
intervene in borderlands. Remarkably, only a handful of planning scholars have paid 
attention to the emergent border conceptualisations (see, among others, Allmendinger 
and Haughton 2009; Delanty and Rumford 2005; Haselsberger 2014). Most of the 
scientific attention to borders in spatial planning debates, however, comes from the 
‘European spatial planning’ discourse (see, among others, Davoudi 2003; Dühr, Stead 
and Zonneveld 2007; Faludi 2004, 2009, 2010; Nadin and Stead 2008). 
4.1  Spatial blueprints
Spatial planning originally developed as the German ‘Raumplanung’ and the Dutch 
‘Ruimtelijke Ordening’, but in both contexts it grew so associated with the preparation 
of statutory plans that planners now prefer the term spatial development instead 
(Waterhout et al. 2009: 4). Spatial planning in Europe as such emerged only in the 
beginning of the 20th century and became increasingly formalized from the 1950s 
onwards. The previous period is known as the classical period in spatial planning 
(Faludi 1996). In the 1950s, the idea that development plans could be directly 
implemented reflected a traditional conception of a plan as a spatial blueprint (Healey 
2003), an idea that assumed space and the border as non-dynamic entities. From a 
multi-level governance perspective, this approach could be labelled a ‘type I’ sort of 
planning. 
 Until the 1970s, planning was primarily a state tool for correcting and avoiding 
market failure (Roy 2015). Back then, planning across borders was not an issue in 
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The door of the room at the end of the corridor is closed. After ten minutes I decide to 
knock on the door next to it. Maybe I got the room number wrong. It turns out to 
be the wrong door. Ten people look at me quizzically as I interrupt their meeting. 
As I close the door behind me, I see my interview partner entering the corridor.
spatial planning debates. Planning was thought as a rational-comprehensive model 
and thus a manifestation of utilitarianism, as a rational ordering of space (Braybrooke 
and Lindblom 1963; Friedmann 1987). Planners developed master plans based on the 
conviction that ‘planners knew best’. The planner acted as a sort of applied scientist.19 
This all-encompassing, rational approach is not comparable to the more collaborative 
planning processes that we know today. Moreover, such a rational approach is 
unworkable in space in general and border regions in particular given to the relentless 
influence of human behaviour on space.
 However, since the 1960s a new sort of policy planning has emerged. Development 
plans have abandoned the ambition of being comprehensive spatial blueprints and 
instead have increasingly recognized that communities did not follow the rational 
growth envisioned by planning models. Planning problems have proven to be more 
complex than what could be tamed from a planner’s desk. As a response to the rational 
approach, Herbert Simon introduced ‘the principle of bounded rationality’ (1972), 
which is premised on the principle that humans have a limited capacity to solve and 
understand problems (Brooks 2002). From this perspective, decision-makers can only 
ambition to act as satisfiers, i.e. they should limit themselves to seek a satisfactory 
solution rather than an optimal one. This is a behavioural yet centralized approach that 
confronts the planner confronts with politics and society (Brooks 2002). 
 The neoliberal turn has reshaped planning ever since by raising awareness for the 
space across national borders and the potential for trade it might entail (Taylor 1998). 
During the second half of the 20th century, neoliberal thinking slowly penetrated 
spatial planning policy in the Netherlands and Germany (for a detailed explanation see 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2), leading governmental officials to urge planners to take a more 
positive view of market-led developments. Neoliberal interest for cross-border 
cooperation has driven planning towards a ‘type II’ characterized by multi-level 
governance. From the 1980s onwards, spatial restructuring processes and the related 
search for new scales of policy articulation have engendered the ‘revival’ of spatial 
planning (Albrechts 2006; Healey 1997). As part of this trend, a wide variety of spatial 
imaginaries have arisen (Varró 2014).
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January 2016: an interim evaluation of the interviews
In recent months I have conducted many interviews. In these months I spoke to many 
spatial policy makers, governors and politicians. I tried to explore their reasons 
not to cooperate across borders in spatial planning policy. In other words, are the 
interviewees genuinly interested in cross-border cooperation? 
4.2  Space of flows
Debates in border studies and planning have been influenced by the poststructural-
ism of the late 1960s (see Section 3.5): “According to Jonathan Murdoch (2006), that 
kind of poststructuralist geography regards spaces and places not as closed and 
contained, but as open and relational in a profound way” (Boonstra and Boelens 2011). 
They refer to a shift within planning theories and practices towards a more poststruc-
turalist view on space, geography and planning (Boelens 2009; Hillier 2007). In our 
nascent network society, certain spaces and places are always engaged with other 
places and spaces elsewhere. 
 Since the second half of the 20th century, academics have no longer interpreted 
the world as neatly separated fixed territories—or what Manuel Castells refers as a 
‘spaces of place’ approach. The spaces of place approach, according to Blatter (2004), 
is the traditional and dominant logic of social organizations and institutions, which 
relies on approach to boundaries that sees them as immutable. In planning and 
geography, the idea that society has become characterized by its relational 
connectedness has gained increasing acceptance. Manuel Castells (1996) refers to a 
transformation from ‘spaces of place’ to ‘space of flows’. The space-of-flows approach 
refers to the rise of the network society at the turn of the 21st century. Waterhout et al. 
(2009: 5) describe this movement as follows: “Because of the growing importance of 
networks and the ever-increasing geographical reach of these networks due to 
technological progress (Brenner 1999; Castells 1996), the production of space and 
place is increasingly understood as a result of a complex interplay of multiple 
socio-economic processes taking place at multiple and overlapping scales. In this 
view, conceptions of spatiality and territorialisation are seen from a relational 
perspective, putting emphasis on fluidity, reflexivity, connectivity, multiplicity and 
polyvocality”. Since the composition of spaces is today considered to be based on 
people’s everyday practices, it is all the more striking that so little attention has been 
paid to people’s everyday practices across borders.
4.3 Multi-level governance and fuzzy borders
Due to processes of global and continental integration (Blatter 2004), and a process of 
decentralization and regionalization which has led to a more autonomous level of 
governance on the subnational level (Keating 2003), new spatial fixes and governance 
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At the moment, cross-border cooperation is a hot topic in local and regional policy. 
This becomes noticeable when reading all kind of plans and policies from local to 
national government. Media, educational institutions and political parties seem to 
show an increased interest for cross-border cooperation too. It often remains unclear 
and vague, however, what the concrete interest is regarding cross-border regional 
economic development. 
arrangements have arisen. This has also been referred to as a transition from 
government to governance. Although planning used to be primarily a governmental 
task, spatial policy is now being drawn with the help of many different public, 
quasi-public and private bodies involved in making decisions that affect urban 
development (Salet, Thornley and Kreukels 2003). This process concerns the spread of 
decision-making from governments to a wide range of different organisations. Heley 
calls attention to the pronounced political push to widen the planning scene in order 
to encompass a multitude of new stakeholders. The objective is to identify the needs 
and interests of a wider community to serve them better (2013: 1327).
 The nature and scale of governance have important consequences for spatial 
planning. While organizations try to overcome the disadvantages of the border 
situation, spatial planners emphasize the existence of state borders by coordinating 
national policies and planning systems (Fricke 2015: 850). The Westphalian state 
model has resulted in most planning systems being based on the concept of territory 
as a neatly ordered space within definite boundaries. Each scale has its own 
appropriate instruments such as land-use plans, strategic spatial plans and general 
guidelines. On the one hand, planning remains part of the formal regulatory apparatus 
of the state and could be seen as rigidly hierarchical (Allmendinger 2009). “But when 
we look beyond this”, Waterhout et al. argue, “we can see how spatial planning is also 
being reconstituted so that it can and must operate within new associational networks, 
becoming deeply embedded in governance systems at all levels” (2009: 10). Thus, 
shifts from government to governance have important implications for spatial planning 
and add a further layer of complexity to planning policy and practice—certainly in a 
cross-border setting. 
 “In the late 1980s and early-mid 1990s”, according to Basso (as cited in Buoli 
2015: 51), “the international debate within spatial disciplines on the fading-out of 
urban limits and the growing interest in new de-territorialised spatial configurations 
and forms of socio-economic interaction, detached from traditional territorial 
containers, paved the way for new readings and understandings around territorial and 
urban boundaries at different scales”. This new understanding of territorial boundaries 
becomes especially clear in Delanty and Rumford’s notion of ‘borderlands’ and 
Allmendinger and Haughton’s ‘soft spaces’ and ‘fuzzy borders’ (Waterhout et al. 2009: 
3). Notwithstanding the spatial turn—a process that has made spatiality increasingly 
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It seems that all these parties are aware of the promising location that cross-border 
regions have from a European perspective. The transformation of cross-border ideas 
into policy documents and practice rarely happens. To what extent do institutions 
really want to cooperate? Have we not been highlighting the importance of 
cross-border cooperation already for decades? What is needed to put this into practice? 
Another approach, another method?
thought of as a transdisciplinary social and human construct (see Van Houtum et al. 
2005; Warf and Arias 2008)—the borderland still features a mismatch between 
planning practices and people’s everyday lives.
 Following Haughton and Allmendinger (2008), borders should be recognized as 
the changing institutional landscape of spatial planning. The ambition of this 
exhortation is to make the underlying state border more permeable through 
cross-border cooperation and, in doing so, allow different kinds of soft spaces to 
emerge. These are the spaces where various activities converge, but which do not 
match administrative units. Currently, soft spaces and fuzzy boundaries are mostly 
being dealt with in pragmatic ways. One of the key challenges for planning is to analyse 
critically what type of spatial planning is suited as an approach to deal with the 
challenges that industrialised societies are facing along their borderlands. This study 
attempts to contribute to this analysis.
 Today, conceptions of spatiality are by and large dominantly seen from a relational 
perspective (Brenner 1999; Castells 1996). As Haselsberger (2014: 2) argued: “Planners 
need to think in multiple relational geographies, which exist in parallel”. Such a call fits 
the dynamic conception of borders predominantly espoused in border studies. Since 
people’s everyday lives influence spatial patterns that go beyond national borders and 
public issues spill over administrative boundaries, the importance of the international 
context for the practice of spatial planning is growing too. Haselsberger already 
noticed that discourses on borders provide valuable insights for planners, who, 
through their daily work, are consciously and unconsciously confronted with border 
consequences (2014). She argues that planners should see borders not merely as lines 
of discipline and subjectification but as possibility, potential and emancipation. 
 Nevertheless, attention to the significance of the borderland in spatial planning 
debates is still hard to find. Healey argued (2003) that planning is defined as “A 
governance activity shaped by wider economic, social and environmental forces that 
structure, but do not determine, specific interactions”. However, ignoring the other 
side of the border in practice is precisely what planners do now. This is of great 
consequence, for it determines or inhibits specific interactions by neglecting 
cross-border patterns and, overall, the other side of the border. Functional spaces 
have their own logic and do not automatically coincide with political and administrative 
or environmental spaces (Davy 2002). By overlooking functional spaces assembled by 
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Many interviewees argue that cross-border strategic cooperation and development is 
too abstract. Another criticism stemming from the interviews is that the few such 
projects are often narrowly sectoral and based on INTERREG funds and related 
regulations. Should a more comprehensive cross-border approach be strived for—
where participants are not always the same—, spatial planners in particular would 
expect it to be able to sail across a diversity of sectors, levels and organizations. 
economic and sociocultural dynamics, planners passively order space and people 
(Scott 2012; Van Houtum 2011).
 Haselsberger claims that borders are social constructs with different meanings 
and functions, which are comprised of overlapping geopolitical, sociocultural, economic 
and biophysical spaces (2014: 4). She defines geopolitical boundaries as ‘hard spaces’; 
sociocultural and economic boundaries as ‘soft spaces’; and biophysical boundaries 
as ‘fuzzy spaces’. In 2003, Harbers made a similar distinction between three types of 
borderscapes: spatial planning, functional and physiographic borderscapes. Both scholars 
agree that partially overlapping spaces with different meanings are simultaneously 
present. The planner is supposed to observe the complex and underestimated 
influences of these overlapping spaces. However, most planners only allocate 
functions to hard spaces surrounded by geopolitical boundaries. This pattern unfolds 
at the demarcation level of a piece of land, e.g., a neighbourhood, a city, a region, a 
state, the EU (Haselsberger 2014: 8). If the political and administrative space differs 
from any functional space, which often happens in border regions, the functional 
spaces are so to speak ignored.
4.4  Strategic Spatial Planning 
Another concept that is related to spatial planning in borderlands is ‘new spatial 
planning’. Allmendinger and Haughton (2010), identify new spatial planning as a 
product of four transformations (see also Heley 2013): neoliberal thinking and 
economic growth, the network society, relational thinking, and the involvement of 
multiple actors. Development that offers opportunities for a more intensive cooperation 
across borders implies the reduced role of the state, the growing involvement of 
non-governmental actors, the emergence of new multi-actor partnerships and more 
flexible forms of networks—in planning as ‘strategic spatial planning’ (Balz and 
Zonneveld 2015). This is a new form of spatial planning that highlights the importance 
of the region and is therefore relevant to this regional-oriented research. In spatial 
planning, the increased importance of regions is also known as ‘new regionalism’. 
Although regions originally referred to a geographically demarcated area, the new 
regionalism—a discourse that originated in the late 1980s—is characterized by a 
notion of ‘regions’ that have become actors in international politics and thus are no 
longer limited to national borders. 
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Ultimately, even plans like the Provincial Spatial Development Plan Limburg (2014) 
and the Regional Plan of the Administrative District Düsseldorf have a markedly 
comprehensive character (draft version 2018).
Alagic, Boelens and Glaudemans (2017) state that regions and regional development 
are vague concepts with uncertain meanings. They argue that in our networked world, 
the region also refers to transport regions based on models of daily urban systems, or 
functional regions based on distinctive urban or social functions. In the post-industri-
al era, the notion of region has gained importance due to the flourishing of economic 
regions that defy geopolitical borders. Alagic et al. (2017) connect the concept of 
regions with assemblages, conceptualized as “[…] heterogeneous collectives of people 
and things, relationally tied to each other over time and space” (Doak and Karadimitriou 
2007: 221). They consider the region as a set of overlapping and active assemblages. 
The concept of assemblages describes the region as having both consistency and 
fuzzy borders, yet at the same time continually dissolves and transforms into something 
else (DeLanda 2006; Van Wezemael 2008).
 According to Waterhout et al. (2009: 10), strategic spatial planning has recently 
come to be regarded as the effort to relate, in time and space, the various independent 
initiatives by public and private actors and condense them into a collective governance 
strategy. The nature of planning in many European countries has changed from a 
predominantly regulative activity to a more strategic and proactive one to facilitate 
development (Reimer, Getimis and Blotevogel 2014; Roodbol-Mekkes and Van den 
Brink 2015; Waterhout et al. 2013). This has increased the need for coordination, 
facilitation and process management in the planning and development of regions. 
However, strikingly, this development has not been reflected in the planning and 
development of cross-border regions. Strategic spatial planning needs to find ways to 
reflect the relational complexity of cross-border space and place. Spatial concepts and 
visions should reflect the multiple scalar and space-temporal characteristics and 
meanings of the places they address (Waterhout et al. 2009: 6). Due to the emergence 
of strategic spatial planning, the popularity of regional design has also increased. 
Regional design has been seen as an approach to support decision-making in strategic 
spatial planning (Franzen, Hobma, Jonge and Wigmans 2011). 
4.5  Cross-border spatial institutionalization
Even though the attention for planning in cross-border spaces remains rather small, 
recent decades have seen scholarly attention increasingly paid to cross-border 
institution building (e.g., Anderson, O’Dowd and Wilson 2003; Blatter 2004; Brunet- 
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What the interviewees reveal is that Dutch municipalities are much more used to 
cooperate at a regional level. This insight fits the decentralization process that in 
recent decades has influenced Dutch spatial planning, which has become 
characterized by regional and local authorities that need to align spatial developments. 
Dutch municipalities increasingly seem to feel the urgency to work together in order 
to prevent unnecessary competition among cities. 
Jailly 2005; Gualini 2003; Hooper and Kramsch 2004; Perkmann 1999, 2003, 2007; 
Sohn, Reitel and Walther 2009). Cross-border governance has emerged as a policy 
alternative aimed at the reduction of core-periphery disparities through development 
of the endogenous potential of peripheral regions (Waterhout et al. 2009). Within the 
spatial angle, in particular, attention in recent literature has been on the institutionalization 
of non-committal cross-border metropolitan areas.20 Attention for cross-border 
 institutionalization in the field of spatial planning, however, is remarkably lacking.21 
As Zonneveld (2005) stated, “If it is accepted that governance at the transnational and 
European level is multilevel, planning and visioning cannot be confined to the realm of 
professionals and national administrators”. Moreover, according to Knippschild (2011), 
transboundary strategies for regional and spatial development can support the 
interlinking in the fields of economic clusters, labour markets, education and training, 
transport, as well as tourism and public services. This emphasizes the important role 
for spatial planning policy in order to connect several sectoral interests.
 I do not dispute that planning still needs the clear legal delimitation that boundaries 
provide. Nevertheless, in order to reflect the more complex world of relationships that 
stretch across a range of geographies, planning also needs to operate through other 
spaces (Allmendinger and Haughton 2009: 619). However, the problem that sketches 
of alternative boundaries have to imagine a binational planning ‘territory’—as 
suggested by Prokkola (2011)—is these boundaries lack of embeddedness in a political and 
legal context. If cross-border spatial planning is genuinely interested in implementation, 
institutional differences will need to be taken into account and overcome by the 
planning process (De Vries 2008). This consumes resources and time without any 
guarantee of success, which is often a reason to refrain from common planning efforts 
in cross-border regions. Past experiences have caused disillusionment, Knippschild 
states (2011), most notably in border regions that are relatively urbanized and where 
different planning traditions exist on both sides of the border. The disappointing 
results reinforce the conviction that it is necessary to explore new methods in the 
border landscape, not only in relatively urbanized regions but also in less urbanized 
borderlands. 
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The interviews show me that, on the German side, intermunicipal cooperation is less 
common. This is mainly a consequence of the German planning system. The most 
important planning instrument at municipal level is the Flächennutzungsplan—
comparable to a land-use or zoning plan—, which is not really compatible with the 
spatial visions and perspectives on the Dutch side. In North Rhine-Westphalia, spatial 
development at regional level is especially a concern of the Administrative Districts 
4.5.1 Other cross-border planning concepts
With the exception of the cross-border institutionalization discourse within planning 
studies, several other spatial concepts have been developed on a cross-border scale, 
such as cross-border metropoles and cross-border assemblages. Some of those 
spatial concepts have not only been applied in planning studies but also in border 
studies. From a border studies’ perspective, Jacobs and Varró (2011) use assemblage 
theory to look at the process of ‘reterritorialization’ of governance in the Dutch 
borderlands. Manuel DeLanda (2006) proposed an assemblage theory of social 
complexity on the basis of Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of assemblages (Van 
Wezemael 2008: 166). This provides a valuable basis to conceptualize governance 
networks, allowing for the heterogeneity of their ‘parts’.  From a planning perspective, 
Alagic et al. (2017) apply the assemblage theory to the cross-border ‘ELAt triangle’ (i.e., 
Eindhoven-Liege-Aachen triangle). 
 Other examples of cross-border spatial concepts are: transfrontier metropoles 
(Herzog 1991a, Herzog and Sohn 2014), cross-border metropoles (Herzog and Sohn 
2014), cross-border twin cities (e.g., Stryjakiewicz and Tölle 2009) and binational cities 
(e.g., Buursink 1994; Ehlers 2001, 2007; Ehlers and Buursink 2000).  
 Transfrontier metropoles—a concept introduced by Lawrence Herzog in 1991 
(1991a; 1991b)—is a discourse that evokes new globalizing urban spaces engendered 
by globalization which have re-oriented urban populations toward international 
boundaries. Related terms are ‘cross-border metropolis’ (Herzog and Sohn 2014), 
‘transborder metropolis’ (Bae 2003), ‘postborder megalopolis’ (Dear and Leclerc 2003), 
‘binational city’ (Buursink 2001) or ‘cross-border metropolitan region’ (Yang 2005).
 Cross-border metropoles are conceived by Herzog and Sohn (2014: 2) as urban 
configurations that can potentially benefit from the interplay between the flows of 
globalization (space of flows) and the proximity of territorial borders (space of places). 
As an example of a cross-border metropolis, they refer to the Geneva cross-border 
metropolis, located at the Swiss-French border. Other exemplary cross-border 
metropoles mentioned by Sohn (2014) are Basel, Copenhagen-Malmö, Luxembourg 
and Lille and Strasbourg. 
 The spatial concept of cross-border twin cities has been defined by Joenniemi and 
Sergunin (2011) as towns lying at the border which have joined peer towns to intensify 
cross-border collaboration. In their article on twin cities in northern Europe, they 
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(Bezirke). Moreover, the German planning system is much more hierarchical and 
traditional than the Dutch one. A municipality’s ability to influence regional 
development is much greater on the Dutch than on the German side of the border.
discuss a number of cross-border city pairs.22 In another study, Stryjakiewicz and Tölle 
(2009) focus on cross-border cooperation in spatial planning between Poland and 
Germany, paying attention to the often referred twin cities Frankfurt-upon-Oder and 
Slubice (Germany-Poland). Binational cities is a spatial concept introduced by Buursink 
in 2001 which establishes an important distinction with twin cities: binational cities do 
have the same birth date. Furthermore, binational cities look more similar than twin 
cities do, Ehlers stresses (2001: 22). According to Ehlers (2001), a binational city 
implies several special geographical aspects: they are in physical proximity; it is a 
contiguous urban area and therefore binational cities should not differ too much in 
size (Buursink 1994). A well-known example of a binational city is the Dutch-German 
binational city Kerkrade-Herzogenrath (also known as ‘Eurode’), which Ehlers 
researched for a certain period in time (e.g., Ehlers 2007).
 Finally, not from a local perspective but from a regional perspective, Sohn (2014) 
attempts to demonstrate how the border as a resource is related to cross-border 
metropolitan regions, a spatial term introduced by Yang (2005). This concept is, among 
others, adopted by German spatial policy (see Section 5.2). Sohn distinguishes four 
advantages that the border can take to become a resource for cross-border metropolitan 
regions: the border as positional benefit, the border as differential benefit, the border 
as locus of hybridization and the border as object of recognition (2014: 9-10). These 
advantages may also apply in a non-metropolitan region, such as the region under 
study. The positional benefit refers to ones’ advantage to be in contact with the exterior 
of a territory while remaining safely inside. Differential benefits constituted by the 
border are based on using and exploiting differences. Hybridization refers to the 
confrontation of differences and the overcoming of constraints through innovation. 
Finally, the border can also function as affirmation by promoting recognition or 
reinforcing the character of, for example, a cross-border region.
 
4.6 Collaborative planning 
So far, the focus of this chapter has been on spatial concepts that have been applied 
in a cross-border setting. Since this study aims to instigate a collaborative 
borderscaping process based on the methodological debate in planning studies, it is 
also important to mention the academic debate that has taken place in planning 
studies concerning the planning method. 
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January 29, 2016: positive surprises
I am so grateful for the way I am able to carry out my research. It brings me to so 
many beautiful places in the region. I thought I knew the region pretty well but the 
opposite is true. Today I am in Gennep. I decide to drive to Gennep via the provincial 
road; the touristic route along the Dutch-German border. 
Today, inspired by the communicative work of sociologists like Jürgen Habermas 
(1987) and Patsy Healey (1997), planning increasingly considers a variety of public and 
private institutions. According to Waterhout et al. (2009), planning involves 
stakeholders embedded in divergent political, legal, and, more broadly, cultural 
contexts—certainly in cross-border regions. They argue: “Private stakeholders and 
investors are becoming of increasing importance as designers and implementers of 
planning objectives. Meanwhile, citizens and interest groups increasingly challenge 
the legitimacy of planning interventions” (2009:7). The design and performance of 
(cross-border) spatial concepts is no longer merely a government task. Innes and 
Booher (1999), who made an important contribution to the debate about consensus 
building, argue that a spatial design can be a means to deal with the complexity and 
uncertainty in collaborative planning. The visualization of developments results in a 
better understanding and clarity, they argue.
 In collaborative planning much attention is paid to the process of how plans are 
created. According to Grey (1989), collaboration provides a flexible and dynamic 
process that evolves over time—such as action research—enabling multiple 
stakeholders to jointly address problems or issues. The evolving character of the 
process of collaboration, in particular, suits the action-oriented approach of this study, 
since it is characterized by its changing object under study. 
 A group of planning scholars has been focussing on the role of collaborative and 
participative planning processes. In recent decades, there has been increasing 
emphasis on the communicative and interactive nature of planning practice.23 
However, this attention has not yet adopted a cross-border planning perspective. 
Terms such as transactive planning (Friedmann 1973), communicative planning 
(Forester 1989; Healey 1992; Innes 1996), the Discourse Model of Planning (Taylor 
1998), collaborative planning (Healey 1997; Innes and Booher 1999), collaborative 
governance (Ansell and Gash 2008) and associative democracy (Boelens 2010) all 
emphasize an interactive approach.
 The ‘communicative turn’ (Fischer and Forester 1993; Healey 1992)—as the 
revolution of participative processes has been described—is theoretically influenced 
by the communication philosophy of Jürgen Habermas and the reflexive sociology of 
Anthony Giddens. Especially Habermas’ conception of the ‘power-free dialogue’ in the 
1990s is an important reference when thinking about planning contexts in which 
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I prefer driving through the smaller roads; this way it’s easier to run into places I do 
not know yet. When I enter the city hall I am positively surprised to see that not only 
the representative of Gennep is present, also the representatives from the German 
municipalities Weeze and Goch and there. Apparently, these municipalities work 
closely together. 
citizens and governments, stakeholders and stockholders, experts and laymen arrive 
at common decisions (Innes 2004). Although the work of Habermas has hardly been 
applied in the cross-border context, Anthony Giddens’ regionalization theory has 
gained currency within borderlands studies thanks largely to scholars such as Anssi 
Paasi (1999), Ulf Matthiesen (2002) and Benno Werlen (2005), who have focused on 
the social practices and discourses involved in boundary formation. 
 From a theoretical perspective, participation as a planning practice started with 
the presentation of the ‘ladder of participation’ by Sherry Arnstein in 1969. His was a 
typology of citizen participation, with each ring corresponding to the citizens’ power to 
determine a plan (Boonstra and Boelens 2011: 107). Although citizen participation 
suits a structurationist view of space, in which spaces and places are not perceived as 
closed and static, but open and dynamic, participation in a cross-border context 
remains wishful thinking. 
 Collaborative planning theorists have engaged with Habermas’ idea of communicative 
rationality to offer a framework for a more democratic decision-making process 
(Healey 1992). Habermas’ theory of communicative rationality and action suggests 
that the essence of democracy lies in the communication and argumentation amongst 
democratic citizens .24 Collaborative planning theory offers a social-constructivist 
and relational approach to urban and regional dynamics and governance processes. 
In these networks, the planner increasingly performs the role of liaison officer (Booher 
and Innes 2002). As Brooks (2002) describes it, this role turns the planner into a 
communicator. Brooks categorizes this communicative form of planning as ‘nonrational 
decentralized’, in contrast to rational centralized planning in which the planner acts as 
an applied scientist (see Section 4.1).
 According to Roy (2015: 61), urban geographers have recently started to question 
the very foundation of collaborative planning practices, i.e. the Habermas-inspired 
collaborative planning theory. Substantial critique has been directed towards 
communicative rationality and collaborative planning’s utopian and apolitical 
treatment of society and planning. In addition, Boonstra and Boelens (2011: 99) argue 
that participatory spatial planning has produced disappointing results. They believe 
that participatory planning proposals have stubbornly remained controlled by public 
government, which does not seems very receptive to initiatives emerging from the 
dynamics of civil society itself. 
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February 2016: a border interview in Eupen (BE)
Today I will visit the secretary of the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine in Eupen. It’s quite a 
long trip for regional standards. In Eupen a border interview will take place with the 
project leader of the Three Countries Park. The Park is an initiative that started as a 
project originated in the MHAL Spatial Development Perspective of 1994.
So far, collaborative planning in cross-border contexts remains underdeveloped. 
Collaborative or participatory planning processes are mostly carried out within 
national borders or an interior region. Because planning in borderlands involves 
stakeholders embedded in divergent political, legal, and cultural contexts, the 
collaborative character acquires a completely different dimension: even though its 
goal might be the same (i.e., developing a plan together), the way to it will differ greatly. 
It is precisely the application of a collaborative process in the borderland what can 
generate interesting insights for the academic debate on collaborative planning. Due 
to the often inexistent knowledge about developments and planning systems on the 
other side of the border, a cross-border collaborative process will act much more as 
the initiation of a dialogue among planners. This is a first step towards an increased 
cross-border cooperation rather than a process that must lead to the implementation 
of plans.
4.7  The Europeanisation of spatial planning 
The scientific debate on cross-border planning is largely fuelled by the ‘European 
spatial planning’ discourse. The scientific debate on spatial planning which has 
developed at European level in recent decades—also referred to as the Europeanisa-
tion of spatial planning—definitely deserves some attention; although it largely 
neglects the academic debate of border studies. On the European scale, the term 
‘spatial planning’ regularly leads to confusion as the concept of spatial planning has 
different meanings in each of the member states of the EU (Haselsberger and 
Benneworth 2010). ‘Raumplanung’ (Germany) and ‘Ruimtelijke Ordening’ (the Netherlands) 
evolved in their own particular contexts (Haselsberger and Benneworth 2010). The difficulty 
does not lie primarily in the different translations, but rather in their different concepts, 
which have evolved from different legal, economic, social and geographic traditions 
(see Section 5.1 and 5.2 for a further elaboration on Dutch and German spatial planning 
systems).
 International spatial thinking emerged in the EU in the 1980s. Back then, European 
institutions became interested in transnational cooperation. The study ‘Europe 2000’ 
stressed that it makes no sense for planning to stop at national borders for two reasons 
(Commission of the European Communities [CEC] 1991: 3). First, spatial entities and 
developments do have a cross-border dimension which cannot solely be addressed by 
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This project arose from the need not only to conceptualize the urban space in the 
Euroregion Meuse-Rhine but also the landscape inbetween. This resulted in the 
Development Perspective Three Countries Park of 2003. The interviewee would love 
to provide all developed spatial plans in the surrounding region with feedback, such as 
the Regional Development Plan (Administrative Districts), the spatial development 
individual states. Second, EU sectoral policy can only be effectively implemented if 
cross-border cooperation takes place. Those concerns have also been recorded in the 
European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP) of 1999, developed by the inter-
governmental Committee on Spatial Development (CSD 1999). To promote close 
cooperation among the authorities responsible for sectoral policies (horizontal 
cooperation) and between actors at the Community, in 1999 an agreement was 
reached by the transnational as well as the regional and local level (vertical 
cooperation), the Informal Council of European Ministers and the members of the 
European Commission responsible for Regional Policy (Fabbro and Haselsberger 
2009). The Dutch-German cooperation in spatial planning policy has not yet translated 
these promising intentions into reality, neither on a horizontal nor on a vertical level.
 While there is no formal EU competence for spatial planning, the emergence of a 
European spatial planning discourse can be witnessed over the last decades. This has 
been carried forward by, amongst others, the ESDP and INTERREG programmes as 
well as by the European Spatial Planning Observation Network (ESPON)—a facilitator 
of research into structures and trends across EU territory (Böhme and Schön 2006; 
Faludi 2006). ESPON, was set up in 2002 to provide the analytical base for amplifying 
the ESDP agenda (Bengs 2002). Its aim was to provide detailed spatial information for 
the European territory and to set up a decentralized network of spatial research 
institutes across Europe. Since then, many studies have been conducted under the 
guidance of ESPON and with the involvement of many research institutes and 
universities in Europe. Despite the bulky amount of spatial analyses, research and 
European maps, the development of an atlas on border landscapes, as proposed by 
Eker and Van Houtum (2013: 405) and Buoli (2015: 239), is still missing. 
 Only a few projects related to ESPON focussed on spatial dynamics in border 
landscapes, such as the LP3LP project (2013), which developed a Landscape Policy for 
the Three Countries Park (see Map 4).25 Other relevant projects for cross-border 
development are ULYSSES, which focused on the use of applied research as a yardstick 
for cross-border spatial development planning (Case study Upper Rhine Trinitarian 
Metropolitan Region, 2010-2012). Another one is COMPASS, which provides a 
comparative analysis of territorial governance and spatial planning systems in Europe 
(2016-2018)—including both the Dutch and German planning system. In general, all 
these projects have been very descriptive in nature. It can therefore be concluded that 
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plans from the Dutch municipalities and the Spatial Development Plan of the 
Provincie of Limburg. Unfortunately, she has no time to do so. 
the collaborative design of visions for the border landscape is not part of the ESPON 
research programme. 
Even though Peyrony and Denert (2012) argue that spatial planning is not the EU’s 
sphere of competence, much European spatial planning literature has emphasized the 
sub stantial issues of planning policies and producing relevant information for 
policymakers.26 Dühr et al. (2007) argue that the influence of the EU on spatial planning 
systems, policies and processes is steadily increasing, in particular the EU’s sectoral 
policies in the fields of environment, transport, rural development and regional policy, 
which have considerable spatial impacts for member states (see, among others, Van 
Map 4  The 3LP (red dashed line) in its local geomorphological context.
(Source: ESPON and the LP3LP TPG 2013: 29)
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An intern at the Three Countries Park from Kaiserslautern University is developing 
an euregional atlas. She explains that it is a very difficult task since data are difficult 
to combine due to different definitions or measuring methods. As an example, she 
shows me a number of draft maps. Remarkably, the German part of the region seems 
to be composed mainly of nature and woods and, to represent it, the cartographer has 
Ravesteyn, Evers and Middleton 2004). The study ‘Europeanization of Dutch Planning 
Policy’ (PBL 2016) states that European sectoral policies affect a large part of Dutch 
space by means of area designation as part of the Natura 2000 policy, intervention 
areas for air and water quality: these spatial investments are carried out in both urban 
(regional policy) and rural areas (rural development) and networks (TENs27).
 The EU exerts a spatial impact by implementing various political formats as well 
as sectoral policies in the fields of environment, agriculture, transport and trans- 
European networks. Dühr et al. (2007) stress that “Given the lack of a clear institutional, 
policy-related and legal framework for spatial planning at EU level, processes of 
 Europeanization often lead to different responses in different contexts, depending on 
the ‘goodness of fit’ of EU influences and domestic policies and the political opportunity 
structure”. The implementation of EU sectoral policies—which each country adapts in 
a different way—does not necessarily lead to more spatial cross-border horizontal 
cooperation. 
 Although the influence of the EU on national spatial planning systems, policies 
and processes is steadily increasing (Dühr, Stead and Zonneveld 2007: 291), planning 
across national borders is still far from being institutionalized. Cross-border cooperation 
in spatial planning is not part of the debate on the Europeanisation of spatial planning. 
The debate at European level remains particularly focused on European spatial 
planning policy, national implementation of European sectoral policy, and European 
spatial concepts and cartographies. In European spatial planning studies, territories 
have been considered as ‘static’, pre-existing spatial categories over which spatial 
planning is conducted (see, for example, Dühr, Colomb and Nadin 2010; Schön 2005). 
A real focus on borderlands and border landscapes, as dynamic constructs, remains 
mostly part of the academic debates in border studies.  
 Despite the limited attention to cross-border cooperation in the European spatial 
planning debate, European spatial policies have been conspicuously cartographic in 
nature since the 1980s. During this period, several international spatial planning 
concepts—today used at macro-European level—were born: the European megalopolis 
or ‘Blue Banana’ (Reclus 1989, see Map 5); the ‘Europe of 7 apartments’ (Lutzky 1990); 
the European polycentric ‘bunch of grapes’ (Kunzmann and Wegener 1991); the ‘Red 
Octopus’ (Van der Meer 1998); and the ‘European Pentagon’ (Schön 2000). What 
symbolizes all those maps is their top-down, macro regional and metropolitan 
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coloured it mostly in green. This contrasts to Flanders, whose cartographic depiction 
features almost no green at all. According to the student, this is an unfair contrast.
character. A striking flaw shared by all these grand cartographic representations is 
their neglect of the borderlands, which reflects these geographies’ absence in EU’s 
spatial planning debates (see also, Van Houtum and Eker 2013; Van Houtum, Van der 
Bruggen, Jacobs and Van der Giessen 2013). 
 In addition to the spatial planning concepts just described, the ‘Centre Capitals 
Region’ (CEC 1994: 179, Map 6) and ‘A Vision for North West Europe’ (NWMA Spatial 
Vision Group 2000) are the most well-known and relevant examples for north-western 
Europe. However, those maps are also mainly focused on the importance of capitals, 
strategic centres and gateways in Europe. Despite the many spatial research and 
cartographic initiatives on a European scale, any attention for the border landscapes 
is lacking from these macro-level spatial visions. 
Map 5  The Blue Banana.
(Source: Reclus 1989)
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I find this to be an interesting insight since I also aim to design an atlas for the border 
landscape. I first came up with the idea once I realized that the planners and 
policymakers I interviewed often lacked any knowledge about spatial features and 
developments on the other side of the border. However, if the intern developing 
cross-border maps is to be believed, this is going to be a challenge. At least, the border 
4.8 Conclusions
In the second half of the 20th century, the academic debate on spatial planning has 
evolved from a traditional government-oriented planning approach towards spatial 
planning as a multi-level, multi-actor and multi-sectoral process. Despite the wealth of 
literature published on the relational character of planning, the debate has mainly 
Map 6  Centre Capitals Region.
(Source: CEC 1994: 179)
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interview in Eupen triggers me to start thinking about the organizations that I could 
approach to collect the necessary data.
been limited to national territories—with the notable exception of their borders. 
Although planning remains part of the formal regulatory apparatus of the state, only 
few planning scholars have studied cross-border geographies in search for new 
governance arrangements in cross-border regions. Other planning scholars have 
mainly focused on the Europeanization of spatial planning inspired by the European 
ideas on one unified continent. The cross-border development debate in spatial 
planning, however, has so far hardly focused on the spatial dynamics and the role of 
the border in border landscapes. Only in recent years, however, a thin connection 
between spatial planning and border studies has emerged—particularly encouraged 
by border scholars.
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February 2016: a border interview in Panningen (NL)
I am visiting the municipality ‘Peel en Maas’ today. The border interview with a spatial 
planner focuses in particular on the increased responsibilities of the municipalities in 
the province of Limburg to cooperate at regional scale. The interviewee explains that 
this is a though process and I can imagine it is. The competition between municipalities 
can be fierce when it comes to attracting residents, businesses, students and tourists. 
5. Cross-border development: policies and plans
This chapter will answer how cross-border planning for border regions is conceived, 
implemented and integrated in national planning systems within the Dutch-German 
context. Although this study focuses on informal possibilities for cross-border cooperation 
in spatial planning, it is important to clarify the kind of formal planning systems that 
planners in the border landscape are entangled in. Despite the increasing decentrali-
zation on both sides of the border, the national government tier remains an important 
guiding authority within spatial planning. An insight into both planning systems helps 
to understand the behaviour of planners towards borders (see Chapter 7) and how 
different backgrounds in planning influenced stakeholders’ participation in the design 
ateliers (see Chapter 8).
 This study is anchored in two different planning systems, the German and the 
Dutch. Spatial planning competences are allocated to varying governmental tiers on 
both sides of the border. According to Dühr, Stead and Zonneveld (2007: 301), the 
notion of planning is often equated with the policy and regulation regimes that 
governments put in place to intervene in spatial development in its narrow physical 
sense. However, not all planning systems are organized around this ‘claustrophobic’ 
notion of territory; EU member states have different approaches to spatial planning 
that include divergent views of how space should be organized in cross-border regions 
(Fabbro and Haselsberger 2009). The influence of different territorial oriented planning 
systems becomes clearly visible in the border landscape.
 The Netherlands has a long tradition of spatial planning and so, the Dutch spatial 
planning system enjoys an international reputation. The success stories are largely 
based on physical evidence: the organized aesthetics of the landscape.28 However, 
Dutch scholars Hajer and Zonneveld (2000) have envisioned a gradual demise of this 
‘planners’ paradise’ due to what Harbers calls the overregulation of spatial planning in 
the Netherlands (Harbers 2003). In spite of this overzealous reputation, though, the 
regulatory nature of the Dutch planning system is still rather small when compared to 
the German planning system—discussed in Section 5.2. The German planning system 
is more regulatory than proactive and is characterized by a formal hierarchy of plans. 
Because of its regulatory character, German planners put their faith in binding plans 
that mismatch Dutch-style indicative strategies (Faludi 2004: 164). In Chapter 7 it will 
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The province of Limburg encourages regional cooperation to solve problems without 
provincial intervention. An interesting question, however, is whether such a cooperation 
would take place without any provincial interference at all. Probably not. In other 
words, municipalities cannot be expected to set up regional cooperation themselves. 
Does this also apply to the cross-border region? Should it be a regional task to stimulate 
cross-border cooperation?
become clear that this is not always the case: many German planners are in fact 
jealous of the speed to which spatial plans in the Netherlands are developed.
5.1  Cross-border planning in the Netherlands
5.1.1 Pre-war: from the local to the regional 
The substantial economic and social transformations that took place in Western 
countries since the 19th century, especially in industrial regions, were the driving forces 
behind professional changes in physical planning and design (De Jonge 2009). The 
final decades of the 19th century were an introduction to a new phase of social 
development and increasing governmental intervention. The beginning of the 20th 
century was characterized by the turning point in thinking about urban design and 
planning, with an increased interest for the role of architecture. Until then, functional 
and technical thinking dominated due to processes like industrialization and population 
growth. A cross-border focus in planning at that moment, however, did not exist.
 The two decades before WWII, according to De Jonge (2009), can be considered 
as the unfolding phase of the institutionalised Dutch planning system. A first scientific 
movement took place by basing the organization and arrangement of space on social 
science research. The Scottish biologist and geographer Patrick Geddes (1854-1932) 
argued that a plan must be preceded by empirical research. He can be considered the 
founder of the survey-before-plan-approach.29 The Dutch Joël de Casseres (1902-1990), 
whose work was strongly influenced by Geddes, introduced the term planologie—
meaning ‘planning science’ in the tradition of the social sciences (Bosma 2003; De 
Ruijter 1987; Faludi and Van der Valk 1994).
 Dutch planning, De Jonge explains (2009: 51), later expanded from the local to the 
provincial and national levels. The limited urban housing perspective was broadened 
to a more integrated rural-urban perspective. The Dutch governmental structure has 
consisted of three tiers: the state, provinces and municipalities. Since the thirties, the 
provinces have regional planning authority—which from the fifties onwards led to 
regional plans in all provinces (De Vries 2002). De Jonge (2009) describes this 
development as ‘regional groupings’: a group of municipalities that became responsible 
for drawing their own intermunicipal structure plan in 1931. However, this system was 
not very satisfying and was later replaced by a ‘provincial structure plan’ (streekplan). 
The period that followed is characterized by the appearance of a large-scale 
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Anyway, the intermunicipal cooperation at regional level also creates obstacles. 
The regional cooperation lacks an efficient decision-making tool. The current system 
forces each municipality to accept the plan developed at regional scale. Such a system 
would be disastrous at the cross-border regional scale.
government planning approach for urbanising regions that would direct societal 
processes (Bosma 1993; De Jonge 2009). Until WWII, however, there was no question 
of cross-border cooperation in the field of spatial planning.
5.1.2 Post-war: the heyday of planning
Because of the design-oriented nature of this study, I devote some attention to the role 
of design in Dutch spatial planning. De Jonge (2009) explains that design at regional 
level, as a governmental responsibility, grew enormously in the period between 1920 
and 1960. Since then, planning and design no longer limited themselves to the scale 
of the city, but also became part of national policy, for example landscape and nature 
conservation. 
 Spatial planning in the post-war period was dominated by reconstruction efforts 
aimed more at restoration than change. However, according to De Jonge (2009: 53), 
with the pass of time the government was increasingly expected to solve spatial 
issues. A revised Housing Act and a completely new Spatial Planning Act saw the light 
of day in 1962 and came into force in 1965. After the Law on Spatial Planning came into 
force, spatial development plans (structuurschetsen and structuurschema’s) were 
introduced. These policy documents take into consideration the spatial dimensions of 
sectoral policy such as traffic, transport and nature policy. 
 Already in 1960, the Dutch Parliament adopted the national Policy Document on 
Spatial Planning (which was not yet known as the ‘First note’ back then), preceded by 
the ‘Nota des Westen des Lands’ (1958), which focused in particular on the west side 
of the country. The reason to set up this spatial document was the growing congestion 
in the west of the country due to the influx of thousands of people. The expectation 
was that, by stimulating the economy in the north and east, the transfer flow to the 
west would be curbed. An equally distributed population growth was stimulated 
across the country—even though a population growth of around one million new 
inhabitants was expected in the Randstad by 1980. The First Policy Document on Spatial 
Planning30 (1960) outlined a growth model for the Randstad based on the existing ring 
of individual cities around a green, open middle area known as ‘the Green Heart’. 
 In addition to urbanization policy as the most important component of spatial 
planning, ever since the First Policy Document on Spatial Planning in 1960  attention 
has been paid to the spatial-economic position of the Netherlands in Europe. A core 
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Taking this into account, the interviewee argues that cross-border cooperation in the 
field of spatial planning is wishful thinking. First, inland regional cooperation needs 
to be further developed and stabilized. It seems, however, that in almost any situation 
there is a valid excuse for cross-border cooperation in spatial planning should not be 
denied priority. 
geopolitical assumption of contemporary Dutch planning is that the Netherlands, as a 
delta, functions as one of Europe’s most important ports. According to Waterhout 
(2008: 166), this international dimension to planning has a long tradition dating back 
to 1929, when the Dutch planner De Casseres argued that the European and even the 
global level belong to the field of spatial planning. Since the 1950s, Dutch planners 
have actively concerned themselves with the scale of north-west Europe, which 
basically corresponded to the six founding members of the European Community.31 
This has led to, for instance, the establishment of the Permanent Conference on Spatial 
Planning in North-West Europe (CRONWE) in 1955,32 a forum where planners discussed 
the idea of a megalopolis; then in 1964 to the setting up of the European Conference 
of Ministers responsible for Regional Planning (CEMAT) (Waterhout 2008: 57);33 and in 
1970 to the territorial cooperation in the Benelux (Zonneveld 2005).
 The Second Policy Document on Spatial Planning,34 dating from 1966, was again 
characterized by a fear of overpopulation in the Randstad. Spatial policy was focused 
on the development of a buffer zone around the Randstad as a form of bundled 
 deconcentration. Many motorways were planned in order to connect the Randstad 
with its surroundings. Although its main focus was on the Randstad, the Second 
Policy Document, strikingly, included a ‘block map’ (see Map 7), which depicted 
various forms of urbanization in the neighbouring countries Belgium and Germany. 
This constituted the first movement in national spatial planning policy towards a 
cross-border perspective. Despite a lack of planning influence abroad, the national 
government also considered places beyond the border as components of urbanization 
clusters. The map presenting the main roads was not confined anymore to national 
borders either (see Map 8). 
 The Third Policy Document on Spatial Planning was elaborated between 1973 and 
1983.35 Mobility increased due to the popularization of cars. Living and working 
expanded beyond the boundaries of one’s own city. Several cities outside the Randstad 
were identified as having growth potential. Since the 1960s, citizens started to get 
more involved in the Dutch planning debate. According to Boonstra and Boelens 
(2011), citizen participation in government decisions has a history of at least 45 years 
within Dutch planning. It was first introduced in the Netherlands by the ‘New Left’ of 
the Dutch Social Democrats during the 1960s (Meijer, Reijndorp and De Heer 1981).36 
This development was the result of deepening democratization: the rising willingness 
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I notice the lack of attention that this municipality, on the west side of the river 
Meuse, has for the other side of the border. I observed this before during another 
border interview on the west side of the Meuse. On the Dutch side, the distinction 
between municipalities on the east and west side becomes clearly visible. The river 
seems to act as an additional border, although the absolute distance between the 
municipalities on the west side and the real Dutch-German border is only a few 
of citizens to take part in spatial developments and the rise of political protest 
movements prompted by the clash between the powerful and the powerless. Citizens 
sought empowerment and demanded government to consult them for matters of 
governance, management and communal responsibilities.
Map 7  Map of building blocks (Blokjeskaart) representing different types of urbanization.
(Source: Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting en Ruimtelijke Ordening, 1966)
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kilometres. Does that mean that the river Meuse is at least as difficult to cross as the 
national border?
Boonstra and Boelens (2011) stress that citizen participation should be encouraged 
primarily in their living surroundings, including public housing and urban renewal. 
However, citizen participation has generally been applied at the level of regional and 
Map 8  A cross-border motorway network.
(Source: Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting en Ruimtelijke Ordening, 1966)
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Probably not. The intermunicipal cooperation across the river is more intense than 
the intermunicipal cooperation across the national border. This means that a lack of 
physical connections between the east and west riverbanks cannot be the reason for 
the rather weak structures of cross-border cooperation. This indicates once again 
that the border is rather a social construction in people’s minds.
national spatial planning agencies. Citizen participation has been secured not only 
through participatory legislation but also through the ideology prompted by the Third 
Policy Document on Spatial Planning. Boonstra and Boelens (2011: 104) stress that 
this was a result of the Third Document incorporating a procedural and flexible plan 
that contemplated new forms of participation. Citizen participation in these times was 
considered as the first round of participation, which merely enabled citizens to criticize 
and react to spatial proposals made by governmental agencies. Nowadays such citizen 
involvement has come to be regarded as a general right not only in the Netherlands 
but also elsewhere.
 Not only citizens but also many organizations are now involved in the design of 
plans. The Dutch policy world is often referred to as ‘reaching agreement through 
consultation’. Achieving consensus through collaboration and consultation itself have 
been typical features of Dutch spatial planning (Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Re-
geringsbeleid 1998: 23). Dutch spatial planning is largely based on the ability of the 
state, provincial and municipal governments to coordinate policy. A decentralized 
planning system, outlined by the Spatial Planning Act, states that the relationship 
between the three government tiers is not hierarchical (Faludi and Van der Valk 1994: 
129). It uses descriptions such as: consensus society, meeting society and consultative 
society (De Dreu, Carnevale, Emans and Van de Vliert 1994). The Polder model—the 
name given to the Dutch consensus-driven model—took shape in the Netherlands 
during the early 1980s. However, cross-border citizen involvement has never been 
initiated within national spatial planning policy.
5.1.3 Neo-liberalism
In the mid-1980s, neoliberal thinking made its way from the United Kingdom to Dutch 
spatial planning. Neo-liberalism is closely related to the Anglo-Saxon model: a 
capitalist model that emerged in the 1970s and which advocates low levels of 
regulation and taxes as well as a public sector providing very few services. Although 
the planning system in the United Kingdom fits better a land-use approach that 
includes strong statutory powers for the private sector, according to Nadin and Stead 
(2008), the more comprehensively integrated Dutch and German approaches of spatial 
planning better fit the Rhineland model, focused on the long-term, equal distribution 
and development. Nonetheless, neoliberal thinking  has influenced spatial planning 
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February 2016: a lack of urgency 
The many interviews that I conducted in recent months got me acquainted with 
many local, regional and national spatial plans. I’ve noticed that only a few plans pay 
attention to the neighbouring country. These few examples have a rather ‘green-land-
scape’ character, such as the Cross-border Ecological Plan of the Border Park Meuse-
policy in both the Netherlands and Germany. Whereas equal distribution has long 
been the aim of the German planning system, the Dutch one has not focused on equal 
distribution anymore for decades. 
 Waterhout et al. (2013) identify two periods of neoliberalization in the Netherlands. 
The first neoliberal period beginning in the mid-1980s during times of severe economic 
crisis and characterized by a predominant sense of failing state intervention. The focus 
in the 1970s was mainly on housing provision and social agendas and  the focus in the 
Fourth Policy Document on Spatial Planning (1988) shifted to facilitating an economic 
development agenda.37 In the 1980s, international thinking was incorporated to Dutch 
national planning concepts. The Dutch international competitive position influenced 
national spatial policy partly as a result of processes like globalization, the popularization 
of an individualist ethos and Europeanization. The driving force behind this new policy 
impulse was the European integration process and the fear of ending up outside the 
core economic area of Europe, which was described as ‘Jutlandisation’ (Wagstaff 
1999). In national spatial policy, however, these concerns were primarily translated 
into attention for the international competitiveness of the Randstad. 
 Major investments followed in the main Dutch ports like Schiphol and Rotterdam 
(see Map 9). The freight railway from Rotterdam to Germany has been a tangible result 
of the ambition to better connect the Randstad with its hinterland—aka the Betuweroute.38 
Although this is a connection that could benefit the ‘peripheral’ regions of the 
Netherlands, real attention to the border regions was still missing from spatial policy. 
The regions even had to start functioning much more on their own due to processes of 
decentralization, which took away a government that facilitated equality among 
regions. Another important characteristic of the Fourth Policy Document on Spatial 
Planning was the new implementation of spatial plans via public-private-partnerships, 
neoliberal thinking slowly penetrated spatial planning policy in the Netherlands. 
 Although the Fourth Policy Document on Spatial Planning Extra from 1990,39 strongly 
focused on economic development, housing provision also returned to the spatial agenda. 
Well-defined housing zones have been demarcated by the national government. Since 
the idea of compact cities dominated spatial policy at that moment, the result was a 
focus on the Netherlands’ own planning area. Still, any attention for cross-border 
cooperation was lacking. Most of the housing sites were located in the Randstad or 
around it, which once again emphasized the centralist focus of national spatial policy. 
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Swalm-Nette (1994) and the Development Plan of the Three Countries Park (2003). 
A cross-border perspective on infrastructure, leisure or education, however, still 
needs to be developed.
5.1.4 The dissolution of spatial planning
The National Spatial Strategy 200440 was developed during the second period of 
neo-liberalism—roughly between 1998 and 2004 (Waterhout et al. 2013). In 2000, a 
Map 9  Urban nodes, main ports and cross-border connections.
(Source: Vierde nota over de Ruimtelijke Ordening, 1988)
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The interviews revealed that planners and policymakers hardly have any attention 
for the dynamics of the borderland. Although many policy documents are full of 
cross-border ambitions, what seems to be lacking in order to implement them is a 
real ‘problem owner’: who is responsible to develop a cross-border spatial vision? 
Should it be the euroregion, the secretariat who is mainly responsible for the division 
of INTERREG funds? 
parliamentary working group presented the ‘Notion of Space. On the way to the Fifth 
Policy Document on Spatial Planning’, a very detailed spatial memorandum in which 
much attention was paid to spatial connections with neighbouring countries. Although 
the strong focus on the relationship with neighbouring countries is clearly portrayed 
on Map 10, the colours remain confined to the Dutch territory, which suggests a certain 
reticence towards the neighbouring countries. The so-called Fifth Policy Document on 
Spatial Planning from 200041 was an important turning point: the restrictive nature of the 
plan generated much resistance and this Memorandum did not pass the Lower House. 
 Subsequently, after the elections in 2002, the Dutch government shifted considerably 
to the right. Spatial policy got immersed in a neo-liberal political ideology that favoured 
less government and more regional and local freedom. This philosophy became visible 
in the 2004 National Spatial Strategy that acquired legal status in 2006 (Waterhout et al. 
2013). The motto of this Spatial Strategy read: ‘Decentralization if possible, centralization 
if necessary’. From that moment on, spatial policy became much more development- 
oriented and all concerned parties were encouraged to participate. The New Spatial 
Planning Act of 2005 contributed to this shift by dissolving formal hierarchical tiers 
among national, provincial and local spatial plans. Regional and local governments 
have also gained more legal control since then. The state and provinces, however, 
retained their power by providing frameworks with ‘proactive instructions’ for the 
municipalities to operate.
 Accompanied by increasing regional responsibility, the attention for regional 
design as a part of spatial planning also grew in recent decades. De Jonge argues 
(2009: 103) that the explorative function of design turns out to be especially helpful in 
the context of strategic spatial planning. Regional design is now, according to De Zwart 
(2015), an integral part of regional planning and development in the Netherlands. 
According to Kempenaar (2017)—who recently received her PhD on the topic ‘Design in 
the planning arena. How regional designing influences strategic spatial planning’—, 
a number of developments in Dutch planning have contributed to the development 
and importance of design. She enumerates: the devolution of planning responsibilities 
and the inclusion of many different stakeholders (Spans 2006; Waterhout et al. 2013), 
the habit of using detailed visual representations in planning (Dühr 2007), and the 
policy shift towards a more proactive and development-oriented style of planning 
(Van der Cammen and De Klerk 2012) as factors that played a role in the development 
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Or should it be the members of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North—i.e. mainly the 
local and regional bodies? No one takes the lead in developing a cross-border practice 
in spatial planning. Although at the national level the Dutch-German Committee on 
Spatial Planning ensures alignment between both countries, such an arrangement 
for spatial governance is missing at the cross-border regional scale.  
of design as part of Dutch regional planning and development practice. A major issue 
that keeps impairing planning practice, De Jonge argues (2009: 103), is the connection 
between strategic and operational designs and the implementation of plans.
Map 10  Spatial development perspective for the Netherlands.
(Source: Werkgroep Vijfde nota Ruimtelijke Ordening, 2000)
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Furthermore, the lack of knowledge about spatial developments, spatial plans and 
spatial legislation on the other side of the border is striking. Providing spatial 
planners with insights on these topics remains a challenge. A lack of knowledge is 
regularly adduced as excuse not to cooperate across borders. I wonder whether this is 
a genuine reason. 
Not all regional design projects are equally successful. In the Netherlands, as Balz 
and Zonneveld argue (2015: 871), the formation of governance arrangements around 
planning issues that cross administrative boundaries has been assisted frequently 
by a design approach that is often referred to as ‘regional design’. In the Netherlands, 
some of these projects have had enormous transformative effects yet others have 
hardly had any impact at all (De Jonge 2009). Nevertheless, regional design approaches 
have become quite common in Dutch planning practice over the last two decades 
(De Zwart 2015; Meijsmans and Beelen 2010). Despite the considerable respect for 
design in the Netherlands, however, attempts to create a cross-border design were still 
limited (for an overview, see Section 6.4).
 Dutch spatial planning was, to that point, still nationally oriented and cross-border 
institution building was not among its concerns. The National Spatial Strategy of 2004 
(see Map 11) showed a slight increase of  attention for the relation with spatial planning 
in neighbouring countries than previous spatial strategies (Van Houtum, Van der 
Bruggen, Jacobs and Van der Giessen 2013: 151). This matched a gradual international-
ization process. Moreover, the elections of 2006 gave a considerable financial impulse 
to the planning department, whose main goal became the implementation of projects. 
However, most of their budget was spent in the Randstad. 
 In 2009, the ‘Taskforce Cross-border Cooperation’ (grensoverschrijdende samen -
werking, aka GROS) was established by the Ministries of the Interior and Kingdom 
Relations and Foreign Affairs. The Taskforce is a government council where the 
ministries and regional authorities to both sides of the border are represented. Its aim 
is to improve the cross-border cooperation at the administrative level. The Taskforce 
seeks to unclog bottlenecks that affect border regions and, in order to do this, efforts 
from both the central government and neighbouring countries are often needed 
(Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties 2009). This shows a striking 
mindset that sees ‘the border as barrier’. The Taskforce aims to prevent cooperation 
from being purely dependant on INTERREG funds (Raad voor het openbaar bestuur 
2008). The Taskforce’s focus is, among other things, on connections for public transport 
and demographic decline in border regions. 
 After the elections of 2010, the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment was dissolved. ‘Planning’ was even removed from the ministry’s name 
after almost 50 years. Since 2010, national planning has barely existed; limited to the 
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Hypothetically, if planners and policymakers had all the necessary knowledge at 
their disposal, would they start to actively work together? Or is the problem rather 
about a lack of awareness, responsibility and a sense of urgency? Hopefully, these 
questions will be answered once I develop a ‘border atlas’ further along this research.
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment. As Zonneveld noticed (2017: 21): 
“In the title of the new ministry—Infrastructure and the Environment—spatial planning 
is conspicuously absent”. The abolition of planning at the national level has been 
Map 11  The urban network.
(Source: Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieu 2004)
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February 2016: a border interview in Eijsden-Margraten (NL)
A rainy morning in the south of Limburg. Another day in the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine, 
where the cooperation in ‘the south’ is often cited in research as a case of ‘best 
practice’. This day, the difficulties of regional cooperation would be confirmed once 
more; not only at cross-border regional level but also at national regional level. 
taking place. According to Waterhout et al. (2013), in the early 2010s, planning became 
associated with a ‘leftist hobby’ and perceived as an obstacle to the freedom of 
individuals and companies.
 The most recent National Spatial Strategy of 2012,42 strikingly, re-adopted the 
inwards gaze and focuses primarily on national interests, even though its main purpose 
is to strengthen the international competitiveness of the Netherlands (see Map 12). 
This spatial strategy aims to stimulate economic development in a limited number of 
areas where so-called economic ‘top-sectors’ are located. For a number of years, spatial 
policy has been mainly focused on the development of infrastructure—as the name of 
the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment suggests. This became particularly 
noticeable through the heavily funded long-term programme on infrastructure, space, 
and transport.43 As a consequence of neo-liberal thinking in spatial planning—and 
the indirect focus on infrastructure and economic development that it promoted—, 
non-monetized issues (e.g., social housing, environment protection, etc.) lost the 
attention of planning policy. Spatial justice has been out of the question for decades 
already, which has resulted in the neglect of certain sectoral interests and regions. 
However, given the importance that cross-border cooperation has for the Dutch economy, 
one would expect more attention for the (spatial) connections with neighbouring countries.
5.1.5 Future actions and plans
At the end of 2015, the ‘Action team cross-border economy and labour’ was established 
by the Dutch ministries for Economic Affairs and the Interior and Kingdom Relations 
(Rijksoverheid 2017). In this team, governors and professionals from border municipalities, 
provinces, the Association of Dutch Municipalities, Euroregions, The Royal Association 
MKB-Nederland and the national government worked closely together to provide 
insights into the obstacles created by the national border. In January 2017, the ‘Action 
Agenda’ was presented; it included a list of actions in the field of  accessibility and 
entrepreneurship (Actieteam Grensoverschrijdende Economie en Arbeid 2017). One of 
the actions involved setting up a cross-border mobility council in order to address 
mobility tasks in cross-border regions. This is a remarkable recommendation given 
that the Netherlands and North Rhine-Westphalia have had a mobility council already 
for ten years in order to coordinate the operational and administrative of cross-border 
infrastructure (Grenspost Düsseldorf 2018).
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A total of 18 municipalities are commissioned to cooperate as a sequel to the Spatial 
Development Perspective (2014) in the southern part of the province. This means 
that 18 different city councils also need to decide on a plan. From that perspective, 
8 municipalities in the north and 7 in the centre of the province is rather little. 
Despite the size of regional cooperation, in all three subregions within Limburg it 
seems to be conducted at the expense of cross-border focus.
It is expected that, in January of 2021, the new Dutch Environment and Planning Act 
(Dutch: Omgevingswet) will come into force. The national government aims to combine 
and simplify the regulations for spatial projects. As part of the Spatial planning Act, 
Map 12  Spatial development plan.
(Source: Structuurvisie Infrastructuur en Ruimte, 2012)
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February 2016: a border interview in Reuver (NL)
Unfortunately, the interview I had planned with the alderman of the municipality of 
Beesel got cancelled. Instead, I have the chance to talk to two civil servants responsible 
for spatial planning and leisure. Again, we discuss the upscaling to regional cooperation 
within the province. The answers are rather similar to the answers from previous 
The Environmental and Planning Vision (Nationale Omgevingsvisie) will replace the 
spatial policy documents as we have known them so far. This political and 
administrative document contains an integral vision for the long-term development of 
the physical environment and, therefore, has a broader and more integral scope than 
current spatial policy documents. Since the elections in 2017, the Ministry of the 
Interior and Kingdom Relations has been concerned with the Environment and Planning 
Act and the Environmental and Planning Vision. 
 At the moment of writing this dissertation, little can be said about the cross-border 
attention in the upcoming Vision. It remains to be seen whether the vision of 2019 will 
consider international interests and the significance of border regions. The question is 
whether the national task to arrive at one single integrated plan instead of dozens 
secroral plans, is not at the expense of the cross-border attention. The preparatory 
phase is promising, representatives of border regions and neighbouring institutions 
have been actively involved in the development of the vision. The cross-border 
attention that the new plan seems to be receiving would amount to a major change in 
national spatial policy. In 2017, policy directions were explored and developed in a 
participative way. 
 Two workshops on ‘collaboration across borders’ have been organized in the 
Netherlands. On March 10, 2016, multiple Dutch stakeholders from the Dutch-German 
and Dutch-Belgian border landscapes met in Utrecht with the aim to identify themes, 
trends and developments that play an important role in border regions. The event was 
called ‘The Environmental and Planning Vision is a national vision, but thinking about 
the environment and space does not stop at the border’. Later that year, on June 21, 
2016, a second workshop took place within the framework of spatial cooperation 
across borders. In contrast with the workshop held earlier that year in Utrecht, however, 
this time the government also invited partners from Germany. In total, 21 German and 
29 Dutch stakeholders took part in the workshop, during which the unfamiliarity of 
German planners with the Dutch planning system and its associated planning 
instruments became evident. Before it is possible to think about future spatial 
developments, such familiarity with the system first needs to be inculcated.
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interviewees at the municipal level in the Netherlands, which makes their insights 
look more reliable.
5.2 Cross-border planning in Germany
5.2.1 The origins of ‘Raumplanung’
In Germany, industrialization also played an important role in the first step towards 
planning. The goal was to control the rapid urbanization and direct it in the right 
direction. In Germany, this process was completed a little earlier than in the 
Netherlands; its result was the Building Line Act in 1875 (German: Fluchtliniengesetz). 
Local authorities were responsible for devising urban development and building 
policy. The first decades of the twentieth century, in which German industrial regions 
grew rapidly, were characterized by local zoning plans, economic and population 
growth and regulatory land use. In 1920, the large-scale inter-municipal planning was 
given first legislative expression in an act on the Ruhr Regional Planning Authority 
(Pahl-Weber and Henkel 2008: 34). In the 1930s, under the Nazi regime, spatial 
planning became more nationalist (Harrison and Growe 2014: 16).
Figure 2   Impression of the cross-border workshop as part of the development of 
the National Environmental and Planning Agenda.
(Source: own figure, Hengelo 2016)
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An interesting story the interlocutors share is the impact of the construction of the 
Dutch motorway A73. They argue that the construction raised awareness among 
German planners and policymakers working for the municipality Beesel. Before 2009, 
the year the motorway was opened for traffic, the borderland was a quiet landscape 
characterized by its vast natural acreage, both on the east and west side of the border. 
After WWII, the German federal system as we know it nowadays was introduced. 
Federal planning in Germany is limited to the development of guiding principles and 
objectives of spatial planning, which also provide the legal basis for state spatial 
planning and superordinate specifications for sectoral planning (Pahl-Weber and 
Henckel 2008: 38). Responsibility for spatial planning rests, for the largest part, within 
the federated states. Federal legislation sets broad guidelines according to which the 
sixteen German states (German: Bundesländer) can make their own laws and 
regulatory plans. State spatial planning authorities have to ensure that the guiding 
principles and objectives of national spatial planning are respected and considered in 
local government planning. In a system of mixed top-down/bottom-up planning, the 
so-called ‘principle of countervailing influence’—aka the ‘feedback principle’ (German: 
Gegenstromprinzip)—means that states accept suggestions from local authorities and 
are required to coordinate local development goals with superordinate planning goals 
(Fischer, Klauer and Schiller 2013). This regulatory framework strengthens the status 
quo of state borders since states, and also lower government tiers, restrict their spatial 
plans merely to the areas under their authority, which is explicitly reflected in state, 
regional and local planning instruments. 
 In the years after WWII, Germany had to deal with immense urban development 
problems, such as destroyed cities and large influxes of refugees. Spatial policy was 
focused on reconstruction, housing and transport connections. That was recorded in 
1948 and 1949 in the Rubble and Reconstruction Acts. It was not until the late 1950s 
that the federal state began to interfere more with spatial planning. 
 An important goal of the Federal Building Act (German: Bundesbaugesetz) that 
came into force in 1960 was to enable balanced economic growth and territorial 
equilibrium across Germany. Uneven spatial development had to be prevented. This 
phase of urban development guided by the Federal Building Act produced large-scale 
housing estates, new development on the urban fringes, extensive remedial measures 
in recently founded neighbourhoods, and extension of the road transport system. 
Cross-border cooperation, however, was not an issue in spatial policy at that moment. 
As Brenner (1997: 283) usefully notes, “It was here, in the internal periphery of the 
nation-state that the problem of underdevelopment took root in West German Fordism, 
embodied above all in the ‘urban-rural opposition’ and the decision by the central 
state to intervene and direct its resources to these rural zones”. The goal of equalised 
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There is not even a road for motorized traffic across the border, even though the 
border covers about 7 kilometres of the circumference of the municipality’s territory.
living conditions had to be achieved through financial equalisation (German: Länderfi-
nanzausgleich) (Harrison and Growe 2014: 17).
 With the adoption of the Federal Spatial Planning Programme in 1972,44 the effort 
to make the principles of spatial planning visible reached its peak. Harrison and Growe 
argue (2014: 17) that the Programme was already outdated at the moment of its 
publication, since it was based on ideas of comprehensive planning dating back to the 
1960s that attempted to secure a spatial fix for capitalism. As a result, confidence in 
the possibilities and power of the planner disappeared and during the 1970s and 
1980s spatial planning at federal level decreased in popularity.
5.2.2 The revival of spatial planning in Germany 
At the federal level, there has never been a spatial plan, and certainly not a legally 
binding one—nor does the law foresee this as an option. The federal level is principally 
responsible for the national spatial guiding concepts (German: Leitbilder). Since they 
primarily focus on metropolitan regions, urban agglomerations, main transport axes 
and international corridors, these guiding concepts characterize the German planning 
system as a ‘regional economic system’ (CEC 1997).
 The first Leitbilder emerged in the early 1990s. A revival of spatial planning took 
place in Germany due to the development of the Federal State’s European Metropolitan 
Region concept in 1992. From then onwards, it was no longer about balance growth in 
Germany, but about positioning cities and regions in Europe. Everywhere, the focus of 
spatial planning was narrowed down to focus on facilitating economic development 
and competitive regions. This effort aligned with European integration, reunification or 
East and Western Germany, and globalization. The strong state-oriented focus seemed 
to be slowly disappearing. The European Metropolitan Region concept from 1992 
resulted in new functional geographies. According to Harrison and Growe (2014: 18), 
this focus on metropolitan regions was first visible in the policy documents produced 
by the Standing Conference of Ministries Responsible for Spatial Planning (German: 
Ministerkonferenz für Raumordnung; hereafter MKRO). The MKRO adopted ‘Guidelines 
for Spatial Planning’ (German: Raumordnungspolitischer Orientierungsrahmen) that 
identified the strategic importance of large metropolitan clusters of agglomeration 
(Bundesministerium für Raumordnung, Bauwesen und Städtebau 1993). The guidelines 
were directed to develop spatial strategies for a reunified German territory. These 
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The construction of the motorway A73 changed the dynamics in the borderland, in 
particular on the Dutch side. In short: the A73 resulted in more traffic, which led to 
the attraction of more companies. On the German side, however, nothing has 
changed: it is still quiet and peaceful. As consequence of the construction of the 
motorway, the borderland has become more visible and accessible. Thus, in spite of 
guidelines can be seen as the first German Leitbilder which, as can be seen on Map 13, 
had an eye for metropolitan regions outside of Germany.
Map 13  Settlement Structure in Germany.
(Source: Bundesministerium für Raumordnung, Bauwesen und Städtebau 1993)
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this motorway’s lack of cross-border access, the construction of a motorway can lead 
to a direct improvement for the borderland.
The spatial guidelines were worked out in more detail in the 1995 Framework for Action 
in Spatial Planning Policy (German: Raumordnungspolitischer Handlungsrahmen, 
abbreviated and known as the HARA 1995) (Pahl-Weber and Henckel 2008). 
A framework developed by the central government and the constitutive states. Six 
European metropolitan regions were appointed in Germany: Berlin/Brandenburg, 
Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main, Rhine-Ruhr and Stuttgart. In the following years the city 
region Halle/Leipzig-Sachsendreieck joined as the 7th European metropolitan region 
(Blotevogel 2001). Despite the European character of the designated metropoles, this 
framework only concerned domestic metropoles. In 1997, the HARA was formalised as 
a decision of the MKRO and combined with, among others, the following plans and 
measures: “Improving the international connection quality” and promoting “Closer 
networking within and between European metropolitan regions and working out cross- 
border development concepts” (Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban 
Affairs and Spatial Development 2011: 20). In the subsequent years, four more regions 
were given the status of a European Metropolitan Region, i.e. Bremen-Oldenburg, 
 Hannover-Braunschweig-Göttingen-Wolfsburg, Nuremberg and Rhine-Neckar (Harison 
and Growe 2014: 19). Map 14 shows the growth of 7 European Metropolitan Regions 
into 11 regions. However, just like in the Netherlands, the maps mainly focus on the 
international competitive position of the country for which they are made, without any 
real attention for the borderland.
 At the same time, a number of developments took place in many German regions: 
the household composition changed radically, the greying of the population started to 
make itself more marked, differences between East and West Germany became ever 
more politically prominent, and the internationalization of the population became ever 
more pronounced. One consequence of these changes was that old industrial regions 
faced spatially related problems and felt disadvantaged by the federal metropolitan 
regional policy. While some relatively peripheral areas were able to recognise the 
endogenous opportunities of their bordering location, this opportunity was unavailable 
to more poorly developed regions and old industrialised agglomerations (Harrison 
and Growe 2014: 23). In response, German spatial planning policy made a move 
towards ‘equalization’. Germany’s awareness about its geographical position at the 
heart of Europe grew, alongside its long-term desire to be a central player in 
orchestrating and shaping spatial development policy at EU level (BMBVS/BBR 2006).
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February 2016: a border interview in the County of Viersen (DE)
Today will be the first time that I will speak to someone at county level, an unknown 
scale in the Netherlands. Until today, the responsibilities of a German county (Kreis) 
were rather unclear to me. I was wondering whether they have any responsibilities 
regarding spatial planning. At the border interview I learn that the county is a governmental 
layer that is, among other things, responsible for landscape and natural conservation. 
In response, the Federal Government and State Ministers responsible for spatial 
planning adopted the ‘Concepts and Strategies for Spatial Development in Germany’ 
(German: Leitbilder und Handlungsstrategien für die Raumentwickung in Deutschland) 
in 2006. A distinction was made between three categories also indicated on Map 15: 
European Metropolitan Regions, dynamic growth areas outside metropolitan regions, 
and areas with need for stabilization. The map shows that the dynamic-growth areas 
are not exactly confined to national borders, but include a strip of land to the other 
side of the border—a gesture to emphasize the importance of cross-border cooperation. 
However, this would be limited to principles stipulated in Berlin, without any 
consequences at state level. At state level, state borders would continue to act as the 
Map 14  European Metropolitan Regions in Germany.
(Source: Initiativkreis Europäische Metropolregionen in Deutschland 2007)
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At the time of this interview, the most recent landscape plan of the county dated to 
1983! There is no obligation to renew the plan. This is odd: after all, do landscape and 
nature not have to deal with challenges such as climate change that have consequences 
for land use? The county’s policy, however, does seem to respond to this, although 
without having changing the landscape plan.
external borders of planning policy. Moreover, whereas metropolitan regions reaching 
beyond state boundaries would allow states to celebrate a treaty, this option was not 
available at a cross-border scale (Harrison and Growe 2014: 29). 
5.2.3 A cross-border discourse in German planning
International thinking became genuinely incorporated into in national German planning 
concepts only after 2008. Ever since, the Federal Institute for Research on Building, 
Urban Affairs and Spatial Development in Germany has promoted cross- border 
Map 15  Leitbild ‚Growth and Innovation’.
(Source: Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau und Stadtentwicklung 2006: 13)
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Furthermore, the interview helps me clarify the role of the ‘Economic Development 
organization’ (Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft)—another German organization we don’t 
know in the Netherlands. This organization is particularly focused on economic and 
local/regional development; a responsibility that in the Netherlands is often assumed 
by the municipality. An interesting aspect about this series of border interviews is 
institution building between metropolitan areas through the federal rolling programme 
‘Supraregional partnerships in cross-border functional regions’ (2008-2011).45 The reason 
to launch this project was twofold: to support the action programme for the 
implementation of the European Spatial Development Perspectives, agreed upon by 
the ministers for spatial planning from all EU member states in 1999; and the lack of 
attention for the economically strong border regions in the National Spatial Strategy 
of 2006 (Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau und Stadtentwicklung 2006). Critics 
argued that the focus on metropolitan functions within Germany is leading the Federal 
Government to underestimate the strength and underplay the importance of border 
regions (Köhler 2009). After the launch of the project, however, any attention for the 
borderland remained wishful thinking.
 With direct responsibility for spatial planning resting with the states, the only 
opportunity for German federal states to pursue stronger cross-border focus was 
through their ability to influence spatial planning discourses by means of ‘demonstration 
projects’. At the end of the 20th century, the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital 
Infrastructure in Germany launched the action programme ‘Demonstration Projects of 
Spatial Planning’ (German: Modellvorhaben der Raumordnung, abbreviated as MORO), 
which supports practical pilots and implementations of innovative action approaches 
and instruments for spatial planning in co-operation with science and practice, i.e. 
together with participants in the region. By the start of 1996, the programme started 
to concentrate on transnational collaboration. From 2001 on, the programme 
supported the action programme for the implementation of the European Spatial 
Development Perspectives (1999). As part of different ‘Demonstration Projects of 
Spatial Planning’, several border regions have been the subject of study, including the 
Dutch-German border regions. 
 According to Harrison and Growe (2014: 30), in 2017, “as part of the ‘MORO’ action 
programme, it was announced that there were to be seven demonstration regions for 
‘large scale areas of responsibility’”. The first six regions were the metropolitan areas 
of Hamburg, Berlin, Leipzig-Dresden, Nuremberg, Frankfurt-Mannheim, and Stuttgart; 
with the seventh based on the cross-border area around Lake Constance. In 2009, a 
second ‘MORO’ initiative was launched in order to encompass less urbanized regions. 
This initiative explicitly focused on cross-border regions, their potential to contribute 
to ‘growth and innovation’, and their capacity to strengthen integration and cohesion 
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that I gradually become familiar with the various planning systems and spatial 
governance arrangements on both sides of the border.
between Germany and its neighbours (Harrison and Growe 2014: 31). As consequence 
of these shifts, cross-border attention began to grow within German spatial planning. 
Four cross-border model regions were identified (see Map 16): The Lake Constance 
Region (Europäischer Verflechtungsraum Bodensee), the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine, 
the Greater Region (Großregion) and the Upper Rhine Region (Oberrheinregion) 
(Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung 2008).
Map 16  Cross-border development regions.
(Source: Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung 2008)
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I’m not only aiming to persuade planners to look across the border; I’m simultaneously 
broadening my own horizon. Engaging in conversation with spatial planners at the 
borderland seems to be deepening my knowledge about spatial planning and 
developments. Planners should follow this method. Apparently, they need a stimulus 
to go beyond the threshold or indifferense. 
The Ministerial Conference on Spatial Planning of 2010 decided to reconcile and 
further develop the Leitbilder from 2006. Its conclusion was that cross-border 
cooperation and cross-border regions should also receive sufficient attention. The 
challenges and the potential of cross-border and Europe-wide interdependencies 
needed to be taken into account. On the Leitbilder of 2013 (see Map 17), the four 
cross-border metropolitan regions have been included. The final map from 2016—
referred to as ‘competitiveness’(Wettbewerbsfähigkeit)—also identifies the opportunities 
for potential cross-border metropolitan areas, such as the Münsterland-Enschede 
region and the Emsland-Groningen region (signified by the purple arrows on Map 17). 
It is unclear why these regions are highlighted on the map while all other Dutch-German 
regions are not.
 In 2015, as part of the German ‘demonstration projects’, the project ‘Raumbeo-
bachtung Deutschland und angrenzende Regionen’, which can be translated as 
‘Spatial observation in Germany and adjacent regions’, started. One of the 7 pilot regions 
(see Map 18) has been the Dutch-German border region, consisting of the four bi- 
national Dutch-German euroregions, including the euroregion under study. The project 
is mainly focused on the collection and alignment of statistics and other spatial 
relevant data in border regions. As a researcher I got the chance to actively participate 
in the project as one of the representatives from the Dutch-German border region. 
Several workshops and conferences took place between October 2015 and December 
2017 (among others, in Berlin, Bonn and Düsseldorf), in which the different pilot regions 
presented their approaches to improve the spatial cooperation in their cross-border 
regions. However, the focus in this project was mainly on combining statistical data 
and not so much on spatial planning issues in the borderland itself.
 With the exception of the German Leitbilder, since 2000, the German Federal 
Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development has been 
launching a series of Spatial Planning Reports (German: Raumordnungsbericht) on a 
regular basis .46 The spatial planning report deals with the underlying facts of 
Germany’s spatial development, spatially significant plans and measures as well as 
influences that the European Community’s policy on spatial development has exerted 
upon Germany. The report is also closely linked to the federal Leitbilder. In 2017, 
the fourth Spatial Planning Report was published (after reports in 2000, 2005 and 
2011), including a chapter particularly focusing on cross-border interests (see Map 19). 
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February 2016: a border interview in Niederkrüchten
Leap day. Unexpectedly, the mayor of the municipality joins the border interview 
planned with the head of the department ‘housing and planning’. That indicates that 
the mayor values the talk and the topic. Or does he have time to spare due to leap day? 
Anyway, over the years I will discover that the mayor is one of the more active mayors 
in the borderland when it comes to cross-border cooperation. 
The first Report in 2000, however, already included more cross-border facts and 
figures than the most recent report from 2017. Whereas Leitbilder slowly accommodated 
more attention to cross-border cooperation, that was certainly not the case for the 
Spatial Planning Reports.
5.2.4 Neo-liberal thinking in German planning
Both the Dutch and German planning systems have been influenced by neo-liberal 
thoughts. In Germany, according to Waterhout et al. (2013), neo-liberal thinking 
entered politics in the mid-1980s—although, admittedly, to a lesser extent than in 
Dutch politics and planning. There is no clear neo-liberal thought visible in the German 
Map 17  Leitbild ‘Competitiveness’.
(Source: Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur 2016: 15)
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He tells me that he grew up near the border with the Netherlands. It is often 
fascinating to hear the connection that an interlocutor has with the neighboring 
country. He prefers Dutch music. The head of the department, in contrast, is from 
City of Neuss, a bit more inland. Only since he started working for the municipality 
next to the border he has become more familiar with the Netherlands. Although the 
City of Neuss lies only a few dozen kilometers from the Dutch border, he used to pay 
planning system, partly due to other priorities such as the ‘association of east and 
west Germany’. However, a number of neo-liberal indicators in German planning have 
become apparent, partly due to the marketization of the public domain and the 
narrowed role of the state. This means that the German planning system is slowly 
moving towards a ‘type II’ multi-level governance characterized by the attention for 
fragmented territories, soft spaces and borderlands.
 Whereas first the focus was on equalization among regions, the guiding principles 
of territorial planning and development seem to have recently shied from ‘providing 
equal living conditions’ in all parts of the country—as exposed by the introduction of 
Map 18  Project Spatial observation in Germany and adjacent regions.
(Source: Spiekermann and Wegener 2016, web page, access 30.01.2017)
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no attention to the neighboring country. Sometimes attention seems to quickly 
disappear as people move away from the border.
metropolitan growth regions (Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau und Stadtentwicklung 
2006). Besides, the German political-administrative system has adopted the principles 
of New Public Management (German: Öffentliche Reformverwaltung),47 which focus on 
Map 19  Cross-border infrastructure projects 2007-2013 (Interreg IVa).
(Source: Bundesinstitut für Bau-, Stadt- und Raumforschung 2017)
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What stands out in the interview is the different speeds for the implementation of 
spatial plans. The mayor is rather enthusiastic about the swiftness with which the 
Dutch spatial plans are put into practice. In Germany, preparing spatial plans takes 
much longer—an example that confirms this is the long preparation phase of the 
regional plan of the Administrative District of Düsseldorf. Although this plan has 
a project approach to generate policy efficiency, output, and delivery. This also means 
that public authorities increasingly negotiate with private actors to implement specific 
developments; this is leading to a marketization of planning—as the increasing number 
of public-private partnerships and business-improvement districts indicate (Brenner 
2010; Heinz 2006). 
 Third, a growth in strategic spatial plans at both inter-municipal and municipal 
level can be recognized in recent years by plans which are developed on a voluntary 
basis by local authorities. Since these plans are particularly focused on economic 
growth and competitiveness, they are not true spatial plans in the traditional sense. 
The increase in the development of voluntary spatial plans and visions indicates that 
municipalities have the conviction that they should develop such plans triggered by 
feelings of competitiveness and either regional or local competition. A voluntarily 
drafted cross-border spatial development plan or vision or an increase in the 
involvement of the wider foreign public in spatial planning in borderlands, however, 
remains an unrealistic prospect. 
5.3 Dutch-German spatial planning initiatives
In addition to the unilateral initiatives from national Dutch or German planning policy, 
binational spatial initiatives have existed for decades. Most of them have a formal 
character stemming from their stipulation in Dutch and German law. Counterintuitively, 
most of these formal agreements have cultivated voluntary and non-binding cooperation. 
This section presents a brief overview of cross-border planning initiatives carried out 
by the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany and the state 
North Rhine-Westphalia. Cross-border spatial initiatives at regional and local level will 
be discussed in Section 6.4. 
 Transboundary regional development planning between the Netherlands and North 
Rhine-Westphalia has existed for years by means of informal coordination. Since the 
early 1950s there has been informal contact between German planners at state level 
and Dutch planners. The border convention (Dutch: Grensverdrag, German: Grenzvertrag) 
between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany of April 
8, 1960 was seen as a way to ease spatial cooperation (Grotefels 1992; Reis 1992). This 
treaty built the basis for the ‘Permanent German-Dutch Border Waters Commission’, 
founded in 1960 (German: Ständigen Deutsch-Niederländischen Grensgewässerkom-
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been drafted since 2011, the Regional Plan was adopted by the Regional Council only 
in April 2018 after seven years of preparation.
mission). However, the border convention did not deliver clear legal guidelines for a 
common cross-border spatial development plan. 
 A few years later, in 1967, the Dutch and German governments established the 
Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning,48 based on the participation of the 
states of Lower Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia on the German side and the then 
Dutch ministry responsible for spatial planning (Spiegels 2001: 665). The institutional 
framework aims to coordinate spatial planning measures in the Dutch-German border 
regions. A growing desire for a much needed cross-border spatial cooperation 
provided the breeding ground for this Committee in 1967, when it was established by 
an informal governmental decree. This can be seen as the first step towards formal 
cooperation. The establishment of the Committee—divided into North and South 
(for the area of the Committee South, see Map 20)—,49 strengthened cross-border 
cooperation from the North Sea to the region Aachen-Maastricht. More relevant was 
however the agreement on the 30th of March 1976 between the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany: the real basis for the work of 
the Committee. After the agreement of 1976, a regulation was drawn up in 1977 to 
establish organization and cooperation between the North and South parts of the 
Committee, which back then were separated.50
 The Committee focuses on a range spanning 20 kilometres to both sides of the 
border, which is almost equal to the swathe of land that both Eker and Van Houtum 
(2013) and Sohn and Stambolic (2015) refer to. The main goal of the Committee has 
been to exchange information so that new plans are well coordinated from the 
beginning. Overall, the Committee is expected to contribute to improve the spatial 
structure and contribute to the European spatial concept (Reis 1992). In practice, 
consultation mainly addresses the spatial development plans of the German states 
and administrative districts as well as Dutch national and provincial spatial 
development plans. The Committee remains primarily a consultative body. Ultimately, 
the Committee’s cross-border recommendations are not binding for either side, which 
is possibly an explanation for the Committee’s limited output. This finding has been 
confirmed by a number of interviewees, including some members of the Committee 
South (see Section 7.1.2). Yet, since 1977, the Committee submit recommendations to 
either country.51
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The local spatial development plan draws my attention (Flächennutzungsplan). It dates 
back to 1981. Less than a week ago I spoke to someone at the County of Viersen who 
had a landscape plan dating to 1983 and now a municipality within the same county 
that has a spatial development plan dating back to 1981. The plan has been updated 
about sixty times. Unless new spatial visions are developed, the method cannot be 
In 1976, the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the government of North Rhine- 
Westphalia signed an administrative agreement that involved the establishment of 
the Nature Park Maas-Swalm-Nette—based on the law for natural parks in Germany 
(Grotefels 1992: 30). The park had no formal status in the Netherlands. The Dutch- 
Map 20  Sub-commission South of the Dutch-German Spatial Planning Commission.
(Source: Unterkommission Süd der Deutsch-Niederländischen Raumordnungskommission 1973, see also 
Reis 1992: 75)
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renewed either. Bearing this context in mind, I am less surprised that few German 
spatial plans are developed through a cocreative method.
German Committee for Spatial Planning had been thinking about this idea since 1967. 
However, it took a little over ten years before the agreement took shape. The aim was 
to promote a jointly coordinated spatial development for the protection of nature and 
the landscape. The agreement stipulates that further agreements can be reached 
(Reis 1992). In 2002, the area received its cross-border status as a public body 
composed of eleven municipalities, making it one of the three cross-border nature 
parks along the Dutch-German border.52 Since the establishment of the cross-border 
nature park many cross-border projects have been carried out, mostly with the help of 
INTERREG (for an example of a cross-border spatial design project, see Section 6.4).
 Both the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning as the Nature Park Maas-
Swalm-Nette offer only tools for the weakest form of cooperation, namely unconditional 
coordination in the area of regional planning. Though, current legislation provides at 
least a foundation for cross-border spatial planning to develop. This legislation 
includes the policies of international agreements such as the European Framework 
Convention on Cross-border Cooperation between Territorial Communities (1980)53 
and the Isselburg-Anholt Convention between Germany and the Netherlands (1991) 
(Spiegels 2001: 665).54 However, to date, national spatial planning policy does not 
draw on these legal options for cooperation between the Netherlands and Germany.
 In recent decades, the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning has developed 
a number of cross-border regional development concepts. However, a truly clear vision 
of the future is still missing. A spatial vision on the borderland, is yet to be composed 
—such as the one recently developed by the German-Polish Committee for Spatial 
Planning (Ausschuss für Raumordnung der Deutsch-Polnischen Regierungskommission 
für regionale und grenznahe Zusammenarbeit 2016). In 2007, the Committee published 
an Action Map for the Dutch-German borderland (see Map 21), including an overview 
of current cross-border spatial projects and developments (Nederlands-Duitse Commissie 
voor Ruimtelijke Ordening Subcommissie Zuid 2007). More recently, the Committee 
published a brochure including basic information about the formal spatial planning 
systems in the Netherlands and Germany and the possibilities for exerting cross-border 
influence (Nederlands-Duitse Commissie voor de Ruimtelijke Ordening 2016). 
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After the interview, I receive a digital version of the local spatial development plan on 
DVD. The local spatial development plan shows, among other things, the motorway 
A52 that runs straight through the municipality in an east-westerly direction. 
The mayor explains that the motorway, built in 2009, has been of great influence on 
the cross-border accessibility. Another example of how the construction the construction 
Map 21   A cut out of the Action Map 2007-2011: Spatial development initiatives in the 
Dutch-German borderland.
(Source: Nederlands-Duitse Commissie voor Ruimtelijke Ordening Subcommissie Zuid 2007)
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of a motorway seems to strengthen cross-border connectedness—just as the A73 did 
for the municipality Beesel.
5.4 Conclusions
Since the Dutch-German border landscape is shaped by two planning systems, the 
dissimilarities in the border landscape are mainly caused by different spatial 
governance structures and divisions of responsibilities (Van Kampen 2013: 184). 
Dutch spatial planning can be described as a type of spatial planning of a more entre-
preneurial character whose objective is not only spatial ordering but predominantly 
spatial development. The Dutch is a system strongly influenced by neo-liberal 
principles. In contrast, Germany, where the states are mainly responsible for spatial 
planning policy, planning is regarded as an important mechanism to provide equal 
and favourable living conditions in all regions. 
 In both countries an increase of spatial visions for all kinds of ‘new’ regions or soft 
spaces can be observed. Remarkably, however, the rather regulative German planning 
system is more focused on cross-border spatial development than the development- 
oriented Dutch planning system. Regardless, cross-border spatial initiatives can be 
found only sporadically in both planning worlds. The plea that academic debates have 
made for spatial planning to pay more attention to the borderland has gone unnoticed 
by national spatial planning policy. Moreover, the sporadic attention and cooperation 
across borders remains mainly focused on metropolitan regions and regional 
 competitiveness. Although plans and policies in both countries greatly value economic 
growth and regional competitiveness—not least at European scale—, a truly integral 
cross-border spatial plan and policy is still lacking. As soon as planning practices 
arrive at the border, the rigid boundaries of the nation state are reinforced. 
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March 1, 2016: another border interview in Venlo.
So far, the border interviews have taken place with municipal representatives. Today, 
I will speak to a deputy of the Province of Limburg. When I enter the meeting room 
in the modern ‘Innovation Tower’ of Venlo (built as part of the World Horticultural 
Expo in the region in 2012), I notice that the deputy also invited two colleagues. 
6. The Rhine-Meuse-North Border landscape
In this chapter, the focus will shift from the national to the regional planning level. At 
the regional level, the influence that the border’s proximity exerts on the surrounding 
landscape becomes manifest. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a foundation 
of spatially relevant information before we turn to Chapter 7 and 8, which will explore 
the spatial narratives and the spatial design practices in this border landscape. As the 
convener of the collaborative borderscaping process, it is important to know what is 
going on in the region. Such explorations are usually carried out whenever, for 
example, a municipality or regional authority needs to develop a spatial development 
plan for its own territory. This chapter explores the spatial conditions of the border 
landscape and how the borderland has been shaped by historical dynamics.
 First, in Section 6.1, I offer a historical perspective on the border landscape known 
as the Lower Rhine area as well as on the northern and central part of the province of 
Limburg—paying particular attention to cartographic expressions. In the second 
section I outline the spatial features (such as agricultural land, airports and industrial 
sites) and dynamics (e.g., demographic developments as well as political climate and 
dynamics of the labour market) in the border landscape. Then, in Section 6.3, I provide 
an overview of places and aesthetics that have been shaped by the border (e.g., roads, 
air bases and leisure facilities). This section is based on my border observations 
between July 2015 and July 2017. As an observer, I have followed the course of the 
border from the northernmost place (close to Nijmegen and Cleves) of the border 
landscape under study to the southernmost place (close to Sittard). Finally, as an 
addition to the transnational spatial development initiatives presented in Section 5.3, 
Section 6.4 includes an analysis on informal spatial governance arrangements in the 
border landscape, spatial plans and reports, and the cross-border attention in formal 
spatial planning instruments.
6.1 The history of the Dutch-German borderland
In order to understand current dynamics in the border landscape and how the course 
of the border has evolved into its current course over the last centuries, it is necessary 
to dig into the history of the landscape under study. This history is characterized by a 
long period of political dismemberment and confusion. This section is about the 
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One of them is the former project leader of the ‘Provincial Spatial Development Plan 
Limurg’ (2014). 
influence that power dynamics have exerted upon the course of the border and the 
shape of its landscape. In particular, I have relied on the work of three historians who 
investigated the border region (Hantsche 2004, 2016; Hermans 2016; Van der Hoek 
2016).
 A historical perspective contributes to understand the border narratives that will 
be presented in the following chapter. Kolossov stresses the relation between 
narratives and history (2012: 8): “Border narratives should be read through their 
historicity and relationality”. This emphasis on history was reaffirmed by one of my 
interviewees from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 18 2015), who emphasized the 
importance of historical awareness for spatial planners: “If we look at the map, it seems 
that the other side of the border does not exist. The people who work within this 
organization adopt such an attitude. Only if they would have a real interest for the 
municipality and its history, then they would also open their eyes for the German side 
of the border. Many people enter the city, do a perfect job for the municipality, but 
have no emotional connection to the city and its surroundings partly caused by a lack 
of historical awareness”. 
 The borderscapes notion highlights the border as a historical and cultural 
construct, a demarcation that marks no natural differences but, rather, has produced 
them over the course of history (Van Houtum et al. 2010: 6). “In many regions of the 
world the situation in border areas is determined by the geopolitics of memory. 
Cultivating certain representations, they distinguish key periods of common history with 
neighbouring countries or regions. A negative interpretation of such periods helps to 
oppose an identity under construction to the identity dominating on another side of 
the boundary, to deepen a new cleavage, while a positive attitude forges the feelings 
of solidarity or reconciliation with the neighbour”, Kolossov argues (2012: 14). The 
Dutch-German borderland is no different. Even though there has been a stable border 
for over 200 years and WWII ended more than 70 years ago, history has always exerted 
a powerful influence on the attitude of people living near the border (Pekelder 2014). 
6.1.1 A dynamic border
The Dutch-German borderland in the Lower Rhine Region and North- and Central- 
Limburg is characterized by its dynamic borders. This is a region in which the course of 
the border changed often during the last centuries. A place where numerous powerful 
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As provincial representatives, the respondents probably can give me a good overview 
of the spatial governance arrangements within the province. The regional represen-
tatives confirm that the intermunicipal cooperation in the north of the province 
runs much better than in other parts of the province. They note a growing number 
of municipalities are able to think and act from a regional perspective. 
empires and kingdoms left their traces, e.g., the Romans, Franks, Spanish, Prussians, 
Belgians and the Dutch. One can find there of Roman settlements and Spanish forts. 
 Until the French occupation that took place between 1794 and 1814 under the 
leadership of Napoleon Bonaparte, there was no political unity in this area (Jürgens 
2013: 103). For several centuries the area was a patchwork of administrative units. 
Parts of the current borderland of North- and Central-Limburg and the Lower Rhine 
Area once belonged to the same Prussian part of the Upper Guelders (Dutch: 
Opper-Gelre, German: Obergeldern) and what nowadays is a cross-border region was 
once one unified region. The Duchy of Guelders (see Map 22), was composed of the 
quarters of Nijmegen, Arnhem, Zutphen, and a southern part of the Netherlands, the 
Upper Quarter of Roermond (a.k.a. the Upper Guelders) (Hermans 2016). In 1543, 
Charles V annexed the Duchy of Guelders to Habsburg Netherlands, which ended the 
Duchy’s independence. Soon after, the Duchy fell apart during the Eighty Years’ War 
(1568-1648). 
 During the early 18th century, the Upper Guelders got involved in the Spanish 
Succession War (1702-1713). During this period, the Upper Guelders was occupied by 
the Republic of the United Netherlands and by Prussia. In 1713, the borders of the 
Upper Guelders were redrawn at the Peace of Utrecht and North-Limburg became the 
Prussian Upper Guelders. The Barrier Treaty of Antwerp (1715) brought a further 
division between the Republic and the Southern Netherlands (see Map 23): The States 
Upper Guelders (part of the Dutch republic, including the cities of Venlo, Maastricht 
and Stevensweert) and the Austrian Upper Guelders (under Habsburg rule, including 
the city of Roermond and its surroundings) (Hermans 2016). A small part of the Upper 
Quarter became part of Jülich’s administration (Jülich Upper Guelders). Despite the 
fragmentation, the term Upper Quarter remained alive until 1815 (Hermans 2016).
 After the defeat of the French in 1814, the old Upper Guelders were divided 
between the Netherlands and Prussia (Hantsche 2004). After the Vienna Convention 
of 1815, the area between the Meuse and the Rhine was provisionally controlled by an 
alliance of Austria, Prussia, Russia and the United Kingdom, the contemporary 
European powers that largely determined new structures (Hantsche 2016). This 
involved a fierce and long negotiations between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and 
Prussia, during which many scenarios were discussed. The natural border represented 
by the river Meuse played an important role in those discussions (Hermans 2016). 
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The content—rather than geopolitical borders—, they note, should be leading spatial 
governance. That is an interesting statement! What if the content requires a cross- 
border approach, i.e. spatial considerations falling beyond the the province’s 
jurisdiction? Would geopolitical borders not be decisive then? I decide to ask why 
cross-border cooperation has not been stimulated so far. 
Prussia ambitioned the entire east bank of the Meuse, which would have meant that 
cities like Venlo and Roermond would have become Prussian. The Netherlands rejected 
this proposal and wanted to get control of the Meuse instead. Ultimately, the right 
bank of the Meuse was demarcated by what was militarily appropriate for the 
Map 22   The Duchy of Guelders 1543.
(Source: Hantsche 2004)
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In line with previous interviews, the interlocutors argue that it was already quite 
some work to scale-up to the regional level. The next step may be to look across 
the border. According to them it is important to define a shared problem. Again, 
a reocurring question arises: who is responsible for defining a shared problem and 
instigating action? What becomes clear, in any case, is that the province is rather 
busy carrying out other spatial development tasks. 
Netherlands and its neighbouring states. The current border line was drawn: The 
well-known Limburgish ‘cannonball border’ ( Jürgens 2013: 105). It was decided that 
the border should be a cannon shot’s distance from the banks of the Meuse so that 
ships could not be hit from German territory. In 1816, the course of the border was 
Map 23   The division of Upper Guelders at the Peace of Utrecht (1715).
(Source: Hantsche 2004)
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March 2, 2016: a border interview in Du¨sseldorf
Today I will speak to a planner at the regional scale on the German side of the border. 
In one of the previous interviews someone alerted me to the German eagle at the top 
of the royal Prussian building housing the Administrative District of Düsseldorf. 
Would that say anything about the working method that the regional authority 
follows? Some interlocutors claim it does. 
established in the border Treaty of Aachen.55 It was not until 1817 before Tegelen was 
added to the Netherlands. In 1818, the border was definitively established after final 
exchanges and corrections by the Treaty of Emmerich, (Hermans 2016).
 Since then we can speak of a reasonably stable border between the Netherlands 
and Germany. The border, as we know it today, exists for a little over two hundred 
years. In the period after 1818, oak landmarks were placed in the landscape in order to 
highlight the national border (Van der Hoek 2016). On the Dutch side, the poles were 
orange-white, while on the Prussian side they were painted black and white. In 1846 
the oak landmarks were replaced by coloured stone landmarks. As a result of the 
border of 1818, residents on both sides suddenly came to live in the periphery of their 
respective country and, in order to remain involved with it, border regions started to 
re-orient towards the political centre of their country (Van der Hoek 2016). This led 
residents of these border regions to turn their backs on one other.
 Despite the establishment of the ‘new’ border in 1818, state borders did not always 
form an unambiguous separation between the two countries (De Vries 2002: 88). After 
the signing of the Treaty of London in 1839, the province of Limburg got an ambiguous 
dual political status for a few decades (Jürgens 2013: 98). By relinquishing part of 
Luxembourg over to Belgium, the German federation lost part of its territory. In order 
to compensate the German federation for its loss, Limburg became a member of 
the German Federation (German: Deutscher Bund) in the form of a Duchy—with the 
exception of the fortified towns of Maastricht and Venlo (Knippenberg and De Pater 
1988: 26)— and thus acquired the obligation to supply military personnel. However, 
in 1866 the German federation came to an end and was divided between Prussia 
and Austria. After 1867, Limburg and Luxembourg stopped being part of the German 
nation state. 
 Until World War I (WWI), there was a peaceful and stable situation at the Dutch- 
German border. Although the Netherlands had a neutral status during WWI, it was 
afraid to be annexed by Germany and thus cross-border traffic was not self-evident 
(Van der Hoek 2016). Annexation, however, did not take place and, until 1944, 
the Dutch-German borderland remained peaceful—even after the start of WWII in 
1939. The border served mainly as a dividing line between the Netherlands and 
the German Empire. However, during the Allied advance in 1944, Germany invaded 
the Netherlands and annexed the eastern bank of the river Meuse—and Blerick, 
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The person I speak to today confirms that their way of working can be described as 
rather hierarchical and static. Municipalities should properly follow the rules of the 
regional body and the rules and regulations are even more strict. This could be why 
many planners at the municipal level share a feeling of being limited. In addition, 
the time spent developing the regional plan is prohibitve. The process already started 
on the west bank—to better defend their own territory (Van der Hoek 2016). At the 
end of 1944 and early 1945, the region was gradually liberated by the Allies. 
 After WWII, the border seemed to drift towards the east as the Netherlands demanded 
German territory as compensation for the damage suffered during WWII. Although the 
Map 24   Corrections on the Dutch-German border 1949-1950.
(Source: Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken, n.d.; Wielinga 1996; Eker and Van Houtum 2013: 115)
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in 2009. There is enormous jealousy for the speed with which spatial plans are 
developed in the Netherlands.
Lower Rhine was considered as a possible new border, in 1949 the territorial concession 
was limited to two ‘inlets’ east to Sittard and around Elten and some minor corrections 
in the surroundings of Arcen and Siebengewald (see Map 24). However, these small 
pieces of territory seemed to be of no advantage to the Netherlands and, in 1963, 
almost all of them were returned to Germany (Engelfriet 2012).
 According to Hantsche (2016), the Rhine-Meuse region only lost its character as 
a controversial border area after WWII and developed into a euroregion characterized 
by its good relations. After WWII, border traffic hardly took place due to the limited 
number of border crossings. Initially, only the border crossing at Schwanenhaus could 
be crossed.56 Only later on the border crossing at Venlo-Herongen was reopened 
(Van der Hoek 2016). During the first years after WWII people still needed a visa to 
cross the border and smuggling proliferated in those times. 
 In the 1950s, both the transit of goods and people exploded partly due to the 
opening of the Rhine bridge close to Duisburg (DE), which was completed in 1954. 
Freight transport quickly increased and, in 1958, the transit of people boomed (Van 
der Hoek 2016). The falling prices of butter and food in the Netherlands detonated an 
explosion of cross-border mobility. This was a very rational pull factor that made 
‘foreign’ places look more appealing than places ‘at home’ (Spierings and Van der 
Velde 2008: 501). Crossing the border became almost a pilgrimage: many Germans 
went to Venlo (NL) for shopping during the late 50s (Van der Hoek 2016). Even today, 
price differences on food and beverages remain an important driving force behind 
cross-border mobility. This everyday phenomenon is evident at the many retail areas 
located along the borderland, e.g., in Siebengewald (NL), Lingsfort (NL), Venlo (NL), 
Kaldenkirchen (DE), Roermond (NL) and Rothenbach (NL).
6.1.2 The power of cartography
Cartographies play an important role in our lives. They guide us through a certain area 
and allows us to become familiar with its spatial elements. But they can also act as a 
political tool. Cartographies are, to a large extent, influenced by geopolitical borders 
such as those shown on an average atlas in which the world is simplified as a globe 
compartmentalized into states (Van Houtum 2012). Van Houtum argues that a 
state-grid approach to mapping borders has had an immense impact on our lives 
(2012: 407). This state-as-a-container approach to mapping cultivate a biased 
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My interlocutor is very enthusiastic about the developments on the Dutch side, 
especially about the cooperation within the Greenport Venlo. Such developments at 
the regional scale are unthinkable in their region. Financial resources play an 
important role. He tells me that they don’t have the financial resources to arrange 
such developments at regional scale. He explains that the Administrative Disitrict is 
perspective on what borders are and how they could be understood. New imaginations 
outside the geopolitical realm can influence our awareness, imaginations and 
knowledge about an area. Since this study aims to encourage planners to design 
cross-border spatial development plans in the future, the meaning of mapping and the 
opportunity of using new imaginaries to influence the people’s perception play an 
important role in this action research. 
 The border landscape under study has been of special significance in cartography, 
particularly at the beginning of the 19th century. The historian Frans Hermans wrote a 
book chapter on the cartography in this region in his book Het noordelijke Ri-
jn-Maas-gebied na het Congres van Wenen 1815 (2016) (‘The northern Rhine-Meuse 
landscape after the Vienna Convention in 1815’). Given the influence that spatial rep-
resentations exert on people’s perception of the border, I will present a brief historical 
overview of the cartographic development in this borderland.
 As the French conquered large swathes of Western Europe at the end of the 18th 
century, they developed a need for better maps that could aid their military expeditions. 
The Dépot-Général de la Guerre was assigned to develop a map and a topographic 
office was established in Aachen.57 However, Lieutenant Colonel Jean Joseph Tranchot, 
the man in charge, was forced to stop his efforts in 1813 due to political-military 
complications. At that moment, approximately 80% of the map was completed. This 
was the first map of the region under study in this research and, at the same time, one 
of its last maps, for the region would soon afterwards be severed by a border between 
the Netherlands and Prussia. The maps were transferred to Paris and, during the peace 
negotiations in 1814, the return of these maps became an important issue. At the first 
Peace of Paris in 1814, it was agreed that maps were to be handed back to their 
respective countries. Although Prussia, one of the allied victors, demanded the maps 
from Tranchot, in the end it only got them after the Second Peace of Paris in 1815. In the 
meantime, the French made copies of the maps.
 Under the Prussian direction of Major General F.C. Freiherr von Müffling the maps 
were completed between 1816-1828 (for a section of the Tranchot map, see Map 25). 
Since then, the maps have been in Berlin. The maps may be regarded as a milestone 
in the history of the cartography of these regions. Especially after the publication of the 
complete map by the Society for Rhenish History (German: Gesellschaft für Rheinische 
Geschichtskunde), the work of Tranchot has become available to a large public.
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only an intermediate station between the state and the local governments. The state 
imposes tasks that the Administrative District has to carry out. Indeed, that does 
sound rather restrictive.
After the Congress of Vienna in 1815 re-drew the borders of Europe, the new United 
Kingdom of the Netherlands wanted a reliable map that reflected the new borders and 
its entire territory as a means to build its newfound national identity through a reliable 
Map 25   Section of the Tranchot map.
(Source: Berlin, Bibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Kartensammlung, Blatt 33)
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The border interviews so far revealed that the municipalities criticize the Administrative 
District for too little flexibility. Yet, to what extent are municipalities themselves flexible 
when it comes to regional cooperation? The interviewee relates that municipalities 
fight mainly one another in order to reach a commitment to build industrial development 
sites. The municipal incomes are highly dependent on the size of their industrial 
sights, due to tax regulations in North Rhine-Westphalia. 
map. In the older maps there were still parts of the Netherlands missing such as 
Limburg, which seemed like an unknown piece of Dutch land that needed to be 
mapped. There was a cartographic vacuum for the area of what today is North-Limburg. 
Although this region had previously only been mapped by Tranchot, his maps were 
taken by the Prussians. However, these maps had been commissioned by the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and Maximilian de Man made copies of those mapping the east 
bank of the river Meuse, which were necessary to demarcate the boundaries in the 
region. However, since Tranchot and Von Muffling only mapped the area between the 
Rhine and Meuse, a cartography for the west bank of the Meuse was missing.
6.1.3 Transport connections
In addition to handmade maps from those times—which made the exploration and 
control of the region possible—transport connections have been another factor that 
has increased cross-border awareness and cooperation. In the past, new waterways, 
railways, roads and underground connections have been built in the borderland for 
either domestic or cross-border connections. This section outlines a number of 
important transport connections that have been influencing the spatial development 
of the border landscape.
Waterway connection
In order to deprive the Republic of the Seven United Provinces from the trade that 
passed through the Meuse and Rhine, the Spaniards dug a Scheldt-Meuse-Rhine 
canal  in the 17th century. The intention was to handicap the ports of Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam. The construction of the ‘Fossa Eugeniana’ between Venlo (NL) and 
Rheinberg (DE) began in 1626 and its goal was to connect the Meuse and Rhine (see 
Map 26). The construction was however discontinued in 1629.58 In 1804, there was a 
second attempt to build the Scheldt-Meuse-Rhine connection. The construction of the 
‘Grand Canal du Nord’ (in German: Nordkanal, Dutch: Noordervaart) began under the 
rule of Napoleon Bonaparte (see Map 27). However, the construction was discontinued 
one more time because the Dutch ports became available again after the defeat of the 
French. Remnants of the Fossa and Grand Canal are still visible in the border landscape 
(see Section 6.3) and are used as touristic landmarks. The connection between the 
Scheldt, the Rhine and the Meuse or, in other words, the port of Antwerp, the Dutch 
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The competition between municipalities is therefore hard on the German side of the 
border. Regional thinking and acting is definitelty not a standard practice according 
to the interviewee. So, the municipal level in Germany is not very open to shift its 
focus to the regional level, an inflexibility that seems to be caused by the regulative 
system. 
hinterland and the Ruhr area, is still part of a political debate. However, transport 
connections exist today in the form of motorways and railways.
Road connections
In 1812, the French constructed a paved road between Venlo (NL) and Wesel (DE). 
At the time, it was easier to reach Venlo from Prussia than from its own ‘inland’ because 
of the presence of the ferocious ‘Peel’.59 Despite the construction of the first motorway 
in Germany in 1921 and in the Netherlands in 1937, the first motorway in the region that 
crossed the border was only built after 1971. Although the BAB61 (BAB in German 
stands for Bundesautobahnen) that was built between 1971 and 1976 stopped at the 
border, this motorway had a major impact on cross-border mobility patterns in the 
region. The motorway connected the German hinterland with the Dutch border city of 
Venlo, a city that has been very popular among Germans, particularly for shopping 
reasons (Van der Hoek 2016). In 2012, the BAB61 was connected to the Dutch motorway 
network via the A74 (A in Dutch stands for Autosnelweg). Between 1971 and 2012, two 
Map 26   Planned canals between Rhine and Meuse: Fossa Eugeniana (1626) and  
Le Grand Canal du Nord (1808).
(Source: Hantsche 2004)
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My interviewee is the representative of the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial 
Planning on behalf of the Administrative District Düsseldorf. The representative is 
concerned with the existence of the Committee. The last concrete output dates to 
2007, i.e. the Action Map (see Map 21). Even though many consultations take place 
among Committee members, there is hardly any implementation of ideas. According 
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to the interlocutor, there is too little attention for cross-border cooperation, especially 
at the state level.
other cross-border motorways in the region were constructed, the A67/BAB40 
connecting Venlo and Duisburg and the A77/BAB57 connecting Nijmegen and Krefeld. 
In 2009, the connection between Mönchengladbach and Roermond was also improved 
through the connection of the German motorway BAB52 and the Dutch provincial road 
N280. Nowadays, the A67/BAB40 in particular is intensively used as an important link 
between the ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam and the German Ruhr area.
Rail connections
In contrast to the motorways, the cross-border railways did not have to wait that long 
after the first national rail connections were installed on both sides of the border. Venlo 
got its first rail connection with Maastricht in 1865 and, in 1866, the rail connection 
between Venlo and Viersen (DE) and Venlo and Eindhoven (NL) followed. In 1867 the 
railway from Krefeld (DE) to Venlo was constructed via Kempen (DE) and Kaldenkirchen 
(DE). This railway connection was closed in 1982. In 1874, a third cross-border railway 
connection between Venlo and Büderich (DE) was built as part of the ‘Cologne-Minden 
trunk line’,60 which in turn was part of the ‘Paris-Hamburg line’. In the 20th century, the 
connection between Venlo and Büderich declined. In 1936 the German National 
Railway ceased passenger transport between Venlo and Geldern (DE)—this railway is 
mockingly called the ‘line 101’: 1 operator, 0 passengers, 1 conductor (Van der Hoek 
2016: 78). Straelen (DE) is the end-of-the-line only for freight transport. During WWII 
the railway connection started to operate again, yet after the war the connection finally 
ceased to exist.
Underground connections
Cross-border transport connections are not only present above ground, but exist also 
underground. In 1959, part of the Rotterdam-Rhine pipeline system was constructed 
between Venlo and Herongen (DE), including two pipelines running between Rotterdam 
and Venlo. The oil arrives from Rotterdam and is stored in Venlo, a few metres away 
from the border to Germany (see Figure 3). From Venlo, oil products such as petrol, 
naphtha, diesel, gas oil and kerosene are transported underground to the Ruhr area. 
The pipeline today still operates and transports crude oil and semi-finished products.
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The respondent believes that the ministries on both sides of the border should be the 
first to encourage and prioritize cross-border cooperation. In other words, there is a 
patriarchal process at work: the regional level is used to wait until the government 
comes into action. The way I see it, it is rather easy to shift the blame to a higher 
authority level. Especially in a ‘Europe with the regions’ one might expect that 
6.2 An Atlas of the border landscape
Past and present forces affect the shape of the border landscape, such as spatial 
policies, social developments and geomorphological structures. As indicated by Mark 
Eker and Henk van Houtum (2013: 142): “The landscape of the border zone—its 
morphology and potentials—has also so far received little or no attention in European 
policy documents and empirical analysis”. Because the landscape is under the 
influence of different spatial policies, it differs in size, shape, layout, density and 
appearance. This section is an inventory of the qualities, conditions and forces that 
affect the borderland of the two countries. Elements that can create distinctive 
landscapes, such as spatial variation in urban areas, in population development, 
transport networks and economic activity.
 I have developed an atlas for the Dutch-German borderland under study as part of 
the action-oriented process of this research. Both the analysis of national spatial 
policy documents as well the interviews revealed that the knowledge and available 
information about spatial characteristics and developments on the other side of the 
border were very limited. In addition, I considered the development of the atlas as a 
necessary tool to furnish regional stakeholders with the basic knowledge to participate 
in the remaining part of the collaborative process. In addition, by developing the 
atlas I ensured that the participants would strike a conversation in the design ateliers 
(see Chapter 8) on the basis of the same regional information.
Figure 3   The storage of oil almost at the national border in Venlo.
(Source: own figure)
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cross-border cooperation starts first in the regions. Who will be the first one to direct 
its focus towards the neighbouring country? At the moment, what authorities at both 
levels do is mainly wait for each other; in the meantime nothing happens. Will I 
succeed in creating ownership with this study?
Although the insights revealed from the interviews will only be outlined in Chapter 7, 
the border atlas is already presented in this section. I consider this necessary because it 
gives the reader a more complete picture of the spatial characteristics and developments 
in this region. A basic regional knowledge helps to better understand the border 
narratives presented in Chapter 7.
6.2.1 The Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North: an introduction to the borderland
The Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North is one of the five cross-border regions along the 
Dutch-German border. The area roughly stretches from the city of Roermond in the 
south up to Nijmegen and the southern part of the County of Cleves in the north. 
It includes the regions North- and Central-Limburg on the Dutch side and a large part 
of the Lower Rhine area on the German side. The German side is also part of the 
metropolitan region Rhineland.61 The Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North was established 
in 1978 (Perkmann 2003), making it one of the oldest euroregions. It is located at a 
central point in Western Europe amidst important metropolitan regions like the Ruhr 
area (DE), the Flemish Diamond (BE) and the Randstad (NL). Furthermore, the region 
represents a vital link in some European transport axes and in addition, the region is 
an important part of the catchment area of the rivers Meuse and Rhine. 
 The region excels in a number of businesses and it is well known for its high 
concentration of agro-business. First, numerous horticultural and agricultural businesses, 
livestock farms and agribusiness-related research institutes specialized in mushroom 
and tree cultivation are located in the region. Second, logistics has been one of the 
most important economic pillars of the region for many decades. The Venlo-Venray 
region has been proclaimed several times in recent years as a logistics hotspot in the 
Netherlands.62 Venlo has even been named the most wanted logistical location in 
Europe according to Prologis Research and eyefortransport (2017). In 2017, the city 
of Mönchengladbach was chosen as logistical location of the year in North Rhine- 
Westphalia.63 Third, the industrial sector (particularly mechanical engineering, metal 
processing, chemistry and textile) greatly contributes to the economic strength of the 
region. Finally, the area has a versatile range of tourism that contributes significantly 
to the regional economy.64
 The economic activity in the region has woven a considerable cross-border 
network of mobility between both sides of the border. Everyday cross-border mobility 
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March 7, 2016: lost again
A border interview in Wassenberg. As soon as I leave the car in the small parking lot 
behind the town hall, a man addresses me. It turns out to be the interview partner 
who has probably recognized me by the yellow number plate on my car. Together we 
walk towards the city hall. In the meantime, he points me to the room where we will 
and connectedness is shown by the following facts. First, the Dutch-German trade is 
among the most intertwined worldwide, which is reflected by their enormous trading 
volume (approximately 160 billion euros per year) and intensive traffic across the 
border region (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek [CBS] 2016). Germany is by far the 
most important trade partner for the Netherlands and the Netherlands is the most 
important trade partner for the state North Rhine-Westphalia. Cross-border mobility 
related to leisure is intensely present and studying across borders is an everyday 
practice (Ponds, Marlet and Van Woerkens 2013). Although the number of German 
students in the Netherlands is significant, the number of Dutch students in Germany is 
rather small.
 Despite these facts, the current extent of people’s cross-border mobility, however, 
is not yet remarkable, which was noticed by Strüver already in 2004. Today, approximately 
23.500 commuters travel from North Rhine-Westphalia to the Netherlands while 9.400 
commuters travel the other way around on an everyday basis (CBS and Information 
und Technik Nordrhein-Westfalen [IT.NRW] 2015). At least 82% of those cross-border 
commuters who also reside in the Netherlands are working in the border region of 
North Rhine-Westphalia (PBL 2015). Only a little more than 15% of the incoming 
commuters into the NUTS 3 region North-Limburg comes from Germany.65 Meanwhile, 
only 2.5% to 5% of migrants in North-Limburg are originally from Germany. In brief, 
only for a rather small group of people work, study and conduct leisure-related 
activities across the border as part of their daily routine and cross-border residence is 
very limited. 
 An attempt to classify cross-border regions is the report ‘Territorial Cooperation in 
Europe. A Historical Perspective’ by Wassenberg, Reitel, Peyrony and Rubió (2015: 79). 
In this report the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North is classified as an ‘non-metropolitan 
type territory’—in comparison to metropolitan type territories such as the ‘Euroregion 
Meuse-Rhine’ (see Map 28)—; the same as the ‘Nature Park Maas-S(ch)walm-Nette’ 
(see also Section 5.3 and Map 28). Sohn and Stambolic, on the other hand, recognize 
the urban potential of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North as a ‘core metropolitan 
border region’, defined as “[…] metropolitan centres located close to a border and 
which also present a significant cross-border dimension” (2015: 12). At the moment, 
the euroregion as a whole is a rather rural area including only a few cities with over 
100.000 inhabitants (i.e., Düsseldorf, Mönchengladbach, Krefeld, Neuss and Venlo).
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shortly hold our conversation. Apparently he needs a few more minutes before our 
meeting can start. I forget the room number. In the minutes that follow, I walk 
around the several buildings that make up the city hall. After a long search, I find the 
right room. All in all, pretty clumsy.
According to Strüver (2004), the border between Germany and the Netherlands is an 
example of what Martinez has labelled as ‘integrated borderlands’. According to 
Martinez (1994), these integrated borderlands refer to those borders between nation- 
Map 28   Cross-border territories on the borders of Germany.
(Source: European Commission 2015: 79)
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March, 16 2016: a fine in Geldern
A border interview in Geldern, a little German city close the Dutch border. The only 
possibility to park my car in the city centre is by placing the blue parking card visibly 
behind the front window of my car. Coincidentally I have just bought a new car and 
forgot to put the parking-card in it. I am rather late and decide to park the car on a 
‘blue parking spot’ in front of the town hall. I take my notebook and write on a sheet 
states that have eliminated all major political differences between them, as well as 
the formal barriers to the free movement of people, goods and capital. However, 
Strüver (2004) rightly notes that despite the intensive efforts for Dutch–German cross- 
border cooperation since the 1960s and more recent intensified institutionalisation 
of this cooperation, the current extent of people’s cross-border interaction is not yet 
remarkable. 
6.2.2 Land use
This section presents the conditions of the landscape and how it is spatially structured 
and shaped as well as two types of maps. 
 First, I present statistical maps based on two statistical databases: the Dutch 
Central Office for Statistics (Dutch: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek) and the German 
Information and Technics North Rhine-Westphalia (German: Information und Technik 
Nordrhein-Westfalen)—the official statistical agencies of the state. Statistical data is 
collected and presented at the municipal level.66 The numbers and facts used in this 
section originate from these statistical agencies. Many of the cross-border statistical 
maps are based on the maps earlier presented in Pijnenburg (2016, 2017). Since data 
are collected on different moments in time, with different frequency and even definitions, 
data from both sides of the border was compatible only for a limited number of themes. 
Although a few cross-border attempts on geo-data have taken place (e.g., CBS and 
IT.NRW 2015), a structural cooperation between statistical agencies on both sides of 
the border is still missing. 
 Second, I present land use maps are to provide insights into the intensity and 
distribution of land use in the region. Thanks to the former Ministry of Infrastructure 
and Environment in the Netherlands, a number of land use maps have been developed. 
The maps are based on the information on the environment (CORINE) Land Cover data 
coordinated by the ‘European Environment Agency’.67
At the time the maps were developed, the territory of the members of the euroregion 
included 42 municipalities.68 In the meantime, the German municipality Selfkant 
joined the euroregion on the 1st of January 2018. Map 29 provides an overview of all 
the municipalities within the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North before January 2018, 
which clarifies the regional authority to which every municipality belongs to. 
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of paper: “Ankunft 14:55 Uhr” (‘arrival 14:55 h’). As I return to my car after the interview, 
I find a parking fine tucked under the windshield wiper. A parking fine, issued at 
14:56 hours! Fortunately, the German parking fines are fairly low. I only have to pay 
€10,-.
Map 29   Urban fabric, industrial and commercial units.
(Source: own figure. The numbers on the map that refer to the 42 cities in the Euroregion are also included 
on some maps on the coming pages)
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March 24, 2016: an interview with a view
I have an interview planned in the Sky Office of Düsseldorf. Fortunately I am just in 
time. However, the parking garage under the Sky Office is full. In the following 
15 minutes I drive six times around the building to find a parking spot. I finally 
found one at the parking place of the Düsseldorf University of Applied Sciences. A few 
Surface
The region covers an area of 3.680 hectares, of which 1.425 hectares are on the Dutch 
side (which is equal to 38.7 %) and 2.255 hectares are on the German side of the border 
(which is equal to 61.3%). This makes it the smallest Dutch-German euroregion in 
terms of surface.
Urban fabric, industrial and commercial units
The German side of the region is characterized by its high density of urban fabric as 
well as industrial and commercial units, with percentages above 40% in a number of 
municipalities. The percentages presented on Map 30 also include vacant lots, roads 
and railways. The German cities close to the Ruhr Area, in particular, such as Düsseldorf, 
Mönchengladbach, Krefeld and Neuss are characterized by a dense urban fabric as 
well as industrial and commercial units. In contrast, in the Dutch rural municipalities of 
Bergen, Horst aan de Maas, Nederweert and Roerdalen the built-up area is below 10%. 
Overall, about 22% of the entire region is made of urban fabric, industrial and 
commercial units (which equals 847.2 km2). The German side of the border consists of 
25.5% of built-up area while the Dutch side, on the other hand, of only 13.7%, which is 
clearly visible on the land use map.
Agricultural areas
On the map of the region, the two agricultural north-south-axis close to the border 
stands out divided by the ‘green’ strip of nature along the border (see Map 31 and 32). 
The ‘yellow’ production landscape is formed by the Dutch ‘Peel’ municipalities in 
North- and Central-Limburg and the agricultural land in the Counties of Cleves and 
Viersen.69 The majority of municipalities in the region are characterized by a large 
acreage of agricultural land (see Map 36). Overall, 56% of the region consists of 
agricultural land (which is equal to 1.994,97 km2). On the Dutch side, the amount of 
agricultural area is 59%; compared to the German area which consists of 54.1% of 
agricultural land.
 If we look at the type of agriculture (see Figure 4), arable farming dominates on 
the German side of the border landscape. Especially the County of Cleves is 
characterized by its large surface of arable land, which is used for its sizable livestock 
farming. However, just over half of the livestock in the region is located on the Dutch 
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minutes later I am on the 7th floor of the tower. The view during the interview is 
amazing and I forget about the hectic search for a place to drop my car.
side of the border. Furthermore, greenhouse horticulture is mainly concentrated in 
North-Limburg. Also, horticultural open ground is well represented in North-Limburg, 
as well as in the central part of the province of Limburg.
Forest and seminatural areas
A number of municipalities with vast forests and seminatural areas can be found in the 
municipalities adjacent to the border, i.e. Bergen (NL), Brüggen (DE), Niederkrüchten 
(DE) and Wassenberg (DE), whose rates of natural surface stand out—above 32% of 
Map 30   Overview of the municipalities in the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North 2017.
(Source: own figure)
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March 2016: insights thanks to the interviews
Sometime in the upcoming weeks the final border interview will take place. As far as 
I can conclude, the interviews seem to have highlighted a few patterns already. In 
short: the interviewees seem to aim at a more intensive and structured way of 
cross-border cooperation for spatial planning policy. 
their area (see Map 32). These high percentages are not entirely surprising given the 
presence of three large natural areas along the border: the ‘National Park de 
Maasduinen’ and the ‘National Park de Meinweg’ on the Dutch side of the border and 
the ‘Brachter Wald’ on the German side. The edges of the parks run parallel to the 
boundaries of the country. On the German side, the percentage of natural surface 
drops below 16% in a number of municipalities. In total, 16% (which is equal to 581.23 
km2) of the region consists of nature and forest. The Dutch side comprises 18.3% of 
nature and forest while the German side only 14.5%.
Map 31   Agricultural areas.
(Source: own figure)
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However, planners and policymakers adopt a passive attitude towards cross-border 
cooperation and are skeptical about the chances for implementation of cross-border 
spatial plans. Furthermore, German planners are strongly restricted in their daily 
work by the hierarchical and regulative planning system in North Rhine-Westphalia. 
On the Dutch side, on the other hand, planners are used to be more visionary and 
Road, rail and water 
A number of roads follow the course of the border (see also Section 6.3). The 
distribution of motorways, especially the density in the Ruhr area, is eye-catching (see 
Map 33). However, this is not surprising given the high population density in this area. 
The railway connections have already been discussed at the beginning of this chapter. 
Not all railways on the map below (see Map 33) are still in use. Only one cross-border 
railway connection is in operation at the moment of writing, i.e. the connection crossing 
the border between Venlo (NL) and Kaldenkirchen (DE). The cross-border railway 
between Roermond (NL) and Heinsberg (DE) is part of the loaded discussion of the 
‘Iron Rhine’ case, which deals with the freight railway connection the port of Antwerp 
with the Ruhr area. This railway line runs right through the ‘National Park De Meinweg’ 
Figure 4   Distribution of agricultural areas: livestock, arable land, greenhouses and 
horticulture open ground.
(Source: own figure, based on IT.NRW 2016 and CBS 2017)
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act ‘out of the box’. Yet, in most Dutch spatial plans the German side of the border 
remains empty on the map.
and has not been in use since 1992. A third cross-border railway, the one between 
Nijmegen and Cleves, is located just outside the region under study. At the moment of 
writing there is ongoing research about whether this railway can be used again in the 
future (De Gelderlander 2017).
 Another important element in the border landscape is water. The meander-shaped 
rivers Meuse and Rhine are visible on the map (see Map 33). The rivers make their way 
through along the border landscape like two veins running through the region 
downstream from south to north. The rivers are of great influence on the area directly 
Map 32   Forest and seminatural areas.
(Source: own figure)
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Altogether, the interviews revealed that there is sufficient potential to increase 
cross-border cooperation in spatial planning. The sensibility seems to be present, the 
only thing planners seem to need is an initiator who can develop an approach that 
brings people together. The next phases of this action-oriented process will really 
show whether planners and policymakers are willing to cooperate.
Map 33   Road, rail and water.
(Source: own figure)
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April 21, 2016: the first presentation on request
Today is a nice milestone in matters of regional involvement. A few weeks ago, I was 
asked to present my study at a regional meeting. In April 2016, the ‘Government to 
Government Committee of the euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North’ will meet in Venlo. In 
particular governors (mayors and aldermen) of the municipalities in the cross-border 
region are present in this Committee. 
surrounding them—think of the deposits of raw materials, the creation of floodplains, 
the construction of lock complexes, dikes, secondary channels and ports. The course 
of the river Meuse even influences the course of the border—as decided in 1815 at the 
Congress of Vienna (see Section 6.1).
 In addition, a few channels connecting national rivers can be observed at the 
Dutch side of the border. Strikingly there are no channels for shipping in the Lower 
Rhine area between the Rhine and the Dutch-German border. Overall, the region 
consists of only 3% of water (which is equal to 108.63 km2). The Dutch side features 
3.5% of water surface and the German side only 2%.
Elevation
The border landscape consists of riverbeds, sandy soils, peatlands and a terraced 
landscape. If we look at the elevation map (see Map 34), we can spot a clear variation 
in altitude (especially for Dutch standards). The border landscape seems to be literally 
a transitional area between higher and lower-lying areas. The west side of the border 
is characterized by the low-lying valley of the river Meuse. Though, the entire region is 
above sea level. The Rhine valley on the east side of the region is also a low-lying 
area—although slightly higher than the valley of the Meuse. Directly on the east side 
of the border, south of the city of Venlo, lies the ‘Schwalm-Nette’ natural area and 
adjacent to it the ‘Krefeld-Grevenbroicher Ackerterassen’: the highest area of the 
region. The same as in the ‘Niederrheinishe Höhen’ between Nijmegen (NL) and Moers 
(DE), the average altitude is higher than in most of the other parts of the region. 
 The Dutch know their side of the border as the ‘high sand soils’; a transition zone 
from the high sand soils to the Dutch delta. The German side is referred to as the Lower 
Rhine area; a low-lying catchment area of the Rhine. From a cross-border perspective, 
however, the designations of these areas would be completely different. The Dutch 
‘high’ sand soils would become the low-lying area of the region and the Lower Rhine 
area on the German side would become the higher part of the region. What I am trying 
to emphasize is that it is important to keep in mind that geographical names often are 
determined by geopolitical boundaries.
Mine, dump and construction sites
The region has many small mines, dumpsters and construction sites (see Map 35). 
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Generally, regional developments are presented and discussed during its meetings. 
This is actually the first time that a regional organization invites me to tell something 
about my research. I feel honoured by their request. It seems that the research is 
starting to get some recognition in the region. Moreover, the presentation gives me 
the change to convince the Committee members to participate or let colleagues 
Map 34   Elevation.
(Source: Flood map 2017, access 11.02.2017)
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participate in the design ateliers that I’m preparing at the moment. It will hopefully 
increase the support in the region for the collaborative borderscaping initiative. 
Map 35   Mine, dump and construction sites.
(Source: own figure)
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May 2016
On my way to Spain. I go on holiday with my girlfriend and my in-laws. To be honest, 
I am already looking forward to the border crossing between France and Spain in Le 
Perthus. When you drive south and take a look to the left, you can admire an immense 
pyramid in the mountain. A landmark that I can still remember from traveling with 
my parents and friends to the Costa Brava during my teenage years. I have heard that 
Some mines have been depleted yet have become inland lakes sometimes used for 
leisure purposes. On the Dutch side, minerals are hardly being exploited nowadays. 
The brown coal excavations near Mönchengladbach stand out on the map. Just south 
of the map are two enormous excavation areas. It is expected that the excavations will 
continue until 2045 (Planungsverband der Stadt Mönchengladbach, Gemeinde Jüchen, 
Stadt Erkelenz and Gemeinde Titz 2016). Villages are being evacuated and a motorway 
is being reconstructed a few kilometres farther to make the excavations possible. 
Airports
The region counts with a number of airports—particularly the German side. Some of 
them were built deliberately close to the border for the British Royal Air Force during 
the early 1950s (see also Section 6.3) (known as the ‘clutch stations’). The stations 
became active in 1953 during the rapid expansion of NATO forces in Europe. In recent 
decades, one of the clutch stations has been transformed into a passenger and cargo 
airport. The former Royal Air Force Station Laarbruch operates nowadays as Airport 
Weeze, named after the neighbouring village. Although this airport is not visible on 
Map 36 because it is located just outside the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North, its 
existence is important for the region. Almost half of all tourists using the German 
airport are Dutch. One of the other ‘clutch stations’ is the former Royal Air Force Station 
Brüggen. There are plans to restructure this former airport into a business park in the 
future (cf. interview 44 2016). In addition, the large International Airport Düsseldorf 
and the small Airport Mönchengladbach, which is mainly used for private and business 
flights, are also situated in the German part of the border landscape.
 The only airport on the Dutch side of the border is the ‘Lieutenant-General Best 
Barracks’, a former Dutch air base in the village of Vredepeel (municipality Venray).70
6.2.3 Drivers 
In addition to the different forms of land use that influence the border landscape’s 
colour and identity, other forces also influence its shape: social, economic and 
demographic factors mould spatial dynamics. Yet, not only these forces shape the 
border landscape but they are, in turn, shaped by the border itself.  
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the mountain is built from the waste of the border crossing’s construction. I realize 
once again that borders can be so different, which makes their study fascinating. 
Every border is unique. 
Map 36   Airports.
(Source: own figure)
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May 2016: the BRIT conference
Last week I was in Hamburg (DE) and Sønderborg (DK) to visit the XV Border Regions 
in Transition Conference at the German-Danish border. During the conference I got 
the chance to share thoughts with many other border scholars. After a long period of 
conducting border interviews, the conference was a suitable platform to reflect on 
Population
About 2.5 million people live in the region: 459.016 of on the Dutch side (18.4%) and 
2.036.935 on the German side (81.6%).
 There is a great diversity in the number of inhabitants in the region (see Map 37). 
A large number of municipalities have fewer than 20.000 inhabitants yet the borderland 
also covers a number of German municipalities with more than 120.000 inhabitants. 
Map 37   Population 2017.
(Source: own figure)
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my study and findings so far, this time from a more scientific perspective. I find this 
to be a fruitful interaction between theory and practice.
On the German side, the capital of North Rhine-Westphalia, Düsseldorf, is the largest city 
with approximately 650.000 inhabitants. On the Dutch side, Venlo is the largest city 
with roughly 100.500 inhabitants. The German municipality with the fewest inhabitants 
is Rheurdt with 6.500; and, on the Dutch side, it is Bergen with 13.093 inhabitants.
 The map below (see Map 38) presents the demographic development in the region 
between 2007 and 2016, which shows a large variation per municipality. Most of the 
municipalities have experienced a fairly stable development. Only five municipalities 
have experienced a population increase beyond 5% over the past ten years: Düsseldorf, 
Straelen, Kevelaer, Wassenberg (all German) and Roermond (NL). Three of these five 
municipalities are expected to face a further population increase in the coming years: 
Düsseldorf, Straelen and Roermond. In addition, a population increase is expected 
within the smallest German municipality of Rheurdt. Most of the municipalities, 
however, will have to deal with a significant demographic decrease, which will have 
major consequences for the land use along the border landscape.
 Furthermore, the aging population will further increase in most of the municipalities. 
Map 39 presents the percentage of over-65ers compared to the overall population. 
It offers a comparison between 2007 and 2030 that shows that, in 2007, the city of 
Meerbusch (DE) is the most rapidly-aging municipality in the region with between 22% 
and 24% of inhabitants over 65 years old. The expectation for 2030 is that only two 
municipalities will have a proportion of over-65ers below 24%: the German cities of 
Düsseldorf and Neuss. Nearly half of the municipalities are expected to house more 
than 30% of people over 65 years old in 2030.
Population density
The population density of the region under study is 568 inhabitants per km2. In 
comparison to the metropolitan regions—the Randstad with a population density of 
915 inhabitants per km2 and the Ruhr area with 1.150 inhabitants per km2—the density 
in the borderland is rather small. However, the population density is higher than the 
average in the Netherlands, which is well known for its high population density of 
411 inhabitants per km2; and higher than the population density in both Germany— 
225.7 inhabitants per km2—and North Rhine-Westphalia—524 inhabitants per km2. 
In particular, the eastern part of the region next to the Ruhr area is densely populated 
due to the high degree of urbanization (see Map 40).
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Participating in the conference provided me with insights into borderscapes 
elsewhere in the world, such as the border between the US and Mexico. The challenges 
along the many different borders in the world, varying from small to large, made me 
realize that some actions in the borderland under study are rather unique. First of 
all, being able to cross the border without any difficulty is definitely not self-evident. 
Political preference
Politics, both at national, regional and local level, are an important driver for spatial 
and cross-border policy and they therefore indirectly influence the shape of the border 
landscape. Politics largely determine whether governments focus on cross-border 
issues. In democratic countries, such as the Netherlands and Germany, voting 
behaviour plays an important role in the future of the border landscape. The voting 
Map 38   Population development between 2007 and 2016.
(Source: own figure)
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Second, some border landscapes are characterized by their wilderness and desolation—
caused, for example, by high mountains or large seas. There it is more difficult to 
generate cross-border encounters. Third, our borderland has a number of cross-border 
governance structures— such as cross-border committees and business clubs—that 
are not common across all borders in Europe.
behaviour of people in the borderland is shown on the maps below. The maps are 
based on the results of the Dutch parliamentary elections in 2017 and the state 
elections in North Rhine-Westphalia in 2017.71
 A visualization of the largest political party in each municipality yields a mostly- 
green map (see Map 41). Green represents the Christian-democratic parties on both 
sides of the border. Although the abundance of green suggests that Christian 
Democrats are enjoying a comfortable dominance in the region, this has certainly not 
always been the case. Had the region been mapped a few decades ago, the Roman 
Map 39   Share of over-65s in 2007 and 2030.
(Source: own figure)
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The sensibility for this variety of border landscapes has allowed a recent proliferation 
of scientific research on borders. Strikingly, as I discover at the conference, only a 
little of this research is focused on spatial planning. Only a few scholars are focusing 
their efforts on the intersection between border and planning studies. This 
observation strengthens the my confidence in the relevance of my research.
Catholic Limburgish side would also have turned green. Nevertheless, their green 
dominance today is indisputable given that the Christian Democrats are the largest 
political party in 31 out of the 42 municipalities. On the Dutch side of the border, the 
People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (Dutch: Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en 
Democratie) and the Party for Freedom (Dutch: Partij Voor de Vrijheid) nowadays count 
with many political followers. 
Map 40   Population density 2017.
(Source: own figure)
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June 2016: from listener to narrator
I could describe the period before the summer of 2016 as a phase spent mostly on 
transcribing the border interviews and giving presentations. I notice that an 
increasing number of public authorities from the borderland are showing interest in 
my study. Increasingly, I am invited to share my story. Ever since, I would later realize, 
many presentations would follow. Even though a process of awareness about the 
In the north of the province of Limburg the municipalities turn red. Not only is this the 
birthplace of the former SP (Socialist Party) party leader Emile Roemer,72 but also of 
Geert Wilders (party leader of the PVV), who has his roots in Venlo.
CDA / CDU
The region is traditionally a real Christian-democratic stronghold. However, if we zoom 
farther into the distribution of votes for the CDA or CDU in the region, we see a number 
of striking differences (see Map 42). First of all, the percentage of Christian-democratic 
voters on the German side is much higher. Within the municipality Straelen (DE), the 
CDU even has an absolute majority with more than 50% of all votes. On the Dutch side, 
on the other hand, the percentages generally remain between 20% and 30%. In the 
Map 41   Largest political party per municipality.
(Source: own figure)
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concern of my research seems to be gradually gaining track, in practice the situation 
is still far from where I want it to be.
‘Peel’ municipalities like Horst aan de Maas, Peel and Maas and Nederweert ,73 
the number of CDA voters is, on average, only a little higher than in the other parts 
of the Dutch side.
GroenLinks / die Grünen
The percentage of green progressive voters on the Dutch and German side does not 
differ that much (see Map 43). The percentages are generally between 4% and 7%. 
What the map does highlight is that the percentage of this kind of voters is higher in 
bigger cities (e.g., Düsseldorf, Venlo and Roermond) than in the rest of the region.
Map 42  Percentage of votes for Christian-democratic political parties.
(Source: own figure)
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September 2016: getting involved 
Already before the summer of 2016 I started to prepare the design ateliers. The reason 
I organize the design ateliers is that I want to bring people together and let them 
think about the future of the borderland as a community. The design ateliers need to 
trigger people in the region to develop a cross-border spatial vision. A lot of practical 
work is involved in the preparation. Think about organizing the venues, hiring 
PvdA/SPD
The dividing line between Limburg and the Lower Rhine area becomes visible on Map 
44. The map, which includes the percentages of PvdA (the Labour Party of the 
Netherlands) and SPD (Social Democratic Party of Germany)—two parties whose local 
departments work together across borders—voters gives a somewhat distorted 
picture. On both sides of the border, these parties were among the most unsuccessful 
parties in the elections of 2017. On the Dutch side, there was a drastic reduction in the 
number of ballots cast for them. The Labour Party did not achieve more than 5% of the 
votes in any municipality on the Dutch side. On the German side, in contrast, the 
percentage of SPD voters still appears to be considerable with averages above 20%. 
Map 43   Percentage of votes for the green progressive political Dutch party 
‘GroenLinks’ or German party ‘die Grünen’.
(Source: own figure)
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moderators, hiring designers and architects, and writing invitations in both German 
and Dutch. In short, the organization is a huge job. Even though officially it is ‘just’ a 
part of my action research, I could easily describe it as another project in its own 
right.
Nevertheless, the SPD was defeated by the Christian-Democrats. In almost all 
municipalities the SPD became the second biggest party.
PVV/AfD
The dividing line between the Dutch province of Limburg and the Lower Rhine area 
again becomes clearly visible when considering PVV and AfD voters (see Map 45). 
In recent years, the PVV has made a big advance in the Netherlands as a party that 
does not put ‘open borders’, ‘the EU’ and ‘cross-border cooperation’ high on the agenda. 
It is striking that the PVV is voted so massively especially in the border regions. 
Many PVV voters seem to regard the border as a barrier rather than a resource. 
Map 44   Percentage of votes for the Dutch Labour Party (PvdA) or the German Social 
Democratic Party (SPD).
(Source: own figure)
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During the preparation phase, sometimes I wonder whether the ateliers will succeed. 
The first question I should ask myself is: when can we speak of success? I am wondering, 
among other things, if enough participants will sign up. How can I trigger the 
participants to actively participate in this cross-border setting? I decide to enter into 
discussions with a number of people who have experience in organizing such events.
Whereas the PVV has reached a considerable percentage of votes (between 12% 
and 24%) on the Dutch side, the German AfD does less well (between 4% and 12%) on 
the German side: it got more than 8% of the votes only in one German municipality.
VVD/FDP
Map 46 represents the division of VVD and FDP voters—the Dutch and German 
neo-liberal parties, respectively—, which shows a division between the Dutch and 
German sides. The VVD is strongly represented on the Dutch side with an average of 
around 20% of all votes. Only in the municipality of Echt-Susteren the share of VVD 
voters is somewhat lower than in the rest of the Dutch municipalities. On the German 
Map 45   Percentage of votes for the Dutch Party for Freedom (PVV) or the German 
Alternative for Germany (AfD).
(Source: own figure)
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In the period after the summer break I notice that there is a rising amount of 
organizations who would like it to be informed about the developments in my 
research. Again an indication that the borderscaping initiative is really coming to 
life. I believe that the ‘save the date’ I sent last June to invite potentially interested 
people could have contributed to this.
side, the share of FDP voters is more varied. The FDP, which achieved a great victory 
during the elections in 2017, is especially well represented in the municipalities 
Meerbusch and Kaarst.
Jobs by industry
The number of jobs by industry can also be an indicator of the landscape’s shape. 
Think, for example, of a high number of jobs in the agricultural sector or the manufacturing 
industry. The EU uses a classification of industries, the Standard Industrial Classification. 
Map 47 to Map 50 show the percentage of employees working in the industries 
concerned in each municipality.
Map 46   Percentage of votes for the Dutch People’s Party for Freedom and 
Democracy (VVD) or the Free Democratic Party (FDP).
(Source: own figure)
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Furthermore, in recent months I have been getting involved in all kinds of spatial 
development initiatives, such as in the preparation phase of the NOVI (National 
Environmental and Planning Vision for the Netherlands). Someone from the Ministry 
for Infrastructure and Environment approached me to get informed and acquainted 
with spatial developments and spatial governance arrangements in the Dutch-German 
borderland. Does that mean that the ministry responsible for spatial planning does 
What first stands out is the high percentage of employees in North- and Central- 
Limburg and the County of Cleves working in the agricultural sector. This matches the 
previously presented figures on the agricultural areas in the various regions. The 
second notable aspect is the high percentage of employees on the German side 
working in mining, construction and manufacturing. This fits the popular image of the 
German side as an industrial and mining landscape. The other industries (e.g., trade, 
Map 47   The percentage of jobs in industry A (agriculture, forestry and fishing).
(Source: own figure)
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not have a clear picture of such spatial developments and arrangements? Are the 
Ministry’s employees looking for connections in the borderland?
logistics, services, education, government, health care and culture) are rather evenly 
distributed over the region, and employ higher percentages than the agricultural and 
industrial sectors.
Map 48   The percentage of jobs in industry B-F (i.e., mining, construction, 
 manufacturing).
(Source: own figure)
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Although the main focus of national spatial plans and visions is limited to the 
Randstad—where most employees live—, you would expect them to be aware of the 
dynamics taking place at the borderland. Ultimately, the Netherlands has many 
kilometers of national borders and covers a significant surface of borderland.
Number of overnight stays
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, tourism is an economic pillar of the 
region. The number of overnight stays by non-residents is considerably higher on the 
Dutch side of the border than on the German side, with the exception of the city of 
Düsseldorf (see Figure 5). This corresponds to the image in the ‘atlas of the borderland’ 
Map 49   The percentage of jobs in industry G-I (i.e., retail trade, wholesale trade, 
transportation).
(Source: own figure)
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During the same period I have also been getting involved in the German MORO 
project, called ‘Spatial observation in Germany and adjacent regions’ (German: Raum-
beobachtung Deutschland und angrenzende Regionen), in which the Dutch-German border 
region (from Ems-Dollart Region to Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North) acts as one of the 
pilot regions. After consulting it with the various German-Dutch euroregions, I was 
allowed to participate in the project as one of the representatives from the 
outlined by Mark Eker and Henk van Houtum (2013: 64), which shows that the number 
of campsites in the Dutch borderland is 7.3 per 100 km2, while the number in the 
German borderland is 1.0 campsite per 100 km2. Not only the number of campsites, 
but also the number of holiday parks is considerably higher in the Netherlands74.
Map 50   The percentage of jobs in industry J-U (i.e., finance, insurance, real estate, 
public administration, services).
(Source: own figure)
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Dutch-German borderland. A great opportunity to get to know other German border 
regions, including the often cited ‘Greater Region’.
Extraction of renewable energy
Finally, different methods of renewable energy extraction influence the shape and 
image of the landscape. In general, more renewable energy is extracted on the German 
side of the border than on the Dutch side. Particularly in terms of solar power and wind 
energy, Germany is far ahead of the Netherlands. Within the region, the County of 
Cleves stands out in solar and wind energy extraction (see Figure 6). The extraction of 
biomass is more equally distributed over the region. Geothermal energy and 
hydropower, in contrast, are renewable forms of energy that so far are mainly extracted 
on the Dutch side of the border.
6.3 The legacy of the border 
In the previous section I have outlined the factors which to some extent have been 
influenced by the presence of the border. However, the important question of how the 
border looks like remains unanswered. This section can be seen as an exploration of 
the elements in the border landscape that can have a structuring effect on the 
development of a cross-border spatial development perspective. The border landscape 
has not only been influenced by the current course of the Dutch-German border, but 
Figure 5   The number of overnight stays.
(Source: own figure, based on Statistischen Ämter des Bundes und der Länder 2017 and Provincie Limburg 2015)
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By participating in the project this will probably also bring me in touch with parties 
such as Statistics Netherlands and IT.NRW (Statistical agency for North Rhine-West-
phalia). They recently (2015) published an interesting report with facts and figures on 
the cross-border labor market. Could it also be possible to develop an analogous 
report based on spatial data sometime in the future? 
also by former borders between former nations, kingdoms and armies—think about 
reminiscences along the border such as the Limes on the Rhine and river Niers or cities 
like Neuss and Dormagen and fortifications like Fort Sint Michiel in Blerick.75 
This section shows practical examples along the border landscape that originated 
and have been shaped by the presence of the national border: roads, towns, leisure 
facilities, miscellaneous establishments, study facilities, waterways, air bases, desolated 
border posts and religious heritage. In short, these sections focus on a broad sample 
of elements that were built in response to the proximity of the national border and that 
have been influencing the appearance of its surrounding landscape. 
Figure 6   Extraction of renewable energy: wind energy, solar power, biomass, hydro-
power and geothermal energy.
(Source: own figure, based on Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz Nordrhein-Westfalen 2017 
and Rijkswaterstaat 2015)
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Autumn 2016: a conference in Bonn
In September 2016 I attended a two-day conference as part of the ‘Spatial observation 
in Germany and adjacent regions’ project; it took place in Bonn. An incredibly 
inspiring event in which I spoke to many spatial colleagues. The project leader invited 
me to tell something about my research. I am wondering whether similar initiatives 
that I yet ignore are developing in other border regions? 
In the book chapter ‘Borderscapes, the influence of National Borders on European Spatial 
Planning’, Harbers (2003) makes a distinction between three types of borderscapes: 
physiographic, spatial planning and functional borderscapes. Physiographic borderscapes 
are scapes in which the border follows a physiographical element such as a river, a sea 
or a mountain. Borderscapes can also arise due to differences in spatial planning 
practices on both sides of the border and this kind is usually visible on aerial 
photographs. A third type of borderscapes becomes visible due to functions assigned 
to the borderland, such as a field for wind turbines, nuclear power plants and shopping 
facilities. These three types of borderscapes are discussed in this section.
 I carried out the photographic work as part of the borderland observation between 
July 2015 and July 2017. The places and sites represent the influence a border can have 
on location choices as well as the influence location choices have on cross-border 
mobility patterns. The dynamics of the borderland are influenced by the invisible 
power of the border. These are places that have exploited the border yet could exploit 
its pull factors much better to trigger cross-border mobility in the future.
  Roads
The Dutch road N271 follows the course of the border. This national road, built in the 
19th century, aimed to connect Nijmegen and Maastricht. Today, it connects the village 
Heumen and the city of Venlo.76 This is a north-south axis that is caught between the 
course of the national border and the river Meuse. 
 The German road B221 connected Straelen and Geilenkirchen in the 1950s. In the 
years after the road was extended to Alsdorf. The road has faithfully followed the 
course of the national border.
 The Dutch-German road N274/L410 is a regional connection across a small piece 
of German territory, between Roermond (NL) and the Parkstad region (NL). The road 
runs over 7 kilometres through the German municipality Selfkant. Before the Dutch 
returned Selfkant to Germany in 1963 the N274 was built on a narrow piece of annexed 
German territory. In 2002 the road was transferred to Germany to save maintenance 
costs.77 In contrast to other German roads, trucks are allowed to use this road on 
Sundays.
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Later I would find out that this is not the case. A striking aspect is the strong focus on 
statistical data. The spatial observation, as mentioned in the title of the project, is 
mainly focused on descriptive analyses from which statistical maps are crafted. This, 
actually, is of great importance to planners and policymakers in border regions, who 
can use these cartographic synopses to familiarize themselves with societal and 
spatial developments along the borderland. 
  Towns
The shape of the landscape is influenced by the demand and supply of goods and 
services. Differences in pricing due to tax differences between the Netherlands and 
Germany fuel extensive patterns of cross-border mobility. In border towns such as 
Kaldenkirchen (DE), Straelen (DE), Roermond (NL) and Venlo (NL), the border is 
exploited as a resource by border-crossers who go to the other side to buy cheaper 
tobacco, liquor, coffee, canned beverages, gasoline and even more affordable 
(student) housing in Germany. Moreover, cross-border mobility leads to traditions, 
such as shopping at the ‘2 Brüder von Venlo’ on Saturday mornings (see Figure 7). Tax 
differences spur a flow of visitors so appealing that an increasing number of companies 
has purposefully opened their doors close to the border in order to exploit the benefits 
that it offers. They use the border as a resource.
Figure 7   The German supermarket ‘Die 2 Brüder von Venlo’ in the Dutch border  
city Venlo (Venlo, 1 November 2017).
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To my surprise, I found out that the cross-border cooperation on spatially relevant 
statistics in the Dutch-German border region is less developed than in many other 
German border regions, such as the ‘Oberrheinkonferenz’, the ‘Greater Region’ and 
the ‘Bodensee Region’. In those regions, collaboration has been going on for many 
years already—sometimes even decades. Although often financed with the help of 
  Leisure facilities
There are tourist facilities that exist thanks to high numbers of cross-border visitors. 
Examples are the former E-Dry disco in Geldern (DE, see Figure 8), the theme parks 
Irrland in Kevelaer (DE), Klein Zwitserland in Venlo (NL) and Toverland in the 
municipality Peel en Maas (NL), the stadium Borussia-Park in Mönchengladbach (DE), 
the tourist area Marina Oolderhuuske in Central-Limburg (NL), the tourist inland lake 
Leukermeer in the municipality Bergen (NL), the designer outlet centre in Roermond 
(NL) and Amici Beach at the Effelder Waldsee (DE). 
  Establishments at the border
They try to seduce the border-crosser as soon they cross the border, thus making it an 
incentive for activity and encounter. A restaurant, a coffee shop, a store or a petrol 
station (see Figure 9) like the supermarkets in Rothenbach (NL) (see Figure 10), 
Lingsfort (NL) (see Figure 11) and Siebengewald (NL) (see Figure 12), restaurants such 
as ‘Jagersrust’ (see Figure 13), ‘De Witte Steen’ (see Figure 14) and ‘De Wellsche Hut’ 
Figure 8   The former disco ‘E-Dry’ (Geldern, 14 July 2017).
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INTERREG funds, nowadays these initiatives run without them. In our borderland 
the first initiatives are only now being developed.
(all in the Netherlands), as well as truck stops at the border like the ‘Keulse Barrière’ in 
Venlo. These are places where the border comes to life; places that sometimes 
contribute to the historical consciousness, for example, by memorialising a smuggling 
route for children at the border crossing between Schandelo (NL) and Straelen (DE) or 
by commemorating WWII through the landmark at Arcen (municipality Venlo) (see 
Figure 15).
Figure 9   The border crossing between Well (NL) and Weeze (DE) (14 July 2017).
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What stands out during the conference is that in the field of cross-border spatial 
planning and development little is happening across the German border regions. 
A few regions developed a spatial vision for the cross-border region—such as the 
German-Polish border region. Nevertheless, the approach the German-Polish Spatial 
Planning Committee used differs from the method that I implement, i.e. taking the 
Figure 10   The border crossing between Herkenbosch (NL) and Wassenberg (DE)  
(5 February 2017).
Figure 11   Advertisements at the border crossing between Lingsfort (NL) and Auwel 
(DE) (14 July 2017).
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border as a starting point by means of a bottom-up design with which I aim to start a 
cross-border practice in planning.
Figure 12   The border crossing between Siebengewald (NL) and Gaesdonk (DE)  
(14 July 2017).
Figure 13   The border crossing between Schandelo (NL) and Straelen (DE)  
(14 July 2017).
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Autumn 2016: between border interviews and design ateliers
The number of registrations for the design ateliers is increasing. About 15 participants 
enrolled for each as a response to the invitations I sent before the summer. That 
satisfies me. What would I have done if nobody had signed up? Would the generation 
of action then have failed? Or would I had been forced to look for another method? 
Figure 14   The border crossing between Reuver (NL) and Brüggen (DE)  
(5 February 2017).
Figure 15   A pole in Lingsfort (NL) that recalls the German invasion in WWII  
(13 November 2015).
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It is noticeable that, so far, the participants that have registered for the ateliers are 
mainly Dutch. The official invitations will be posted sometime in the middle of 
October. I expect more German registrations will follow after they have received an 
official invitation. I find it curious that only a few interview partners have registered 
so far. However, I expect that many of them will eventually register anyway.
  Study facilities
Despite the higher tuition fees in the Netherlands, many German students attend the 
Fontys University of Applied Sciences in Venlo. In general, one could dare to say that 
the Dutch educational system is more practical than the German, a difference that 
attracts a daily influx of German students to the Netherlands. There are however other 
reasons too: the proximity of the Dutch city to the national border, the low competition 
in the past and the many marketing campaigns on the German side of the border 
(Markteffect B.V. 2014). Students often cross the border by car due to poor cross-border 
public transport, which has fuelled a demand for a better connection of which the bus 
between Venlo (NL) and Kaldenkirchen (DE) is a result. Many students rent rooms in 
Venlo and surrounding villages like Kaldenkirchen (DE). Without the border such dynamics 
would probably not exist. This cross-border educational mobility, however, does not 
go both ways: Dutch students do not find their way into German universities in the 
region, probably due to a lack of English- or Dutch-taught programmes in Germany. 
  Waterways
As already outlined in Section 6.1, former national borders at the end of the 17th and 
the beginning of the 19th century led the Spaniards and the French to excavate a 
Scheldt-Meuse-Rhine canal. Some reminiscences are still visible in the landscape (see 
Figures 16 and 17).
  Air bases
After WWII, the British Royal Air Force used many airfields near the German-Dutch 
border: the bases in Wildenrath, Laarbruch and Geilenkirchen, the so-called “clutch 
stations” (see successively numbers 19, 17 and 22 on Map 51). The construction of 
these airports near the national border has had a major impact on the borderland.
 Take for example the airfield ‘RAF Laarbruch’, which started operations in 1954. 
Until 1999, the base was used by the British NATO air force. In 2001, the airfield was 
sold to Dutch investors that turned into the ‘Airport Niederrhein’, intended for civil 
aviation. Since 2004, the airport is called Airport Weeze.78 The airport is directly 
located at the border with the Dutch ‘National Park De Maasduinen’. This protected 
natural reserve hinders a western expansion of the airport and the surrounding 
industrial sites, thus influencing the course of the border and the airport’s development.
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In the autumn I also get in touch with a representative of the municipality Venlo who 
is, among other things, co-responsible for the development of a vision on mobility for 
the region North-Limburg. The new vision on mobility needs also to be realized 
through workshops or ateliers. In the process, the representative tells me, they would 
like to involve German parties. 
Figure 16   A reminiscence of the canal in the landscape (at the border between Schandelo 
(municipality Venlo) and the municipality Straelen, 13 November 2015).
Figure 17   Information board about the Fossa Eugeniana (Auwel (municipality Straelen), 
14 July 2017).
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We explore whether there are opportunities to work together in order to learn from 
each other, which shouldn’t be that hard given that our approaches share a great deal 
of commonground. After a few meetings, they decide that a cross-border workshop is 
yet too demanding for what they have in mind. Moreover, mobility will get a 
prominent position during the first atelier of this study.
Another British base at the Dutch-German border is the airfield RAF Brüggen (see 
number 18 on Map 51), a former British military airfield nearby Elmpt (DE). In 2015, the 
British army returned the hangar to Germany. After the withdrawal of the British troops 
it has served as a temporary refugee accommodation. There are plans to develop the 
former airfield into an industrial park in the future (cf. interview 44 2016).
 Brachter Wald Brüggen is a densely forested area where the British Army of the 
Rhine kept an extensive ammunition depot between 1948 and 1996. It was one of the 
biggest ammunition depots of Europe (The Royal Air Force Historical Society 1999). In 
the year 2000, the depot’s surroundings were designated natural conservation areas, 
whose forests are strewn with remnants of the British base like ramparts, firefighting 
watchtowers, an explosion-testing zone as well as cargo areas. 
 Air base Venlo is a former cross-border air base created at the end of 1940 as a 
German Fliegerhorst, a big air base during WWII. In 1944, the base was completely 
destroyed by the Allies. The Americans then built the ‘Venlo Hilton’, a big tent camp.79 
After WWII, the Dutch side of the air base was used by the Venlo glider flight club. The 
German side serves as a depot for the armed forces depot and a NATO training area. 
Today, the rest of the area has become a protected natural area where historical 
remains can be observed.
  Desolated border posts
The border landscape is home to a large number of desolated border posts that evoke 
former border controls. Often abandoned offices such as the customs offices (from north to 
south) along the A77/BAB57 between Boxmeer (NL) and Goch (DE) (see Figure 18), 
between Siebengewald (NL) and Gaesdonk (DE) (see Figure 19), between Well (NL) 
and Weeze (DE) (see Figure 20), between Venlo (NL) and Straelen (DE) (see Figure 21), 
at the Keulse Barrière in Venlo (NL) and Schwanenhaus (DE) between Venlo (NL) and 
Kaldenkirchen (DE) (see Figure 22), between Tegelen (NL) and Kaldenkirchen (DE) (see 
Figure 23) and between Swalmen (NL) and Brüggen (DE) (see Figure 24).
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In the autumn of 2016 I’m busy with the transcriptions of my interviews. As I spend 
hours listening to all the conversations one more time, I discover some other common 
trends across them. One of the common storylines concerns the role of provincial 
borders. It appears that the provincial border between Limburg and North Brabant 
can also be a hard border. Despite spatial commonalities in the landscape, it is apparently 
Map 51   RAF airfields in Germany near the Dutch-German border.
(Source: The Royal Air Force Historical Society 1999: 6)
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not self-evident that inter-municipal cooperation takes place across provincial borders. 
Also, the river Meuse seems to act as a real border for cooperation.
Figure 18   Customs office along the motorway A77/BAB57 between Boxmeer (NL) 
and Goch (DE) (14 July 2017).
Figure 19   Former customs office between Siebengewald (NL) and Gaesdonk (DE)  
(14 July 2017).
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The Dutch municipalities on the west side of the Meuse—which most of them border 
in North Brabant—perceive the river as a clear border. I have the feeling that the 
distance to Germany feels greater to them than it actually is. Often it is only a few 
kilometers between the Meuse and the national border. I observe that in a municipality 
not directly adjacent to the border, the need for cross-border cooperation seems to be 
much smaller.
Figure 20   Former customs office between Well (NL) and Weeze (DE)  
(14 July 2017).
Figure 21   Former customs office between Venlo (NL) and Straelen (DE)  
(14 July 2017).
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December 2016: The Hague
The contacts I have with The Hague (i.e. Ministry for Infrastructure and the 
Environment) mainly run through the same contact person. This person is 
responsible, among other things, for cross-border cooperation. This representative 
keeps me regularly informed of the latest developments at national planning level. 
One of the things she shares with me is that a strategy for Germany will be drawn up 
Figure 22   Former customs office ‘Schwanenhaus’ between Venlo (NL) and 
Kaldenkirchen (DE) (2 February 2017).
Figure 23   Former customs office between Tegelen (NL) and Kaldenkirchen (DE)  
(2 February 2017).
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by the Dutch governing board (Dutch: Bestuursraad). Will this strategy also take 
spatial planning into account? My contact mentions that it is an internal document 
that has been drawn up as a response to Brexit. What satisfies me is that Germany 
seems to be acquiring increasing importance at the national level.
  Religious heritage
During the culture wars between protestant Bismarck and the Catholic Church at the 
end of the 19th century, many monastic orders from the Kingdom of Prussia were 
expelled. Among them were the Franciscans who, in 1904, decided to settle next to 
the railway stations Dalheim (DE) and Vlodrop (NL)—near the railway line Ant-
werp-Mönchengladbach, which was used for passenger transport at the time. In the 
beginning of the 20th century Franciscans built the Kolleg Sankt Ludwig in Vlodrop—
one of the biggest monastic complexes in the province of Limburg. The monastery 
was deliberately built on the Dutch side of the border to prevent being chased away 
by the protestant Prussians. After its occupation during WWII, the monastery was 
reopened in 1950 and, since 1990, it has been owned by the Maharishi movement,80 
who demolished it to establish a Vedic educational institute in its place. 
6.4 Cross-border development: policies and plans 
In Section 5.3, I presented the national cross-border spatial initiatives between the 
Dutch and German authorities, in this chapter I will delve into their cross-border 
Figure 24   Former customs office between Swalmen (NL) and Brüggen (DE)  
(2 February 2017).
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The representative in The Hague also states that probably several political parties will 
include something about cross-border cooperation in their program for the national 
elections of 2018. The current government is rather liberal-oriented and has devolved 
a vast amount of responsibility to the regions. However, the next government might 
be of a different political persuasion. 
spatial initiatives at regional level, most of which have originated in the borderland 
itself. From them one can learn the extent of cross-border plans and visions as well as 
the methods employed to develop them which, as I will explain, are based on the 
conceptual approach of the border as a resource.  
 Spatial initiatives refer to ‘informal cooperation’ as well as to tangible ‘cross-border 
(spatial) plans’. Jacobs and Varró define cross-border processes and plans as assemblages 
and argue that: “When analysing spatial plans, we need to understand both the 
product (the spatial plan as potential component of an assemblage) as well as the 
process (the assemblage itself) that produces it” (2011: 13). This section reflects on 
both the products (cross-border spatial plans) and the processes (ongoing actions) in 
the Dutch-German borderland from a borderscapes perspective.
 This section is divided in three parts: 1) Dutch-German spatial governance 
arrangements in the border landscape; 2) Dutch-German spatial plans from the border 
landscape and; 3) Cross-border attention in formal spatial plans. I have collected the 
data through archival analysis and unstructured interviews. The archival analysis has 
been an ongoing process during the research. The unstructured interviews were 
conducted between November 2015 and April 2016 (see Annex 2). 
6.4.1 Dutch-German spatial governance arrangements in the border landscape 
Neither spatial planning has been the key issue in matters of cross-border cooperation; 
nor has cross-border cooperation been the key issue in matters of spatial planning. 
Only a few cross-border spatial arrangements have emerged at the local and regional 
level that are somehow connected to the borderland under study. These overlapping 
informal assemblages have shaped the borderland as a social construct: a few have 
been inspired by the conviction that the border represents a barrier that has to be 
either removed or overcome; while some other have been inspired by the conviction of 
the border landscape as a design opportunity. 
The Regional Dialogue North-Limburg 
One of the cross-border spatial arrangements that has seen the border as an 
opportunity is the regional dialogue, an informal process-oriented instrument that 
emerged as a result of the search for new planning methods in the Netherlands that 
could properly guide complex change processes in planning practice (Van Mansfeld, 
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The representative expresses her hope that, should this happen, the result might be 
greater spatial involvement at national level. At the same time, that sounds like an 
excuse to justify the little attention that national planning gives to the borderland. 
I am invited to give a presentation at the Ministry for Infrastructure and the 
Environment next week. Let’s see how planners and policymakers at national level 
think about my research.
Wintjes, De Jonge, Pleijte and Smeets 2003: 50). The regional dialogue is based on a 
voluntary regional collaboration between public and private actors that lets actors 
think together about the future. This is an experimental process. Dialogues were set 
up independently with support from spatial research institutes in the region such as 
Alterra.81 
 The regional dialogue has been tried in various Dutch regions. Among them: the 
North-Limburg borderland in 2000-2001. The regional dialogue was meant as a 
laboratory for the development of new and innovative strategies and the realization of 
at least ten projects. In a three-day workshop with 60 participants, various ideas were 
sketched out with the period 2005-2030 in mind. Among other things, the idea of 
organizing the ‘Floriade’ (world horticultural exhibition) in the region came to life during the 
regional dialogue, which finally took place in 2012. One of the central themes during 
the North-Limburg Regional Dialogue was cooperation between the Netherlands and 
Germany, for which the following topics were discussed: agriculture and horticulture, 
leisure, water and nature (Groot, Van Mansfeld, Volkerts and Vreke 2002).
 Fourteen ideas that came out of the regional dialogue had a strong cross-border 
focus (e.g., maps 52 and 53). These were probably stimulated by a number of German 
actors, including representatives of the Counties of Cleves and Viersen, the Euroregion 
Rhine-Waal and the Administrative District Düsseldorf. The ideas that were 
conceptualized and visualized have been further elaborated by different partnerships. 
The regional dialogue was a good case where the border was used as a starting-point 
of design. However, only one spatial scenario was explored, i.e. the region’s borderless 
scenario. Any attention to spatial differences as a possible incentive for cross-border 
mobility was lacking. Moreover, due to the small percentage of German participants 
and the main focus on the Dutch side of the border, it is not fair to speak about a truly 
cross-border spatial assemblage.
‘Die Regionale’
Whereas on the Dutch side the innovation process approach of the regional dialogue 
received a great deal of attention at the beginning of the 2000s, since the turn of the 
century the state of North Rhine-Westphalia has been organizing the Regionale every 
2 to 3 years—each time in a different region. An important goal of this regional event 
is to strengthen the regional identity, economy and profile to the outside (Panebianco 
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On an early and cold morning in December I travel to The Hague. Approximately 
30 employees of the Ministry for Infrastructure and the Environment attend my 
presentation. What I observe in the round of questions is that, in particular, the sense 
of urgency to work together across borders seems to be lacking. The arguments to 
justify such apathy are, first, that the European Union already ensures a general 
policy for its member states, for example through the policies of Natura 2000. 
et al. 2006: 62), as well as the cooperation between parties. Subsidized by the state of 
North Rhine-Westphalia, regions have the opportunity to set up different projects 
related to all kind of themes, including urban and landscape design. 
 The regional event of 2002, called EUROGA 2002+, was organized not only by the 
German Counties of Viersen, Neuss and Mettmann, and the cities of Krefeld, Mönchen-
gladbach and Düsseldorf, but also by the Dutch regions of North- and Central- 
Limburg.82 One of the major projects was called the Strasse der Gartenkunst in which 
cultural-historical gardens with art between the Meuse and Rhine were constructed. 
In 2008, a second cross-border regional event called Euregionale 2008 was organized 
Map 52   Design sketch called ‘Over the inhabited bridge’.
(Source: Van Mansfeld, Wintjes, De Jonge, Pleijte and Smeets 2003: 42)
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Second, consultation between, say, ministries on both sides of the border already 
takes place regarding all sorts of themes. What I notice that day is that most of the 
attendees are merely aware of what is going on in the borderland. This is not a 
reproach; after all, their bubble is mainly demarcated by the borders of the Randstad. 
as part of the Regionale in the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine. Despite the good intentions 
to economically stimulate the region, the initiatives have mainly been carried out with 
project funding which has precluded the sustainability of cross-border cooperation. 
Council working group ‘the border’
Another cross-border initiative by the municipality of Venlo in the border landscape is 
called ‘Raadswerkgroep de Grens’. This involves a working group called ‘the border’, 
whose members work for the city council of Venlo. This local governance arrangement 
has developed in recent years into a cross-border regional governance arrangement. 
Map 53   Design sketch called ‘Over the inhabited bridge’.
(Source: Groot, Van Mansfeld, Volkerts, and Vreke 2002: 60)
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January 2017: A plea for cross-border cooperation
I observe that the attention for cross-border cooperation is growing. In particular in 
the city of Venlo, among other border cities, cross-border cooperation is becoming 
a fertile topic. This government period is dedicated to the role of the border. There is 
the council working group ‘the border’, which has been working on this topic for 
In 2014, the city council of Venlo decided that a working group should further explore 
cross-border opportunities for the city during the period 2014-2018 and thus a council 
working group was established with the representation of all political parties and the 
support of a few civil servants. The working group has been given the task to work out 
a strategic memorandum during this council period, which should set out how the 
local public body could further shape cross-border cooperation in the coming years.83
 Given that the councillors are elected to represent their locality, it is remarkable 
that the council went beyond its own boundaries, especially considering that, for the 
majority of these working group members, the Lower Rhine area was still a relatively 
unknown region. The working group has literally explored the border landscape 
between 2014 and 2018. Attention has been paid to both physiographic, functional 
and other miscellaneous consequences of spatial planning borderscapes (Harbers 
2003). The council working group has re-established the twin city partnership with the 
city of Krefeld, which has given way to a ‘cross-border council working group’ composed 
by councillors from both cities.
 In November 2017, the working group of the city council of Venlo submitted a 
strategic paper to the other council members and the city government (College of 
Mayor and Alderpersons), which led the municipality of Venlo to reserve a budget to 
anchor the ‘border’ theme on a structural basis within the organization, a decision that 
might free the theme from the usual political capriciousness to which it has been 
subordinated.
Spatial planning by the euroregion  
Spatial planning issues have also been addressed within the different committees of 
the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North: i.e. the INTERREG, Business 2 Business (B2B), 
Government 2 Government (G2G), and People 2 People (P2P) Committee.84 For 
example, the G2G Committee meeting of March 2017 (Roermond) intensively discussed 
the Eindhoven-Düsseldorf railway connection, the ‘Traffic forecast for 2030’ (German: 
Bundesverkehrswegeplan) and its consequences for cross-border rail traffic. Also, 
I have presented twice the progress of this study in the G2G Committee meetings 
(Venlo, April 2016; Roermond, March 2017), as well as in the meeting of the Executive 
Board of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North (Mönchengladbach, September 2017).85
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three years now; and the ‘Venlolezing’, an inspiring speech by a young inhabitant of 
Venlo. The organization invited me to perform the Venlolezing 2017.
In addition, partly on the initiative of the secretary of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-
North, a number of sectoral meetings have been organized focusing on ‘mobility in 
the euroregion’. On March 13, 2017 and September 4, 2017, a number of German and 
Dutch policymakers met in order to exchange experiences, knowledge and ideas 
regarding mobility and the plans’ repercussions for the neighbouring country. 
Meetings of this kind can be regarded as networking and information exchanges 
between Dutch and German stakeholders. 
Other cross-border spatial meetings and arrangements
Finally, a few sporadic cross-border regional and local planning initiatives concerned 
with the border landscape have emerged over recent years. First, the twin cities of 
Venlo (NL) and Krefeld (DE), together with the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North, organized 
a cross-border symposium for spatial planners and managers who, in their daily work, 
are concerned with regional planning. On April 21, 2015, the ‘Euregio - POL Limburg 
und Regionalplan Düsseldorf’ symposium took place in Krefeld. The focus was on 
the ‘Provincial Spatial Development Plan Limburg’ (Provincie Limburg 2014b) and 
the ‘Draft Regional Plan Düsseldorf’ (Bezirksregierung Düsseldorf 2014b) for which 
the Administrative District Düsseldorf is responsible. Almost 40 participants from the 
Dutch-German borderland participated in the symposium.86 Many of them would 
later also participate in the design ateliers of early 2017 that make part of this study. 
The meetings were mainly focused on the exchange of information.
 Later that year, on November 27th of 2015, another symposium took place: the 
‘Regional policies along the border’, organized by the provinces of Limburg and Gelderland 
and the Administrative District Düsseldorf. The symposium has been part of the ‘2-yearly 
Euregional Meeting’. The purpose of the recurring symposium is to strengthen cross- 
border contacts and keep each other informed about cross-border dossiers and themes. 
About 85 people, mainly politicians, participated in the event that took place in Düsseldorf.87 
The ‘Draft Regional Plan Düsseldorf’ of the Administrative District Düsseldorf and the 
Spatial Development Plans for the provinces of Gelderland and Limburg were presented. 
On November 15th of 2017 the next edition of the 2-yearly Euregional
 Meeting took place in the Dutch municipalities of Gennep and Venlo. The symposium 
was called ‘Regions growing at the border’. These meetings were also mainly focused 
on the exchange of information.
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I had the honour to make a plea for more cross-border awareness in the Dutch-German 
borderland. I made a call for more education and for more cross-border awareness 
in the policymaking world and among citizens. A plea that was picked up, among 
others, by the regional media.
Finally, apart from the examples of cross-border spatial encounters that have been 
taking place in previous years, there are many other cross-border governance 
arrangements that can be observed within the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North. 
Although these arrangements are not fully limited to spatial planning, they certainly 
focus on spatially related issues. There are a number of cross-border collaborations 
between two or more municipalities in the borderland. Except for the twin-city 
partnership between Venlo (NL) and Krefeld (DE), there are two more twin-city 
partnerships within the border landscape, i.e. between Mönchengladbach (DE) and 
Roermond (NL) and between Grevenbroich (DE) and the municipality of Peel en Maas 
(NL).88 In spite of the relative proximity of the cities, those partnerships do not focus 
on cross-border spatial issues. 
6.4.2 Dutch-German spatial plans from the border landscape
Next to the Dutch-German spatial meetings and governance arrangements, a number 
of ‘products’ in terms of cross-border spatial plans have been established in recent 
decades. The focus in this section is on spatial and cartographic documents. Maps 
solely based on statistics and thus confined to a strictly descriptive nature are not 
taken into consideration. Most of the Dutch-German statistically oriented reports and 
documents strongly focus on the labour market (see, among others, CBS 2016; CBS 
and IT.NRW 2015; Centraal Planbureau 2016; PBL 2015; Provincie Limburg 2014a). Only 
a sparse number of cross-border spatial plans that are more visionary in nature have 
been designed in the border landscape. 
Bergen, Gennep and Goch
In 1994, a cross-border report for the municipalities of Bergen (NL), Gennep (NL) and 
Goch (DE) was published. It presented a number of spatial development opportunities 
for the future extension of business parks in the cross-border region, including the 
business park called ‘the Border’ (see Map 54). This is a good example of a spatial 
initiative in which the border served as a starting-point.
Cross-Border Ecological Basic Plan Meuse-Swalm-Nette
In the same year, the Cross-Border Ecological Basic Plan Meuse-Swalm-Nette (in Dutch 
abbreviated as GEB, which stands for Grensoverschrijdend Ecologisch Basisplan) is 
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By pure chance, the timing of this call was perfect, for it took place two weeks before 
the first design atelier would take place in Venlo. In the following days after the 
Venlolezing all three ateliers were fully booked! Moreover, the ratio between Dutch 
and German participants improved to almost 50-50. The registrations showed that it 
was difficult to involve citizens in the design process. Probably the regional scale is a 
bit too abstract and not currently designed to involve citizens. Public bodies in 
Map 54   Possibilities for spatial development in the municipalities Bergen, Gennep 
and Goch.
(Source: Jansen 1994: 42)
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particular were well presented. Of course, they are the ones responsible for spatial 
planning. However, nowadays spatial development visions are set up much more in a 
co-creative way. Therefore, I am pleased that a few companies, schools, universities 
and NGOs from both sides of the border finally registered.
being developed elsewhere in the borderland with support of the INTERREG I 
programme. Despite the project being initiated by the Nature Park Maas-Swalm-Nette, 
the leading partners were the County of Viersen and Central-Limburg. In addition to 
these two lead partners, the project was supported by other project partners such as 
the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Fisheries, the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-
North, the German Nature Park Schwalm-Nette and a few other parties (Iana Plan, In-
genieursbureau Oranjewoud and Biologische Station Krickenbecker Seen e.V. 1994). 
This project has resulted in a wonderful example of a spatial design and vision on the 
border landscape, including several maps (see, for example, Map 55) to which many 
Dutch and German parties have contributed. This constitutes a real spatial initiative in 
which the border acts as a starting point. By taking the border as a starting-point, the 
plan mainly aimed at creating one coherent nature park.
Mapping the cross-border landscape
In 2012, under the title ‘Mapping the Landscape’, eight artists identified the exact 
elements that typify the landscape around the Dutch city of Venlo (see, for an overview 
of the explored landscapes by one of the eight artists, Map 56). A variety of places 
spanning urban areas, industrial sites and nature reserves along the border have been 
mapped (Hermans and Van der Wiel 2012). One of the editors of the book talks about 
a kaleidoscopic image of the ‘Euregio Venlo’. The dynamic artworks of the eight artists 
are documented in image, text and sound. This represents a real example of 
borderscaping, since the project has tried to capture the dynamics of the borderland 
in multiple ways, not only focussing on homogeneity but rather on the heterogeneity 
of the region.
Cross-border development perspective ‘From Hinterland to Beating Heart’
A final example dates from 2014 and is called ‘From Hinterland to Beating Heart’ (see 
Map 57). It concerns a strategic vision that has been the outcome of the intensified 
partnership between the ‘Land van Cuijk’,89 the municipalities Gennep, Bergen, and 
Mook en Middelaar in North-Limburg and the German border municipalities Goch and 
Weeze. A future project that has been suggested in this vision is to map the touristic- 
recreational highlights and pearls of the cross-border area. A follow-up to the project 
‘From Hinterland to Beating Heart’ is the INTERREG project ‘Dynamic Borders’ 
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Dutch people in particular cancelled their participation in the design ateliers at the 
last minute. Is this a refelction of Dutch culture? Or are the Dutch deterred by yet 
another workshop given the workshop culture that has mushroomed in the 
Netherlands over the past decades? Germans, on the other hand, wait a little longer 
before they sign up. When a Germans register, however, they will in all probability 
attend. 
Map 55   Bottleneck Map. One of the maps of the Cross-border Ecological Basic Plan 
Meuse-Swalm-Nette.
(Source: Iana Plan, Ingenieursbureau Oranjewoud and Biologische Station Krickenbecker Seen e.V. 1994)
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February 5, 2017: another border observation
I guess my girlfriend thought: “Here we go again’’. It’s a Sunday morning and we don’t 
have any plans for today. So I suggest—as I usually do—to make a nice trip to 
southwards along the national border. However, what in principle sounded like 
driving down a nice route turned out to be very different in practice. At one moment 
we drove into yet another dead-end street, then a dirt road, and then a forest path. It 
(2016-2020), which aims to improve the current touristic climate in the region by 
focussing on cross-border bicycle and walking paths as well as on other spatial issues 
in which experience plays a key role.
Map 56   Mapping the Landscape.
(Source: Museum van Bommel van Dam 2012: 92-93)
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is a matter of turning all the time. I had to step out of the car at every stop to to take 
pictures. 
6.4.3 Cross-border attention in formal spatial plans
Finally, as stated in Dutch and German spatial legislation, a spatial development plan 
needs to be designed at national, regional and local level. Local and regional 
authorities on both sides of the border have the obligation to come up with a plan for 
their own jurisdiction. Although in most development plans a ‘space of place’ approach 
dominates, several spatial plans still pay attention to the relation with the neighbouring 
country. The Dutch planning system seems to make this easier through their visionary 
and development-oriented character, which contrasts with the German planning 
system that is more regulatory in nature and focuses primarily on the destination and 
use of a certain piece of land. The differences between both planning systems are well 
Map 57   Cross-border development perspective.
(Source: Platform Integraal Overleg / Bosch Slabbers 2009; Goch, Land van Cuijk, Top van Limburg and 
Weeze 2014)
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At the farthest point of the route we decided to take a break in Rothenbach, right at 
the Dutch side of the border. In terms of age, it is a bit like Benidorm. On the parking 
lot there are mainly cars with white number plates. We decide to drive back to Venlo 
through the motorway. I really appreciate that my girlfriend has always supported 
me with this kind of trips.
reflected, in particular, in the different types of spatial representations that are found 
in spatial policy documents. Whereas arrows and lines cross the border in Dutch 
spatial policy documents, the Dutch side is left blank and unattended on most German 
cartographies. 
Provincial Spatial Development Plan Limburg
The twelve provinces in the Netherlands have the obligation to draw a spatial 
development plan (Dutch: structuurvisie) for their own territory, which in Limburg is 
known as the ‘Provincial Spatial Development Plan Limburg’. The most recent plan was 
adopted in 2014, abbreviated and known as the ‘POL’ (which stands in Dutch for 
Provinciaal Omgevingsplan Limburg). 
 The visual composition of maps 58 and 59 suggest intensive interactions with the 
neighbouring countries. However, should we merely focus on the cartographies of 
spatial policy documents, we would be left with a incomplete picture. The textual part 
of the POL hardly pays any attention to the German territory and is mainly limited to 
lofty words about the importance of cross-border cooperation. In other words, the 
strong cartographic cross-border representations are barely reflected upon. What is 
lacking, for example, is a depiction of the influence that the province’s own spatial 
policy may exert on the German territory.
 With the exception of a German summary of the chapters, and some attention for 
the neighbouring countries regarding policy fields such as retail, logistics and 
infrastructure, there is no further attention for the spatial connections and linkages to 
Germany. Moreover, the substantive attention for Germany and Belgium is mostly 
descriptive, which is clearly reflected by the following citations from the German 
version of the POL:
 The valley of the river Meuse, including its lakes, is flanked by a terraced landscape, 
on the German side characterized by steep edges to an extensive forest, the core of 
the Nature Park Meuse-Schwalm-Nette and the valley of the Rur stream (2014: 18).90
 The city of Venlo plays a significant role in shopping. The inner city has always 
been attractive for many German visitors (2014: 14).91 
 Another citation from the POL, moreover, clearly represents the province’ strong 
focus on removing barriers.
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February 2017: municipal archives Venlo
The influence that borders exert on the surrounding landschape is not a contemporary 
phenomenon: they have been influencing the landscape for centuries. Former 
borders, for example, resulted in attempts to dig a canal to connect the Meuse and 
the Rhine. The shape of the present border landscape is to a large extent determined 
by its history. In order to become better acquainted with the history of the borderland, 
For Central-Limburg, the connection Weert-Eindhoven and the interaction with the 
neighbouring German territory with its densely populated metropoles plays an important 
role. In some areas the possibilities are fully exploited, for example in shopping 
(Designer Outlet Center Roermond) and tourism in nature (National Parks De Groote 
Peel and De Meinweg as well as the border park Kempen ~ Broek and the Nature Park 
Maas-Schwalm-Nette). However, there are still many fields in which borders still act as 
barriers (administrative, linguistic, but above all cultural). The challenge is to eliminate 
those barriers. This includes, among others, improving the accessibility of numerous 
potential jobs in relative proximity abroad (also physically) in both directions (2014: 25).92
Map 58   Spatial development plan for Central-Limburg.
(Source: Provincie Limburg 2014b)
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I decide to visit the municipal archives in Venlo. Another researcher in the field of 
borders, a historian, guides me through the archive so that I can become better 
acquainted with, among others, a number of beautiful maps from the region which 
were developed under the guidance of Tranchot (see Section 6.1). The detailed 
character of these maps appears to have been a ground-breaking cartographic 
achievement. 
Map 59   Structure of nature conservation areas crossing the borders of Limburg.
(Source: Provincie Limburg 2014b)
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The geopolitical developments in this region become clearer over during my days 
conducting archival research in Venlo. The fact that the course of the borders used to 
be different in the past was not much of a surprise. What astounded me was the 
frequency with which borders have shifted. I am surprised by how many different 
powers have been influencing the shape of the border landscape, including the 
Spaniards and Franks. 
It is striking that the POL pays much more attention to cross-border cooperation and 
cartographies, especially since it is supposed to be confined to South-Limburg—one 
of the three subregions of the province. The cross-border connections in the middle 
and north of the province are not less important; they are only organized around 
different themes. An insight that I got from the interviews was that the urban character 
of South-Limburg—as part of the Euroregion Meuse-Rhine—seems to be an important 
justification to look beyond the border. From a spatial perspective, however, landscape 
elements and natural characteristics for example can also be solid reasons for 
cooperating across borders.93 
Municipal spatial plans
At the municipal level, Dutch authorities have the obligation to set up a spatial 
development plan. In accordance with spatial planning legislation, most municipalities 
limit themselves to their ‘own’ territory. The attention for Germany in spatial planning 
development plans of the bordering Dutch municipalities varies greatly. Most of the 
municipalities along the border often limit themselves to a description of the location 
adjacent to the German territory. Although the proximity of the German territory is 
often described as promising and positive, any concrete interpretation of this 
favourable proximity is however absent. Within the region under study, all Dutch 
municipalities adjacent to the national border mention at least one project that has 
some common ground with German territory. Some municipalities even go one step 
further. Among others, the municipality of Bergen symbolically shows the connection 
with Germany in a conceptual way (see Map 60).
 The Spatial Policy Plan of the municipality of Venlo (2014) emphasizes the 
cooperation and coordination with the German neighbouring municipalities as one of 
the basic principles of spatial policy. As well the visionary maps do not stop at municipal 
borders (see, for example, Map 61). Even some dotted lines have been drawn on German 
territory to suggest a potential spatial development across the border. Likewise, the 
Spatial Development Plan of the municipality of Beesel (Gemeente Beesel 2011) 
emphasizes the importance of cooperating with the German neighbouring municipalities 
and relates this intention to a number of strategic statements, including: “Working out 
the cooperation with German neighbouring municipalities with an emphasis on the 
policy fields of tourism, recreation and ceramics” (2011: 85).94 
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March 2017: things to come
Two more design ateliers are scheduled for this month. Now that the first atelier has 
taken place, I feel more relaxed and look forward to the upcoming design ateliers in 
March. At the same time, I wonder whether I will be present anyway since my 
girlfriend and I expect a son in early April. Our first child. But what if, as an organizer, 
I am unable to attend the last atelier or, in the worst case, both ateliers in March? At 
Spatial Development Plan North Rhine-Westphalia
As outlined in Section 5.2, in Germany the states are responsible to develop a Spatial 
Development Plan. In 2016 the North Rhine-Westphalian government agreed on the 
Spatial Development Plan (Landesentwicklungsplan [LEP]). This replaced the previous 
Map 60   Spatial Development Plan Municipality Bergen.
(Source: Gemeente Bergen 2014)
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the moment, however, I don’t know what to do but wait. Exactly 10 days after the last 
atelier took place, our son Sep is born. What happiness! 
plan from 1995 and consists of textual and cartographic regulations. One chapter 
focuses on the regional and cross-border cooperation that mentions the European 
Spatial Development Perspective (1999), the Territorial Agenda of the EU (2007) 
that identifies six priorities for spatial development in Europe; and the Dutch- 
German Spatial Planning Committee. The strong focus on European spatial policy is 
Map 61   A cut out of the Spatial Development Plan Municipality Venlo.
(Source: Gemeente Venlo 2014)
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Spring 2017: looking back at the design ateliers
The design ateliers have been completed. An important milestone and at the same 
time a large part of this action research. Did the design ateliers meet my expectations? 
Prior to the first design atelier, I was very curious and concerned at the same time. 
I wondered whether the method would yield exciting perspectives for the borderland. 
In addtion, I was also excited about the length of the atelier, how the communication 
also evident from the following quotation: “By means of cross-border and transnational 
cooperation spatial development at European level need to be given shape; in particular, 
balanced and sustainable development should be guaranteed in border regions in this way” 
(Staatskanzlei des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen 2016: 23).
 Furthermore, the LEP also states that a fruitful cross-border cooperation with the 
neighbouring countries —in particular in the field of spatial planning—is of interest to 
North Rhine-Westphalia. However, an explanation of how this cooperation needs to be 
implemented at lower governmental levels is lacking. Finally, the remaining part of the 
plan mentions relations with the Netherlands only in a descriptive way by referring to 
the existing cross-border railway connections. Moreover, the few cartographies are 
limited by a regulating effect that prevents them from crossing the external state 
borders (see Map 62): a hard border that is visualised as a line on the map. These 
regulations and spatial depictions influence the spatial policies devised by regional 
and local authorities. 
The Regional Plan Düsseldorf
On the German side of the region under study, the Administrative District Düsseldorf 
(abbreviated as BRD, which stands for Bezirksregierung Düsseldorf ) is responsible for 
drafting the Regional Plan. The Regional Plan Düsseldorf [RPD] is a plan covering the 
entire Düsseldorf area in terms of spatial and thematic aspects. A regional plan 
prepares midterm objectives and principles for the development, organization and 
protection of space—in particular with regard to land use (BRD 2016).
 The current regional plan dates to 1999. At the moment, the BRD is writing a new 
Regional Plan (Regionalplan Düsseldorf ). The Düsseldorf plan area comprises the 
counties of Cleves and Viersen that are adjacent to the border. The Regional Plan 
contains both textual and cartographic representations whose iconography exerts a 
regulating effect through legends, symbols and other such signs that invoke federal 
law on spatial planning (Raumordnungsgesetz). As a result, cartographies are limited 
to the boundaries of the national planning area as can be seen on Map 63. 
 The Regional Plan has a binding effect on public authorities and private individuals 
who perform public duties. Within the Region Plan a distinction is made between 
spatial planning objectives and principles. Spatial planning objectives are binding 
guidelines that the competent spatial planning authorities translate to well-defined 
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would take place in two languages and to what extent the participants would get 
involved. However, I had to convince myself that by exploring a method in such a 
unique setting, spontaneous learning was an important part of the process. 
textual or cartographic provisions in spatial plans. Spatial planning principles are 
guidelines as well, but without any binding provisions. These principles must be 
considered in spatially relevant plans and measures at local planning level.
 Even though the BRD does not directly decide on spatial developments on the 
Dutch side of the border, the draft Regional Plan includes possible spatial consequences 
of the guidelines and principles for the Dutch territory. The relationship with the 
Netherlands is clearly reflected in the Dutch version of the draft Regional Plan (Bezirks-
regierung Düsseldorf 2016a),95 as shown by the following citation: 
 A special interaction results from the adjacent location of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands. In this context, many obstacles have been overcome in the past, and a 
Map 62   Spatial Development Plan North Rhine-Westphalia. Cultural landscapes.
(Source: Staatskanzlei des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen 2016: 19)
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In retrospect, I can say that the length of the atelier might have been shorter; the 
variation of participants should be a bit larger and the instructions just a bit clearer. 
It would have been fantastic if a two-day event could have been organized—as was 
done previously for the Regional Dialogue North-Limburg. Then certainly a form of 
ownership and involvement would arise. Fearing too little interest, I did not choose 
such working template for this study.
Map 63   Regional Plan of the Administrative District Düsseldorf.
(Source: Bezirksregierung Düsseldorf 2016b)
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Furthermore, the ateliers revealed that it was difficult for participants to explore the 
‘longing’ scenario. Most people are used to imagine that a coherent cross-border 
region would do away with the national border. However, exploring and exploiting 
differences in order to trigger cross-border mobility is a very different challenge. 
Although I expected that this would represent a difficulty, it was also easy for many 
participants to point out differences on both sides of the border. Thus, it should not 
very diverse and dynamic cooperation has developed, benefiting regions on both 
sides of the border. Not least because of the different planning systems, there are still 
special challenges in practice in the cross-border coordination of spatial planning 
initiatives (2016: 3).96
 The following citations in the Dutch version of the draft Regional Plan (Bezirks-
regierung Düsseldorf 2014a) clearly reflect the relationship with the Dutch territory. 
For each spatial field, it is clearly described to what extent proposed developments on 
the German side influence the Dutch territory.
 New business and industrial sites near the border are planned in Goch-Hommersum 
and Niederkrüchten-Elmpt. The site in Niederkrüchten-Elmpt is intended for the 
establishment of large companies with a land take from 10 ha and smaller companies 
with significant emissions. Approx. 20 ha are intended for the establishment of 
(industrial) companies without these characteristics. The site in Goch-Hommersum is 
limited to the reallocation of the existing buildings and installations of the former 
depot. Near the border there are other, already existing sites that are not being 
extended (e.g., Weeze, Straelen-Herongen, Nettetal-VeNeTe)97 (2014: 6-7).98
 Areas for the protection of the landscape and landscape-oriented recreation are 
typical for the German-Dutch border area of the Administrative District Düsseldorf 
plan area. They connect the Districts of Cleves and Viersen with the provinces of 
Gelderland and Limburg. The extensive, uninterrupted and low-traffic areas along the 
border are characterized by a unique nature-spatial arrangement and reinforce the 
importance of the border area for the large-scale and cross-border biotope alliance. 
Many areas are part of the European Natura 2000 network. In addition to various FFH 
areas, the bird protection areas ‘Unterer Niederrhein’ and ‘Schwalm-Nette-Platte 
including the Grenzwald and Meinweg’ belong to this European network (2014: 7).99 
 In the draft version of the Regional Plan, as part of an overarching strategy, both 
priority areas and indication areas for wind energy are represented cartographically. 
Part of the cartographic representations concerned are areas near the Dutch border. 
This also applies to the field of the extraction of surface minerals (2014: 8).100
 The cartographic representation of railway and road infrastructure is based on 
relevant requirements plans (German: Bedarfspläne) at federal and state level. These 
are complemented by the visualization of other rail and road connections that are 
relevant to the regional planning scale. Important cartographically visualized rail 
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be that hard to teach people how they could exploit these differences in the pursuit 
of more cross-border cooperation. What proved to be a bigger challenge was the 
translation ideas onto the map. Participants were very hesitant to dare putting 
something on paper. Is it a mere question of modesty?
connections are: Mönchengladbach - Dalheim - Roermond (‘Iron Rhine’), Möncheng-
ladbach - Kaldenkirchen - Venlo and Cleves - Kranenburg – Nijmegen (2014: 8).101
Local spatial development plans
Finally, in Germany, the municipal government has the obligation to set up a spatial 
development plan (Flächennutzungsplan) for its own territory. The spatial development 
plan is sometimes compared with the Dutch spatial development plan at local level 
(Grotefels 1992: 10; Spiegels 2001: 662). They can indeed both be considered 
preparation plans—in contrast to land use plans—in both countries (Dutch: Bestem-
mingsplan, German: Bebauungsplan). However, the Dutch spatial development plan is 
much more visionary in nature than the German one. The Flächennutzungsplan looks 
much more as a Dutch land use plan—also known as preparatory land-use plan—
which has no direct legal effect on the outside. The attention in local spatial 
development plans, as a result, is strongly focused on the national territory. 
 None of the spatial development plans of adjacent border municipalities in the 
region under study touches upon the Dutch territory. By presenting only two spatial 
development plans of German municipalities along the Dutch-German border (see 
Maps 64 and 65), the differences between the Dutch and German local spatial 
development plans become immediately evident. The coloured part on the map 
indicates the area of its concern, i.e. the national territory. Nevertheless, spatial 
structures have also been included within the German neighbouring municipalities. 
The Dutch territory remains empty and white—probably the result of a lack of data. 
Through their visual composition, these maps emphasize the location of the 
municipality at the edges of the country.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has reflected on the dynamics of the border landscape under study. From 
a historical perspective we can speak of a dynamic region whose borders have often 
shifted as a result of geopolitical power struggles. Previously occupied by the Romans, 
the French and the Spaniards, the border between the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
and Germany has existed as a very stable border for more than 200 years. After 
drawing the border in 1815—a process in which the river Meuse played a significant 
role—, developing a cartographic representation of the region became quite the 
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In the end, we proved that we were able to develop multiple spatial scenarios for the 
borderland together. I implemented a method that brought together people with 
different backgrounds. The method proved useful to trigger participants to think 
outside existing patterns, rules and regulations. I observed that most of the attention 
was focused on the landscape near the national border. Only little attention has been 
Map 64   Spatial Development Plan Municipality Nettetal.
(Source: Stadt Nettetal 2004)
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paid to the municipalities in the ‘second line’, such as ‘Horst aan de Maas’, ‘Venray’, 
‘Peel en Maas’ and ‘Viersen’.
challenge. In those times, constructing a map was a long-term activity. The detailed 
cartographies of the area between the Meuse and Rhine developed under the guidance 
of Tranchot during the early 19th century were only later valued for their quality. The 
course of the border as we know it nowadays has had a major impact on the use of 
land along the borderland. In addition, social, economic and demographic forces have 
left their mark in the border landscape while simultaneously being shaped by the 
existence of the border.
 The contemporary Dutch-German borderscapes are an assemblage of a number 
of disparate elements. These activities cannot be called forms of borderscaping since 
Map 65   Spatial Development Plan Municipality Wassenberg.
(Source: Stadt Wassenberg 2008)
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they remain restricted to cross-border strategic initiatives often based on available 
European funds. Typical of cross-border spatial planning is its voluntary, incidental, 
project-based nature as well as its lack of non-public actors. Moreover, as already 
postulated by Van Houtum et al. (2013: 139), the search for international connections 
has more often than not overlooked the landscape on the border and around it. To 
date, only a few attempts have been carried out to (re-)design the border landscape. 
Despite the good intentions, nearly all initiatives have not created innovative 
imaginations and a (re-)conceptualization of the border landscape. Within both 
countries there is little or no systematic interest for the border landscape as such. In 
most formal spatial plans, only a few sentences are devoted to the cooperation with 
the neighbouring country. However, intentions are often not transformed into concrete 
plans and maps and are left confined to stated ambitions. 

Towards a new design: 
collaborative borderscaping at  
the Dutch-German border 
Part III

Narratives from the Borderland
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Spring 2017: happy moments
Now that the design ateliers have been completed, all ideas and sketches need to be 
further worked out. Due to the high number of participants, the expectations of the 
output have increased. I am regularly asked when the spatial vision will be finished 
and how detailed it will be. Although I am no longer dependant on their efforts, 
7. Narratives from the Borderland
A barbedwired fence, a wall, a door, a gate, a river, a line in the sand or on a map are 
striking and well-known configurations of borders as visual objects. Yet, there is 
always more than the map or the eye can tell us. Crucial to an understanding of borders 
is not so much their material morphology, but the various forms of interpretation and 
representation that they embody (Van Houtum et al. 2005: 2).
 The spatial dynamics of the borderland are partly influenced by the interpretation 
and representation of the border embodied by people, which can arguably be best 
explored by coming into contact with the subject under study, the planners and 
policymakers. By reaching out to them, I have been able to explore how they perceive 
the border that does not exist in and of itself but is instead created through the 
meaning that people attached to it. The same border and surrounding land may be 
perceived and interpreted differently by different stakeholders. This chapter presents 
the outcomes of a series of border interviews that I have organized in narrative clusters 
to accentuate the importance of certain dynamics along the border landscape. The 
following quotation by Doevenspeck (2011: 129) emphasizes the importance of what 
he calls a border talk—which should not be confused with my own border talk—: 
“Border talk is examined in key narratives and narrative clusters to emphasize the 
primacy of certain thematic plots and to reveal which aspects of the border people 
prioritize and how they attribute meaning to the idea of the border”. 
 The many spatial policies and plans outlined in the previous chapters revealed 
that almost all planners and policymakers, both in the Netherlands as well as in North 
Rhine-Westphalia, treat the border in their daily work as the end of the country. This 
observation motivated me to get in touch with the stakeholders who are responsible 
for spatial planning practice and cross-border cooperation in the borderland. This is a 
next step in the action-oriented research and it is intended to explore which aspects 
border stakeholders prioritize and how they attribute meaning to the idea of the 
border. Furthermore, as part of the action research (as explained in Section 2.3), I 
deemed it important to establish a conversation with the stakeholders in the 
borderland in order to investigate border conditions, like places, practices, multi-level 
governance arrangements, border-crossing motives and network structures. 
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they want something from me now! How on Earth am I supposed to come up with 
one coherent spatial vision based on all those ideas and maps? That will be a 
challenging task. 
A first step that brought stakeholders together were two series of interviews that 
helped to retrieve the dynamics in the Dutch-German borderland by revealing everyday 
narratives and practices of people who live in the borderland. These interviews can be 
seen as a prelude to the design ateliers in which new border imaginations have been 
unfolded (see Chapter 8). Likewise, the interviews have been an attempt to provoke 
and involve planners and policymakers in the collaborative borderscaping process. 
The table below provides an overview of the interviewees I spoke with for the purposes 
of this research. They were asked whether they see the proximity of the national border 
as an opportunity or as a barrier; whether they consider to cooperate with spatial 
planners across borders and why; whether other borders also play a role in spatial 
policy and how; and whether they are familiar with the foreign planning system and 
cross-border guilds. These questions contributed to answer the following subquestions 
to what extent do geopolitical convictions influence spatial planning in border regions? 
For the complete list of anonymized interview partners see Annexes 1 and 2.102 
 This chapter is structured as follows. Based on the stories gathered through 
the transcriptions of the interviews, I created a number of narrative clusters that can 
be summarized as follows: different conceptualisations of the border, the influence 
of existing structures and the need for a revised structure. 
7.1 The different conceptualisations of the border
The two-sided character of the border—also known as its Janus-faced nature (Van Houtum 
and Van Naerssen 2002)—became evident through the interviews. Stakeholders seem to 
have the purpose to intensify cross-border cooperation in order to better exploit open 
borders for all kinds of reasons. Yet, thinking and acting in new cross-border spatial 
governance arrangements leads to fear and unnecessary pushback. People find 
themselves constantly switching between two thoughts. Section 7.1.1 explains the 
narratives and experiences of people in the borderland who perceive the border as a 
resource, at least to a certain extent. Section 7.1.2, in contrast, presents a number of 
narratives and experiences in which the border is clearly perceived as a barrier. 
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In the spring of 2017 I started developing the ‘Spatial Development Perspective’. 
Before I used to think that it would be enough to include the results of the design 
ateliers in my dissertation. In recent months, however, I was able to count on the 
support of the people in the region to a large extent. The need for a regional vision 
has arisen. This was the moment to meet the expectations in the region. Ultimately, 
the involvement of researchers in the practice is one of ways in which action research 
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Local* 2 1 31 19 14 17 33
Euregional/subregional ** 6 6 5 6 4 1 11
Regional*** - - 11 7 1 10 11
National **** - - 5 4 3 2 5
Business 5 5 2 1 0 2 7
Education 2 2 1 1 0 1 3
Non-profit***** 3 3 2 2 1 1 5
in total 18 17 57 40 23 34 75
* including: municipalities, local economic development boards (German: Wirtschaftsförderungs-
gesellschaften)
** including: euroregional institutions, German counties (German: Kreise), county-free cities  
(German: Kreisfreie Städte  
  (including economic development boards (German: Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaften)),  
the state capital, supralocal 
  cooperations such as the Region Venlo and the Regional Mobility Consultation Northern-Limburg
*** including: Provinces, Water Boards (Dutch: Waterschap), Administrative Districts (German: 
 Regierungsbezirke)
**** including: Dutch Ministries at national level and the Ministries of the state North Rhine-Westphalia; 
Consulate General of the Netherlands in Düsseldorf
***** including: cross border institutions, such as the Nature Park Meuse-Schwalm-Nette and  
the Three Countries Park
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measures success. The extent to which the researcher and the practice come together 
is a good indicator of success in such a process. I decided to develop a spatial 
perspective in which the spatial future scenarios would be present. But how could 
I prevent that all efforts would end up in some obscure policy document?
7.1.1 The uniqueness of the border landscape 
The growing scientific attention for dynamic borders and the appreciation and 
exploitation of differences in border landscapes (i.a. Brambilla 2012, 2015; Eker and 
Van Houtum 2013) has hardly been discovered in practice. The interviews helped to 
explore the extent to which stakeholders perceive the border as a resource rather than 
as a barrier, from both a personal or the professional perspective of either a planner or 
policymaker.
 I find remarkable how many interviewees perceived differences between countries 
as an important incentive to cross the border. Differences in pricing, the landscape, 
between people and cultures. Strüver already emphasized the power of differences in 
her dissertation of 2004, where she noted: “Germans and Dutch cross it more or less 
on a regular basis for exceptional and exciting events such as holidays and ‘fun shopping 
excursions’, or to obtain good bargains”. However, the interviews also revealed that 
people exploit and discover those differences predominantly in their free time. They 
barely use the border for other purposes such as living or working. Moreover, whenever 
someone needs to cross the border for work, their visits are very functional in nature, 
as one respondent from a Dutch municipality put it (cf. interview 39 2016): “If my 
colleagues need to cross the border, they have no idea where they really are. They do 
not know the country and the societal developments that take place over there”.
Assertiveness
A growing form of assertiveness by local and regional bodies can be observed in the 
borderland. Although a wait-and-see attitude used to prevail—in the expectation that 
national capital would become available—, local and regional authorities in border 
regions nowadays increasingly take upon the task to exploit opportunities across the 
border. This development that fits the liberal ideology, which certainly has had a 
strong influence on the Dutch side by redefining the responsibilities of the province. 
The times when national facilities were moved to the periphery in order to strengthen 
prosperity and provide equal spatial development (such as the replacement of a 
number of national institutions to South-Limburg in the years 1969/1970) to offset the 
economic imbalance created by the closure of the mining industry, are over.103 
 The decentralized powers on the Dutch side are not experienced on the German 
side, where the borderland is much more dependent on what higher authorities decide. 
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I was honored and happy to see that some public bodies from the region raised the 
idea to set up a sounding board. All the participants of the ateliers were informed 
about the founding and composition of this board. A few parties responded that they 
would also like to take part in the sounding board. Apparently they wanted to stay 
tuned and did not want to wait until the results would be presented on December 8. 
This decision-making hierarchy strengthens borderlands’ inwards focus towards ‘their’ 
capital as well as the wait-and-see attitude on the German side of the border. My interviews 
confirmed that there is a greater attention for neighbouring spaces among Dutch 
planners and policymakers than among German stakeholders. One of the interviewees 
from the euroregion said (cf. interview 33 2016): “In North Rhine-Westphalia they are 
convinced that the cross-border focus is stronger on the Dutch side of the border. On 
the German side there seems to be less attention for the borderland. One of the 
ministries tries to increase the awareness for the Netherlands. But they have to deal 
with other ministries for who cross-border cooperation is not the first priority”. 
 Another interviewee (cf. interview 28 2016), a civil servant representing one of the 
bigger German cities in the region, argued: “Much focus in North Rhine-Westphalia is 
on the metropolises along the river Rhine, such as Düsseldorf and Cologne. That are 
the places where most people live. Where most activities and projects are implemented. 
Westphalia, the border region generally, often criticizes the centralistic focus of the 
state government”. Another German interviewee representing a border municipality 
in Germany (cf. interview 27 2016) said: “The bigger cities receive more attention. 
When new building plots are designated, less surface goes to the border regions. 
On the other hand, you also have to perceive it from a greater perspective. The metropolitan 
areas may have more potential”. So, on the one hand people in German border regions 
complain the capital has too little attention for the border regions, at the same time 
there is a kind of resignation. That resignation, however, is mainly driven from the 
perspective of the border as a barrier. People accept that they are settled in the 
periphery of the country.
 In spite of the strong inward focus on the German side, there is a growing trend 
among governmental bodies to cooperate with the Netherlands and thus, several 
stakeholders emphasized that cross-border awareness is growing along the borderland. 
Euroregional cooperation is higher on the agenda than ever before.104 Many examples 
were cited: e.g., the city of Venlo (NL), which assumes its central role in the euroregion 
by promoting all kinds of initiatives; the rural municipalities in the north of the 
borderland under study that work intensively together (Land van Cuijk, Mook en 
Middelaar, Gennep, Bergen (NL), Weeze and Goch (DE)); and the cooperation between 
municipalities south of the borderland—such as Roerdalen (NL), Wassenberg and 
Niederkrüchten (DE). Cities like Krefeld and Mönchengladbach (DE) are increasingly 
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Once again, this indicated that regional involvement was increasing. The region 
really began to acquire real ownership around this initiative.
spreading their wings across the border. At national level, governments increasingly 
pay attention on the cooperation with neighbouring countries This is becoming visible 
in the agreements between the Dutch government and the government of North 
Rhine-Westphalia. North Rhine-Westphalia, for example, in particular focuses on the 
cooperation with the Benelux-countries. However, particular attention for cooperation 
in the field of spatial planning is missing from both agreements.105 Cooperation mainly 
focuses on bilingualism, diploma recognition, social security and culture.
 Despite the growing responsibility for local and regional governments, especially 
in the Netherlands, many cash flows still originate from the political capitals (i.e., 
Maastricht, The Hague, Düsseldorf and Brussels). This has led to a rising number of 
public bodies feeling forced to set up lobbying programmes to ensure their visibility in 
capital cities. Well-known examples are the representations of North Rhine-Westphalia 
and the Dutch Provinces in Brussels. As one of the Dutch interviewees put it (cf. interview 
35 2016): “What we see nationally is that there are fewer civil servants working at 
the ministries. That also offers opportunities I recently learned from a lobbyist. These 
officials are heavily dependent on the input they receive from the outside”. Lobbying in 
matters of spatial planning can be successful, which is evident from the following 
statement by a civil servant working for a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 18 2015): “I 
have been involved in the preliminary phase of the National Spatial Strategy from 2012 
(Dutch: Structuurvisie Infrastructuur en Ruimte). I realized that the city I work for gained 
status as urban agglomeration. This has resulted in a remark on the national spatial 
vision and a single sentence in the text, which brings the region a lot of prosperity. It 
makes it easier to attract the attention for our region. A small coloured dot can have 
major consequences for subsequent years”.
 The growing responsibility among local and regional bodies also means that they 
are increasingly busy dealing with specific tasks. On the Dutch side, for example, 
nowadays the province is responsible for spatial planning to a greater extent than in 
the past. As mentioned earlier, the province of Limburg decided to divide the province 
into three subregions, i.e. North-, Central- and South-Limburg, in order to independently 
elaborate the plans from the Provincial Spatial Development Plan Limburg (2014). This 
requires an intensive cooperation between the municipalities of each subregion which 
triggers processes of de- and rebordering (Herzog and Sohn 2014). 
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The sounding board members wanted to be closely connected to the development of 
the Spatial Development Perspective. I was very happy about this development since 
it would probably improve the quality of the Perspective and strengthen the support 
and action among the stakeholders in the region. It would turn out that letting the 
sounding board members sign a letter of intent was yet a step too far. In particular 
Debordering takes place within municipal borders as rebordering takes place at the 
external borders of the new governance arrangements. Existing provincial and national 
borders are being strengthened again as ‘new borders’ among subregions originate. 
In North-Limburg it concerns 8 municipalities and in Central-Limburg 7 municipalities. 
This recently implemented approach simultaneously serves as a kind of valid excuse 
to put cross-border cooperation in spatial planning on the second plan. As one of the 
interviewees from a Dutch municipality argues (cf. interview 39 2016): “The effects of 
the Provincial Spatial Development Plan on subregional scale level is already difficult 
enough”. A few decades ago, the excuse for not engaging in cross-border cooperation 
was a lack of decentralized responsibility that allowed borderlands to work together across 
borders. Nowadays, however, decentralization has become one of the reasons not to 
work across borders. A real willingness from public authorities seems to be lacking. 
 Furthermore, despite the decentralization that has taken place Netherlands in 
recent decades (including spatial planning policy), the regional level still needs the 
state to strengthen cross-border cooperation. I would not describe this as a 
wait-and-see feeling, but more as a realistic persuasion that the regional level also 
needs the national level for certain purposes, such as main transport corridors and 
Natura2000 policies. The following quotes show the possible role of the state in 
cross-border cooperation concerning spatial strategies. One of the interviewees that 
works as a representative for the euroregion (cf. interview 33 2016) argued: “One 
would expect from the national government that they would spend much more 
attention in national spatial policy plans on the influence of the proximity of cities or 
regions as Brussels, Antwerp and the Ruhr Area. And what to think about metropolitan 
cities as Liege and Aachen. From Arnhem to South-Limburg it’s almost one urban area 
that stretches along the border, with the exception of the more rural County of Cleves”. 
Another interviewee, a civil servant at a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 35 2016), 
said: “We are strongly focused on logistics. For that reason, the importance of the Port 
of Rotterdam is enormous for our cross-border region. But at the same time, the huge 
inner port of Duisburg is important on the German side. Moreover, the axis Krefeld-Neu-
ss-Düsseldorf-Cologne as inner harbours along the Rhine will further develop in the 
upcoming years. Does the national government asks itself the question what that 
means for spatial planning and land use the Netherlands? No, but they definitely 
should do so”.
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the German sounding board members were somewhat more skeptical about this 
suggestion. 
Differences as trigger for cross-border mobility
Besides the growing assertiveness by many governmental institutions, individuals 
also perceive the border as a resource. People exploit the border in their everyday 
lives by buying cheaper or exclusive products across the border, like asparagus, 
medicines and soft drugs. If we connect this to the threshold of indifference (Van 
Houtum and Van der Velde 2004), the examples can be classified as rational 
differences. They act as factors that pull tourists to the neighbouring country and 
promote cross-border shopping when ‘foreign’ places are considered more appealing 
than places ‘at home’ (Spierings and Van der Velde 2008: 501). 
 One of the interviewees from a German municipality (cf. interview 31 2016) 
emphasized the importance of differences: “In the past we often crossed the border in 
order to buy asparagus. We crossed the border for leisure purposes, for example near 
the river Meuse. We wanted to become familiar with the borderland. At that moment 
border controls still existed. Fortunately, we now have open borders. Only the roads 
tell us that we cross borders in these times”. Differences in the landscape, such as 
different roads, can be considered as emotional differences which might keep tourists 
from crossing the border or push them across it (Spierings and Van der Velde 2008). 
For the previous interviewee, the landscape on the other side acts as a pull factor 
because it is more appealing than the landscape at home.
 However, not only different products and landscapes are a trigger of cross-border 
mobility, differences in pricing have been playing an important role, particularly in 
petrol, cans and coffee. A mutual cross-border mobility can be observed in the 
borderland, especially for tourism and retail which, indirectly, also influences the use 
of space. A civil servant working for a German municipality (cf. interview 22 2015) said: 
“Retail is the most important trigger at the moment for Germans in the borderland to 
cross the border to cities like Roermond and Venlo. The other way around, the retail 
sector in the German borderland is highly dependent on Dutch consumers. In this 
small town the shops are open on Sundays 40 times a year. That is rather unique for 
German standards. However, in no way comparable to the regular weekly opening 
hours on Sundays in the Netherlands. If you stroll through the pedestrian zone in the 
summer, the only language you hear is Dutch”. Even though tourists cross the border 
for pricing differences, many interviewees emphasize the traditional and exciting 
aspect of visiting the other side. For many visiting the other side feels like being on 
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The establishment of the sounding board was not the only happy moment in recent 
weeks. On April 8 my son was born. A wonderful moment in my life, it put everything 
else into perspective. Even though I was initially afraid that his birth might jeopardize 
my commitment to my research, it was his presence that created rhythm and 
regularity in my daily routine. He proved to be the right motivation to bring the 
research to a successful conclusion in the months that followed his arrival. 
holiday (cf. interview 17 2015; interview 22 2015; interview 27 2016; interview 31 2016). 
Why could this excitement not be exploited by regional planning practice?
Celebrating differences
Furthermore, interviewees seem to share the common thought that both sides of the 
border should not be equalized into a spatially undifferentiated region. “If that would 
happen, cross-border cooperation would be no enrichment anymore”, one of the 
interviewees from a German municipality said (cf. interview 28 2016). A recurrent 
remark was that differences between people, cultures, landscapes and prices make it 
special to work in the borderland. It broadens the horizon and brings people in contact 
with other cultures. From that perspective, it is even more striking that these differences 
are not used to promote cross-border cooperation. “The trigger to work together would 
disappear if borders disappear”, a civil servant from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 
17 2015) said. The interviewee continued: “If we perceive the border as an opportunity, 
then a situation arises of 1+1=3. First, both sides become one region, what makes it 
1+1=2, but secondly, we can take advantage of other peoples’ characteristics and 
habits, what creates a situation of 1+1=3. Something which is not possible in the more 
centrally located regions in both countries. The border region is something exotic. You 
don’t get more of the same, but the additional side of the border offers something that 
is slightly different. In the borderland, you can get the best from two different worlds. 
Here is the border, and from here you can get added value”. An interesting line of 
reasoning as starting point for the development of a regional spatial vision. 
 The astonishment at the other side of the border is once more emphasized by the 
following quote from a civil servant working for a German municipality along the border (cf. 
interview 27 2016): “Visiting the city of Venlo on Saturdays always gives us a special feeling. 
A feeling like being on holiday. Especially as a tourist this feeling grabs me. For example, 
when we go cycling on the Dutch side we get a different feeling than staying in our own 
country. We should better exploit such feelings in the marketing activities we carry out. 
Then, it becomes more exciting and attractive for tourists to visit this cross-border region. 
Moreover, in the past, all shops went shut between 1 or 2 pm on Saturdays and, on weekdays, 
at around 6.30 pm. Due to this, people visited cities as Venlo on Thursday evenings, the 
late-night shopping evening. Shops were open till 9pm. That was revolutionary and liberal 
at that time. Something that was unthinkable on the German side”.
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May 2017: another design atelier
While organizing the first three design ateliers, it already became clear to me that 
the interest was enormous. I could only have wished for something like this when 
I first designed the previous ateliers. Due to the enormous interest that the first three 
ones spawned, I decided to organize another design atelier. Atelier number IV. 
This atelier would take place as part of the ‘Crossing Borders Academy’ program. 
Although many interviewees emphasized and exploited the power of differences, they 
do not attempt or even consider to translate differences into the organization’s (spatial) 
policy—most planners and policymakers quickly relapse into their role as guardians of 
their own territory (see also Section 7.1.2). The differences in the border landscape as 
potential pull factors (Spierings and Van der Velde 2008) are not considered to become 
part of spatial policy. 
Sea vs. Land
Within the Netherlands, the proximity to the land border rather than to the sea border 
is often used to strengthen the line of reasoning for cross-border cooperation. Although 
many perceive the Randstad, the region bordering the North Sea, as the central 
economic core of the country, people in the borderland try to frame the cross-border 
region as the centre of western-Europe. From a borderland perspective, the Randstad 
is the edge of the country. At the sea’s edge, there are no direct opportunities to 
cooperate across the border. Although cooperation across the North Sea is certainly 
possible—for example through INTERREG programmes such as the North Sea 
Programme 2014-2020—, the advantages that arise due to proximity—such as those 
in the Dutch-German borderland—are not present around the North Sea. One of the 
interviewees from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 17 2015) stated: “The location of 
The Hague is much more unfavourable than of many cities in the Dutch-German border 
regions. Especially after the Brexit”. Another interviewee from a Dutch municipality 
emphasized (cf. interview 12 2015) that as the result of the Brexit the ‘Randstad’ has 
become at the edge of the northwest European economic core of the continent. The 
Randstad has become part of the periphery accompanied by the North Sea. The 
question is how such promising geographical imaginations are reflected in spatial 
policy, both at local, regional and national planning level.
 Although stakeholders in the borderland find it important to state the favourable 
location close the national border—a perceived advantage that can also be read in 
many spatial development plans (see Section 6.4.3), it seems that they do not exactly 
know whether they want to transform this into local or regional policy and or how. The 
use of the border’s location, as we have seen in Chapters 5 and 6, is not being exploited 
by spatial policy so far.
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A program organized by four Dutch universities of applied sciences located in the 
Dutch border regions. I’m excited to see whether the dynamics in the atelier will be 
different than those of the previous ones. I expect the atmosphere will be more 
dynamic because the students, who are relatively young, feel probably not restricted 
by the existing planning structures in both countries and either way they are not 
working for any public authority.
Cities vs. villages
An interesting insight from the interviews is that the extent to which an interviewee 
perceives the border as a resource partly depends on the  power of the public body for 
which the interviewee is working. Since the border landscape within a couple of 
kilometres from the border is characterised by many acres of nature (see Section 6.3), 
the cooperation between municipalities adjacent to the border focuses particularly on 
nature and leisure. Those cross-border initiatives are often limited to the subregional 
level in which some municipalities cooperate. The interviews revealed that differences 
were easier to discover and exploit within thematic fields such as nature and leisure 
than infrastructure and urban development (the same finding was confirmed in the 
design ateliers, see Chapter 8). Think about differences in types of forests, landscapes, 
housing and leisure that can be experienced during cycling tours, for example. 
 For example, an interviewee (cf. interview 31 2016) representing a German rural 
municipality said: “We focus in particular on topics like leisure and tourism more 
than on businesses. For topics as leisure and tourism, there is definitely a link to 
the Netherlands. It would be nice if we could jointly sell our cross-border region as 
one touristic region in the future. A number of cross-border cycle routes showing 
the differences between both countries already exist in the borderlands. It would 
be useful to share the cross-border story together. Then the potential of the borderland 
becomes visible”. Another interviewee (cf. interview 30 2016), a civil servant 
representing a Dutch rural municipality, said: “The touristic map should not stop at the 
border. That is an old-fashioned way of thinking. It could present the appealing 
differences in the border landscape. In the Netherlands, we do have a system of nodes 
in order to connect cycling routes. In 2017, such a system will be expanded to Germany 
as well”.
 In general, the larger and economically more powerful public authorities focus 
much more on topics of economic development, innovation, industry and main 
infrastructure. They act much more on the regional scale. A perfect example has been 
the high-speed railway connection between the cities of Eindhoven and Düsseldorf. 
This stemmed from an idea that had been floating for many years already. A complex 
project whose success depends on the efforts of many different stakeholders representing 
different interests; a project that is highly dependent on lobbying at regional, national 
and even European level; a project that perfectly shows the complexity of cross-border 
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Design atelier IV turned out to be indeed more dynamic than the previous ateliers. 
The students did not seem to feel inhibited by existing regulations and patterns in 
the slightest. The ideas they brought forward were much more innovative and 
unorthodox. Moreover, cultural differences didn’t seem to play any significant role in 
the communication; neither did differences in language. A question that keeps 
intriguing me is whether this generation’s unconventionality will be assimilated 
cooperation. Because it is one of the well-known cross-border spatial projects in the 
borderland under study, a brief explanation follows:
Some years ago emerged the idea to develop an improved east-west connection 
between the Dutch city Eindhoven and Dusseldorf Airport on the German side. 
A link running parallel to the Rhine-Alp TEN-T corridor and therefore also interesting 
for freight transport by rail which, in turn, is related to the politically sensitive Iron 
Rhine case.106 Moreover, the partly single railway track crossing the border 
between Venlo and Kaldenkirchen is important to take over the freight of the 
Betuweroute that is under construction (i.e., the construction of the third railway 
track between Emmerich and Oberhausen).
 To carry out the railway connection, the only condition is that a piece of 
single railway, fully on the German side of the border, needs to be doubled. This is 
necessary because the current railway could not handle the frequency of a 
high-speed connection, certainly not in combination with freight transport. Many 
parties joined forces, among others, the municipalities of Eindhoven and Venlo, 
the province of Limburg (NL) and the cities Mönchengladbach and Düsseldorf 
(DE). If a piece of German railway has to be doubled, however, the project needs 
to be included in the ‘Traffic forecast for 2030’, the development plan on 
motorways, railways and water connections for Germany. 
 Despite the many lobbying efforts, including those of the then Dutch Ministry 
of Infrastructure and the Environment, the doubling is not given sufficient priority 
within the draft ‘Traffic forecast for 2030’ in 2016. Moreover, the doubling is linked 
to another project in the region,107 which seemed to decrease the chances for 
approval, since the political sensitiveness and lack of support of the other project. 
After an objection that is submitted by, among others, the Euroregion Rhine-
Meuse-North, the two projects have been taken apart and moreover, the project 
has received an improved status in the ‘Traffic forecast for 2030’, so that the 
continuation of the doubling of the railway suddenly seems to be a lot more 
realistic in the near future.
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into existing systems and structures once they enter the professional world? Or are 
young people much more used to look across borders and to act interculturally?
Urban vs. rural
Differences between urban and rural spaces do not only influence the focus of cross- 
border cooperation but they also determine the opportunities of different border 
regions along the Dutch-German border. There are substantial differences between 
border regions along the German-Dutch borderland. Think about the contrast between 
the predominantly rural Ems-Dollart Region—the largest euroregion along the Dutch- 
German—and the highly metropolitan euroregion Meuse-Rhine. The Euroregion Rhine- 
Meuse-North is somewhere in between both geographically and in terms of its 
urban-rural character. 
 Differences between cross-border regions offer different opportunities, but this 
does not mean that urban is equivalent to privileged and rural to underprivileged. It is 
impressive to notice that many stakeholders relate rural areas to fewer opportunities. 
One of the interviewees from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 35 2016) said: 
“Fortunately, we still have opportunities here to work together across borders. That is 
somewhat more difficult in Groningen, given the smaller population”. I would rather 
talk about different than fewer opportunities. Especially in what concerns landscape 
planning, nature and culture, rural areas in particular seem to be possess plenty of 
opportunities to exploit. However, the interviews revealed that, when asked to think 
about cross-border cooperation, many respondents instinctively focus on economic 
growth, innovation and cross-border opportunities on the labour market. Perhaps this 
should not surprising given that the primary focus of the INTERREG VA programme is 
on ‘cross-border competitiveness and innovation’.
A joint policy assignment: a vicious circle
Noticeably, only a few interviewees saw an affinity between seeing the border as a 
resource and their daily ‘spatial’ work. The following quote can be seen as an exception 
and it shows that one of the interviewees working for a Dutch municipality is aware of 
the different transformation possibilities in the borderland (cf. interview 39 2016): 
“When it comes to environmental value, there are two options: trying to equalize the 
environment or especially increase the contrast as a trigger for cross-border mobility”. 
The interviews revealed that the lack of a common cross-border task is a reason for the 
lack of cooperation across borders. 
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May 2017: a historical perspective
Last week I got the chance to inform my colleagues at the Fontys University of Applied 
Sciences in Venlo about the progress of my research. This was a great opportunity to 
listen to the more practical concerns that they may possibly have. This meeting 
provided me with at least one important insight, thanks to one of my colleagues. He 
recommended me to pay more attention to the impact of the border on the 
Both visible physical differences in the landscape as well as border-related societal 
developments such as demographic decline could stimulate the development of a 
joint cross-border policy. “Many border regions deal with the same issues, such as 
demographic decline, aging, refugees and migrant workers. Many of these issues are 
addressed separately by each side of the border. With the backs to one another. It 
would be beneficial if we knew what developments are going on on the other side as 
well as when developments are distinctive. Sharing knowledge is a requirement. From 
that starting-point it must be considered whether further cooperation is of any added 
value”, one of the Dutch interviewees stated (cf. interview 35 2016).
 Before public authorities are able to develop a joint policy assignment across 
borders, “People first need to know each other’s interests”, an interviewee from a Dutch 
municipality argues (cf. interview 25 2015). The interviewee continues: “A recurring 
comment is the lack of information, what makes it difficult to discover joint policy 
assignments. If we would discover joint policy assignments, then the added value of 
cooperation would become clear. Such insights ease the next step towards cooperation. 
Do I see this happening in the future? I don’t think so. Actors should not cooperate 
because they are told to, but only because it’s worth for both sides. From a regional or 
even supra-regional perspective there are many cross-border chances in the region. 
From that perspective, it is rather strange that we do not cooperate intensively”. 
Despite the emphasized opportunities on a regional scale, the interviewee, like many 
others, has a rather negative opinion about the opportunities to better exploit cross 
-border chances. 
 Another interviewee, representing a Dutch rural municipality not directly adjacent 
to the border, said: “Only if the added value both for our municipality and a German 
municipality or institution becomes clear, cooperation could be an option. However, at 
the moment, I don’t see the added value” (cf. interview 25 2015). The ability to perceive 
an issue from a regional point of view seems truly dependant on the personality of 
each local representative. Whenever a local representative is able to adopt a regional 
perspective, it’s usually inward-looking. 
 In recent years, for example, joint policy has been addressed at the scale of 
North-Limburg as required by the province of Limburg. “Our border regions contain a 
large stock of real estate, such as houses, offices and shops. Therefore, municipalities 
need to collaborate instead of competing against each other. Who is allowed to build 
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surrounding landscape in the past. Although I spent considerable time digging into 
the local archives a number of times earlier this year, so far I haven’t done anything 
concrete with the data that I collected. 
where and for whom? We are fine-tuning this on a regional scale, on the scale of North-
Limburg”, one of the Dutch interviewees explained (cf. interview 17 2015). Cooperation 
within this newly established spatial governance arrangement requires a lot of effort 
from the municipalities and it is a distraction from the border. This was a perception 
stated by an interviewee from a Dutch regional body (cf. interview 45 2016): “The next 
step may be to look across the border. However, it has already been quite a challenge 
to realize cooperation at the regional scale. In cross-border cooperation, as well 
between inland provinces, we have to start reasoning and acting based on a shared 
problem definition. Depending on the problem, issues must then be addressed, 
whether it is cross-border or not”. 
 Another representative of a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 17 2015), argued that 
cross-border cooperation is a long-term ambition that requires a clear common policy. 
Cross-border cooperation needs a long-term vision. The interviewee explained: “I am 
currently exploring a cross-border bicycle connection between Venlo and Krefeld. 
From a perspective of a ‘economy of regions’ a region eventually needs to have its 
infrastructure up to date, so also bicycle connections if we aim that people work, do 
internships, and spend free time across the border. Probably also between Venlo and 
Mönchengladbach. As a basic investment to let grown cross-border cooperation at all. 
Money needs to be invested which will not immediately be returned. But such an 
investment is based on a clear vision and belief that a region follows”. 
 The interviews revealed that many planners and policymakers find themselves in 
a vicious circle. A lack of shared cross-border problems and challenges is often 
mentioned by the interviewees as legitimatization for not having to cooperate across 
borders. However, shared problems are precisely the kind of challenges that can only 
become evident and solved through increased cross-border mobility and cooperation. 
Should cross-border mobility increase, shared problems and challenges would also 
probably become more evident and seem more urgent.  An increased cross-border 
mobility would influence the mutual use of space. This would create the necessity to 
tackle issues together. At the moment, however, the interviewees perceive no shared 
cross-border problem and thus cross-border mobility does seem unnecessary. It remains 
to be seen whether planners and policymakers will actively pursue a joint policy; 
otherwise we will have to wait until cross-border mobility increases without it.
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Until now I had been focussing on the present and the future. However, to understand 
the dynamics shape of the present landscape, it is of the utmost importance to know 
how this landscape evolved in recent centuries. Although does not mean that this 
study will become a historical study, a historical perspective will help me and the 
reader understand what influence a border can exert on its surrounding landscape. 
A characteristic example comes from the housing market. From a cross-border 
perspective, the region could attract new residents by advertising the advantages of 
living on their side of the border. At the moment, the number of people living across 
borders is rather small. One of the interviewees from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 
39 2016) put it this way: “Housing has a strong inland focus. Living across the border 
is not very common. Because you enter another regime, it causes many problems. 
Moreover, companies only consider land prices. If settling is a little cheaper in Germany, 
a company will settle down on that side of the border. I don’t see the added value of 
cooperation in this field”. This statement seems to suggest that, as long as cross-border 
mobility does not increase, there will be no reason for a joint policy. At the same time, 
the quotation emphasizes that companies are mainly triggered by price differences, 
which is something that could be exploited by the borderland.
 Another characteristic example comes from the retail market. Nowadays, there is 
almost no alignment or cooperation between both sides of the border. However, the 
opening of a new shop close to the border could highly influence the shopping 
behaviour of people in the borderland. One of the interviewees working for a euroregion 
(cf. interview 33 2016) illustrates this: “Let’s say that a new supermarket opens its 
doors on the German side. That will definitely influence the revenues of supermarkets 
and mobility patterns in proximate villages on the Dutch side of the border. However, 
there is no communication between both sides”. In other words, cooperation across 
borders could prevent nearby cities and villages from competing with each other, a 
matter of simple coordination that could favour the development of the region as a 
whole. 
 In sum, even though the willingness to look across borders is pronounced and the 
opportunities are often spotted, the notion of using the border as a resource is not yet 
put into practice. And, whenever a joint policy is developed, it is often restricted to 
infrastructure projects or employment. 
7.1.2 The border as legitimization to ignore
Although some respondents regard the border as a resource, most of the work of most 
of them is strongly influenced by a perception of the border as the end of the 
nation-state: the barrier that has to be removed. The perception of the border as an 
obstacle remains an excuse for many to work little or not at all across borders. The 
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June 2017: a break in Naples
I am in Naples with my family. Just having a short break. This is the first time we are 
flying with our son. A weekend away with a 2-month-old baby is, however, something 
different than resting. Nevertheless, it doesn’t make the city trip any less enjoyable. 
After the weekend, I have replenished my energy to continue my work until the 
summer holidays. 
most important reasons not to work across borders regard the non-compulsory 
character of cross-border cooperation and a lack of information and knowledge about 
the other side. Many are dissuaded from expanding their interests into the neighbouring 
country due to the unknown and thus invisible character of developments on the other 
side of the border. The planning professional does not cross the border very often. 
Although Dühr et al. (2007: 291) argue that planners across Europe are now routinely 
involved in transboundary cooperation networks and interregional collaboration 
initiatives and thus subject to foreign experiences and exposed to a variety of planning 
approaches from other member states, this is not applicable to most planning 
professionals in the borderland under study; they tend to perceive the border as the 
end of space. 
An inland perspective
Due to the opening of European internal borders, neighbouring countries have become 
more visible and accessible, thus influencing each other’s space more and more. As a 
consequence of more permeable borders, neighbouring countries and regions, in 
particular, are competing against one another to attract companies, employees, 
residents and students. The increased mobility has made national metropoles like The 
Hague and Düsseldorf into more accessible places. As one of the interviewees from a 
Dutch municipality said (cf. interview 18 2015): “Everything focuses on where the 
money comes from. That is in The Hague. And that is in Berlin, and derived from that 
in Düsseldorf”. Where lobbying these cities used to imply a huge exercise, this is no 
longer the case. 
 Despite the growing responsibility of regional authorities in the Netherlands, the 
national spatial policy is still outlined in The Hague. On the German side, this mainly 
takes place in Düsseldorf, where both the regional (Administrative District Düsseldorf) 
and the state government (North Rhine-Westphalia) are settled. Moreover, due to 
administrative hierarchies, Dutch municipalities are focused on the province while 
German municipalities focus on the county (German: Kreis). All these movements have 
a centripetal focus and thus move away from the border, be it towards Maastricht, The 
Hague, Düsseldorf or Berlin.
 Both countries are subject to either national spatial legislation or European 
legislation that is adopted at national level. Spatial developments are highly dependent 
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June 2017: the roles have been turned
About 2 years ago I spoke for the first time with a few representatives of the 
cross-border network. Soon I realized that the cross-border network is rather small. 
Spatial planning is a topic that hardly played any significant role in cross-border 
cooperation. So I have set myself the goal to contribute to the improvement of this 
practice, although without any guarantee of success.
on national spatial policy, for example, infrastructure developments and many funds 
are decided in the governmental capital. The consequence is that the focus is limited 
to the country where the subsidies come from and in turn such subsidies need to be 
implemented within the country’s own borders. As one of the interviewees from a 
Dutch municipality stated (cf. interview 18 2015): “The funds I can invest in this region 
do not originate from Düsseldorf”. Investments in foreign countries are uncommon. An 
exception that is often raised are the European INTERREG funds, which are particularly 
earmarked for investment in cross-border regions. 
 An inland focus can also be strengthened by unforeseeable circumstances. Let’s 
take as an example the World Horticultural Exhibition 2012 in Venlo. This event takes 
place once every ten years in the Netherlands. Before the turn of the century, Venlo 
was focused on the east in terms of spatial development. This orientation had a 
concrete manifestation in the development of the business park ‘VeNeTe’. As a 
consequence of the decision to organize the World Horticultural Exhibition in the 
northwest-corner of the city, the city reoriented from the east to the northwest. 
Although it was a world exhibition, the event took place on Dutch territory, where the 
national border delimited its end. This national event forced the municipality to choose 
a location for the exhibition on the west-side of the city due to the limited space on its 
east-side, almost next to the border with Germany. As a consequence of this decision, 
spatial developments on the northwest-side of the city got an enormous boost after 
2012. The Exhibition attracted a lot of business activity, which preferred to settle in the 
vicinity of the event. The newly built cross-border business park VeNeTe, which lies 
entirely on German territory, suddenly went into the background. 
 The inland focus and the decreased interest in the cross-border business park 
VeNeTe, however, is not a one-sided story. The attention on the German side has been 
inward-looking towards the state capital Düsseldorf. One of the Dutch interviewees 
said (cf. interview 18 2015): “The city of Venlo is in particular focussed on the Greenport 
region and the area of the former World Horticultural Exhibition. The municipalities on 
the other side of the border within the County of Viersen, are in particular focused 
on their centre, i.e. the city of Viersen. For a relatively small municipality as Nettetal 
the initially Dutch support for the business park was very welcome. Within the county 
the municipality has to give everything they got to get enough attention. In turn, 
the focus of a County as Viersen is on the state capital Düsseldorf. The County of 
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Meanwhile, a process has been started. Several parties in the Euroregion have become 
involved at different stages and remain part of the process. Since the design ateliers 
have taken place and a sounding board has been contributing to the development of 
the Spatial Development Perspective, the members of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-
North are willing to make a subsidy available for the development of the Perspective. 
Another indicator that the region increasingly recognizes the value of the initiative. 
Viersen mainly focuses towards the east. That means, in fact, that both sides are 
with the backs against each other”.
The end of the plan
The interviews revealed that not only the lack of knowledge and a feeling of urgency, 
but also a lack of real willingness is the reason to not cooperate across borders. 
Organizations that claim to work together across borders are often the same parties 
that try to externalize negative effects, such as noise and visual nuisance, to the 
neighbouring country. As one of the interviewees from a Dutch municipality stated (cf. 
interview 39 2016): “Where do we locate onshore wind parks? Almost at the border. 
Half of the problems are solved then”. The planning of onshore wind parks at many 
places in the border landscape, for example, lead to lengthy discussions, such as in 
the Reichswald (e.g., municipality Kranenburg (DE) and Gennep (NL)), but also along 
the border between the Netherlands and Belgium (e.g., municipality Eijsden-Mar-
graten (NL) and Bassenge (BE)). This is a clear example of perceiving the border as a 
barrier, which is in line with the findings in border studies (e.g., Brambilla 2012; Eker 
and Van Houtum 2013). 
 Such actions indicate insincere intentions to actually work together. The 
importance of onshore wind parks is also evident from the following quote by a 
representative of a euroregion (cf. interview 33 2016): “What also became evident last 
year at the cross-border spatial symposium in Krefeld is the topic of wind energy. On 
both sides, we want to plan onshore wind parks as close to the border as possible. 
Including South-Limburg, which resulted in tensions between Aachen and Simpelveld 
and Kerkrade”. Taking the border as a starting-point by thinking together about a 
sustainable region that generates considerable renewable energy is something that 
has not happened yet.
 This is a paradox: there is a willingness to cooperate yet a tendency to blame 
negative effects on the neighbouring country. Onshore wind parks and nuclear power 
plants are often placed near the border. Another example are the eleven huge oil 
barrels of the Rotterdam-Rhine pipeline built at the border in Venlo. External effects 
such as unsafety, odour nuisance and noise disturbance are partly externalized to the 
neighbouring country. The border is not a place to file formal complaints due to 
people’s unfamiliarity with a foreign legal planning system. Whereas the legal 
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On the 8th of December this year, I will present the Perspective for all those who are 
interested. But what will happen next? Will this day herald the end of the action, 
even though an action research is not supposed to have a clear end? What can I do to 
ensure that the action will continue? Of course it is not my responsibility as a 
researcher to provide a follow-up, yet I feel involved.
framework on one side of the border is clear, the planning system on the other side of 
the border is highly ambiguous. This reduces the opportunities for common action. 
A mismatch between willingness and resources
Cross-border cooperation often lack priority. Should the border be regarded as an 
opportunity to a greater extent, cross-border cooperation would probably receive 
considerably more attention. The interviews revealed that in matters of cross-border 
cooperation, the border is predominantly perceived as a danger. Although all kind of 
institutions pay lip service to cross-border cooperation—in particular government 
agencies—hardly any resources (with the exception of INTERREG funds) are being 
made available to turn this concern into practical substance. An interviewee from a 
Dutch municipality said (cf. interview 39 2016): “The willingness is mutual. This 
willingness is also growing. However, the capacity is lacking despite the promising 
ambitions”. Although cross-border cooperation is part of many lengthy discussions, its 
implementation is often missing. Whenever other issues gain priority, cross-border 
cooperation is likely to be the first to be struck out from the to-do list. Furthermore, it 
is probably less attractive to invest money in something that is mainly perceived as a 
barrier than in something that is perceived as positive and promising. Considering the 
border as an opportunity could therefore be a much better legitimization to free 
financial resources for cross-border cooperation.
 As previously described, there are some governance arrangements in the Dutch- 
German borderland that deal with cross-border spatial development, e.g., the 
Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning. The question is, however, whether we 
can speak of real willingness by the members within this consultative body. When I 
asked one of the Dutch interviewees about the role of the Dutch-German Committee 
for Spatial Planning, he answered (cf. interview 45 2016): “I have not heard of the 
Committee for a long time. I have to ask my colleague about the current situation. 
However, it seems that the Committee is rather inactive. This has probably to do with 
a lack of capacity”. This was confirmed by another Dutch interviewee from a regional 
body (cf. interview 48 2016): “The Committee has not yet met in the ten months I am 
performing this job. But I know the Committee exists. However, it has not been 
discussed so far. This seems to be a good moment to start things up again”. 
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Summer 2017: design atelier V and VI
In the course of 2017 I’m asked to organize two more design ateliers in the region. 
The first one is instigated by the local initiative ‘Shaping the city of Venlo’ (Dutch: 
Stadmakers Venlo). This is a platform where local and regional residents like to discuss 
future developments in the city and its surrounding region. I had already been 
A few other interviewees shared their concerns on the existence of the Dutch- German 
Committee for Spatial Planning. One of the interviewees representing a German state 
said (cf. interview 51 2016): “In the past, the Committee was very active. They met 
approximately four times a year. A lot of spatial information has been shared between 
the partners. Also a number of meetings were organized, for example in Roermond on 
the topic of demographic decline in border regions. After each meeting, however, the 
Committee members continued to work on their daily business. The mutual information 
exchange is the only goal that has been accomplished. A joint spatial plan has never 
been developed”. This statement shows that the Committee has not been part of daily 
business. 
 Another Dutch interviewee (cf. interview 53 2016) added: “Both the sub Committees 
North and South are only consultative bodies. It is an outdated structure. Committee 
members all claim that spatial consultation is important, but hardly any progress is 
done in terms of cross-border spatial development. In my opinion, municipalities 
together with regional authorities need to build a dialogue themselves. Moreover, the 
current Committee members are insufficiently familiar with the other culture. This 
causes problems such as misunderstandings. It is of utmost importance that regional 
representatives start learning what the planning culture is about on the other side of 
the border. Due to the decentralization process, especially on the Dutch side of the 
border, I need to support regional representatives to find their ways across the border”. 
The interviewee’s suggestion to set up a local-regional dialogue fits in well with the 
scientific debate that calls for more attention for the landscape close to the border at 
such (e.g., Eker and van Houtum 2013), what would fit well with the tasks of the 
Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning.
 In addition to this there is the striking example of an employee working for the 
province of Limburg who was obviously too active in cross-border cooperation. “Our 
organization did not have the capacity to participate properly”, one of the German 
interviewees argued (cf. interview 51 2016). “He was very active. But that was too 
much. At that moment, the priorities within our organization were different. I had to 
‘cool down’ the cooperation. Often, cross-border cooperation is a secondary task”. A 
poignant example of a mismatch between willingness on the one side and the 
availability of resources on the other side.
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present at previous meetings of the group. This would be the first time that the focus 
would be specifically on the role of the national border.
Cross-border cooperation is often not a primary task at either regional or national level 
because true willingness to conduct it is often lacking. The ministries in The Hague 
and Düsseldorf have an insufficient workforce to promote cross-border cooperation. 
A Dutch interviewee argued (cf. interview 53 2016): “I started working for the Ministry 
of the Interior two years ago. I explained to the former Minister that it is very important 
to communicate clearly with the German authorities. However, only one person in the 
Ministry is working on cross-border cooperation with Germany. Therefore, you cannot 
speak about an intensive dialogue. In my opinion, involvement in planning does not 
happen. If something happens, it is triggered by a defensive and anxious attitude, 
rather than looking at what we can do for each other”. A positive development seems 
to be taking place since the State Secretary for the Interior and Kingdom Relations has 
the theme of cross-border cooperation within his portfolio for the period 2017-2021. 
However, spatial planning seems not to be a priority.108
De-bordering
A lot of border-related policies and actions are aimed at erasing the border because 
the border is perceived as an annoying obstacle. For example, cross-border policy of a 
Dutch border municipality is, among other things, aimed at ‘debordering’, a term that 
was introduced to scientific debates on cross-border cooperation by Sohn (2014). 
A civil servant of the municipality clarified (cf. interview 30 2016): “Cross-border 
priorities are: agro and food, recreation and tourism, and debordering. Debordering is 
very basic: there is a border, but there would be many more opportunities if that border 
would not be there. We want to continue to work on debordering”. From an academic 
perspective—particularly reflecting on this policy from the conceptual framework 
introduced by Herzog and Sohn (2014)—this notion of debordering seems to be based 
on a perception of the border as either a constraint or threat (see Figure 1).
 The province of Limburg also focuses on removing the border as a barrier. In 2013, 
it hired a real ‘deborderer’ (Dutch: ontgrenzer), i.e. someone whose job is to contribute 
to erase the negative effects of the border. This position was previously created by the 
province of Zeeland (Eker and Van Houtum 2012: 6), although it lasted only two years 
(2009-2011). In order to implement what the theoretical debate in border studies 
would suggest, one would rather expect a ‘border emperor’ to be appointed by a joint 
Dutch/German authority. 
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It was a real pleasure for me to carry out a design atelier in my own city. Due to a lack 
of time that evening, I organized a shorter version of the atelier. I am pleased to see 
that not only government representatives participate, but also citizens of all kinds. 
Among others, artists, designers and representatives from the retail  market. You can 
really speak of a bottom-up initiative, co-organized by the local museum called ‘van 
Bommel van Dam’. 
The importance of the border’s proximity
Another insight that I gained through the interviews was that the absolute distance 
from the border seems to serve as a valid excuse to ignore the neighbouring country. 
If a municipality lies not immediately adjacent to the neighbouring country, cross-border 
attention quickly decreases. Strikingly, since many municipalities are only a few 
kilometres away from the national border, their borders remain tangible in various 
ways including visitor flows and appropriate transportation infrastructure.
 It should not be surprising to realize that distance to the border is a decisive factor 
affecting cross-border attention. The nearer the border, the stronger the feeling and 
influence of its presence. However, it should be noticed that the presence of the border 
affects spatial patterns across the whole country by means of, for example, demographic 
developments. In other words, the border unavoidably influences national spatial 
policy. In turn, national spatial policy also determines the appearance and shape of 
the landscape close to the border. In that respect, we are all borderlanders, since the 
border influences everyone’s environment to some extent. Yet there are gradations. 
For those who live within a radius of 20 kilometres from the border, the border and the 
direct neighbour is more a part of their daily lives than for those who live further away 
(Pijnenburg and Van Houtum 2018: 18).
 The gradation of borderlanders through their distance to the border becomes 
evident through their narratives. However, it is interesting to notice that, even on a 
relatively small scale, differences of interest for the other side of the border can be 
observed. It is therefore not surprising that relatively little interest goes from The Hague, 
Berlin and Düsseldorf to the border. The following quotes are evidence that distance to 
the border plays a significant role: “I am from the city of Neuss. I also worked there for a 
long time. In Neuss there was no attention for the border and the Netherlands. Since I 
have been working here in the borderland, the sensitization for the border has been 
increasing. I have been working here for five years now. Previously I was not aware of the 
border and the proximity of the Dutch territory” (cf. interview 44 2016).109 Also in a city 
like Krefeld, which is intensively collaborating with its twin city Venlo on the Dutch 
side of the border, the attention for spatial developments in the borderland is limited. 
“The city of Krefeld is a bit away from the border. The Netherlands, therefore, is not a 
key issue. The attention for the Netherlands is relatively small. Only shopping and 
tourism are important topics, especially for our citizens” (cf. interview 28 2016).110 
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In the sixth design atelier, just like in the fourth atelier, only students participate. 
The atelier is part of the High Potentials Crossing Borders INTERREG project, in 
which twenty students from four different universities of applied sciences participate. 
In three Dutch-German groups students explore the borderland by following the 
process implemented in previous ateliers. The groups are slightly larger this time 
than during previous ateliers, which becomes immediately visible in the process that 
On the Dutch side, non-adjacent border municipalities have less common ground with 
the neighbouring country too, despite the sometimes-minimal distance to the border. 
One of the interviewees who used to work as an alderman on the east side of the river 
Meuse and does so on the west side nowadays, argued (cf. interview 25 2015): 
“Between this municipality and German municipalities, I have no idea if there is any 
cooperation. However, the mayor has some connections through agricultural networks. 
But the relations are not fixed in a formal agreement or the like. I grew up on the other 
side of the river Meuse. In comparison to the strong focus on Germany on the other 
side of the river, as soon as I came here to this municipality I noticed that the orientation 
is definitely not towards Germany. Though, indirectly, we are in touch with German 
municipalities through the membership of the Euroregion”.
 One of the German interviewees from a German municipality confirmed the 
relative distance between the municipalities on the west side of the river Meuse and 
the German municipalities. The interviewee argues (cf. interview 27 2016): “The Dutch 
municipalities on the west-side of the river Meuse are too far away from Germany’’. 
Taking a look on the map, however, tells us that the absolute distance between the 
nearest municipality on the west-side of the river and the municipality the interviewee 
is working for is only four kilometres. 
 Another interviewee, representing the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North (cf. interview 33 
2016), also observed that the proximity to the border often determines if cooperation 
is interesting. “This became clear during the symposium on spatial planning in the 
borderland which took place in April 2015”, the interviewee said. “Approximately 60 to 
70% of the members of the euroregion were represented. Presence had to do with the 
proximity to the border”. 
7.2 Multiple borders 
The academic term ‘borderscapes’ is not only applicable to national borders, but as 
well to state or regional borders. The interviews revealed that the national border is not 
the only border that influences the intensity of cross-border cooperation. Many other 
types of borders influence it too, such as morphological borders, the borders of 
governance arrangements, municipal borders, the borders of a project and the borders 
of certain policy fields. This section gives an overview of borders—except the national 
one—which to a certain extent influence the spatial cooperation across borders. 
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day. The larger groups make it more difficult to actively let involve each participant. 
Nevertheless, we observe that the ideas of the students, just like in the fourth atelier, 
are rather innovative compared to the ideas brought forward in ateliers I to III.
7.2.1 Municipal borders
Thinking in cross-border opportunities can only be done, as the interviews revealed, 
when cooperation creates added value for a government’s ‘own people’. In the end, 
one’s own territory remains the most important one. The adoption of a cross-border 
regional perspective is not an obvious step for municipal representatives. This will 
become clear through the following two cases: Airport Weeze in Germany and the 
Factory Outlet Center in the Dutch city Roermond.
 Airport Weeze shows that, usually, the first spatial developments on the other side 
of the border are received with scepticism. In a later stage, however, the same 
development grew into a real cross-border opportunity. At the beginning of the 21st 
century there was a great deal of concern on the Dutch side about the redevelopment 
of the military airport Laarbruch into the civil airport Weeze (at that moment named 
Flughafen Niederrhein) just across the border with Germany. There was a great fear of 
noise pollution. The border was mainly perceived as a barrier. An interviewee of a 
Dutch municipality explained (cf. interview 30 2016): “In the beginning, people were 
happy that the military airport would finally disappear. The initiative for a civilian 
airport has produced many fights and legal procedures. After a long time of procedures, 
concerned parties agreed that there would be no night flights in the future. Moreover, 
an agreement has been reached on the better isolation of houses to protect them 
against noise pollution. Nowadays, I think only a few people still complain about 
Airport Weeze. The airport has been offering the region many economic opportunities!”.
 Today, Dutch residents frequently use the proximity of the charter airport on the 
other side of the border. “Especially, differences in pricing due to tax differences 
between the Netherlands and Germany, attracts a lot of Dutch tourists to the German 
airport”, one of the interviewees from a Dutch municipality explained (cf. interview 39 
2016). Moreover, the airport employs many people in the region, which benefits not 
only German but also Dutch citizens. This is an expressive example of a spatial 
development which was initially seen as a threat to the municipality yet later became 
an opportunity for the whole region.
 The second example is related to the emergence of factory outlet centres in the 
region. More than twenty years ago a factory outlet centre was built in Roermond. The 
process prior to its construction could be described as an ambiguous way of involving 
German stakeholders. At first, German stakeholders seemed to be involved during the 
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Summer 2017: unexpected surprises
During the summer holidays, both the director of our institute at Fontys Venlo and 
my direct manager decided to leave the organization. I am little worried about my 
research and certainly about my job. I had the intention to start writing right after 
the summer. Will the new manager give me the necessary hours for this? And will he 
or she be ‘euregio-minded’? Furthermore, after four years my contract is set to expire 
early stages of the plan. However, German authorities were surprised once they got 
informed that the plans had been approved and in turn pushed back. They feared that 
smaller cities in the surroundings, on the Dutch as well as on the German side, would 
suffer from the proximity of the outlet centre in Roermond. However, time has proven 
that the outlet centre attracts many German visitors on a daily basis.
 One of the interviewees, a civil servant representing a Dutch municipality, 
described the process at that time as follows (cf. interview 18 2015): “The Deputy of the 
province of Limburg who was responsible at that time for the implementation of the 
plan got no consultation from the German side. First the implementation, and secondly 
a mea culpa to the German neighbours. As a result of the outlet a huge stream of 
visitors found their way in recent years to Roermond. Even from Dortmund, with the 
motto: a whole day of fun shopping. The outlet centre has been a huge burden to retail 
facilities on the German side of the border. What would have been respectful would 
have been to consult the concerned German authorities, even though the decision 
would ultimately fall on the Dutch side”.
 The plan to build an outlet centre in Duisburg (DE) in recent years stirred much 
resistance and was rejected following a referendum on the German and Dutch sides of 
the border. The rejection, especially in the Roermond region, was based on a fear for the 
return of German visitors to their own factory outlet. This case illustrates that support for 
spatial developments is usually dependant on it providing regional benefits—if at all. 
 Past experiences proved that cross-border relations can suffer much from such 
negative cross-border experiences. It took years after the Airport Weeze affair—one of 
the interviewees explains—before Dutch municipalities re-established conversations 
with the neighbouring German municipalities. The interviewee from a Dutch municipality 
explained (cf. interview 30 2016): “In recent years our municipality became very active 
again in cross-border cooperation. We started a collaboration with the municipalities 
Cuijk, Boxmeer, and in the slipstream Grave, Mill, St Anthonis, Gennep, Mook, Uden (all 
Dutch) and Goch and Weeze (DE). Those contacts have been initiated by our new 
mayor. She was surprised about the rather small cooperation with German authorities. 
That was caused due to the controversy concerning the airport. However, new 
governors, means also new opportunities. Collaboration emerged in a broad context 
including many municipalities in recent years. The mayors of those municipalities meet 
approximately 6 times a year”. 
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at the beginning of 2018. What if my contract is not renewed? Will I then finish my 
research in the upcoming years? After a few months it turned out that my research 
progress was not at risk. In addition, the new managing director is also writing a 
doctoral thesis, so he has empathy for those like me who are writing a PhD.
Finally, here is a number of quotes that represent the struggle between local and 
regional government interests on both sides of the border. What these statements 
show is that German planners and policymakers see the border as a barrier while the 
Dutch ones see cooperation across municipal borders as increasingly necessary: 
A civil servant at a Dutch municipality said: “A big difference between German and 
Dutch municipalities is that German municipalities are allowed to raise municipal 
trade tax. That makes a quarter of the municipal budget. I spoke to the mayor of a 
German municipality last week. He shared his concerns about a company that left 
the municipality. They moved to East Germany because there the company could 
save a few million euros a year. For the municipal budget, this means a 9-million 
gap. In the Netherlands trade tax is different. Municipalities only receive a small 
piece of the real estate tax” (cf. interview 18 2015).
 A representative of a German city said: “There is a huge difference between 
the exchange of mutual information and joint regional planning. This can be observed 
in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia. A regional plan has been developed. 
For that reason, meetings and consultation take place between different concerned 
parties. But as soon as it comes to official commitments, the discussion becomes 
substantially more formal and intense. Then every municipality or county defends 
its own interests. Suddenly the regional level becomes less important anymore” 
(cf. interview 28 2016).
 A civil servant of a German municipality argued: “On the German side competitive 
thinking between local authorities is much stronger than on the Dutch side. 
Municipalities will only start collaborating if they notice that another city or region 
will get assigned more industrial acres in the regional plan. Then it may be 
necessary to act together vigorously. Especially city councils, more than local 
administrative managements, have problems with thinking beyond their own 
territory” (cf. interview 31 2016).
 A representative of a Dutch regional body stressed: “In North-Limburg regional 
cooperation between municipalities operates much better than the cooperation 
in South-Limburg. An intervention by the province seems not to be necessary. 
Municipalities are increasingly able to get away from the principle ‘own territory 
first’ (Dutch: kerktorenpolitiek, German: Kirchturmpolitik). The content must be 
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Autumn 2017: spreading the story
The summer of 2017 was followed by a period in which I gave a lot of presentations 
both inside as outside the region under study. In September I travelled to Mönchen-
gladbach to give a presentation for the daily board of the Euroregion Rhine- 
Meuse-North. In September, I also held a presentation in Venlo for the sounding 
board. That day the sounding board met for the last time. The draft cartographies 
leading. The fragmentation of spatial policy is not desirable. In my opinion the 
economic crisis is even caused by the ‘own territory first’ attitude of many local 
authorities. If regional thinking would have been stimulated before the crisis, 
many problems could have been prevented. Regional cooperation is about a good 
inventory management. Taking the expected number of inhabitants into account, 
in general, in the province there are too many houses, offices, industrial sights 
and retail. Each municipality needs to specialize in the things they are good at” (cf. 
interview 45 2016).
 A deputy for a Dutch regional body said: “Although the coalition agreement 
for the province of Limburg (2015-2019) states that investments in foreign areas 
are possible, investing outside the province will not happen within my field of 
policy, i.e. that of spatial planning” (cf. interview 48 2016).
 Another statement from the same interviewee: “We have more and more 
vacancies, and fewer and fewer people who can fill these vacancies. If we then 
start encouraging people to work abroad, it will even become more difficult for 
companies within our territory to find suitable employees” (cf. interview 48 2016).
7.2.2 Interregional borders
Not only municipal and national borders are difficult to overcome, cooperation across 
regional or provincial borders is not self-evident either. In spite of the many attempts 
to create horizontal spatial governance arrangements, the planning system in both 
Germany and the Netherlands is still rather vertically oriented. On the Dutch side, for 
example, the vertical structure between the state, provinces and municipalities is 
clearly visible. On the German side it concerns the vertical structure of the federal 
state, states, administrative districts, counties or county-free cities and municipalities. 
If any horizontal cooperation is being initiated—often between municipalities—, this 
mainly takes place within the boundaries of the region the municipalities are part of. 
The elaboration of the Provincial Spatial Development Plan Limburg (2014) at three 
subregional levels is a good example. Apart from the fact that this kind of cooperation 
may be regarded as innovative from a provincial point of view, such new spatial 
governance arrangements indirectly evoke new boundaries: the joint borders with 
other provinces and countries are emphasized once more.
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and accompanying text were presented for the first time and given feedback by the 
sounding board. This is the last input that I received before I was required to come up 
with a final version of the Perspective. In a few weeks both the text and cartographies 
need to be sent to the publisher.
From the interviews became evident that a number of interesting spatial issues could 
be addressed across borders—in particular along the border between the provinces of 
Limburg and North Brabant—, particularly concerning issues of agriculture, nature and 
water. If such themes were given priority, cooperation would not take place at the level 
of North-Limburg but more likely across the provincial border (cf. interview 39 2016). 
Although municipalities do not actively cooperate across provincial border, the interviews 
reveal that it is easier to think about cooperation across provincial than national 
borders. The same spatial legislation and language are mentioned as advantages in 
comparison to cross-border cooperation. 
 On the German side, cooperation between the states (Bundesländer) or administrative 
districts (Bezirke) is not self-evident, which can be challenging sometimes. Some 
interviewees experience those state- or regional borders as if they were the national 
border between the Netherlands and Germany. As one of the interviewees from a 
German municipality illustrated (cf. interview 44 2016): “The border between the 
administrative districts Cologne and Düsseldorf is still a real border. The municipality 
Wegberg, adjacent to our municipality, and member of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-
North, is not part of the Administrative District Düsseldorf, but belongs to the 
Administrative District Cologne. The border is almost as strong as the German-Dutch 
border”. 
 Another interviewee, a civil servant representing the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
Innovation, Digitalisation and Energy of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia, stressed 
(cf. interview 51 2016): “Most border regions are characterized by their rural character. 
That also applies to our border regions adjacent to Hesse and Lower Saxony. In the 
border region between North Rhine-Westphalia and Hesse many criticize that too little 
attention is paid to the ‘border’ area. With the Netherlands there are connections as 
part of European cooperation and projects. We often know more about what happens 
in the Netherlands than in Hesse or Lower Saxony. My picture is therefore that 
cooperation with the Netherlands is stronger than with other neighbouring states”. 
 According to one of the interviewees from one of the bigger German cities in the 
region (cf. interview 28 2016), national borders have the advantage—in comparison to 
domestic regional borders—not to be so easily crossed by companies. “We often hear 
that border municipalities close to inland state borders complain that they are getting 
too little commercial properties, what stimulates companies to move to the other side 
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In November, after a long preparation period, I gave a TED talk at TEDxVenlo in front 
of 750 people. I made a plea for more border regions to pay more attention to the 
chances the border offers: a plea to exploit the border as a resource. In my opinion, 
this is an idea worth spreading. Finally, in December I was invited to present my 
study at the Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross border cooperation and 
of the border (e.g., Hesse, Low Saxony). This phenomenon is less visible at the national 
border with the Netherlands. It seems to be easier for a company to move within 
Germany than across national borders”. This seems to suggest that the approach to 
the border as a barrier is considered as rather positive. After all, it allows revenues 
from industrial states to remain within their own country.
7.2.3 Morphological borders
The interviews revealed morphological variation in the border landscape—even 
though morphological elements have not run parallel to political dividing lines—can 
be perceived as barriers to cooperation and consequently act as such.
 The two rivers Meuse and Rhine follow more or less the course of the national 
border and seem to act as an important line defining cooperation across national 
borders. Dutch municipalities located on the east and west of the river Meuse have 
different awareness of Germany. The municipalities on the east-side—which at some 
point during the Vienna Convention (1815) seemed bound to become part of Prussia—, 
are all municipalities adjacent to the national border. In general, spatial policy in those 
municipalities is more focused on cooperation with Germany than in municipalities on 
the west-side of the river. This is remarkable since the piece of land between the 
Meuse and the national border is only a few kilometres (see Section 6.1, the ‘cannonball 
border’). The Meuse, which can only be crossed by a bridge at a few points, seems to 
serve as an additional and advanced border to Germany. 
 In contrast, the municipalities on the west-side of the Meuse are generally 
characterized by their large agricultural surface and maintain an inland focus as a 
result of both the rural character of the municipalities on the west-side and the 
presence of the river Meuse as the eastern border—except that the inland focus is 
triggered by subsidies from The Hague. Moreover, this does not mean there are no 
projects running between the municipalities on the west-side of the river and German 
institutions. The cooperation is less intensive, however, than between the eastern 
Meuse municipalities and the German side. As one of the representatives of the 
western ‘Meuse’ municipalities clearly summarize: “We are on board, but not very 
intensively” (cf. interview 25 2015).
 On the German side of the border, the piece of land between the national border 
and the river Rhine—commonly known as the Lower Rhine area—, covers a much 
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Mobility of the University of Maastricht. All in all, I could characterize my Autumn of 
2017 as a series of presentations for very varied audiences.
larger territory. It is a piece of land with an average diameter of 35 kilometres. On the 
German side, the municipalities adjacent to the national border and the larger cities in 
the region are focused on cooperation with the Netherlands too. Meanwhile, 
municipalities in ‘the second line’ are less so. Moreover, the regulatory German 
planning system ensures that many municipalities and counties focus on the capital of 
the parent government, which means that their focus is very much on Düsseldorf. 
Besides, German municipalities’ dependence on capital is enormous since capital 
determines how much industrial area may be constructed, thus indirectly providing 
municipal tax income.
 At the same time, it appears that on the German side the Rhine also acts as a 
barrier in people’s minds. One of the German interviewees explained (cf. interview 28 
2016): “I was born and raised in Rheinhausen, on the west-side of the Rhine. Not far 
away from the border to the Netherlands. I have friends from the Netherlands. For 
example, in Nijmegen. For me the Rhine on the east-side and the adjacent ‘Bergisches 
Land’ is a stronger border than the national border to the Netherlands”.
 Whereas the Meuse and Rhine serve as dividing lines between two areas, the 
large surface of nature running along the national border feeds contradictory behaviour 
among planners and policymakers in border municipalities. For one municipality the 
rather morphological border is a reason to cooperate in the field of nature development 
and conservation and leisure; for other municipalities, the large area of nature mainly 
acts as a buffer between the two countries. A piece of no man’s land that justifies 
passivity. 
 It is striking to realize how many interviewees plea for a more thematic approach 
based on spatial elements in the border landscape. An approach in which action 
should be based on a shared problem and not on administrative borders. The fact that 
many respondents favour a thematic approach indirectly emphasizes that cooperation 
across national borders is perceived as relevant particularly when there is a shared 
problem. Moreover, due to the more sectorally organized German planning system, 
such an approach would probably be a better fit for the German system. Spatial 
planning as an integral and comprehensive approach is less self-evident in Germany 
than it is in the Netherlands (see Section 5.2). Taking the border as a starting-point 
several common spatial themes seem to be present, such as nature conservation and 
development, water management, infrastructure and leisure. However, societal 
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December 2017: a cross-border vision 
On thr 8th of December I presented the final version of the Spatial Development 
Perspective for the borderland. The Perspective can be regarded as the practical 
product of the explorative design process. It concerns, however, no endpoint, but 
rather a starting point for a more intensive collaboration in the future. It should be 
seen as a guide for the region. I am very curious about what will happen. Will the 
phenomena such as demographic decline are also strongly connected to the presence 
of the border. Cooperation at the level of North-, Central- and South-Limburg on the 
Dutch side is very pragmatical. A thematic demarcation, however, could be a useful 
alternative to simultaneously define new borders. In any case, there seems to be a 
shared awareness about regional or provincial borders not always running parallel to 
thematic borders—neither does the national border.
 The advice of a Dutch interviewee to address the German planning system would 
be (cf. interview 24 2015): “To work especially thematically because the German 
system is not so integrally organized. Civil servants have really sectoral delineated 
tasks (German: Fachbereiche). For example: demography, economy or traffic”. Another 
German interviewee also emphasized the rather sectoral approach in North 
Rhine-Westphalia (cf. interview 51 2016): “Here in Germany the conceptual approach to 
spatial planning is rather English, since the strong focus on land use. I am responsible 
for and can influence land use up to a piece of territory that is of one-meter distance 
from the border. I can influence and even determine whether there is urban land use 
or nature. I am not able to do that one meter beyond the border. Reality, however, is 
different. Traffic flows, the Rhine flows, crime is transboundary, atomic power influence 
neighbouring countries. These sectoral themes are handled by our Europe Ministry 
here in Düsseldorf. If we would enter the region much more projects become visible. 
For example, the bus connection from Aachen to Maastricht. We do not notice all 
cross-border actions in our department. Spatial planning is not able to arrange and 
structure everything. The fact that spatial planning stops at the border does not mean 
that nothing happens in the regions”.
 That sectoral interests are often a reason for cooperation—whether or not across 
national borders—is illustrated by the following quotes. An interviewee representing a 
Dutch rural municipality said (cf. interview 25 2015): “As far as I know, there is no 
structural cooperation between representatives of our municipality and German 
municipalities. However, the mayor of this municipality has connections on the German 
side via the rural networks in which he is represented”. Another interviewee from a 
German municipality said (cf. interview 22 2015): “The German municipality Brüggen is 
mainly focused on the cooperation with the Dutch municipality Beesel. I have the idea 
that the cross-border interests of the city of Roermond are not so strong. Roermond is 
mainly focused on their own features. In particular, Roermond wants to attract visitors 
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region continue the process that I have instigated? Anyway, the time has come for me 
to devote as much time as possible to write my doctoral dissertation.
for the outlet centre”. The interviewee seemed to suggest that, should a municipality 
be primarily focused on retail, cooperation across borders will be less self-evident, for 
retail is closely linked to visitor streams and competitiveness with neighbouring cities. 
 Another Dutch interviewee (cf. interview 35 2016) said: “North-Limburg is actually 
very diverse regarding its space. A remarkable region actually. The municipality where 
I work for has no thematic connection with the municipality Beesel for example. 
Meanwhile, we do have a connection with the municipality Deurne, part of the province 
of North Brabant. Furthermore, since we are not directly located at the national border 
the cross-border connection is rather weak. However, on a number of themes it could 
be relevant to work together, for example on topics like water, nature and safety”.
7.2.4 Borders of projects
The Dutch-German cooperation in recent decades has been highly characterized by 
INTERREG projects. Many cross-border initiatives have originated with the help of 
INTERREG funds. These projects have been stimulating cooperation—although not so 
much among spatial planners. Experiences with this fund vary from a them having a 
catalysing role to them having a demotivating role. For one organization, they 
constitute a welcome contribution to start a project, for the other they represent the 
reason to start thinking about cross-border projects. Bureaucracy is inextricably linked 
to INTERREG (see, among others, Van der Giessen 2014). Furthermore, what is striking 
is the strong focus on borders as barriers in the INTERREG cooperation program Neth-
erlands-Germany 2014-2020 (Joint INTERREG-Secretariat 2015). By way of illustration, 
the indicator of cross-border projects focusing on socio-cultural and territorial 
cohesion is “the perception of the Dutch-German border as a barrier” (2015: 20).
 Many cross-border spatial development initiatives have already been discussed 
in Section 6.4. The examples show the many different spatial arrangements that have 
been built by many different actors and related to many different spatial themes. 
Membership to a euroregion determines to a large extent which cross-border subsidies 
a locality can apply for. At the same time, however, euroregions also create external 
borders and new borderlands even within the Euroregion. The consequence is that 
members in the borderland opt to become members of multiple euroregions. For 
example, the Dutch ‘border’ municipalities Bergen and Gennep are members of both 
the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North and the Euroregion Rhine-Waal. 
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April 2018: nominated for an award
A few weeks ago, I was informed that I am one of three finalists of the ‘Young 
Professional of the Year Award’ in Venlo. This is a prize awarded to an up-and-coming 
talent. At such moments I feel particular grateful to my supervisors and employer. 
They have given me the freedom to develop myself and now I am considered for 
The experiences of INTERREG are varying, as evidenced by the following citations. One of 
the interviewees from a German municipality (cf. interview 31 2016) put it this way: 
“I have been involved in a number of projects, which have never become concrete. Other 
projects which have been realized I never heard anything about it again”. The interviewee 
continued: “INTERREG is characterized by many projects, and a lack of concreteness. 
Often with no result. A bureaucratic and inefficient system. The principles of INTERREG, 
in general are very good. The project applications, however, are very bureaucratic”. 
 Another criticism is that a project’s approval depends on the funders’ own agenda. 
An interviewee from the Dutch national level (cf. interview 53 2016) explained: “Every 
province has its own coalition agreement, and tries to push their policies through. 
They allow this to be considered for INTERREG applications. Officially, that is not 
allowed. The provincial policy is in fact leading in INTERREG applications. That does 
not really facilitate an application”. Another interviewee from a Dutch municipality (cf. 
interview 35 2016) said: “One of our project applications has not been approved. The 
province of Limburg played a crucial role in this. They seem to be a second assessment 
layer. Although our project accommodated all the INTERREG requirements, the 
province wanted to have their requirements incorporated. Since the province is such a 
bottleneck, we have decided that we won’t apply for a new project in the near future”. 
This insight fits the findings of Van der Giessen (2014): “Each authority involved has its 
own priorities and strategies that cross-border cooperation has to fit with, otherwise 
those authorities will find it difficult to be involved in the programme, especially when 
co-financing is required”.
 Since the spatial policy of the authorities funding the Dutch-German INTERREG 
projects (as outlined in Chapter 5 and 6) is barely aimed at exploiting the border as a 
resource, no project is based on an approach that sees the border as a resource— 
in which attention is paid to spatial differences between both sides of the border as a 
possible opportunity. The perception of the border as a barrier in national and regional 
spatial policy is the approach of INTERREG projects.
 The resources provided by INTERREG funds, however, have also spurred many 
positive developments in cross-border regions. A Dutch interviewee (cf. interview 30 
2016) argued that organizations learn a lot from each other. Another interviewee 
working for a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 35 2016) said: “It has been very 
instructive to be part of an intermunicipal cooperation with German municipalities. 
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a prize. Although I did not win the prize, it was still a great honor to have been 
nominated at all.
Due to this cooperation, we developed a structural cooperation with one of the German 
municipalities in the project. Since then we discuss more and more topics across 
borders, without the support of INTERREG. The fund has obviously been a perfect 
trigger to instigate the cooperation”. 
7.2.5 The borders of a system
Finally, also planning systems do have their borders. Each country has its own spatial 
planning system and a corresponding culture (which already became clear in Chapter 5). 
This section presents a number of cross-border experiences caused by the differences 
in planning systems. The most frequently mentioned difference between the two 
cultures is the difference in hierarchy both between and within public bodies. Whereas 
horizontal cooperation between different authorities is rather common on the Dutch 
side; on the German side the relations between authorities can be classified as rather 
vertical. Also, the relations between individuals and departments within public bodies 
are rather vertical on the German side when compared to the Dutch side of the border. 
These differences are highlighted by a number of citations. In general, the rather 
vertical cooperation on the German side does not stimulate cooperation across 
national borders. It strengthens the territorial approach on borders. On the other  side, 
the rather horizontal approach on the Dutch side only creates horizontal cooperation 
on a domestic level.
A civil servant at a Dutch municipality said: “On the Dutch side civil services 
experience much freedom. After a plan has been conceptualized, it is submitted 
to the alderman. This also means that Dutch civil servants can start collaborating with 
German stakeholders without any mandate. German civil servants, on the other hand, 
will only start cooperating if the boss orders to do so” (cf. interview 18 2015).
 The same interviewee argued: “For my previous employer, I organized a 
number of cross-border meetings in the context of the Natura2000 policy. We 
discussed, among other things, the swine fever. Then you discover that in Germany 
other government tiers are responsible for this topic than on the Dutch side 
(national government responsibility). On the German side, the counties seemed to 
be responsible. So, you have to go two levels deeper than the state level. So, you 
have to get started to get the right people round the table. That has been an eye 
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May 2018: action in response to my study?
A few months ago, the members of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North agreed to 
change the committee’s structure of the cross-border institution. As of 2018, different 
committees will be established, each charged with a topic such as spatial planning. A 
coincidence? All I can say is that, to a certain extent, I have contributed to prioritize 
spatial planning in this Euroregion. 
opener. We have therefore quickly adapted our scripts for cross-border cooperation” 
(cf. interview 18 2015).
 A German member of parliament from North Rhine-Westphalia argued: “If a 
German municipality aims to realize a plan, it needs to fit within the regional and 
national frameworks. The municipality always needs a confirmation before it can 
start implementing an initiative. In the Netherlands local and regional authorities 
experience much more freedom caused by a process of decentralization in recent 
decades” (cf. interview 23 2015).
 The same interviewee explains: ‘’The cross-border cooperation between Venlo 
and Nettetal started around 50 years ago. On the Dutch side, the municipality is 
often represented by the alderman (wethouder). On the German side, the alderman 
(German: Beigeordnete) is politically elected by the city council. They do not 
function as an alderman with their own portfolio as in the Netherlands. Moreover, 
on the Dutch side the mayor has no decision-making power, in comparison to a 
German mayor. In Germany, the mayor is the manager of its civil servants. The mayor 
decides how things go, also if an alderman does not agree. In the neighbouring 
state Hesse things are organized different. That system is much more comparable 
to the Dutch political system” (cf. interview 23 2015). 
 A representative of a cross-border region said: “On the Dutch side of the 
border, a civil servant has the freedom to proactively initiate new ideas without 
the direct control of the mayor. Officials do more on their own initiative in the 
Netherlands. Afterwards, plans are presented to the management. The German 
side is characterized by a top-down approach. An official will first ask the mayor if 
something has priority” (cf. interview 33 2016).
 The same interviewee argued: “What you also see clearly on the German side 
is the Chamber of Industry and Commerce (German: Industrie- und Handelskammer) 
that has its own spatial planning department. They comment on plans, try to exert 
influence. They therefore determine indirectly what, for example, also ends up in 
the Regional Plan. They have a bigger role if I expected before I started working 
here. They do have strong influence” (cf. interview 33 2016).
 A representative of a German municipality stressed: “I cannot imagine that 
the Prussian Administrative District Düsseldorf will develop a spatial plan together 
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The first meeting of the ‘Committee Spatial Planning, Mobility, the Environment and 
Energy’ took place on the 3rd of May in the City Hall of the County of Viersen. 
Although not all members of the Euroregion sent a representative—partly due to the 
recent municipal elections in the Netherlands—, almost thirty people joined. The 
Euroregion invited me to give a presentation to emphasize the practical recommen-
dations that my research laid bare. Although most of the attendees had already been 
with the Netherlands”. To this I asked: “Why not?” Interviewee: “Do you know the 
building of the Administrative District in Düsseldorf?
 Cecilienallee 2. Please take a look at the plenary room over there. And look at 
the arrangement of the chairs and people. That is really an old castle. A Prussian 
castle. They decide how things go” (cf. interview 44 2016).
 The same interviewee argued: “The local spatial development plan (Flächen-
nützungsplan) has not been renewed for a long time. That takes a lot of time. 
Moreover, some modifications are often sufficient. Officially the spatial development 
plan needs to be renewed every 15 years. We omitted to renew the plan twice. 
As long as the Administrative District Düsseldorf does not order us to do so, nothing 
will happen. Moreover, there is no reason to renew the plan. It is a regulative plan. 
We have a lot of nature and landscape areas” (cf. interview 44 2016).
Although both planning systems have been outlined in Chapter 5, these citations present 
on the one hand the consequences and expressions of different planning systems 
in practice, and on the other hand the influence of different political systems on spatial 
planning. That differences in national planning systems can hinder cross-border 
cooperation is evident from the following quotations. One of the interviewees from a 
Dutch municipality (cf. interview 30 2016) explained that a German municipality directly 
across the border was looking for more space for businesses and industries. “We told 
them that on our side of the border enough space was available. The German municipality 
was not allowed by the government in Düsseldorf to expand its industrial sights. 
An industrial sight in a neighbouring German municipality required that only aviation 
related companies were welcome. Unfortunately, on our side of the border, companies 
could not be accommodated as well. That would not fit the Spatial Development Plan 
developed by the province of Limburg. New developments were not allowed. Although 
the good intentions to work together across borders, we did not succeed”. 
 Another example is related to the protection of geese. One of the interviewees 
from a Dutch municipality explained (cf. interview 18 2015): “At the European level 
geese are protected. The German side of the border in the Lower Rhine area was 
designated as Natura2000 area. On the Dutch side, however, it was allowed to hunt 
the geese. Not on the German side. That resulted in much misunderstanding why it 
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involved in the collaborative borderscaping process and already received a copy of the 
Spatial Development Perspective, this presentation offered me another opportunity 
to exhort the Committee’s members to take further action.
was allowed in the Netherlands and not in Germany. The national border was essential 
for the geese, although they didn’t know of course”.
 Not only national planning systems meet at the border but European spatial 
policies do not craft one consistent policy in Europe. The same Dutch interviewee (cf. 
interview 18 2015) explained: “European policies are implemented at the national level 
by each European member state on an individual basis. Whether it concerns Natura2000, 
emissions standards or nitrate, each country deals with policies in its own way because 
these policies diverge at national level. Although, differences in implementation of 
European policies becomes visible at the border, in border regions there is barely no 
communication and cooperation on European policies. As a consequence, the interests 
of border regions remain underexposed in national policy. Both the European Union 
and border regions itself realize the importance of cooperation across borders, on the 
other hand, national government does not”.  
 Many interviewees mentioned differences in spatial planning systems and between 
administrative-political systems as one of the main obstacles for cross-border cooperation. 
Depending on who is on power, cross-border cooperation can be squeezed into the 
agenda. On both sides, politicians want to achieve success in a short period of time; a 
short-term ambition that does not contribute to sustainable cooperation across 
borders. Other factors that influence cross-border cooperation are the elections that 
take place at different levels on different moments in time. Also, the different respon-
sibilities of city councils and parliaments at different authority levels render the 
collaboration even more complicated. Examples which are often referred to are: the 
different role of the mayor, the consequences of the installation or the resign of a 
mayor or alderman, the involvement of local members of parliament in participative 
processes; and differences in informal practices of regional cooperation. 
7.3  A need for a framework 
A synopsis of the interviews suggests—in line with the findings from Eker and Van 
Houtum (2013)—that there is an ubiquitous feeling of urgency for an improved 
structure in cross-border spatial planning. The criticism is focused on the few existing 
outdated structures, the rather small cross-border network that depends on a group 
of individuals, and the lack of knowledge about the planning system and spatial 
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June 2018: a festive gathering in Nordhorn 
A nice ending to the action process so far: I gave a presentation for a large and 
important audience on the 6th of June in Nordhorn as part of the 50th anniversary of 
the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning. This was a festivity that brought 
together many members from the Dutch-German network—including the Minister of 
North Rhine-Westphalia and a State Secretary from Lower Saxony. Earlier in this 
development on the other side of the border. A clear framework for cross-border 
spatial planning in the Dutch-German borderland is missing.
 The interviews revealed that there is a need for a cross-border spatial vision and 
more structured cooperation that does not merely depend on INTERREG funds, 
political uncertainty and a small group of enthusiastic individuals. Many interviewees 
argued that anchoring cross-border spatial planning in public authorities’ planning 
policies could be an important step in the right direction. This would partly disengage 
cross-border issues from politics. One of the interviewees, a member of the parliament 
in North Rhine-Westphalia (cf. interview 23 2015) explained the pitfalls of being 
politically dependent: “Let’s assume that on the Dutch side, someone from the Chris-
tian-Democratic party is responsible for spatial planning and on the German side 
someone from the Socialist Party. In that situation it will be more difficult to arrange a 
good collaboration than if two Christian-Democrats are in charge on both sides”. 
Herewith the interviewee emphasizes that, despite governors have to take a 
party-neutral position, the political background can nevertheless play a key role in 
cross-border contacts.
 As the following quotations reveal, the need for a (revised) framework for cross- 
border spatial planning has been brought forward several times:
A civil servant of a German municipality stressed: “There is an urgent need for a 
guild at the regional level in order to support stakeholders to instigate spatial 
plans and projects” (cf. interview 22 2015).
A civil servant representing one of the bigger German cities in the region explained: 
“The state North Rhine-Westphalia and the Netherlands are on speaking terms. 
This takes place, in particular on an abstract level, between the governments of 
both states. In order to become more concrete, as well on the regional level 
cooperation and consultation should take place. The euroregion could play an 
important role in this. The euroregion is the only cross-border institution at the 
moment. They have a board and a number of committees” (cf. interview 28 2016).
 A civil servant representing one of the Ministries of North Rhine-Westphalia 
said: “In the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning, we often ask ourselves 
the question what we actually should and can do. According to law, we cannot 
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research, the interviews revealed that the Committee can use a good impulse to 
intensify the collaboration. Will I be able to encourage the Committee’s members to 
intensify and possibly also innovate the collaboration?
compose a joint spatial development plan. The exchange of spatially relevant 
information is running smooth. What else can we do? Organizing symposia for 
example. That costs a lot of time and preparation” (cf. interview 51 2016).
Should there be a spatial governance arrangement such as a cross-border committee 
on spatial planning on the regional level, it would be able to tackle the following spatial 
issue. One of the interviewees from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 17 2015) 
explained: “At a certain location in Venlo, a retail establishment is located almost at 
the border. This shop would like to expand its businesses. On the Dutch side, following 
the municipal spatial development plan, this would not be possible. The expansion of 
the shop would compete with other supermarkets in the surroundings. For that reason, 
the owner of the shop approached the municipality on the other side of the border to 
explore if expansion would be possible on the German side. Fortunately, the German 
municipality contacted us to discuss this issue. They agreed on our point of view. They 
more or less had the same interests, i.e. no expanded shop on the border that 
competes with our inner city. But, what if they would have allowed it? Then we would 
have had a problem since the consequences would be the same, whether the shop 
would expand on the Dutch or the German side”. 
7.3.1 A lack of knowledge
An requirement for structural cross-border cooperation is mutual insights into each 
other’s planning systems, spatial data, planning cultures, spatial developments, 
spatial policies and legislations. Although the existence of organizations as Eurostat—
the statistical office of the EU since 1953—and the intensified cooperation in recent 
years between the statistical agencies in the Netherlands (CBS) and North Rhine- 
Westphalia (IT.NRW), such data hardly reaches planners and policymakers in border 
regions. An exception is the bilingual brochure ‘Spatial knowledge about the 
neighbouring planning system is sufficient: can knowledge about spatial and social 
issues developments in Germany / the Netherlands: what can I do?’, issued by the 
Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning (2015).111 This document provides 
information about formal cross-border opportunities within spatial planning, such as 
the possibilities to submit a notice of objection.
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July 2018: an epilogue
An important feature of action research is the mutually constitutive relationship 
between research and practice: research influences practice and practice influences 
research. Moreover, research is not the only thing that develops during practice but 
the researcher does too. My active participation in the region has resulted in the 
person I am now. Thanks to the many formal and informal conversations, the 
The interviews revealed that without any basic knowledge about the other side of the 
border, there is much more reticence to seek cooperation across borders. One of the 
interviewees representing a Dutch regional body (cf. interview 48 2016) said: “The 
spatial planning system of Germany is unknown for most planners and policymakers 
in border regions. And as long you are not familiar with the system, you will probably 
not cross the border quite often”. Knowledge should thus be regarded as a pull factor 
that can help to overcome the threshold of indifference (Van der Velde and Van Houtum 
2004).
 Another interviewee from a Dutch municipality (cf. interview 17 2015) emphasized 
the importance of available data since societal developments do not stop at borders 
anymore. “In the past, we only focused on our own municipal territory. Only for 
infrastructure or water policy it was relevant to look across borders. Nowadays, 
planning has become much more comprehensive. Because the border remains a 
barrier, however, only for a few things municipalities really work across borders. 
Working together on spatial issues is not self-evident. We often have no idea what is 
going on the other side. I have heard, for example, about the Energy Transition in 
Germany (German: Energiewende), but I have no idea what it exactly includes”.
 The interviews showed that most planners and policymakers have a hard time 
adopting a different perspective, i.e. a cross-border or foreign one. Lack of knowledge 
begets a lack of empathy for the neighbouring country. As one of the Dutch interviewees 
stressed (cf. interview 18 2015): “You need to know what is going on the other side of 
the border. It is all about their perception and their starting-point for reasoning”. Yet 
there are only a few people who take the initiative to get to get acquainted with the 
other side of the border. At the moment, there is no single public authority in the region 
under study that educates its employees with the necessary knowledge to be able to 
cooperate across borders in the field of spatial planning. 
7.3.2 Depending on individuals
The fragile cross-border network of people underlies the absence of a permanent 
cross-border spatial governance structure. Where networks of active individuals 
seeking cross-border cooperation are small, networks of cross-border planners are 
much smaller. This brings a number of advantages and disadvantages. On the one 
hand people in the network get the chance to build up a close relation based on trust. 
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organization of the design ateliers and the many presentations I gave both inside the 
cross-border region and beyond, I expanded my cross-border network and strengthened 
my cross-border skills.
However, the interviews revealed that strong relationships of trust do not apply to the 
network of cross-border spatial planners, partly as a result of the low intensity of 
meetings and activities. Due to the fickle political climate and a lack of structural 
resources for cross-border cooperation, however, it is difficult to establish sustainable 
cross-border relationships. In most of the cases when someone leaves the network, it 
is uncertain whether they will be replaced by someone else. And, even when it 
happens, it could take a long time to build up a relationship to the point at which the 
previous person left it. In this way, elections can both have positive and negative 
effects. A mayor, alderman or councillor who is strongly focused on spatial cooperation 
with the neighbouring country can suddenly leave—the opposite is certainly also 
possible. The following quotations—derived from my interviews—emphasize the 
importance of individuals in the network, thus laying bare the vulnerability of such a 
structure: 
A member of parliament from North Rhine-Westphalia explained: “The state North 
Rhine-Westphalia is a partner of the Benelux since 2010. In my opinion the 
partnership is of huge importance. The relation has been set up, among others, by 
the former Prime Minister Rüttgers (CDU), someone who paid a lot of attention to 
the old European core, including the Benelux countries. Unfortunately, the current 
government (2012-2017) is less focused on the cooperation with its neighbouring 
countries, caused by a number of ministers who have the mentality from the Ruhr 
Area. The social-democrats are highly represented in the Ruhr Area. Rüttgers was 
coming from the region Cologne. A region that is more focussed on the role of 
Europe. So, it really depends on individuals” (cf. interview 23 2015).
 The same interviewee argued: “A few decades ago, the cities of Venlo, 
Nettetal and Tegelen decided to develop the industrial site, referred to as ‘VeNeTe’. 
A promising plan just across the border in Germany. For a certain reason the city 
of Venlo suddenly decided to focus on developments on the west-side of the city. 
Still, I don’t understand why it has not been ‘and and’ instead of ‘if if’. I think it was 
caused by certain individuals. When the covenant was signed between the three 
cities, there was an alderman in Venlo who maintained good relationships in 
Germany. The alderman really aimed to realize this cross-border spatial plan. A 
few years later the alderman left. Nothing happened since then. The contacts the 
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The action process showed me that the improvement of a situation in the practice 
does not happen autonomously. Years of effort and perseverance are necessary and, in 
the end, the practical improvements are rather small. Yet, there is hope for further 
progress. Such enhancements will however only be possible if the mutual interest of 
cooperation is recognized by both Dutch and German stakeholders. The pressing 
question is: who should take the initiative? Is it the Dutch-German Committee for 
alderman had across the border disappeared. This example explicates that it 
really depends on individuals” (cf. interview 23 2015).
 A civil servant representing one of the bigger German cities in the region 
explained: “In the past the cross-border contacts were very intense. However, the 
person in our organization who played an important role in the cross-border 
network changed jobs. As a consequence, the contacts across the border are less 
present at the moment. It really depends on individuals” (cf. interview 28 2016).
 A civil servant representing a Dutch municipality adjacent to the border 
clarified: “A few years ago cross-border cooperation was not very intense. Caused 
by the installation of a new mayor, contacts with Germany have been reconsidered 
in recent years. The mayor was surprised about the non-existing contacts to 
German authorities. However, a new mayor meant new opportunities! Now there 
is an intensive cooperation. The mayors on both sides of the border meet 
approximately six times a year” (cf. interview 30 2016).
 A representative of a cross-border region explained: “A cross-border spatial 
initiative that is running smoothly, is guided by someone who really acts as the 
owner of the initiative. This person feels responsible. It depends on people, which 
makes the network fragile at the same time” (cf. interview 33 2016).
 A civil servant representing a Dutch municipality clarifies: “I did not grow up 
in this region. When I started working here a few years ago, I became more 
interested in the borderland. This has been caused by a number of colleagues 
who are enthusiastic about the borderland. They tell amazing stories about the 
region. That has been a trigger for me to investigate the cross-border region 
myself” (cf. interview 39 2016).
 A civil servant representing one of the Ministries of North Rhine-Westphalia 
argued: “The Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning is less active than in 
the past due to personal changes. To be clear, I only speak about the Subcommittee 
South. A very active colleague at the Dutch side changed jobs. On the German 
side, we are concerned with our own plans at the moment. That also applies to 
me. When more capacity is released, the cooperation could be intensified in the 
future” (cf. interview 51 2016).
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Spatial Planning, the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North or one of its committees; or should 
it be the regional authorities on both sides of the border? The future will show 
whether sufficient ownership has been created among the parties involved.
Finally, not only the incorporation and departure of individuals to the cross-border 
network can be very confusing for stakeholders on the other side of the border; the 
change of existing governance structures can be very confusing too, particularly if 
such changes occur regularly. Several interviewees refer to the changing structure of 
Greenport Venlo.112 One of the interviewees from a German municipality (cf. interview 
27 2016) stressed: “We are in particular focussed on the region Venlo. However, for us 
it often is very difficult to understand how structures and governance arrangements 
are organized on the Dutch side of the border. Moreover, the structures change a lot. 
Something we are not informed about in the newspapers. Especially the structure of 
Greenport Venlo has changed many times in recent years. Not only the structure, but 
accordingly also the people involved. Especially because the cross-border cooperation 
depends on individuals, structure and stability is important”. 
7.4  Conclusions
This chapter could be summarized as the chapter of multiple paradoxes. Paradoxes 
which simultaneously exist in the borderland and influence the perception people 
have of the border. It is not only the Janus-face character that becomes clearly visible 
in the borderland, reifying the paradox between either securitization and globalisation 
or closed and open borders (Van Houtum 2012). Perceptions along the borderland are 
characterized by a constant struggle between the border as a barrier and the border 
as a resource; between dependency on the national government and self-reliance; 
between willingness and decision power; between the ‘open space’ along the border 
as connector and as legitimization for passivity. There is, of course, within the EU 
context, the paradox of INTERREG as both a catalyst and a deterrent.
 These recurring paradoxes are the result of the systematic examination of border 
interviews and the key narratives that I identified in them as well as the narrative 
clusters in which I categorized them. This is a multifarious palette of perceptions, 
ideas, stories and actions along the border landscape that shows how the border is a 
social construct that depends on interpretation and narration. Although today 
borderlanders are able to cross the border without submitting themselves to any 
control, the border still plays an active role in people’s minds and daily lives. Relating 
this to the academic debate on the conceptual approach to borders, on an individual 
level, several planners and policymakers are keen to explore and exploit the border as 
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One of the first things I found as in the first stages of this study was that relatively 
small successes are celebrated as great achievements. In conformity with this lovely 
tradition, I have decided to celebrate this small success as a great achievement too.
a resource. This approach has not yet been translated to the common level of the 
region. In particular, from a spatial planning policy perspective, the border acts as the 
end of the nation state, which is in harmony with the findings of Van Houtum, Van der 
Bruggen, Jacobs and Van der Giessen (2013). In particular, the unfamiliarity with the 
other side of the border (Van der Velde and Van Houtum 2004), particularly with its 
spatial developments, system and legislation, seem to play an important role in the 
passivity towards the neighbouring country. Increasing knowledge about these 
aspects can contribute to reduce the threshold to cross the border.
 The exploitation of spatial differences across borders as an opportunity has up 
until now not been the starting-point of a cross-border spatial policy. It has been 
proven that an open border does not automatically reflect in people’s openness. Due 
to the regulatory nature of the German planning system, the German planner at 
regional or local level does not even consider cross-border cooperation in the field of 
spatial planning. In general, German planners feel restricted to their own state-oriented 
planning system. The Dutch planner, in contrast, seems to experience all the freedom 
to discover new spatial arrangements of cooperation, but at the same time new 
domestic governance arrangements seem to allow the municipal and regional bodies 
to close their eyes to the neighbouring country. A mutual feeling of urgency seems to 
be lacking. Yet the interviews present that the real willingness and political power to 
cooperate across borders is lacking. What remains is a small cross-border network 
that is dedicated to spatial planning issues. 
 Despite the lack of cooperation at the moment, my interviews have shown that 
there is a pressing need for intensified cooperation in the field of spatial planning. 
Planners and policymakers agree that spatial structures do not stop at the national 
border. Many, however, remain stuck in the legal impossibilities that cripple their 
otherwise more ambitious planning perspectives. At the same time, most planners are 
stuck in a vicious circle: on the one hand, they wait for increased cross-border mobility 
to create an urgency for joint policy; yet, on the other hand, they expect cross-border 
mobility to increase without any policy intervention. The question remains: will the 
region as a whole be able to explore the border as a starting-point for spatial planning 
and design?
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8.  New imaginaries for the border landscape 
As a following step in this action research, this chapter illuminates the process of 
bringing people together in order to persuade them to jointly explore and draw a 
spatial development perspective on the future of the borderland. It includes a series of 
design ateliers which took place in early 2017. This amounts to an exploration of the 
border as a resource, an approach in planning practice that, according to Mark Eker 
and Henk van Houtum (2013), is very much needed. Anna Grichting has also stressed 
the importance of such a practical approach to the borderlands (2015: 112): 
“The CGLab113 proposes a number of instruments and actions to implement and 
communicate this vision. Amongst these, two modes of actions are proposed: 
Instrumental Actions through thematic workshops, action plans, and stakeholder 
meetings and Communicative Actions by means of ephemeral events that enact the 
visions and suggest the possible future transformations of the Buffer Zone”. The 
design ateliers that are part of this study can be seen as thematic workshops, created 
and shaped contexts meant to explore a new method in the borderland. This 
borderscaping method could be applied to other borderlands in the future and, 
therefore, my aim has been to make it replicable or demonstrable through either 
argument or analysis.
 This chapter first outlines the conceptual conditions retrieved from the academic 
debate on borderscapes—which have considerably influenced the method that I have 
followed. The next section provides a detailed description of the method, whose 
objective is to uncover multiple imaginations for the borderland. It includes a 
step-by-step description of how the design ateliers were developed and carried out. 
Thereafter, the cartographic and textual findings of the borderscaping process are 
presented in Section 8.3. This section concerns the collaboratively developed spatial 
design scenarios for the Dutch-German border landscape that could help to re-orient 
current territorial trends. The spatial design scenarios were published in 2017 as part 
of the ‘Design study Lower Rhine Area and North- and Central-Limburg. A future 
spatial development perspective for the Borderland’ (Pijnenburg 2017; henceforth: 
Spatial Development Perspective). Finally, Section 8.4 provides an answer to how 
the collaboratively developed spatial design scenarios for the Dutch-German 
border landscape could be implemented and used by planners and policymakers in 
the future. 
8.1  The bandwidth of transformative possibilities
The idea of this study is to explicitly use the Janus-face of the border as both a barrier 
and resource as starting point for new cross-border strategies and plans (as explained 
already in Chapters 2 and 3). To do this, I will employ the work of Eker and Van Houtum 
(2013, 2015), who have interpreted the two sides of the border as scenarios: the first 
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working towards ‘one cross-border community’ and the second towards ‘a double 
longing’. These scenarios send the spatial development of the borderland in different 
directions. According to Evers (2008), scenarios seek to make sense of the future by 
working out various possibilities along a given story line. This kind of approach is 
especially useful when uncertainties exist about matters that could fundamentally 
change the course of future development. This especially applies to a region in which 
two different political-administrative and planning systems influence the landscape. 
 A complex and dynamic situation influenced by a multiplicity of parties exists in 
national and cross-border spatial policy. Scenarios make such complexity and 
dynamism manageable to a certain extent. Scenarios help to make inventories of the 
present situation, explore social developments, discuss the spatial policy and outline 
several possible or desirable future perspectives. I have already put together an 
inventory in the previous chapters. The exploration of possible future perspectives is 
undertaken in this chapter. By writing scenarios, analysts reflect on the directions that 
certain autonomous developments or actions could take together with their effects 
and knock-on effects while bearing in mind the driving forces which produced them. 
This sets the act of scenario-writing apart from forecasts: the purpose is not to predict 
the future, but to describe a range of possible futures (Ringland 1998; Dammers 2000).
 To be exact, Mark Eker and Henk van Houtum (2013) present in their book 
Borderland the potential changeability of the border landscape (see also Van Houtum 
and Eker 2015). To do this they introduce three scenarios: the autonomous, the 
communitarian and the longing. They asked themselves questions like: “Can a new 
dynamic develop when the border is not seen as the ‘end of the planning area’? The 
aspiration for a uniform area or a playful handling of differences? Which spatial-scenic 
opportunities arise when politics and drafts are geared towards an imaginative work 
with and on differences” As part of this book, Mark Eker explored those three scenarios 
for Flanders—Zeelandic Flanders border landscape (2013: 296-382) and Olga Russel 
applied the same scenarios to Nijmegen—Cleves border landscape (2013: 384-399). 
 This study explores the two most extreme scenarios: the communitarian and the 
longing in which the border is either erased or highly accentuated, thus delimiting the 
full range of development possibilities for the border landscape (Eker and Van Houtum 
2013: 292). The collaborative approach—which distinguishes this study from the 
aforementioned ones—aims to make planners think differently about the borderland. 
For example, if I would have assigned the participants of the design ateliers the 
scenario ‘autonomous development’, they would have been asked to act as they 
always do. That scenario, according to Eker and Van Houtum (2013: 293), sketches 
what the border landscape would look like if policies and EU-funded cross-border 
cooperation programmes remained more or less the same and an integrated 
cross-border spatial plan would remain wishful thinking. If I had led participants to 
explore scenarios of ‘autonomous development’, they would not have been challenged. 
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The purpose of the ateliers, in particular, was to let them think and act differently in 
order to design new imaginaries for the border landscape. Therefore, scenarios of 
autonomous development were purposefully left out of this study.
 Community-based scenarios are based on the borderland as a consistent region 
in which differences on both sides of the border become smaller. It aims at promoting 
regional interest and autonomy, solving inefficiencies and striving for fully integrated 
housing and employment markets. The borders continue to exist, but the differences 
between both sides are largely independent of national characteristics, interests and 
policies (Eker and Van Houtum 2013: 293). Cultural differences however remain 
unchanged. The starting point is the region as a whole based on the homo economicus, 
an anthropomorphic analytical model supposed to focus on the maximization of 
integration and efficiency and the dismantlement of barriers. The border is therefore 
radically removed. The borderland then acts as a new scale including euroregional 
education, its own political system and its own gross euroregional product and media 
(Pijnenburg and Van Houtum 2018: 19).
 In order to explore the scenario longing, I have revised the notion of a bordered 
space of belonging as developed by Van Houtum and Van der Velde (2004) (see also 
Chapter 3). This idea is connected to the importance of belonging somewhere or 
feeling at home in a specific location. The advantages of using the notion of a space of 
belonging is that mental distance between places to both sides of the border might 
explain situations where there is separation in spite of geographically proximity. At the 
very least, it is necessary to explore how planners could be persuaded to be sensitive 
to differences by reaping the benefits that borders produce in abundance: the unknown 
on the other side may be an incentive to exploit opportunities and to cross the border. 
Regional differences in the landscape pose a range of unique design challenges for 
European border landscapes (Eker and Van Houtum 2013: 294). From that perspective, 
division serves as an opportunity. The scenario longing could help to escape the 
homogenising tendencies of cross-border cooperation and engage with differences 
across the border instead.
 Longing-based scenarios build on the cultural, landscape and economic differences 
between the two countries, which are emphasized and sometimes even enhanced. 
This scenario is based on humans as limited beings—as a homo limitus. Instead of 
radically defining the border, the specific qualities of it are emphasized. From this 
perspective, the border is liminal, an edgeland and an interesting land of transition at 
the same time. The idea is then for the border to create a comfortable space of its own 
that uses the spatial differences that it creates as a source of curiosity about the other 
beyond one’s own border (Pijnenburg and Van Houtum 2018). Following Sohn’s (2014) 
distinction between four advantages that the border can take, the design ateliers can 
be considered as an attempt to move participants from taking the border as a 
positional benefit towards a differential or even hybridization benefit. Where positional 
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benefits mainly refer to ones’ contact with the exterior, differential and hybridization 
benefits point to the use of differences that can lead to innovation.
 For a long time, scenarios oriented towards erasing the border have constituted 
the starting point of cross-border cooperation. This tendency has been inspired by a 
notion of the border as a barrier. The policies advocated by such scenarios have 
concerned regional innovation, competitiveness and economic growth; which 
presuppose the erasure of the border. According to Kramsch (2011), cross-border 
economic development (which is almost entirely based on harmonisation, convergence 
and networks) has been the dominant policy objective. However, the more recent 
approach in border studies, known as borderscapes, advocates to explore the border 
from multiple perspectives. 
 Assuming the Janus-face character of the border is helpful to think about border 
redesign scenarios: exploring the two-sidedness of a border by means of design (Van 
Houtum and Eker 2015). This is an approach that values differences in the borderland 
as a potential motive for cross-border mobility. This approach takes into consideration 
not only the socio-spatial attention that is often missing but also the awareness of 
economic and spatial differences. Van Houtum and Ernste (2001) argue that it could be 
more economically prudent to exploit the economic and spatial value of the border as 
marking a difference. Jacobs and Varró (2011) even argue that cross-border development 
plans that ignore the border risk to be ignored by assemblages that require these 
boundaries, such as national policies. The borders are crucial components of a number 
of governance assemblages or, as Sohn argues: “A border becomes an asset when it 
allows one to promote differentials, especially economic ones. Based on the use of the 
function of differentiation, the border constitutes a differential benefit” (2014: 9).
 For clarity, the scenarios that I present in Section 8.3.1 do not demand stakeholders 
to explicitly decide upon one or the other scenario but solely put at their disposal 
various development directions that may derive from a different use of the border in 
the region. Furthermore, the different scenarios do not exclude the possibility that 
elements from multiple scenarios might be complementary and reinforce each other. 
The communitarian scenario might be a convenient point of departure for some 
cross-border issues while the longing-based scenario might be a good starting point 
for others.
8.2  Borderscaping as a method
To explore the different scenarios, I offer a toolbox for collaborative borderscaping as 
a method which responds to the need to methodologically explore the border as a 
starting point in practice (e.g., Brambilla 2012; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Mezzadra 
and Neilson 2013). A method to design on borders and across them. Although the 
borderscapes debate has made an appeal to explore different designs in a cross-border 
context, the practical implementation of such an approach has been lacking so far 
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(except, Grichting 2008; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Buoli 2015). The method that I 
propose in this study (i.e., action research, a border talk, unstructured interviews, 
design ateliers, collaborative scaping, development of a joint spatial perspective, and 
action-oriented recommendations), fits the context of the border, i.e. it goes beyond 
the national context—a limitation that has often been the scale of collaborative 
processes in the past. 
 Although the extensive documentary analysis that I undertook revealed that the 
other side of the border is mostly ignored by spatial plans, the interviews exposed that 
‘the border as an opportunity’ is experienced in practice—although, to be sure, at an 
individual rather than at a structural scale. This experience is related more to daily life 
than to daily work. In order to discover whether spatial planners are capable to 
transform the approach of the border as a starting point into planning practice, I 
organized a number of spatial design ateliers. These provided the opportunity for 
stakeholders to work together towards the production of counter-hegemonic narratives 
about the border. Such a process of collaborative envisioning might induce positive 
rapprochements between the divided communities. In the company of a number of 
Dutch and German urban, graphic and creative designers, both state and non-state 
actors together explored, played with, and visualized the borderland. The ateliers can 
be seen as a catalyst towards a more structural form of cooperation among spatial 
policymakers in the borderland and as such they form the basis of an interactive 
platform. The willingness to think along went beyond my expectations—to such an 
extent that I even had to keep a waiting list for each atelier. 
 Table 26 presents an overview of participants of the design ateliers. Although 
some participants were involved in two or even three ateliers, the overview includes 
only unique participants. The commonality among the participants was that they were 
all concerned to some extent with spatial and regional development in the 
Dutch-German borderland. Due to capacity concerns and the chosen method, I 
decided to accept a maximum of 32 participants per atelier in order to keep it 
manageable—since the number of participants would influence the number of groups, 
moderators and designers needed to guide the process. 
 As part of the action-oriented process, I invited my interviewees to also become 
participants of my cross-border design ateliers. Many of the design atelier participants, 
therefore, were interviewed at an earlier stage of the action research. By repeatedly 
involving the same people in the process, they became involved in the collaborative 
borderscaping process.
 Each atelier addressed a specific topic—which was already collected during the 
interviews as people were asked what spatial challenges the borderland is struggling 
with. By clustering a number of themes I was aimed to endow the ateliers with a 
specific focus. The first atelier addressed themes of infrastructure and urban 
development; the second addressed themes of nature conservation, regional 
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landscapes, culture and identity; and the third addressed themes of regional economy, 
retail and education. 
 The ateliers took place at different locations along the borderland. I selected a 
number of central and easily accessible places in the borderland under study. The 
ateliers therefore took place in Venlo twice (the Netherlands) and Bracht (Germany). 
The first atelier was held in an enormous greenhouse (which fits well with the 
agro-character of the region) on the former World Horticultural Exhibition area in Venlo 
on January 26th, 2017. The second design atelier took place in a business complex in 
the small German village Bracht (municipality Brüggen) on March 9th, 2017.  The third 
atelier was conducted in Venlo on March 30th, 2017, this time at the recently opened 
City Hall of the municipality of Venlo. All the ateliers were hosted in collaboration with 
the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North, the Radboud University Nijmegen and the Fontys 
University of Applied Sciences Venlo. Depending on the location, the municipalities of 
Venlo and Brüggen also participated in the organization of the event. 
Table 26   Overview of participants in the design ateliers I-III.
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Local* 36 19 17
Euroregional/subregional** 17 4 13
Regional*** 8 7 0 1
National**** 4 2 2
Business 6 5 1
Non-profit 4 4 0
Education 12 5 7
In total 87 46 40 1
*  including: municipalities, local economic development boards (German: Wirtschaftsförderungs-
gesellschaften) (including the WFGs)
** including: euregional institutions, German counties (German: Kreise) (including the WFGs), 
county-free cities (German:  
  Kreisfreie Städte (including economic development boards (German: Wirtschaftsförderungs-
gesellschaften)), the state capital, 
  supralocal cooperations such as the Region Venlo and the Regional Mobility Consultation 
 Northern-Limburg
*** including: Dutch provinces, the German Administrative Districts (German: Bezirk), the Dutch  
Water Boards (Dutch: Waterschap)
**** including Dutch Ministries at national level and the Ministries of the state North Rhine-Westphalia
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8.2.1 Design atelier IV – VI
Initially, the third and final design atelier was planned for Thursday 30 March, 2017. 
However, because of the substantial interest in the region, which seems to be a result 
of the action-oriented approach, three more design ateliers have been organized in 
the course of 2017, in which different participants with different backgrounds 
participated. These design ateliers can be considered as additional. Nevertheless, the 
request to organize three more design ateliers suggests that a movement and action 
has been started in the region.
 The first one, took place on May 8 as part of the ‘Crossing Borders Academy’ 
programme organized in the Dutch-German borderland114. A Dutch-German group 
of fifteen students participated in the cross-border design atelier (see Figure 27). 
A second design atelier was organized on July 3, as part of the ‘Shaping the City of 
Venlo’ (Dutch: Stadmakers Venlo), a group of interested citizens who meet once in a 
while to reflect on the future of the city and the surrounding region115. Around 
twenty-five Dutch and German participants together explored the borderland and 
developed a number of new imaginaries (see Figure 28). A third design atelier has 
been organized on August 24, as part of the cross-border INTERREG VA project ‘High 
Potentials Crossing Borders’. A project in the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North run by 
two Dutch and two German universities of applied sciences that connects students 
with all kinds of businesses on the other side of the border. The design atelier was part 
of the introductory project weeks, in which around eighty Dutch and German students 
participated. 
 From both a conceptual and methodological point of view, this second round of 
design ateliers followed the same approach as in the first round (see Section 8.2.3). 
The results of the design ateliers in terms of spatial plans and projects have not been 
included in the Spatial Development Perspective because the development phase had 
already started. In the ‘border talk’ I will further reflect on atelier IV-VI. A remarkable 
aspect that I noticed was the participants’ ability to think with the future as the horizon 
and in an out-of-the-box manner—probably related to the high number of students 
who took part in these ateliers. This advantageous atmosphere created a propitious 
breeding ground for more innovative ideas. The approach of the border as a resource 
seemed to be easier for students to explore, probably because they are much less 
prejudiced than planners and policymakers in the ateliers earlier that year. 
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8.2.2 Preparing the participants
During the organisation of the first design atelier, I realized that a number of steps were 
crucial to prepare participants for it and the ones that would follow. First, they should 
be aware that the cross-border spatial development perspective that they would be 
asked to develop would not acquire legal status—an assurance necessary for regional 
planners and other people to participate at all. Second, they should learn to develop 
and design informal and non-binding plans in a collaborative setting, which is not 
common practice on the German side of the border. Third, most of the participants 
lacked a common knowledge of spatial features and facts prior to the atelier, which I 
expected to increase their difficulty to discuss spatial issues in a design setting. For 
that reason, I developed the Border Atlas (see Section 6.2). Finally, the communication 
strategy was aimed at creating an approachable design context without any constraints. 
It was important to establish a free-thinking space in order to prevent participants 
from becoming stuck in formal planning rules and regulations. 
 As a first step, all participants received ‘the Atlas of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-
North’ (Pijnenburg 2016), in order to get an impression of the current land use and 
insights of the drivers that influence the shape and future of the landscape. The atlas 
provides a cartographic and statistical basis that has been lacking so far. I have 
included a number of those cartographies in the Spatial Development Perspective. 
Figure 27   Impression of the design atelier as part of the ‘Crossing Borders Academy’.
(Source: own figure)
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A second step in the preparation phase involved clarifying the expectations of the 
ateliers and the conditions for participation. These expectations and conditions were 
communicated in the correspondence prior to the ateliers, where  the informal status 
of the initiative was clearly stated as well as the intention of the process as to be a first 
step towards a more intensive cooperation between planners and policymakers across 
borders. Furthermore, the participants were informed about the free-thinking character 
of the ateliers that would allow them to say anything they wanted. Participants were 
also asked to represent the borderland instead of their own organization. I also asked 
participants to keep a positive mindset—which fits the approach to the border as a resource.
Figure 28   Impression of the design atelier as part of the ‘Shaping the City Group’.
(Source: own figure)
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During the preparation phase, language and cultural differences were considered. 
All the communication took place in both Dutch and German. Cultural differences 
influenced the way potential participants were approached. Considering the relatively 
strong hierarchy between the German government tiers,116 I approached potential 
German participants differently than Dutch ones. In general, a Dutch policymaker has 
the freedom to participate in such free-thinking spaces without any internal consultation; 
however, a German policymaker first needs to know what they can expect—what is the 
formal status of the initiative and to what extent they are allowed to contribute to the 
discussion on jurisdictions beyond theirs. 
 During the preparatory phase a number of interesting insights came to light due to 
cultural differences. First, more people in managerial and executive positions participated 
on the German side; while the Dutch side counted with more civil servants. Another 
interesting insight was the moment of registration. In general, Dutch participants enrolled 
in the first few days after they received official invitation. It took a little longer before 
the German participants enrolled for the design ateliers, probably because they first 
wanted to consult within their own organization who would be the most appropriate 
person to participate. Once a German participant had registered, however, it could be 
assumed that they would certainly be present. The number of Dutch absences, by 
contrast, was much higher.117 
8.2.3 Developing a borderscaping method
I needed to develop not only a conceptual basis (by means of different scenarios in 
which the border was explored as a starting-point), but also a methodological basis. 
In preparation for the ateliers, I put together a method that responded to the conceptual 
approach of the border as a resource for the Dutch-German context. This was intended 
not only as a method to collect data but also a tool to generate action. 
 I dug into the scientific literature that discusses criteria for participative methods. 
Innes (2004), for example, refers to conditions for consensus building, Margerum 
(2002) emphasizes the criteria for collaboration processes, Moote, McClaran and 
Chickering (1997) discuss a list with criteria for participatory planning, and Deyle and 
Slotterback (2009) refer to the measuring of participatory planning processes. 
Furthermore, a distinction can be made between conditions that should be considered 
prior to the participation process, observations and measurements during the 
participation process itself, and criteria to measure the success of a participatory 
processes ex-ante. I took the criteria set up by the aforementioned academics as a 
guideline.118 As the convener of the process, I had to decide which aspects I could 
focus on during the collaborative borderscaping process. The criteria that I took as 
guidelines were adapted to my collaborative process in order to fit the Dutch-German 
cross-border context. To measure this process on the basis of assessment criteria 
designed for the national context would lack validity. Besides, this study has aimed to 
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explore a new method in a yet unexplored setting, which means that testing was 
hardly possible. A much more important aspect of this study is its pioneering character, 
i.e. a thorough observation of experimental cross-border policymaking processes just 
to see what happens.
 Throughout the process the concept of ‘spatial quality’ was used as a guideline to 
structure the group thinking process. Although this term has been interpreted 
differently, spatial quality is pursued by planners and policymakers in the Netherlands 
and Germany. In the search for spatial quality, I needed a planning method that 
covered the urban/rural multisided character of the region; an integral approach able 
to empower citizens and to facilitate a networking process that would bring collective 
and individual interests together. 
 The method is based on the process applied in several regional dialogues from 
the early 2000s. Back then, this process yielded ideas that became regularly 
implemented. I gained further inspiration from the model of knowledge creation 
(Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995), the ‘Workbench Spatial Quality’ (developed by Nethur 
and Alterra 2001), the North Rhine-Westphalian initiative ‘die Regionale’ (since 2000) 
and the ‘Agile Scrum method’ (see, among others, Nonaka and Takeuchi 1986). These 
methods offer a collection of tools for developing and following a collaborative 
process. They are also innovative methods that stimulate the designing spirit of the 
participant. The tools, however, have been combined and modified in a manner that 
fits the context of the Dutch-German borderland. Characteristic of all these approaches 
is their research-by-design character, their transdisciplinarity, the interactive ethos, 
regional orientation, and the future-oriented horizon.
 Here is a brief description of the aforementioned approaches. The regional 
dialogue and its application in the region have already been introduced and discussed 
in Section 6.4. A source of inspiration for the regional dialogue was the model of 
knowledge creation developed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995)—also known as the 
SECI-model.119 This model is structured in four distinct steps to connect implicit and 
explicit knowledge by socializing, externalizing, combining and internalizing (Van 
Mansfeld et al. 2003). In their publication Dammers, Verwest, Staffhorst and Verschoor 
(2004), in which the North-Limburg Regional Dialogue is described step by step, the 
SECI-model of Nonaka and Takeuchi has also been discussed. Following their 
explanation, the first step of socializing refers to face-to-face social interaction at the 
beginning of the collaborative process. The contact among the participants is 
important in order to reformulate the problems and challenges for the region. This is 
something that has been underexposed to date in the cross-border context. 
 Knowledge in itself has no concrete direction: it must be placed within a vision. 
This happens during the externalization phase of the process. Divergence and 
convergence of knowledge alternate; brainstorming sessions are followed by reflection 
and adjustment. New project ideas emerge from the brainstorming sessions. In this 
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phase ideas can emerge that already live in the area. In the combination phase, the 
project ideas are imagined. This is when the architect comes in. Finally, the fourth 
phase focusses on the internalisation of ideas by the participants. Imagining the 
project’s ideas plays a major role. In this phase the allocation of initiators is important: 
people who have influence and can turn ideas into concrete practice. 
 In their own words, Panebianco et al. (2006) describe the phases of the regional 
dialogue process as follows:
1. the initiation phase, as the preparation and development of the architecture of 
the process;
2. the atelier, in order to generate innovative and new concepts;
3. the clustering of the results and the presentation of the ideas en projects;
4. the marketplace phase, where the ideas and projects are offered to interest parties.
These phases have also been conducted in this study. The initiation phase was already 
started by analysing spatial plans and reports (see Chapter 5 and 6), carrying out the 
interviews (see Chapter 7), and outlining the method in this section. The atelier 
phase—in which new and innovative imaginaries were generated—as well as the 
clustering of the results and the market place phase will be addressed later in this 
chapter (see Section 8.2.3). 
 Another method for giving substance to spatial quality in regional design 
processes is the workbench method. The spatial quality workbench was developed 
within the framework of Habiforum’s ‘Innovative use of space’ programme (2000). In 
order to get a better grip on the concept of spatial quality, researchers from Nethur and 
Alterra120 developed a framework for analysis in 2001 on behalf of Habiforum and the 
Council for Spatial, Environmental and Nature Research in the Netherlands (Hooimeijer, 
Kroon and Luttik 2001). Their aim was to conceptualise and operationalize the concept 
of spatial quality (Luttik 2005).
 Dauvellier, Puylaert and De Jonge (2014) explain the workbench method in detail 
in the book chapter ‘Spatial quality: the workbench method’121. They stress that the 
method offers a range of tools for stimulating spatial planning quality in the different 
phases of planning: analysis, vision, implementation and management. Three core 
ideas are decisive for the workbench method: spatial quality is everywhere and is 
different for everyone; spatial quality evolves during the planning process; and users 
are involved in the process from the beginning and they have decision-making power. 
They stress that spatial quality is a sum of a number of values: the value of using, the 
value of experience and the future value. In a matrix, they combine these values with 
a number of various interests, such as social, economic, cultural and ecological 
interest. This results in a matrix spatial quality consisting of 12 cells (see for an example 
Figure 29). 
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The workbench method is a tool to make the concept of spatial quality operational. It 
can be divided into four phases: the initiation phase, the vision phase, the 
implementation phase and the use phase, and thus shows clear similarities with the 
SECI-model by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). The purpose of the initiation phase—also 
referred to as the spatial quality analysis and ambition—is to name and imagine spatial 
quality. The results of this phase can be entered in the matrix. The spatial qualities in 
the matrix can be clustered into a number of themes. This list of themes forms a 
‘quality profile’. When working in groups, the groups present the quality profiles to 
each other. Each theme needs to be individually assessed by all the participants on 
importance and vulnerability. This voting round democratically determines the focus 
of the different groups in the next round.
 The vision phase aims to translate the quality profile into projects and coherent 
spatial imaginaries. The quality profile is also referred to as the agenda. As part of the 
vision phase, the agenda will act as the legend on the map on which ideas will be 
visualized. All wishes and ideas of the participants are inventoried and drawn on the 
map by landscape architects or designers. The aim is to fully use the regional 
knowledge and insights of the participants. In the transition to the implementation 
phase, the project needs to be implemented by one or more involved parties. The final 
phase concentrates on the managing of implemented ideas. If no managing takes 
place, the risk of decay looms large.
 A fourth source of inspiration for the methodological development of the design 
ateliers, in addition to the Dutch regional dialogue, has been the German Regionale. 
Although, both the regional dialogue and the Regionale show many similarities 
Figure 29   Example of a matrix spatial quality
Spatial quality Economic interest Social interest Ecological interest Cultural interest
The value  
of using
Accessibility 
Stimulating effects
Combined use
Access
Equal 
distribution
Input
Options 
External security
Clean environment
Water balance
Ecological structure
Freedom of choice
Cultural variety
The value of  
the experience
Image
Attractiveness
Equality
Connectedness
Social security
Peace and space
Beauty of nature
Healthy environment
Uniqueness
Beauty of culture
Varied environment
The value  
of the future
Stability and 
flexibility
Agglomeration
Bundled 
attractiveness
Everybody 
involved
Social support
Ecological inventory
Healthy ecosystem
Heritage
Integration
Cultural renewal
(Source: Hooimeijer, Kroon and Luttik 2001, translated by the author of this study)
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(Panebianco et al. 2006), they also present a number of useful differences. In particular, 
the cultural and artistic approach of the Regionale fits better the borderscaping 
theory—particularly in comparison to the Dutch approach, which is rather focused on 
economic and public-private-corporation. The borderscaping approach also 
emphasizes the exploration of the borderland as an artistic and experimental space. 
The competitive character of the Regionale, by contrast, does not really fit the 
methodological explorations. This study attaches more value to a careful process 
which aims to achieve cooperation, just like the regional dialogues.
 Finally, the borderscaping method explored in this study is inspired by the Agile 
Scrum method. Scrum was initially introduced as a development method for software. 
The name ‘scrum’ comes from a paper written by Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986). In their 
paper they refer to rugby, in which the importance of teamwork is emphasized. The 
Agile Scrum is a method based on empiricism. The theory on which it is based assumes 
that knowledge arises from experiences, which perfectly suits the pragmatic 
constructivist approach of this study. Scrum is not a process or technique for making 
products, but a framework that can be used as an aid in the development of products 
or services. Scrum distinguishes three core values: transparency, inspection and 
adjustment. Transparency means that the progress of all activities and tasks is clear to 
the entire team. Inspection refers to the constant possibility of checking and giving 
feedback. Adjustment takes place during the entire process on the basis of the 
feedback that has been given.
 Within the scrum framework, a distinction is made between different roles: a 
scrum master, a product owner, and a development team. The scrum master is 
responsible for correctly executing the scrum approach. The scrum product owner is 
responsible for maximizing the value of both the product and the project team. The 
development team consists of professionals who work on the tasks related to the 
development of the product.
8.2.4 The modified architecture of the borderscaping method
Elements from the different methods just described have been combined and applied 
in the region under study. A collaborative process in the borderland started already in 
2015 by inviting and triggering many regional and local stakeholders to participate in 
a number of design ateliers. In the design ateliers many participants explored, labelled 
and elaborated in various phases the spatial qualities of the borderland. The regional 
dialogue and the workbench method, in particular, provided a thorough roadmap 
including a number of tools, such as the ‘matrix spatial quality’ and the ‘quality 
profiles’. In addition, the methods have provided a number of process conditions, such 
as the importance of transparency, equality and socialization. Finally, the Agile Scrum 
method provided a clear division of roles: a scrum master (myself), the product owners 
(group moderators) and the development teams (participants). 
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First, each atelier started with a plenary opening in which the context, framework and 
guidelines were explained once more in order to create equal expectations and to get 
all the participants aligned. The rules of the games were presented, i.e. ‘treat everyone 
as equal’, ‘regional interest is leading’, ‘the border acts as the starting-point’, ‘feel free 
to speak your own language’, ‘focus on the future’, and ‘perceive this atelier as a 
free-thinking space’. Each atelier was preceded by a keynote speech in order to excite 
and trigger the participants and to release the participants from their daily business 
environment in which the border often acts as the end of the country. During the 
plenary opening, as well the ‘do not forget me’-wall was introduced. On this wall, the 
participants could write down everything they wanted. Ideas that came to mind 
spontaneously or ideas that that people did not dare to pronounce aloud in the 
cross-border setting. 
 Second, after the plenary opening, the participants were divided into four groups 
(a ‘blue’, ‘green’, ‘red’ and ‘yellow’ group), each group featured an equal distribution of 
German and Dutch participants. The group classification was organized prior to the 
ateliers, considering the nationality and organization participants work for. Under the 
guidance of a bilingual moderator and designer or architect, each group moved to its 
own atelier: a decorated room full of maps, graphs, drawing sheets and markers, related 
to the theme of the day. Furthermore, an enormous map of the region (2A0 format) 
covered the table in the middle of each atelier, around which the participants settled. 
 As instructed by the moderator, 45 minutes were reserved for the first exercise, 
which was referred to as the ‘map exploration’. It asked the participants to explore the 
region together, naming the spatial quality and the absence of it. This exercise can be 
seen as a tool for socialization, referring to the first phase of Nonaka and Takeuchi’s 
(1995) model of generating knowledge. The focus of this exercise is on the content, i.e. 
the spatial quality. Procedures, instruments, administrative relationships and financial 
resources are of secondary importance. Such an approach is intended to breed a 
positive attitude; goals, rather than the instruments to reach them, are the main focus.
 Each group member was given the opportunity to designate and describe places 
on the map that are typical for the quality of the area. First, every group member wrote 
down these places on singular memos. Afterwards, each group member got the chance 
to present their regional spots. The others were allowed to ask only clarifying questions 
but without entering into discussion. This was the time to get to know each other’s 
goals, preferences and sensitivities. Dutch group members could point out places only 
on the German side of the border, while a German group member could only point 
places on the Dutch side. This forced participants to think about the special characteristics 
of the landscape across the border. This condition was meant to prevent stakeholders 
from indicating only places within the territory they are responsible for. Such an 
approach pulls the participant out of their comfort zone. Moreover, this resulted in a 
clear picture of how far one is actually familiar with the other side of the border.
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Figure 30   Impressions of the design ateliers.
(Source: own illustration)
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The second group exercise, for which 60 minutes were reserved, is called ‘giving 
spatial quality a name’ and it is based on the ‘initiation phase’ of the workbench 
method. The moderator first introduces the ‘matrix spatial quality’ and clarifies the 
distinction between the value of using, the value of experience and future value—
based on the ‘workbench method’. The first part of this exercise, for which 20 minutes 
were reserved, focussed on the ‘value of using’ and ‘value of experience’. Each group 
member individually wrote down the ‘values of using’ on a yellow memo, and the 
‘values of experience’ on a pink memo. In the second part of this exercise, for which 
20 minutes were reserved, group members were asked to write down the ‘future 
values’ on a green memo. Afterwards, every group member got the chance to briefly 
clarify the values they wrote down. After everyone explained their values, all memos 
were glued to a large sheet on the wall. During the third part of this exercise, for which 
again 20 minutes were reserved, the group as a whole was asked to put similar spatial 
qualities together. Each group gave the clustered themes an attractive name or motto. 
The assignment was to appoint 4 to 5 thematic clusters in total.
 After each group had put together a number of themes, they all gathered again in 
the plenary room to present their themes in front of the other groups. A binational 
team made of one German and one Dutch spokespersons from each group was asked 
to present the results, which yielded bilingual presentations. The idea of letting a 
Dutch-German tandem to present the results was to contribute to the creation of joint 
ownership. After the presentations of the blue, green, red and yellow group, each 
participant was asked to individually assess the themes brought forward by the other 
groups with a green or red sticker. The most promising theme should be marked with 
a green sticker, the most vulnerable one with a red sticker. The promising themes were 
those expected to bring a great deal of prosperity to the region, while the most 
vulnerable themes were the greatest suspected threats to the prosperity of the region 
and for that reason needed to be addressed. This democratic process of voting was 
inspired by the workbench method (Dauvellier, Puylaert and De Jonge 2014). The 
themes with the most green and red stickers would later receive the most attention 
during the visualisation phase—after the break. 
 The voting round resulted in a ‘quality profile’ for each group, in which the spatial 
qualities clustered into a number of themes. After the lunch break, the results of the 
voting round were briefly presented in a plenary setting. In a next phase, the groups 
started to imagine and visualize the different themes on the map with the help of a 
designer or architect. However, before the groups went again to their own atelier, a 
spatial scenario was assigned to each group based on the scenarios described in 
Section 8.1. Two groups were asked to explore the communitarian scenario and the 
other two groups were asked to explore the scenario of longing. The groups working 
on the communitarian scenario used a map of the region without the national border; 
the groups working on the scenario of longing used a map including the national 
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border. The invisibility or visibility of the border on the map guided the groups towards 
a development of either a community- or a longing-based scenario.
 As a third phase of the atelier, the groups were asked to imagine spatial qualities. 
First, the designers were asked to include the ‘quality profile’ by adding a legend on 
the map. The order of the themes was based on the voting round just before the break. 
During this phase the designers played an important role by transforming what was 
being said into drawings on the map. However, the participants also had the 
opportunity to colour, shape and design the regional map. After 90 minutes, each 
group returned to the plenary room with their visualisations, maps and sketches. Once 
more, a Dutch and a German representative of each group were asked to present their 
imagined spatial qualities. Finally, the moderator closed the atelier by providing a brief 
review of the process and a preview of the outcomes. In a later section of this 
dissertation (see Section 8.4), the follow-up to the design ateliers will be discussed.
8.2.5 Atelier observations
The design ateliers were carried out with the intention to improve a practical situation. 
The method implemented in the ateliers covers the dynamic and imaginative powers 
of the border landscape and the collaborative character of a spatial planning process. 
This implies the entanglement of two academic disciplines, border and planning 
studies, whose debates are enriched by the observations and insights generated by 
the design method. Directly observable behaviour is an important source of data for 
the action researcher (Patton 2005). In the ateliers I had the chance to observe the 
plenary and group discussions. This section outlines the most striking observations 
that I took from them, which can be regarded as insights and guidelines for the 
application of a collaborative borderscaping method in other border landscapes.
	The collaborative borderscaping approach brought people together and has in turn 
led to cross-border conversations, interactions and discussions. That a collaborative 
process could result in such outcomes, has been stressed by, among others, Balz 
and Zonneveld (2015) and Zonneveld (2005, 2011). The informal encounter between 
actors and the exchange of knowledge can be regarded as an important step in the 
cross-border cooperation in spatial planning policy, since little to no change can be 
expected from legal spatial planning frameworks. This means that by managing soft 
spaces and fuzzy borders (Allmendinger and Haughton 2009), opportunities and 
improvements can be found, particularly in informal fora for cross-border cooperation. 
The creation of a common ideology and conviction is therefore an important step in 
the process involving people in a new practice. The chances that a joint approach 
will be followed up increase when the urgency of a joint cross-border spatial planning 
approach is felt by a considerable number of stakeholders.
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	Another observation is related to the speed and dynamic character of the process. 
Due to the rather uncommon character of cross-border cooperation between 
planners and policymakers, only small steps in the collaborative process can be 
expected. Ansell and Gash (2008: 550) refer to ‘small wins’ as an intermediate 
outcome of a collaborative process. Innes and Booher (1999: 419) rather make a 
distinction between first, second and third order effects of consensus building. The 
design ateliers have had first order effects such as the development of shared 
problem frames, relationships and innovative ideas. Ideally, in the end the action 
research will result in second order outcomes, such as changes in planning practice. 
	The following aspects seem to influence the rather prudent approach of the 
participants: the difference in language, culture, planning and administrative 
system. These differences result in a generally cautious, patient and polite attitude 
among participants. The design ateliers provided a platform for a first acquaintance 
among the representatives of the borderland. The expectation that participants 
would directly further elaborate and implement the spatial ideas turned out to be 
unrealistic. Jacobs and Varró (2011), Knippschild (2011) and Prokkola (2011) have 
already concluded that the expectations of cross-border initiatives should not be 
too ambitious. However, this does not mean that ideas cannot be further elaborated 
at a later stage. Moreover, once again the reluctant attitude emphasizes that further 
guidance for collective action could be of great importance. 
   
	The different scenarios explored in the design ateliers were first introduced by Eker 
and Van Houtum (2015). An addition to their study are the collaborative design 
ateliers, which show us that some themes seem to lend themselves better to explore 
multiple spatial scenarios than others. For example, leisure and culture proved to be 
themes for which the exploitation of spatial differences as pull factors seems to be 
a realistic way to stimulate cross-border mobility (see, Spierings and Van der Velde 
2008). For a theme such as infrastructure and economic development, in contrast, 
the participants experienced more difficulties developing the longing-based scenario, 
which confirms Kramsch’s observation that cross-border economic development is 
almost entirely based on harmonisation, convergence and networks (2011). 
	The design ateliers revealed many participants experience the spatial reinforcement 
of differences as unnatural and inconvenient. Since many of them have been working 
for decades on ‘removing’ the border, it became difficult for them to elaborate 
longing scenarios in which landscape differences serve as a pull factor that triggers 
people to cross the border. This observation strengthens the importance of providing 
a clear explanation of what each scenario involves for the success of the collaborative 
borderscaping process; perhaps even prior to the ateliers. 
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	At the very least, the ateliers showed that the participants, as a group, were able to 
explore the conceptual approach of the border as a resource. This action is a nice 
follow-up to the findings of Chapter 7, which  concluded that the border as a resource 
was only explored at individual level. Bringing people together actually seems to 
contribute to the regional exploration of the border as a starting-point in spatial 
planning.
	A number of Dutch and German spatial stereotypes became manifest during the 
ateliers. In 2004, Anke Strüver associated the border that exists in people’s minds to 
stereotypes of ‘typical Dutchness’ and ‘typical Germanness’. In general, Dutch 
participants had the idea that there were no limits to wind and solar energy on the 
German side, which is probably based on the many onshore wind parks and 
solar-panelled roofs visible on the German side as well as on the popularity of the 
energy transition in Germany, which has funnelled substantial subsidies into solar 
energy.122 On the other hand, the Germans have an idealized image of regional 
cooperation on the Dutch side of the border. In the borderland under study, German 
participants often referred to the cooperation within the Greenport Venlo Region, in 
which a number of municipalities take part. Such a regional cooperation is less 
common on the German side on the border, where the counties mainly perform a 
subregional task with less involvement from the municipal level. 
	The design ateliers revealed that cultural differences and differences in planning 
systems continue to play an important role.123 Whereas the Dutch planning culture 
is characterized by its pragmatic and visionary approach, the German planning 
system relies much more on taking thoughtful steps in order to reach a goal in a 
structured manner. This has consequences for the way participants dared to start 
drawing on the map. Generally, in the Dutch planning system design plays a 
significant role. The design-oriented approach on the Dutch side (see, among others, 
De Jonge 2009) and the ‘designing merely within the own territory’ approach on the 
German side have been previously discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. The distinction 
between both planning cultures also emerged in the ateliers. The Dutch participants 
started to draw on the map with more ease, while the German participants first took 
a considerable time to consider their actions and did not dare to draw beyond their 
jurisdiction with much ease. The differences in familiarity with spatial design 
probably influence the process and support for the results. 
	The design ateliers revealed that a clear outline of the frameworks and guiding 
principles of the ateliers is of great significance. Although the frameworks for 
participation had been mentioned both in the preparation phase as well as in the 
plenary opening of each atelier, participants still seemed anxious about saying 
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whatever they wanted to say, even though nothing was being recorded. Therefore, 
it might be important to make very clear that participation is anonymous. Moreover, 
if the follow-up of the ateliers is not clear, participants don’t dare to speak since they 
don’t know whether their ideas or statements will end up in spatial plans. 
	The interpretation of the role as a moderator has proven to exert a major influence 
on the process. In a process where so many stakeholders from different backgrounds 
participate, it is crucial to have a professional moderator leading and structuring the 
group process. This should be a bilingual moderator who is able to play with different 
cultural aspects and react to them; their role is to smoothen out the process for a 
group by eliminating disruptive factors and focusing on the intended goal instead. 
Should such a moderator not be available, the process can lend itself to misunder-
standing, disagreement and even the deterioration of relations. 
	The ateliers have shown that language is not an insurmountable barrier. Bryson and 
Quick (2013), often cited for their work on designing public participation processes, 
stress the importance of providing language translation. At several points during the 
design process, specific terms or even entire sentences needed to be translated by 
group members or the moderator. Moreover, sometimes language barriers resulted 
in misunderstandings. In general, however, the participants understood each other 
well enough to follow the conversations, which became evident  based on the way 
participants responded to statements from others. On the whole, it was possible for 
the participants to speak their own language, which contributed to the quality of the 
conversations. Only group moderators were asked to strike a balance between both 
languages. Having architects able to understand both languages turned out to be a 
crucial advantage because they were asked to translate the discussions onto the 
map. 
	The ateliers revealed that the role of political issues is difficult to suppress. Margerum 
(1999: 223), who is often cited for his work in assessing collaborative planning 
processes, stresses that a collaborative planning process, however, is not meant to 
avoid conflicts or controversy because conflict can often lead to positive outcomes. 
A number of charged issues and projects are part of current political debates not 
only at national but also at cross-border regional level. In a setting where so many 
regional stakeholders participate, there is a significant chance that such issues will 
pop up during the conversations in the plenary or group sessions. Since it takes 
some time before cross-border relationships are established, it is important to deal 
with certain  sensitive issues in a very careful way. In the worst cases, years of efforts 
to cooperate across borders might be undone.
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	Finally, the ateliers revealed that power imbalance do not have to present any 
problems. Despite the presence of a number of mayors, aldermen and other 
executives participating in the process, in none of the groups the participants tried 
to take advantage of their positions. Bryson and Quick (2013) emphasize the 
importance of creating an atmosphere characterized by social justice given the 
diversity of stakeholders. Susskind and McMahon (1985) also point to the importance 
of being vigilant for power relations. The clear outline of the frameworks and 
principles (among others, the equality of all) may have contributed to this as well as 
the assignment that asked participants to identify spatial qualities on the foreign 
side of the border. This made the representation and defence of one’s national 
territory more difficult for the participants. 
8.2.6 Evaluating the design ateliers
An important feature of action research is its participative character in which both 
researcher and stakeholders get together to improve a practical situation. It is important 
for stakeholders to familiarize themselves with the innovative process and outcomes 
in order to create a sustainable improvement. Therefore, ateliers did not only promote 
observation-based techniques but participants were also asked what their expectations 
were ahead of the design ateliers and, afterwards, how they experienced them. 
Participants were asked to fill in an expectation form ahead of the ateliers and an 
evaluation form afterwards, both asking the same questions. This method of data 
collection is neither meant to add a quantitative analysis to this study nor to test 
a theory, which would be impossible given the exploratory character of this study. 
This data collection tool has been implemented to substantiate the action- oriented 
approach in a qualitative manner and thus to make this method more robust. It also 
goes well with the experimental character of this study and the joint and participative 
approach taken together with the practitioners.
The design atelier participants were asked to assess the following statements: 
	Spatial developments on the other side of the border are relevant for the organization 
I represent.
	The design atelier will/has provide(d) me with new insights, knowledge and 
information.
	The design atelier will/has result(ed) in spatial perspectives and imaginaries for the 
border landscape.
	Today I will/have make/made new contacts with foreign participants.
	A collaborative design process is a suitable tool to foster cross-border cooperation 
in spatial planning.
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	The design atelier will/has act/acted as a stepping-stone towards a more intensive 
cooperation within spatial planning policy. 
	I am able to adopt useful initiatives within my own organization. 
In total, 40 German participants and 46 Dutch participants filled in the expectations 
form prior to the design ateliers. At the end of the ateliers, a total of 36 German and 
42 Dutch participants filled in the evaluation form. For an overview of the participants in 
the design ateliers participants, see Table 27. The most striking results are the following:
	Regarding the new insights, knowledge and information that the ateliers delivered: 
German participants were both more expectant before and more positive after the 
ateliers than the Dutch. The average German evaluation was higher than the average 
German expectation, while the Dutch evaluation was a little lower than the average 
Dutch expectation. 
	The same results apply to the question of whether the ateliers (will) lead to new 
spatial imaginaries for the border landscape. For the German participants the 
ateliers exceeded all expectations. Again, the average Dutch evaluation is little less 
positive compared to the German one. This might be due to the Dutch participants 
greater familiarity with informal design processes (see Section 5.1), which probably 
manifests itself in lower expectations. The German participants, in contrast, who are 
used to informal design practices to a much lesser extent (as has been shown in 
Section 5.2) may have been positively surprised by the new imaginaries.
	German expectations are higher than the Dutch regarding whether the participants 
expect to establish new contacts with foreign planners. The average German 
evaluation was a little higher than the average German expectation, while the Dutch 
evaluation was a little lower than the average Dutch expectation.
	For the question regarding whether a collaborative design process is a suitable 
instrument to improve cross-border cooperation, the Dutch had higher expectations 
than the German participants. This may be caused by the fact that such interactive 
processes on the Dutch side of the border are more common in spatial policy 
(see Section 5.1). Ultimately, however, the German evaluation is a little higher than 
the Dutch. The significant differences between expectations and the evaluations 
of both German and Dutch participants stand out. The process seems to exceed 
all expectations. 
	The sixth question focused on the role of the atelier as a possible step towards more 
intensive cross-border cooperation in the field of spatial planning. There is a 
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significant difference between the expectations and evaluations of both Dutch and 
German participants. After the ateliers, the participants seemed to be much more 
positive about the ateliers as a possible step towards an increased cooperation. 
In other words, the expectations were moderate but reality exceeded them.
The ex-ante and ex-post evaluation make clear that, on the whole, the expectations of 
the Dutch and German participants were rather equal. The evaluation after the ateliers, 
however, indicates that German participants estimated the design ateliers much better 
than the Dutch. Whereas the expectations of the Dutch are almost equal their 
experiences, the experiences of the German participants exceeded all expectations.  
 If we analyse whether the findings from the design ateliers are in line with the 
academic and spatial policy debate, the following conclusions can be drawn. The 
ateliers have shown that each participant has different perceptions of the borderland: 
one refers to their work and the other to their daily lives; while others perceive the 
borderland as the region in which INTERREG funds can be applied for. The ateliers 
have shown that the borderland has no clear demarcations. The dynamic borderland 
is a soft space with fuzzy borders (Allmendinger and Haughton 2009). It indicates that 
the borderland is a dynamic construct which depends on social interpretation and 
narration. This finding is in line with the academic debate about the dynamic nature of 
the border (i.e., Brambilla 2015; Newman 2006b; Van Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002).
 Furthermore, the implementation of the design ateliers builds on the academic 
debate that pleads which for more conceptual and methodological explorations for 
planning in borderlands (Brambilla 2012; Buoli 2015; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; 
Mezzadra and Neilson 2013; Rajaram and Grundy-Warr 2007). Moreover, the ateliers 
have shown that participants are able to explore the border together as a resource in 
spatial planning—at least to a certain extent—, even though the previous chapter 
made clear that exploring the border as a resource was an activity mostly confined to 
the individual level. It can therefore be stated that the collaborative borderscaping 
process highly contributed to the joint explorations of the border as a starting-point.
 From a historical perspective, the design ateliers can be regarded as innovative. 
The conceptual approach of the border as a starting point had already been explored 
several times in the Dutch-German borderland (Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Russel 
2013). The methodological exploration in which many planners and policymakers col-
laboratively explore different scenarios, however, is rather unique. It can be considered 
as a first methodological exploration that needs to be further developed in future 
research in order to strengthen the academic foundation of the borderscapes 
approach.
 From a spatial planning policy perspective, the conceptual approach of the border 
as a resource in particular can be considered as innovative. The attention for the 
borderland in past initiatives has focused on removing the border, which departs from 
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the assumption that the border is an obstacle. From a methodological perspective, 
there is still a lot of unfamiliarity and uncertainty about collaborative processes in a 
cross-border region—even though the world of spatial planning policy is becoming 
increasingly familiar with collaborative approaches (see, among others, Healey 1997; 
Innes and Booher 1999; Boonstra and Boelens 2011). The application of this method in 
the borderland has generated several useful insights for planners and policymakers 
presented in Section 8.2.5.
8.2.7 Elaborating new imaginaries
The period between the design phase and the completion of the Spatial Development 
Perspective in December 2017—when the spatial imaginaries were included—can be 
divided in two parts: the development phase and the consultation phase. First, all the 
proposed ideas and drawings of the ateliers were put together and merged into three 
thematic parts, which resulted in the three themes introduced in Section 8.3. As a sequel 
to the design ateliers, the spatial scenarios were then digitally designed with support 
of a mapmaker. Simultaneously, the ideas were developed into a well-running text. 
 Due to the intensive involvement of many stakeholders, a sounding board was 
established on a voluntary basis in order to monitor and further inspire the development 
of the Spatial Development Perspective.124 The establishment of the sounding board 
seems to emphasize the need and support for the implementation of a cross-border 
spatial development perspective. It can be conceived as a first indication that the 
region is slowly adapting the collaborative borderscaping initiative. The sounding 
board met a few times in the period between April and October 2017. In those meetings 
I had the opportunity to present the draft of the Spatial Development Perspective and, 
at the same time, the meetings that I held helped me to increase the support for the 
Perspective. The sounding board also gave feedback to the draft version of the Spatial 
Development Perspective. 
 In December 2017—in the presence of the board and several members of the 
Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North and many interviewees and design atelier-partici-
pants—the first copies of the Spatial Development Perspective were handed over to a 
few regional representatives, i.e. the Deputy Spatial Planning of the province of 
Limburg, the Head of Unit Regional Development of the Administrative District 
Düsseldorf and the president of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North (who is also the 
mayor of Mönchengladbach). I got the chance to present the practical outcomes 
included in the Spatial Development Perspective. The multiple spatial development 
scenarios are presented in the following section. 
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8.3 Cross-border spatial development imaginaries
The Spatial Development Perspective can be considered a border atlas, as a follow-up to 
the previously developed atlas (see Section 6.2), which perfectly fits the action-oriented 
nature of this research. This new atlas is truly a product developed for and by the region. 
 In the past, a few other atlases have been developed for different borderlands. In 
2015, Anna Grichting’s essay presented a Digital and Dynamic Atlas as part of the 
activities of the GreenLineScapes Laboratory in Cyprus. This is a tool to enable 
collaborative planning and surveying across the border (Grichting 2015). The Digital 
and Dynamic Atlas by Grichting also integrates art and ecology as powerful agencies 
of transformation and articulates them as part of science, design, policy and 
collaborative place-making. She refers to an Anti-Atlas. The Anti-Atlas, which positions 
itself as a rejection of the traditional Atlas and its static representation. In contrast, the 
Digital and Dynamic Atlas explores how new digital technologies can modify the 
concept of Atlas to help transcend borders and resolve conflicts. It is intended as a 
prospective and projective Atlas; a tool rather than just a compendium of cartographies. 
In this study the ‘atlas’ is both considered a tool to organize and stimulate cross-border 
spatial development in the future and a collection of cartographies. 
 Many questions Grichting asks herself are also applicable to this study (2015), such 
as: “Can a map be a consensus building exercise? How can the Atlas serve as an 
instrument to integrate different disciplines and different types of information? How can it be 
developed as a tool of communication for a wider public, as an instrument of implementation 
for specialists in peace-building and reconciliation, and as a foundation for design and 
future visions? How can it best serve the multiple stakeholders involved? How can we 
present the maps with both expert data and communication for the general public?”
 According to Grichting, the idea of an Atlas of Borders has generated great interest 
and has subsequently been adopted and proposed by other border scholars and 
researchers under various descriptions and forms. The work of Mark Eker and Henk 
Van Houtum (2013) on the Dutch-German and Dutch-Belgium border can also be seen 
as a Borderland Atlas elaborated by academics, designers and artists who explore 
the meaning and value of borders and the potential of cross-border landscape design. 
It contains provocative and inspiring ideas for the planning, design and geography of 
borders and the cross-border collaborations. To stress the dynamic nature of borders, 
members of the Border Regions in Transition XI (2011) organizing committee from 
Grenoble and Aix en Provence have even proposed the term AntiAtlas of 21st Century 
Borders, which was launched with a conference and exhibition in 2013. They proposed 
the Anti-Atlas as a non-static and non-stable representation which focuses on the 
mutations of state control systems at land, sea, air and virtual borders and addresses 
the issues of security, regulation and technology at the border: control of movement of 
people and goods as well as the way mechanisms of control are bypassed or diverted 
through trafficking and hacking (Grichting 2015). 
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8.3.1 The Atlas of the Lower Rhine Area & North- and Central-Limburg
This section presents the atlas of the Lower Rhine Area and North- and Central-Lim-
burg by means of different future scenarios for the borderland taking the year 2040 as 
a horizon. It might be seen as a spatial vision of the kind that would usually be 
produced by a public authority. The thoughts, ideas and insights that came forward in 
the design ateliers have been the source of inspiration for this atlas. In other words, 
the atlas is a representation of what the ateliers’ participants have put forward. The 
atlas is divided into three thematic parts, the major challenges for the borderland are 
named ‘The Polycentric E-Region’, ‘The Green Land between Meuse and Rhine’ and 
‘The Agro-Logistics Agglomeration’.125 The cartographies presented in this chapter 
have been developed with the support of a graphic designer.
 Each thematic part starts with an introduction including an ‘anno 2017’ map. This 
map shows the current situation regarding each theme. Two spatial scenarios have 
been explored and presented (i.e., community and longing) per thematic chapter, each 
consisting of a text accompanied by spatial imaginaries. At the top of each section of 
text the scenario has been indicated. An urgent need for cross-border mappings 
emerged several times during the interview round, as evidenced by the following 
quote from a Dutch civil servant: “It would be very desirable if cross-border maps 
would be developed. Such maps could be useful for presentations and for the internal 
and external lobby. I can be the one who is responsible for cross-border cooperation, 
but if I have to convince my colleagues cross-border maps are necessary” (cf. interview 
35 2016).
8.3.1.1 The Polycentric E-Region
Worldwide, an increasing number of people are choosing to live in a city, thus causing 
a demographic explosion in urban areas while the population in rural areas is 
decreasing. However, the population of urban areas in this region is stable. Migration 
has ensured that the foreseeable ageing of the population has not diminished its 
numbers so far. The region has no central metropolis but includes various urban 
centres with urban facilities like retail, sports and leisure. As people move to urban 
areas, retailers seem to be disappearing from the city centre on both sides of the 
border, which is creating many vacant retail plots. Online shopping is also offering 
customers the possibility to shop 24/7 from the comfort of their homes. Customers 
don’t want to be restricted by opening hours and limitations on supply. Nevertheless, 
the vacant plots in the city centre offer at the same time new opportunities to rediscover 
the city centre, e.g., as a vibrant meeting place. Just like it used to be in the past.
 Not only products are ordered electronically but the transport sector has been 
turned upside down by  electric cars. The electrification of the rail network and the 
rise of autonomous cars will be indispensable in a few decades and thus need to 
be considered—not to forget truck platooning and other forms of smart mobility. 
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Map 66  The Polycentric E-Region anno 2017.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Technology is replacing human power every time more. For a region in which logistics 
is of huge importance, good transport connections among bigger cities are essential. 
In the future, travelling distances will cost less time as high-speed rails, hyperloop 
connections, or e-bike will become ever more affordable and widespread. The contrast 
between the fast east-west axis and the quiet and green north-south axis in the region 
will probably increase. After decades in which the car played a leading role in the 
development of the city and the region, in the future the focus will be on electronic and 
sustainable accessibility. This implies new challenges for today’s infrastructure and 
use of the landscape. Against this background, important questions come to the fore: 
Will there be as many roads in the future as there today? What about parking spaces 
along motorways or in the inner city? Will a need for multilane cycle tracks grow? 
An urban network
Community
Authorities along the borderland have realized that an internationally competitive 
position is only achievable by intensifying their collaboration as one polycentric 
region. This is necessary to acquire visibility in emerging markets like Asia. The urban 
quadrant Mönchengladbach-Krefeld-Venlo-Roermond (see the green area on Map 67) 
manifests itself as the hub of the region. Even though every city focuses on its own 
qualities, spontaneous partnerships arise among them—which contrasts to the formal 
‘twin cities’ cooperation. For the most southern part of the east-west economic axis in 
the region, the provincial road N280 between Weert and Roermond has been upgraded 
to the motorway A280. Moreover, a third economic east-west axis between Helmond, 
Venray and Weeze is developing rapidly (see Map 67).
Longing
The difference between both sides of the border are actively being used to lure external 
parties with a varied and interesting business climate. There is a strong agricultural, 
food, logistics and tourism cluster around the cities Venray-Venlo-Roermond-Weert on 
the Dutch side. On the German side there is a strong engineering, metal processing, 
chemistry and textile cluster around the cities Mönchengladbach-Krefeld-Neuss-Vi-
ersen. A varied profile (see Map 68) that has appeal to the outside world.
Inner cities as vibrant meeting places
Community
The cities in the region have undergone a metamorphosis. From shopping zones into 
lively meeting place (see the area which is zoomed in on Map 67). The coherent 
regional approach is typical for the region. The development of new suburban housing 
areas has been unnecessary for decades. Inner development has been the credo. 
Because of the real estate vacancies in the urban centres this has been an achievable 
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goal. This means that open spaces at the edges of the city have been subordinated in 
recent decades to the interests of the housing and industrial sights. As a result, of 
e-commerce and the increasing need for social contact due to relentless digitalization 
have transformed inner cities into social meeting places. A need for calm and reflection 
has arisen. Old handicraft is preferred. Local and regional products are hot again! You 
can speak of a single cross-border retail market. As a consequence, pricing differences 
have gradually disappeared and, as consequence, cross-border mobility has decreased. 
Furthermore, living in the inner-city has become popular again, not only for students, 
yuppies and seniors, but also for families with children. The inner cities have become 
quiet traffic zones with a lot of space for public parks and waters. 
Longing
A joint approach to new retail concepts. Consuming on one side leads to a discount on 
the other side of the border. New cross-border mobility flows arise. The number of 
small retail establishments near the national border has increased, thus providing 
locations where price differences are used to stimulate cross-border mobility. Thanks 
to the changing population composition, the consumer market has undergone a 
change. The population is ageing. Furthermore, migrant workers as well as asylum 
seekers have found their way to western Europe in recent decades. This requires 
flexibility. Not only within the retail market but also in the housing and labour market. 
The region is well known for its welcoming character, something that embellishes the 
borderland. The region can learn from the  advantages that the German side has 
regarding migration flows as consequence of its long ‘Ruhr history’ with migrant 
workers and a population that aged earlier than in the Netherlands. A great example is 
the Turkish bridal fashion street Weseler Straße in Duisburg-Marxloh. 
 Due to technological developments, human labour has been taken over by machines 
and robots. Industry 4.0. These developments have led to a change in the working day, 
which has become more flexible and has been shortened to compensate for the 
oversupply at the labour market. Humans have more free time for leisure and recreation. 
Cities have been forced to developed their own ‘Central Park’, a healthy city park where 
people can work and recreate. But the Central Parks are different between Limburg 
and the Lower Rhine. One policy with different implementation strategies. In the 
Netherlands flexible work has undergone an enormous development. Germans remain 
committed to fixed working hours and permanent jobs which has exerted an impact 
on the working landscape. Especially on the Dutch side, the need for flexible jobs in a 
green inner city has grown. The Dutch city is lively during daytime. In Germany a clear 
distinction between the working day and the afterwork day (German: Feiertag) has 
always been important. The German city becomes lively in the evening! 
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Public transport
Community
Due to the population growth in urban areas and the shift from car ownership to car 
use, there is a growing need for fast and regular inter-city connections by public 
transport. In 2050, the region has a strongly developed regional public transportation 
network. As can be seen on Map 67, the inland ports of Duisburg and Venlo are directly 
connected by rail. The railway runs parallel to the motorway A67/A40. Therefore, the 
New Silk Route from China is now better connected with the main ports of Rotterdam 
and Antwerp through the logistics hotspot ‘Rhein-Maas-Noord’. Discussions about the 
doubling of the railway section between Kaldenkirchen and Dülken have therefore 
been pushed into the background as well as the discussion about the Iron Rhine 
connection right through the National Park De Meinweg. 
 Along the new rail connection, a stroke of sustainable buildings has arisen 
because it has become a true A-location. The requirement for building in the meadows 
is the application of the Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C)-principles. A sustainable concept that 
is adapted by the whole region. Furthermore, the energy generated by renewable 
energy sources along the motorway must be used. The electrification of the railway 
lines in the region has resulted in high speed train connections. This has been a 
discouragement for the car user. Linked to the new railway between Venlo and 
Duisburg, the first cross-border hyperloop section has been built (see Map 67). 
Furthermore, commuters can use the electronic high-speed rail between Eindhoven 
and Düsseldorf Airport as well between Nijmegen and Krefeld. Due to decreasing car 
ownership and increasing demand for car use, the bus has gradually disappeared 
from the streets. Nevertheless, several regional electric bus connections have 
proliferated in recent decades: e.g., Gennep – Goch, Venlo – Airport Weeze, Venray – 
Airport Weeze, Niederkrüchten – Roermond and Venlo – Krefeld (see Map 67). Finally, 
commuters who cross the border are seen as rewards. 
Longing
Past experiences proved that cross-border rail connections are difficult to realize. 
Priority has been given to national public transport connections. Investments are 
especially made in north-south connections like the electrified Maaslijn between 
Nijmegen and Roermond as well as the Niers Express between Cleves and Düsseldorf 
(see Map 68). Many railways still stop at the border (Cleves, Heinsberg). Differences 
are maintained consciously with the objective to provoke curiosity. Cross-border 
travelling has particularly remained an adventure that involves buying a separate 
ticket, infrequent departure times and a lack of high-speed trains. Dare to travel once 
by public transportation from Blitterswijck to Kevelaer! The borderland has been 
extended to an adventurous area. Cross-border mobility is stimulated by letting border 
crossers travel for free on the section beyond the border. The Iron Rhine case is still 
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part of discussions; the railway between Kaldenkirchen and Dülken has not been 
doubled yet. The number of cross-border railway connections remains limited to one: 
the railway between Venlo and Kaldenkirchen. 
Air, Road and Water
Community
The development of multimodal terminals is of essential significance for Europe’s 
logistics hotspot. Regional common investments in roads, waterways and airlines 
have contributed to a large extent to acquire hotspot status. The first-round runway in 
North-western Europe at Airport Weeze has become a real eyecatcher (see Map 67). 
Moreover, air freight is more popular than ever before. To improve the accessibility of 
the airport, which was urgently needed, a tunnel has been built between Venray and 
Weeze (road N270). The tunnel (see Map 67) is a compensation for the consequences 
that the increasing number of flights has had on the National Park De Maasduinen. 
The north-eastern side of the airport has better been connected to the main roads 
(e.g., A57). Moreover, the inland port Ooijen-Wanssum has benefited from this 
east-west oriented development. The inland port is nowadays a barge terminal 
connected to the road, waterway and airport (as can be seen on Map 67). 
 Although the European traffic toll system has existed for only 25 years, the durability 
of the system is under discussion. In 2050, car use is more common than car ownership. 
Due to electrified transport modalities and shared mobility, the use of space has 
changed. Emergency lanes are gradually used as fast cycle routes and solarways. 
Moreover, due to the popularity of the home office, flexible working and part-time 
work, less commuters are on the go. Congestion has decreased. By contrast, freight 
transport by road, rail, water and air has increased. Nowadays, discussion are not 
about motorways but about freight motorways. The logistical sector has also 
undergone the development of e-transport, which has been implemented for freight 
traffic.  
 Inland shipping has also been growing. The region counts with several important 
inland ports: Ooijen - Wanssum, the Neuss-Düsseldorf ports, Rhine port Krefeld, the 
Duisburg-Ruhrort ports and Venlo (see Map 67). Both sides of the border are aware of 
the significance of a Scheldt-Meuse-Rhine connection. Just like in the 17th and 19th 
centuries, a mutual interest for a Meuse-Rhine canal has emerged. This time the canal 
has been built and runs parallel to the motorway A67/A40 and the new running railway 
line (see Map 67). The euroregion canal has proven to be an enormous economic 
boost not only for the region but also for the whole of the Netherlands and North 
Rhine-Westphalia. 
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Longing
Cooperation in infrastructure among EU Member States is not yet self-evident. At 
national level, little attention has been paid to border areas. This is visible in the loose 
infrastructure ends along the border landscape. The region needs to solve its 
challenges on its own. Given the moderate connections between Airport Weeze and 
both the road and the public transport network, the route to the airport is still the 
adventurous route for the starting point of your holiday! The airport is still mainly used 
for charter flights. The Meuse and the Rhine are still independent transport axles. 
The regional focus on water is oriented north to south.
 Both countries have their own toll system. The German toll system is no longer 
disadvantageous for Dutch border residents. Germany has recognized the significance 
of cross-border mobility. In 2050 the Netherlands also has its own toll system, although 
it applies only to unsustainable means of transportation, which is an incentive for 
sustainable driving. Furthermore, the past years have seen investments in good 
north-south connections on both sides of the border. As consequence, the longing for 
the other country has grown. The N271 and the N277 (‘Middenpeelweg’) have been 
transformed into landmarks of North- and Central-Limburg (see Map 68). Tourists 
become familiar with the typical Dutch side of the region by travelling along those 
routes. On the German side the B221 and the B9 are landmarks of the Lower Rhine (see 
Map 68). Existing cross-border road connections are unchanged. The border crossing 
has been emphasized along those routes. Awareness about the proximity of ‘the 
other’ has been strengthened. As can be seen on Map 68, the border crossing N280/
A52 is the gate to the Niederrheinische Bucht for the Dutch, the gate to the Maasplassen 
for the Germans. The border crossings A67/A40 and A74/A61 are now the gates to 
the Niederrheinisches Tiefland for the Dutch and the gate to the Peel for the Germans. 
The border is being celebrated and brought to life.  
E-Slow-Mobility
Community
In 2050, not the car but rather electric bicycles have become the most important 
means of transportation. Most investments in infrastructure are advocated to the 
improvement of the cycling experience, not only for tourists but also for commuters. 
The region is known as one of the most bicycle-friendly regions in the world. The big 
cities of the region are connected by fast cycling lanes (see Map 67). The crossing of 
the border has become an unconscious action. Where possible, fast cycle lanes run 
parallel to railway lines. As a result, the electricity system used by public transport and 
cars can be used more efficiently. Moreover, electricity is extracted directly along the 
main roads by solar collectors and wind turbines. The ‘e’ in e-mobility does not merely 
stands for electric, but also for energy-efficient! 
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Furthermore, the first pilot try-outs to close roads have taken place. Just as in Chicago 
and Seoul, former main roads are being transformed into fast cycle lanes. This has 
been possible thanks to the more efficient car and road use. The regional road 
connection between Venlo and Roermond now serves as a bike lane. Multilane roads 
have been transformed into bike lanes. Moreover, because of the relatively high 
number of senior citizens in the region, it has had to adapt to the desires and needs of 
this age group. A distinction is made between slow and fast cycle lanes instead of slow 
and fast lanes for cars. Slow cycle lanes are meant for non-electric means of transport. 
In 2050, even pensioners feel extremely welcome on the road! 
Longing
The Netherlands has bike lanes for commuters while Germany’s are meant for tourists. 
The Netherlands has a fast bike route network that even includes two-lane tracks for 
slow and fast cycling. The Dutch cities are very well equipped for bicycle use. On the 
German side the car use remains decisive for spatial developments (see Map 68).
 The German commuter prefers to travel by car. On the German side, the bicycle is 
considered a means of transportation mainly for touristic trips. Contrast in the 
landscape has been accentuated through recreational cycling routes. Cycle lanes have 
different colours on each side: the red Dutch cycle track and the green German cycle 
track. Remarkably, the use of a helmet on the Dutch side is not yet required. In addition, 
differences are emphasized by informative signs and visual landmarks along many 
cross-border cycling routes. There are certainly plenty other visible differences in 
architecture, landscape and urban areas. The exchange of information only takes 
place in the foreign language, which leads to a lack of understanding sometimes. 
However, such differences should arouse the longing for the other side. 
E-Transferia
Community
Functional E-transferia in the region (see Map 67). Despite the approach of considering 
the region as one unit there are still differences in the high-voltage network. To reduce 
inconveniences to a bare minimum, several e-transferia have been built on the border, 
including fast-transfer stations along the border on the A67/A40, the N280/A52 and 
the A77/A57. Transfer stations are hubs where different means of transport meet: 
bicycle, car, train, hyperloop and ship. At those lively meeting places all electronic 
facilities can be used in order to recharge one’s vehicle. E-transferia have been not 
only on the border but also at train stations in bigger cities and at multimodal transit 
locations in the region such as the inland ports and Airport Weeze.
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Longing
There are lively E-transferia in the region (see Map 68). E-transferia have been built 
purposefully on the border to bring it back to life. The border is an open-air museum 
that can be intensively experienced. It is a place where different modalities meet. 
There are e-hubs on the border crossings A74/A61, N280/A52 and the A77/A57. These 
are places where passengers stop and change modalities but also where they stay 
longer and get in touch with the borderland. The only lively E-transferium connected to 
the railway is Bahnhof Kaldenkirchen. One of the border museums can be visited from 
the railway station close to the border. Several border museums ensure that citizens 
and tourists become familiar with the past and the presence of the border. These 
places are meant to increase historical-cultural awareness. The regional revenues 
from battery-charging are being invested in the preservation of the natural and scenic 
borderland.
8.3.1.2 Green Land between Meuse and Rhine
In 1815, as part of the Congress of Vienna, the course of the national border was 
defined as we know it today at one cannonball distance from the Meuse. Not right 
through the city—where land is expensive—but through nature and agricultural land, 
i.e. relatively inexpensive land. Nowadays, however, it has become an area of 
invaluable worth for the region. The green-blue landscape finds its way in a north-south 
direction along the German-Dutch border (as can be seen on Map 69). The nature and 
water and the belonging cultural and leisure facilities are the touristic attractions of 
the region. It is an area where the border crosser can explore the borderland in a 
relaxed and paced way. The main rivers, Meuse and Rhine, are considered the lifelines 
of the region, not only from an economic but also from a sensory point of view, for they 
provide liveliness, relaxation and quietness. They are decisive elements breathing life 
to the surrounding landscape. A diverse green-blue cultural landscape rises between 
the rivers. In this simmering cultural pot, the border is sometimes visible and 
sometimes invisible. 
 As everyday life has become ever more hectic, the need for relaxation and peace 
has increased. The work-life balance has changed, pushing the demand for day and 
stay recreation upwards. Because of so much green and blue amidst the polycentric 
quadrant, the quality standard of living in the region is highly appreciated. It has 
become an area that triggers residents to stay and which still attracts masses of 
tourists. Demographic predictions came true and, despite various attempts, population 
trends could hardly be shaped by policies because individuals are difficult to control 
by policies. Despite the influx of people from rural to urban areas, cities did not expand 
further. Villages have been merged into the environment, thus returning to nature the 
space we took from it decades ago. The region has been using the newfound free 
space in the countryside to fulfil the needs for more day and stay recreation. The 
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Map 67  The Polycentric E-Region 2040, scenario community.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Map 68  The Polycentric E-Region 2040, scenario longing.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Map 69  The Green Land between Meuse and Rhine, anno 2017.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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regional economic pillars are anchored in the touristic sector. Recreational activities 
take place in a sustainable way! Sustainability has developed from a regional added 
value into an individual added value. Think of the vertical production of crops, cooking 
only with regional products and a regional e-cycle network that includes charging 
stations.
The green belt
Community
The green landscape between the rivers Meuse and Rhine could become the region’s 
unique selling proposition: a diverse natural landscape along the border. There is one 
enormous nature park from north to south, from the Reichswald to the Meinweg (see 
Map 70). The green belt is only interrupted by a few concentrated transport axis from 
east to west. Wildlife crossings and tunnels are thriving because nature areas have 
been prospering due to cultivation of the landscape and sustainable forms of energy 
production. The Grenzwald has been added to the list of UNESCO World Cultural 
Heritage. Thanks to the newfound free space in the countryside, the green isles have 
been better connected to both sides of the border (see Map 70). A regional green 
network existed, for instance, between the Knechtstedener Klosterlandschaft, the 
Museumsinsel Hombroich and the Dycker Ländchen. 
 At the edges of this large-scale natural area, where nature slowly merges into the 
landscape, housing and leisure possibilities spread in an east-west direction 
advertised by the motto living in the green. A zone with estates from Schandelo (NL) to 
Straelen (DE), from Afferden (NL) to Siebengewald (NL) and from Gennep (NL) to Kessel 
(DE) (see Map 70). Migration into the city has made urban properties much more 
expensive, thus accelerating a process of ruralisation. The countryside has become 
more popular. Nature development is not only oriented north-south but also east-west. 
As can be seen on Map 70, the streams Niers, Swalm and Roer connect nature with 
the surrounding rural area. Only sustainable restaurants that are fully based on 
C2C-principles are allowed to settle in the Grenzwald. These sustainable establishments 
in the countryside affect the changing labour market in an intelligent way by generating 
quiet flexible workplaces in nature. In the green belt there is also place for functional 
green, such as allotment gardens, small biological farms and food festivals.
Longing
The green border as a buffer zone between both countries. Attention has been paid to 
the north-south development, (as is visible on Map 71). One cross-border nature park 
arises but without any specific regulations. Each side has the freedom to decide how 
to exploit the park. The German side of the border is characterized by its huge forest, 
the Dutch side in contrast by its natural wildlife (see Map 71). This has implied a 
transition from a cultural landscape back to a natural landscape. The contrast between 
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the different types of nature has sparked the curiosity of nature enthusiasts. A piece of 
an exotic no man’s land has arisen. The Dutch explore the thickly wooded areas on the 
German side while German venture into the Dutch green wilderness. On the German 
side tourists are guests of nature, while tourism on the Dutch side focuses on experience. 
 Throughout the park the car is avoided and car traffic is being discouraged. 
The only parking options are at the edges of the park where one can switch to slow 
means of transport like the (e-)bike (see Map 71). The existing main transport axles in 
east-western direction are intimately embedded in nature. The border area has become 
an expanded green zone shot through by only a few connections from east to west. 
Crossings and tunnels for wildlife are prioritized. Promoted by the motto protecting the 
border, there are estates being erected in north-south direction at the edges of the 
large-scale park, where the nature merges slowly into the landscape. A buffer zone 
made up of estates.
Water and climate
Community
The Meuse and the Rhine have become the blue kidneys of the region and are decisive 
for the development of the landscape, cities and trade. Due to climate change, the 
rivers are increasingly influencing the design of the landscape. Heavy rainfall, bigger 
water supplies in the short term and longer droughts impose demands on the region 
to provide as much space for water as possible. This common policy is a requirement 
as well as part of EU communitarian climate policies in the region. Water is not seen as 
a potential danger but almost exclusively as a source of possibilities. 
The borderland is one big water land: the biggest and most versatile water area of the 
Netherlands and Germany. Not only the Maasplassen in Central-Limburg with the 
nautical boulevard in Roermond and Wessem for tourists as entrepreneur, and the 
logistic Rhine-Meuse canal, but also the brown coal mines have been developed into 
an enormous water land (see Map 70). A big metamorphosis of the landscape is taking 
place, engendering three big lakes in an appealing living and local touristic landscape 
that also offers opportunities for collecting and storing water. Finally, the brook valleys 
(Niers, Schwalm, Nette) are playing a major role. A wet local touristic area between 
Central-Limburg and Mönchengladbach in connection with an extended network of 
waterways is taking shape. To connect the areas on both side of the border, the 
Schwalm is being extended to the Garzweiler in the south of Mönchengladbach. Also, 
the Roer and the Effelder Waldsee have become a crucial link in the water network. 
Longing
The region is known as the most versatile water area of Europe. Not only the different 
implementation of the European climate policies is favouring scenic differences, but it 
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is also a conscious local decision that ambitions to brand the region as an intriguing 
water land. The landscape in Limburg is extremely varied thanks to the Meuse meander 
and the peat lands in the Peel. The Meuse valley displays a terraced landscape. In 
contrast, the banks of the Rhine are characterised by promenades, industry, extensive 
grazing areas and farmland (see Map 71). The three brown coal mines south of the A46 
will be filled with water with a vision to turn it into an enormous water land that serves 
as an appealing housing and local touristic area. Moreover, these developments give 
rise to the biggest inland beach of Europe. The tourism sector grows as a result and 
several leisure facilities pop up on the terraces of the lake. The region creates its 
regional marketing concept based on the water land of the Maasplassen in Roermond 
to the Garzwasser near Mönchengladbach. However, each side creates its own identity. 
The Maasplassen becomes a (water) sports zone while the Garzwasser becomes an 
archipelago of brown coal lakes. Also, the difference in tourism between the Meuse 
and Rhine is noticeably emphasized by ‘brown’ industry routes along the Rhine and 
‘green’ landscape routes along the Meuse. Finally, the local water touristic routes 
along the Fossa Eugeniana and the Nordkanal offer tourists the possibility to explore 
differences in the border landscape. The border again becomes alive.
A touristic and cultural landscape
Community
As many fortresses, castles, mills and medieval towns attest, this region has had a 
turbulent history. Cultural heritage followers have much to discover. There is a cultural 
landscape that makes visible the cultural history of the border region: the Boxteler 
Bahn, the Fossa Eugeniana, the Nordkanal and the Smuggling route Jagersrust (see 
Map 70). One single tourism organisation develops a common cultural and touristic 
policy for the borderland. Water activities in this water landscape are readily available 
across its many valley-surrounded brooks. The region’s economic pillars—agrobusiness, 
food and logistics—are strongly anchored in the touristic sector. 
 Existing cross-border cycling routes are characterised by rental e-bikes and the 
numerous possibilities to spend the night and eat at a farm. Many B&B’s, farm 
campsites and sustainable holiday parks are strewn across the border landscape. 
Holiday parks have undergone a complete metamorphosis: from residences for 
migrant workers to touristic holiday homes completely embedded into nature. Due to 
emigration and ageing on the countryside, great swathes of land for recreation have 
become available. Campsites do not only exist on the German side, but campers can 
spend the night anywhere in the region as long as their vehicles are electrically 
powered. German regulations have merged with Dutch principles. A borderland 
museum called Duchy of Upper Guelders (see Map 70) has arisen in the region as an 
allusion to one of the four quarters of the Duchy of Guelders in the 16th century. This 
museum was established on a unique location: the border crossing Schwanenhaus. 
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The museum has become an important stepping stone between the natural areas 
Venlose Groote Heide and Brachter Wald.  
Longing
One regional organisation devoted to the accentuation of spatial differences in the 
border landscape is responsible for tourism. The differences in the landscape need to 
be preserved and this allows tourists to experience the best of both worlds. On the 
German side, along the Rhine, one may discover the remains of the Lower Germanic 
Limes, amongst others, in the cities Gelduba, Novaesium and Durnomagus (see Map 
71).126 Not to forget the Roman settlements and excavations at Pont and Straelen as 
well as the nobility’s residences in Geldern and Straelen. Along the Niers, the Lower 
Rhine Castle zone can be visited (see Map 71). On the Dutch side of the border the 
Middenpeelweg is the touristic centre of attraction, a zone with facilities for day and 
stay recreation in the middle of an upland moor area. On the German side, the centre 
of attraction is the Garzwasser surrounded by a green and blue terraced landscape. 
The Grenzpfad has been  constructed along the border, where several open-air 
museums have opened to convey the cultural history of the area. The museums (see 
Map 71) have been built in former customs offices near the e-transferia, from which 
they are easily accessible by foot or bike. Old border crossings have the status of 
 historical-cultural heritage. 
 Differences in the production of landscape have been made accessible and 
visible. Think about routes and accommodations. The border as a common heritage in 
a special landscape. The Countryside west is characterised by its flat, large agricultural 
land and the Countryside east by its hilly landscape. On the German side campers are 
still allowed to stay at parking lots. The Dutch side is known for its many camping sites. 
Current guidelines have remained to emphasize differences. The dykes have been 
elevated at many points along the Meuse as consequence of climate change. The 
mental distance between the west and the east of the Meuse has increased. A mystical 
border valley has taken shape between the Meuse and the green nature buffer along 
the national border with its steep edges on the west side. This is the cannonball area 
where a visitor can see, taste and smell the mysteriousness of the borderland. An 
extensive borderland between Meuse and nature embedded between two long 
north-south connections: the Meuse and the Grenzwald. 
Living with nature and water
Community
Due to the right economic and sociocultural incentives, the cross-border housing 
market has been slowly integrating. While the Polish community used to be the 
archetypical example of cross-border living and working in the beginning of the 21st 
century, now an increasing number of Dutch and Germans live on the other side of the 
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border, stimulated by tax incentives for cross-border housing or discounts for 
sociocultural institutions. An integration of the housing market has in turn created a 
rapprochement of building styles. A transition zone between two countries has 
emerged. The housing stock in the region is considered as a whole and so are the 
demands of its local society. An imbalance between household composition and 
housing stock has been prevented. 
 A substantial transformation of the housing stock has taken place as a necessary 
consequence of the ageing population and its changing composition. The pensioner is 
central. Demand-led rather than the traditional supply-led housing has become the 
norm. There has been a focus on the reduction of stock, adjustments and the change 
of functions. Living at ground level has become an important feature of the area’s 
architectural design. New buildings at ground level for senior citizens have been built 
according to the C2C-principles so that apartments can be demolished with relative 
ease to adapt to changes in the composition of the population. Many vacant rural 
dwellings have been renovated into rehabilitation centres and retirement homes. 
Vacant primary schools have been transformed into senior residences. 
Longing
In the Netherlands the pressure on urban dwellings has been high due to migration. 
Real estate prices are unprecedentedly high in the city. The construction of new 
buildings is not allowed and so the Dutch increasingly seek housing on the other side 
of the border, where home ownership is affordable. In the German rural area, Dutch 
enclaves like Kranenburg and Rothenbach have arisen (see Map 71), characterized by 
typical Dutch architecture. Houses featuring large window facades looking to the 
street stand in stark contrast to the closed fronts of many German houses. Rather than 
an integrated housing market, this is a patchy collection of ‘foreign’ enclaves that 
generate curiosity! Living with water instead of fighting it has been adopted as a 
principle in the region. Green and blue developments are attracting red developments, 
i.e. buildings. To stimulate further cross-border mobility on the housing market, Marina 
Oolderhuuske has been redeveloped into a German housing enclave. In the brown 
coal mines now filled with water to the south of Mönchengladbach, Dutch housing 
enclaves have been built (see Map 71). An area once avoided is now an authentic 
attraction for the region, both for housing and tourism!
8.3.1.3 The Agro-Logistics Agglomeration
The region as strategic junction of trade routes by road, rail and water. In the past, its 
strategic location already influenced developments in the region, as attested by 
Roman settlements along the Rhine and the Meuse as well as by plans for a 
Rhine-Meuse canal in the 17th and 19th centuries. The trade spirit is still anchored in 
the region. Logistics is one of the region’s economic pillars in which it excels 
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Map 70  The Green Land between Meuse and Rhine 2040, scenario community.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Map 71  The Green Land between Meuse and Rhine 2040, scenario longing.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Map 72  The Agro-Logistics Agglomeration, anno 2017.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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(symbolized by the many little trucks and cargo ships on Map 72). In recent decades, 
the region has been able to brand itself as a logistics hub for north-western Europe. 
Besides logistics, the region excels in agriculture and food, the manufacturing 
industry, chemistry and tourism. Rural communities and bigger cities alike benefit 
from the economic growth and innovation produced by those sectors. The economic 
pillars are strongly anchored in the region and, to a large extent, they define the 
regional landscape: e.g., flows of goods across roads, railways and waterways, 
large-scale business parks for logistics and the manufacturing industry, a large 
agricultural area consisting of farmland, grassland as well as horticulture cultivation. 
Day and stay recreation also influences the border landscape.
 In 2050, the region has established itself as an agro-logistics Cradle-to-Cradle 
valley. This is the economic passport of the region. The agro-logistics as a connecting 
element between the soft north-south axis along the border and the hard and dynamic 
east-west-axis across the border. A region for relaxation near economically strong 
developed metropole. While logistics remains largely connected to the main road 
network, agriculture, tourism and sustainability are strongly interwoven within the 
regional landscape. In recent decades, open spaces have proliferated across the 
landscape, which has undergone a metamorphosis caused by the expansion and 
innovation in the agriculture sector and an altered population composition. Think 
about the migration of higher educated people as well as aging and migration flows, 
which have resulted in different food-consumption and living patterns impacting the 
space around us. 
Logistics hub
Community
The region as the European logistics hotspot. The hub between the European container 
ports and the European consumer market. This is the economic selling proposition of 
the region. A region that consists of a strongly developed axis of inland ports along the 
Map 72  Continued.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Rhine (Duisburg, Neuss, Krefeld) and the Meuse (Venlo, Ooijen-Wanssum, Roermond, 
Wessem), as can be seen on Map 73. The orientation of its development goes east to 
west, perpendicular to the green zone along the border. The region is not only an 
important link between the ZARA-ports and the European hinterland—as a part of 
several strong TEN-T connections—,127 it is also an important link in the flow of goods 
between Asia and Europe. The region has exploited the New Silk Route between China 
and Duisburg and the moving trade towards Asia in order to structurally act as a world 
player in logistics. The aforementioned inland ports along the Rhine and the Meuse 
have experienced a significant growth due to this newfound economic cooperation. 
 The development of the region by rail, water and air has been substantially 
improved. A railway connection Eindhoven-Düsseldorf Airport is running. In order to 
improve the east-west connections, cross-border railways were first electrified. This 
was a necessity for the region to remain a logistics hotspot. Good connections 
between Meuse and Rhine by rail and water (see also section ‘Air, road and water’) are 
important to avoid that the western part of the region remains dependent on the 
ZARA-ports and the eastern part on the container port of Hamburg. A separation has 
been avoided! Furthermore, Airport Weeze has been designed as the indispensable 
freight airport of the region: the euroregional centre for air traffic, logistics and industry. 
To further develop the airport, the N270 has been extended up to the B9 (see Map 73). 
The narrowest part of the National Park De Maasduinen has been crossed by the 
building of a tunnel. Besides the existing trade ports in the surroundings of Venlo, 
where much agribusiness and logistics reside, the historical-cultural RAF-base 
Elmpt-Niederküchten has also emerged as a euregional industrial park specialized in 
agro-logistics at the south edge of the region along the A52 (see Map 73). Logistics is 
all over the region linked by the three-dynamic east-west connections.
Longing
The region has two logistics hotpots: North-Limburg and the Rhine harbour area 
around Krefeld, Duisburg, Neuss and Düsseldorf (see Map 74). Each hotspot follows its 
own course. Partially caused by the absence of good east-west-oriented railway and 
waterway connections. From a national perspective both hotspots have remained 
national hotspots, but at European level they have lost power. However, the enormous 
flows of goods through the region—due to logistics, agribusiness and the manufacturing 
industry—have not disappeared. The eastern part of the region is connected to 
Hamburg and the Far East; while the western part is focussed on the ZARA-ports. 
No investments are being made in cross-border train connections anymore. History 
has proven that such projects require decade-long efforts—a period that can be better 
spent in the implementation of many other developments. Railway investments for 
electrifying and doubling railways have improved national north-south connections. 
E-commerce is still  nationally oriented despite the intensive worldwide trade flows. 
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Parcel delivery across borders incurs higher costs. Cross-border drone-delivered 
parcels are not allowed due to incompatible legislations. The customer has incentives 
to physically cross the border. Despite sharing the same currency, both countries still 
have tax differences that affect the retail sector in the region.
Agropole 
Community
Cross-border trade of agriculture and food has steadily increased for decades, which 
has allowed the region to successfully brand itself as the greenest and most versatile 
agri-food region in the world. It has become a cross-border Agropole that is able to 
compete with global leaders in all matters related to agribusiness and agri-logistics. It 
is also the biggest producer of fresh products in Europe. The initiative healthiest region 
has been expanded across the whole borderland in combination with the initiative 
‘Region of taste’.128 Innovations in the regional food industry have made this region 
one of the healthiest of Europe. The region is leading in the field of genetic modification 
and new technologies have been used for plant and animal breeding. The industrial 
park Zevenellen has become a pioneer in biobased agriculture—a new form of 
biotechnology. The region has also become a market leader in the area of vegetable 
seeds, which has its core in Leudal. An agribusiness university has also been established 
in the region!
 Not only has the agricultural sector benefited from this success but tourism and 
education too. Conscious ways of dealing with food have put regional products in the 
shelves of horeca and supermarkets all over the region as well as in people’s homes. 
Agricultural and horticultural innovation have been spurred thanks to t the presence 
of a horticultural lab and various educational and research institutes. Revenues from 
innovation are reinvested in the regional agricultural sector. The number of farms has 
declined in recent decades due to scaling and the overall agricultural area has been 
slowly declining as well. This has freed up space for the touristic industry. Empty 
stables and farms are being reused. Farmers offer nostalgic touristic experiences in 
the countryside such as staying overnight in the farm. All of this can be explored along 
the Agropole Avenue. The touristic agri-route from Heibloem to Sonsbeck (see Map 73).
Longing
Both sides collaborate in the most versatile and biggest agri-food region of the world. 
Each side focuses on its own strengths. Border-crossers buys flowers, plants, fruit and 
vegetables along the Agropole Avenue running across the region, thus experiencing a 
different landscape both west and east to the border (see Map 74). The two sides of 
the border are aesthetically and technically complementary. On the German side, 
agricultural fields are smaller and more scattered, characterized by large surfaces of 
farmland and grazing land as well as by large livestock. Generally, on the German side 
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there is much floriculture and horticulture in the open land. The Lower Rhine has its 
Heidedorf Lüllingen. The Dutch side is characterised by its large agricultural fields. 
Scaling has enabled innovation in agriculture. Typical for the Dutch landscape are the 
Peel municipalities of Limburg (Leudal, Horst aan de Maas, Peel en Maas and Venray), 
which focus on cattle breeding.129 In the surroundings of Venlo, (greenhouse) horti- 
culture is flourishing. The Dutch side has been specializing in mushroom cultivation. 
The Netherlands has its Rozendorp Lottum. The typical agricultural landscape on both 
sides of the border can be seen as the buffer and protection zone of the mysterious 
Grenzwald. The evocation of desire is considered the guiding principle in regional 
marketing. Several rural areas have been recognized as a ‘border landscape’: the flat 
Peel municipalities on the Dutch side and the ‘Tuscan’ hilly landscape in the Viersen 
district. 
Sustainability and Energy
Community
The region has realized that the best of both worlds can be combined in a cross-border 
region. Different applications of sustainability learn from each other. The added value 
of seeing the border as a resource is actively used in everyday practical applications. 
Besides, North- and Central-Limburg has become a leading region within the Netherlands 
in the generation of renewable energy due to the solid German cooperation. The Lower 
Rhine on the other hand, has internalized the C2C principles that Venlo successively 
implemented in recent decades. Those sustainability principles are being implemented 
in the region and influence the use of space. Sustainability has become a recurrent 
principle in agribusiness, logistics, manufacturing and tourism. The region is aiming to 
become the most sustainable region of Europe. 
 The most sustainable region is a luring appeal for companies to settle around the 
borderland. The region is characterized by innovations such as vertical greenhouses, 
solar cells on ships, motorways and trucks. C2C has been applied in the manufacturing 
of fully degradable products. Transport is mostly fuelled by sustainable energy. 
Logistic halls and greenhouse horticulture concentrations are being reduced through 
space optimization. Ecotourism is booming in the region. Cross-border sustainability 
routes are being built for bikes, cars and public transportation in general. Along the 
main road axles, renewable energy is generated by sun and wind on a large scale. 
A car or train ride through the region becomes has become a truly sustainable experience. 
Moreover, more free space for energy production has been created by a more efficient 
use of road networks. The first cross-border hyperloop is surrounded by solar 
collectors. 
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Longing
Each country excels in its own sustainable applications. Both sides have an approach 
striving for a better world and an self-sufficient society. The provision of locally 
produced energy to the other side of the border is still an obstacle. Energy corporations 
stop at the border. Germany is producing much renewable energy while the Netherlands 
is focusing more on integral sustainability (e.g., reusing materials, economic revenue 
models). Differences in subsidies and legislation regarding sustainable energy production 
have created differences in the physical environment. Within the Region West, former 
agricultural fields have been transformed into energy landscapes. The typical landscape 
of the Lower Rhine includes wind turbines and solar collectors. The Region West is 
more aimed at applying circular economic concepts like C2C. The Netherlands is using 
fully degradable products, which is reflected in the urban scene: buildings, public 
works of art, street lighting and road signs. A sustainability route that runs through 
the region makes the differences between both sides visible, particularly for tourists. 
Education and Research
Community
Education and research have been entirely devoted to support regional strengths, 
namely agriculture and food (Greenport), logistics, manufacturing, retail (Keyport) and 
chemistry. The establishment of the Rhine-Meuse Institute (RMI) has produced 
regional studies concerning these sectors. The RMI is domiciled in a historical location: 
the bridge across the river Meuse between Venlo and Blerick (see Map 73). It is the 
eyecatcher of the region as well as an important engine for education, research and 
the regional economy. Thanks to solid research and education, there is constant 
cross-fertilisation among the region’s economic pillars,—e.g., between retail and 
logistics through cross-border e-commerce. The strengths of the region are even 
embedded in a student’s daily life. Think about C2C student housings on multiple 
‘green campuses’ (see Map 73). Regional policy for student housing must prevent 
cities from competing with each other. Major campus plans are not only developed for 
the Dutch Greenport, but also for cities like Krefeld and Mönchengladbach in the fields 
of agriculture, health and technology. There is one research programme and one 
cross-border university of multiple campuses. The region acts as an important link in 
the horizontal knowledge axis between the Eindhoven University of Technology to the 
University of Applied Sciences Düsseldorf.
 The allocation of primary schools in the region has become more efficient, which 
has led to the closure of several primary schools. However, the newfound cooperation 
in education among villages means that they can look forward to a brighter future. 
The ageing population has meant a declining number of students. Besides, both sides 
have realized that a common education policy was necessary to counteract the 
emigration of highly educated people. The region has not only considered the changing 
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population as a danger but also as an opportunity. The region has become so well 
integrated that studying on the other side of the border represents no inconvenience 
at all. A strong connection among regional economic pillars and the retired population 
has been developed, e.g., in the areas of nutrition, products, transport and leisure 
activities. A consistent German-Dutch educational system from primary school to 
university level has created a region that excels in educating European professionals. 
These borderlanders are able to get around seamlessly on both sides of the border. 
Educational institutions offer common programmes in both Dutch and German. A 
cross-border study programme that has been receiving a great deal of interest is one 
that allows students to spend one year in Venlo, one in Roermond, one in Möncheng-
ladbach and one in Krefeld. 
Longing
Despite the tangible differences across the borderland, students enjoy a predominantly 
welcoming culture. The region has made every effort to let students explore the best 
of both worlds. Cross-border mobility is stimulated by offering high student discounts. 
Student learn to appreciate the differences between both countries. Different research 
institutes are settled in the region. Education and research have been fully at the 
service of regional strengths and needs. The longing-based scenario considers that 
each education institution exploits its strengths. The content of study programmes is 
highly linked to the characteristics of the city and its surroundings. There is a strong 
connection with the local and regional economy. As Map 74 shows, Krefeld concentrates 
on chemistry and metal production, Mönchengladbach on mechanical engineering, 
textile and medical technology; Roermond on retail and Venlo on logistics, agriculture 
and food. An exchange programme ensures that students become familiar with the 
differences between both countries. Moreover, the differences between German 
universities of applied sciences—which are better at conveying theory—and Dutch 
universities—which are better at practical training—is actively exploited. These roles 
invert for secondary vocational education.
 The Rhine-Meuse Institute (RMI),  a cross-border research institute that supports 
regional economic pillars, is domiciled in a historical location: a former customs office. 
The modernized customs office at the Keulse Barrière (see Map 74) is conveniently 
located at the border with the intention to make it come back to life. There are still 
differences in the costs of student housing. The price determines the mobility to a 
large extent. German student rooms in villages are still in high demand, which cripples 
Venlo’s ability to grow into a student city. 
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Map 73  The Agro-Logistic Agglomeration 2040, scenario community.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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Map 74  The Agro-Logistic Agglomeration 2040, scenario longing.
(Source: own illustration, with technical support from Daan de Haan Design B.V. 2017)
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8.4  A created momentum
The interviews, design ateliers and the extensive engagement of numerous participants 
have revealed that cross-border cooperation on spatial development has the potential 
to become a fertile topic in the border landscape under study. The Spatial Development 
Perspective offers the stakeholders findings in the form of numbers, facts, spatial 
developments and challenges in the border landscape. However, the accomplishments 
of this Perspective should not be taken as the endpoint of action, but rather as a new 
starting point that can further strengthen cross-border cooperation. The Perspective 
is intended as a first step to push spatial planners working in the border to cooperate 
more intensively and structurally in the future. 
 As the author, I understand that there might be different political views regarding 
the content of the Spatial Development Perspective. This study, however, does not 
intend to prescribe one single direction for development. Rather, it aims to initiate a 
political and social dialogue about the future of the borderland with the help of several 
spatial scenarios. The objective of these scenarios is not to force the reader to choose 
one of them. Reality probably lies somewhere between the two extremes that these 
scenarios represent—a mix of transformation possibilities. The scenarios simply offer 
a window into how the region could look like in the future. 
 To prevent the document from being read only once, I used the opportunity to 
include a number of recommendations in the Perspective. The final part of this action 
research is intended to trigger stakeholders to change the current situation in practice 
by designing practical recommendations that take into account the insights provided 
by the interviews. These recommendations could contribute to the development of a 
structural cross-border collaboration in the field of spatial planning. These recommen-
dations must be considered separately from the overall theoretical conclusions and 
future considerations that result from this study, which will be presented in the final 
chapter.
	Establish a cross-border spatial development committee represented by local and 
regional authorities. This committee’s work could be complementary to the efforts 
of the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning—in which national and regional 
bodies participate already since 1967. A regional committee could serve as a 
connection between the Dutch-German Committee for Spatial Planning and local 
and subregional spatial issues in the borderland. Such a committee could contribute 
to cultivate a more active and structured cross-border spatial cooperation as well as 
a joint regional vision and strategy. In order to guarantee a consistent and sustainable 
cooperation, I recommend to establish two committees, i.e. a political committee 
and a committee represented by civil servants. The political committee could play 
an important role as the connection between European, national and regional 
politics and cross-border issues. This committee could jointly lobby in Maastricht, 
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The Hague, Düsseldorf, Berlin and Brussels. The civil committee could mainly 
concentrate on concrete plans and the connection to spatial policies of local and 
regional authorities. The following recommendations could all be addressed by the 
cross-border spatial development committees.
	Develop a borderland photo gallery at civil servant, political and executive level to 
make the responsible persons for spatial development visible;
	Develop an online geographical database that compiles all relevant formal and 
informal spatial development plans and makes them accessible;
	Monitor social and spatial developments from a statistical cross-border perspective 
as a response to the lack of information and knowledge at cross-border level—not 
only at NUTS-level 3, but as well at LAU-level 2;130
	Monitor, at least once a year, spatial developments, plans, projects and intentions 
that have a cross-border appearance;
	Develop a course on ‘Spatial development policy in the neighbouring country’ for 
spatial planners in the Dutch-German borderland;
	Develop an exchange programme at administrative and executive level to learn the 
planning culture and system of the neighbouring country;
	Develop, every five to ten years, a spatial development perspective for the border 
landscape and make it compulsory for local and regional bodies to consider it in 
their own spatial development policies;
	Local and regional bodies should consider in their spatial development plans to 
what extent a spatial initiative influences the use of space on the other side of the 
border;
	Local and regional bodies should consider the extent to which the involvement of 
foreign neighbouring authorities or other institutions could be of added value. 
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8.5  Conclusions
The unfolding of new imaginaries in border landscapes has been an important 
endeavour of the borderscaping approach. Therefore, the implementation of a number 
of design ateliers as part of the action research can be regarded as an important part 
of the collaborative borderscaping method. The design ateliers provided the 
opportunity to investigate whether planners in the borderland are able to develop and 
design new imaginaries for the borderland that use the border acts as a starting point. 
The design explorations present a cross-border planning process from the inside. 
Multiple spatial scenarios have been explored by a diversity of planners and 
policymakers following a collaborative planning process based on different interactive 
(spatial) methods. These multiple scenarios facilitate the exploration of the bandwidth 
of transformative possibilities for the borderland. Divided into three thematic fields, 
these spatial design scenarios for the Dutch-German border landscapes could 
re-orient current territorial trends. The spatial ideas show us that the border can play 
a more facilitating and less hindering role in cross-border planning by taking the 
border as point of departure; a stimulus and incentive for new spatial imaginaries and 
projects. Merged into a Spatial Development Perspective, a starting point has been 
established in order to let planners in the future cooperate across borders in a 
structural manner. 
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9.  Conclusions
This final chapter presents the contributions and overall conclusions of this study. The 
main contributions of the thesis draw on the interplay between the conceptual and 
methodological dimensions and the design explorations in the Lower Rhine Area on 
the German side, and North- and Central-Limburg on the Dutch side of the border by 
means of a collaborative borderscaping approach. 
 Although cross-border cooperation has existed for many decades already, spatial 
planning across borders is so far unexplored (Eker and Van Houtum 2013). Usually, as 
soon as the cartographic representation reaches the border, the colours and patterns 
of the map suddenly stop, as if the other side did not exist. These mapmaking 
conventions echo a dominant spatial planning practice characterized by its 
inward-looking approach and its neglect of the ‘other side’ of the border, which are 
features common to the majority of spatial strategies and supporting cartographies. In 
spatial planning, the prevalent convention of considering the border as the end of the 
country, and sometimes even as a national dumping site (i.e., on-shore wind parks, 
nuclear power plants, oil storage), produces an inland focus that reinforces specific 
border-related problems and overlooks cross-border potential (Van Houtum et al. 
2010). Even though this convention might be legitimized by a state-oriented approach 
and reproduced by administrative, political and legal perspectives, from a spatial 
point of view it is untenable. A state-oriented approach does not do justice to the 
spatial dynamics that take place the borderland, where the landscape’ morphological 
borders do not run parallel to the national borders and where cross-border mobility is 
a daily practice.
 In current academic debates on borders there is a growing attention to see the 
border also as a resource instead of only a barrier (see, among others, Brambilla 2014, 
2015; Buoli 2015; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Grichting 2015; Van Houtum and Eker 
2015). This ‘borderscapes approach’ provides tools to explore the border as a resource 
in practice (Appadurai 1996; Rajaram and Grundy Warr 2007). However, the border - 
scapes breakthrough that has taken place in border studies during recent years has 
hardly been translated into planning practice so far (Eker and Van Houtum 2013). This 
approach creates opportunities to empirically explore how planners could benefit 
from the border rather than perceiving it as a mere hindering boundary. The border- 
 scapes notion—both a conceptual and a methodological apparatus—can be used in 
tension and dialogue with different disciplinary arenas (Minghi and Rumley 1991). In 
this study, the borderscapes approach has been used in dialogue with spatial planning, 
a discipline, however, that has shunned contact with the increased attention for border 
areas to a large extent (Jacobs 2016: 68). 
 This study has explored the borderscapes notion as a conceptual tool and 
borderscaping as a collaborative method in a Dutch-German borderland. This prac-
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tice-oriented approach in border studies aims to change the status quo in planning 
practice by generating action. It amounts to an explorative design of borderscapes 
intended to highlight the borderland by means of creative work. By adopting a border- 
scaping approach, this study investigated how design can establish a conceptual and 
methodological dialogue between border studies and spatial planning. This study has 
also explored the potential of a collaborative borderscaping approach in order to 
envision planning scenario that is able to bring together multiple planning interests 
across the Dutch-German borderland. 
 This dissertation is divided in three parts and therefore the contributions are 
structured around three dimensions: the conceptual and methodological framework, 
the cross-border development in the Dutch-German borderland and the design 
explorations on and at the Dutch-German border. In what follows I provide an overview 
of the subquestions that have been answered in each of these sections.
Conceptual and methodological framework
	What has been the role of the border in the cross-border development debate in 
border and planning studies?
	To what extent can a borderscaping approach be suitable to create cross-border 
geopolitical perceptions and imaginations?
	How could the border play a more facilitating and less hindering role in cross-border 
spatial development?
The first part of this study argued for building a dialogue among border studies, 
planning studies and design disciplines. Various scholars, both in border studies and 
planning studies debates (see Chapter 2) have been advocating for a design approach 
(Balz and Zonneveld 2015; Brambilla 2015; De Jonge 2009; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; 
Kempenaar et al. 2016; Sohn 2017; Viganò 2010). The borderscapes approach 
emphasizes the importance of perceiving the borderland as an ongoing process of 
place-making in which design plays an important role (Brambilla 2016). From this 
perspective, the border is a dynamic social process that may become a design tool 
through borderscaping as an imaginative design-based approach (Buoli, 2015; 
Newman 2006a, 2006b; Paasi 1998; Van Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002). In spatial 
planning debates, an explorative design approach has taken a prominent position (De 
Jonge 2009). Planning studies have been advocating for a design approaching order to 
unleash the powerful visual character of a regional design (Balz and Zonneveld 2015; 
De Jonge 2009; De Zwart 2015). 
 In addition to the cross-border development debate in border and planning 
studies that has been outlined in Chapters 3 and 4, these sections have demonstrated 
the mutual benefits of building a dialogue between border and planning studies to 
foster the interests of cross-border planning practices. First, the analysis of the cross- 
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border development debate in border studies revealed that this academic discipline 
has, so far, largely shunned contact with spatial planning. The richness of participative 
and collaborative processes in planning studies could offer workable instruments to 
shape a collaborative process in borderlands. Such an approach can enrich 
borderscapes research by endowing it with practical methodological explorations that 
are necessary to re-design border landscapes. Brambilla (2015) already indicated the 
importance of an approach that could lead to transnational spaces through 
collaborative processes. At the same time, the application of a collaborative planning 
process across borders could deliver new insights for collaborative planning debates.
 Although (as we have seen in Chapter 4) spatial planning has evolved from a 
traditional government-oriented planning approach towards spatial planning as a 
multi-level, multi-actor and multi-sectoral process, the debate is still rather influenced 
by state borders and has therefore—although unsurprisingly—largely ignored the 
significance of the border and its potential (Albrechts 2006; Balz and Zonneveld 2015; 
Forester 1989, 1999; Friedmann 1973; Healey 1992, 2003; Innes 1996; Margerum 
2002). The rather limited focus on the border has been concerned with its elimination 
(a perspective known as ‘the border as a barrier’). This research has argued that the 
borderscapes notion provides useful insights for spatial planning (Buoli 2015; Eker 
and Van Houtum 2013). In particular, conceptual considerations extracted from 
borderscapes theory could help planners and policymakers to overcome geopolitical 
constraints, mainly the perception of the border not as a static line on the map but as 
a dynamic space brought together rather than set apart by the border. 
 Even though scientifically-grounded attempts have been carried out in the past to 
re-design and re-imagine the border landscape—especially from a conceptual point of 
view—both border and planning studies still lack methodological explorations in 
which the border acts as a point of departure for planning practice (Brambilla 2015, 
2016; Buoli 2015; Mezzadra and Neilson 2013). The conceptual and methodological 
explorations in the first part of this research revealed that a process of collaborative 
design could be a suitable mode to bridge the gap between the borderscapes notion 
and the cross-border development debate in planning studies. This turned into what I 
called a collaborative borderscaping approach: a design-oriented approach in which 
the exploration of new imaginaries for the border landscape is carried out through a 
collaborative process. This is a new method to
investigate the borderland through action research.
Cross-border development in the Dutch-German borderland 
	How is cross-border planning for border regions conceived, implemented and integrated 
in national planning systems in the Dutch-German context?
	How can past and current planning dynamics in the Dutch-German borderland shaping 
the border landscape be described from a borderscapes perspective?
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The contributions of the second part of this study are based on the empirical 
explorations of the Dutch-German borderland. First, the analysis of both national 
planning systems in the Netherlands and Germany, outlined in Chapter 5, revealed 
that the attention for borderlands is rather an exception than a regular part of national 
spatial policies. 
 Remarkably, formal planning instruments on the German side—both at the federal 
as well at the state level—give much more attention to cross-border spatial development 
than those on the Dutch side. This is remarkable for the following reasons. First, the 
highly regulated German planning system generally provides less opportunity for new 
spatial governance arrangements than the development-oriented and decentralized 
Dutch planning system. Second, many interviewees shared their belief that Dutch 
administrative layers are much more active in the field of cross-border spatial 
development. 
 Based on the analysis of both planning systems, however, this belief seemed to 
be unfounded. At the federal level, the German ‘guidelines for spatial planning’ and the 
‘demonstration projects of spatial planning’ spend a great deal of attention to 
cross-border metropolitan regions. Considerable attention is paid to the consequences 
of spatial interventions for the Dutch territory—also at the regional level. From the 
Dutch side, the attention for neighbouring Germany has always been very limited. The 
cross-border attention in national, regional and local spatial planning instruments is 
usually only included on the maps. National spatial policy, for example, despite some 
moments in time of increasing international awareness, has strongly been characterized by 
an inland focus. The limited attention for Germany is especially reflected in the lines and 
arrows on the spatial development cartographies that sometimes cross the border. 
 Although the consequences of different spatial planning legislations in the 
Netherlands and Germany become clearly evident in the borderland—as well as the 
consequences of European spatial directives implemented by the national government—, 
state governments grant little attention to such phenomena. Despite the sporadic 
attempts just mentioned, in general, the attention for the borderland is rather limited. 
These findings are in line with the academic debate, which argues that there is a void 
in spatial planning policy (Eker and Van Houtum 2013; Jacobs 2016). The attempts 
for an intensified cross-border cooperation in spatial planning policy between the 
Netherlands and the adjoining German states has so far only led to occasional 
consultation of new spatial plans and guidelines. Meanwhile, the development of a 
spatial development plan for the borderland remains wishful thinking. Cross-border 
spatial initiatives have mainly been guided by the seemingly unbridgeable differences 
between the two legal planning systems and the limited perception of the border as 
barrier that has to be overcome. Planning practice and policy in borderlands seems to 
be in dire need of new approaches to the border that go beyond seeing it as a mere 
administrative division.
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After exploring the cross-border awareness in both national planning systems, Chapter 
6 zoomed in on the region under study. This chapter revealed that the shape of the 
border landscape and its dynamics are highly influenced by the existence of former 
and current state borders. To a certain extent, the border has been influencing the 
shape of the surrounding landscape and its dynamics—such as cross-border mobility 
flows and demographic developments. These patterns confirm the importance of 
cross-border cooperation in spatial planning. As part of this study, I have explored 
three types of borderscapes in the border landscape inspired by the work of Harbers 
(2003): planning, functional and physiographic borderscapes. Considering the 
influence of the border on the dynamics, forces and land use patterns in the border 
landscape, I expected an intensive cross-border cooperation. However, my analysis of 
local and regional spatial plans and policies proved that the opposite is true. 
 The majority of regional, subregional and local policies and plans is led by 
geopolitical convictions based on a perception of the national border as the end of the 
nation state. Despite the growing attention for cross-border cooperation in many local 
and regional politics and policy, only a few cross-border spatial development plans 
have been developed in recent decades. These initiatives—some of which are the 
outcome of a collaborative method—start from one scenario, i.e. the inexistent border. 
In addition, any attention for the dynamics in the borderland under study is missing. 
A real exploration of the borderscapes notion in the Dutch-German borderland is 
lacking and therefore it merits further investigation. 
The design explorations at the Dutch-German border
	To what extent do geopolitical convictions influence spatial planning in border regions? 
	Which collaboratively developed spatial design scenarios for the Dutch-German border 
landscapes could re-orient current territorial trends?
	How could the collaboratively developed spatial design scenarios for the Dutch- 
German border landscapes be implemented and used by policy makers?
The majority of the contributions constitute the final part of this study. It concerns the 
findings based on the design explorations of the Dutch-German borderland. This part 
revealed that, even though most planners and policymakers are strongly guided by 
geopolitical convictions,  the design ateliers pushed planners to explore the border as 
a resource in spatial planning and to develop new imaginaries for the borderland. 
 After an extensive document analysis at local, regional, national and European 
level, my next step in this action research involved establishing a conversation with 
many regional stakeholders. The findings of these border interviews— which have 
been examined in Chapter 7—present a number of interesting paradoxes. 
 First, the series of border interviews revealed that planners and policymakers 
conceptually approach the border as a resource only in their free time—for example, 
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by admiring the differences in the landscape. Only a few planners and policymakers 
have been capable to adapt the border as an opportunity into daily work. However, 
different push and pull factors that could further stimulate cross-border mobility in the 
border landscape have not been explored so far. The few existing cross-border spatial 
policies and projects are based on the conviction of the border as a barrier, which is 
probably influenced by the Dutch-German INTERREG programme 2014-2020 that 
focuses on the border as a barrier. The border continues to be seen mainly as a static 
line, rather than as a borderland with its specific dynamics and strengths (Buoli 2015; 
Ehlers 2007; Wilson and Donnan 2012). The interviews revealed that, in spatial planning 
policy, the border is often experienced as the end of an organization’s responsibility 
and thus, as part of the action-oriented process, the interviews were used to trigger 
planners and policymakers to exploit the border as a resource in spatial planning. 
 A second paradox exposed by the interviews is that between willingness and 
decision power. Whereas the academic debate in border studies shows a heightened 
awareness for the border landscape (e.g., Buoli 2015; Eker and Van Houtum 2013; 
Grichting 2015), planning practice often limits itself to superficial reflections with no 
practical considerations. Despite promising intentions in policy documents, the real 
willingness and political power to cooperate across borders is lacking. As long as the 
border is not perceived as an opportunity by all concerned parties, there will be 
apologies for failing to work across the border such as: a lack of legal power across 
borders, insufficient subsidies from political capitals, the current efforts to get engaged 
within new inland spatial governance arrangements, the difficulty to overcome other 
types of borders, the responsibility for cross-border cooperation not lying within the 
spatial planner’s jurisdiction and differences in spatial planning systems and cultures. 
This indicates that processes of re- and de-bordering (Herzog and Sohn 2014) and 
re- and deterritorialization (Brenner 1998, 1999) are constantly taking shape by means 
of new spatial governance arrangements, which has proven not to necessarily favour 
cross-border cooperation.
 What remains is a rather small cross-border network dedicated to cross-border 
spatial planning issues. What stands out is that most planners and policymakers seem 
to be stuck in a so-called vicious circle. They adduce the insufficiency of joint 
assignments for the formulation of joint cross-border policy. The increased cross-border 
mobility that many organizations pretend to aim and which would probably result in an 
increased number of shared assignments, can only be brought about through joint 
policy and design. What is necessary to intensify cooperation is a shared feeling of 
ownership and urgency. Something that planners and policymakers in the Dutch- 
German borderland have lacked so far.
 Past cross-border spatial planning efforts have resulted in little change. These 
efforts were driven by a belief that the border acts as a barrier: an outdated notion 
according to  the academic debate in border studies (e.g., Brambilla 2012, 2015; 
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Newman 2006a, 2006b; Van Houtum and Van Naerssen 2002). Cross-border spatial 
policy has run into an impasse. However, at least the good intentions and the need for 
cross-border cooperation seems to be felt by many actors. What is lacking, as the 
interviews revealed, is a suitable method for achieving better cross-border cooperation 
in spatial planning—as has already been noted in border studies debates (Brambilla 
2015; Buoli 2015). Even though many respondents feel trapped in inward-looking 
territorial systems, many practitioners working on the borderland feel an urgent need 
for a breakthrough in cross-border cooperation. This is a call—already suggested by 
the debate in border studies—for new borderscaping methods (e.g., Brambilla 2016; 
Brambilla et al. 2015; Buoli 2015; Eker and Henk van Houtum 2013). This action research 
is an answer to this call.
 As a next step in this action research, I organized a series of design ateliers that 
brought planners and policymakers together to explore whether they could be freed 
from this vicious circle by coming up with different spatial design scenarios for the 
Dutch-German border landscapes that challenged current territorial trends. This 
involved turning the conceptual and methodological exploration of borderscapes into 
practice, which has resulted in new imaginaries for the borderland. The exploration of 
the conceptual approach of the border as a resource through the development of 
different spatial scenarios allowed planners and policymakers to overcome geopolitical 
convictions. Their joint efforts resulted in a bandwidth of transformation possibilities 
for the border landscape. 
 It has turned out that whether a theme lends itself to the exploration of one or 
both scenarios depends very much on what that theme is about. In particular, the 
exploration of the longing-oriented scenario (Eker and Van Houtum 2013)—which pays 
special attention to the differences in the border landscape—has proven to be a 
challenging task. Its degree of difficulty is perhaps the result of decades of harmonisa-
tion-centred indoctrination and the conventional aspirations for convergence and 
homogeneity. Apparently, the perception of the border as a barrier is firmly rooted in 
the way of thinking of those who have been appointed to work and think across 
borders. Yet, sometimes the best way to think across borders is to use the heterogeneity 
inherent to the border landscape.
 The application of the borderscaping method relied on a combination of existing 
tools for developing and following a collaborative process. So far, these tools have not 
been applied in border landscapes in order to explore scenarios in which the border 
acts as a resource. The tools have been combined and modified in such a way that 
they fit the German-Dutch context. In order to strengthen the borderscapes approach, 
this method needs to be further explored and applied in other borderlands—just as 
the conceptual approach of using the border as a starting-point needs to be further 
investigated. At the very least, the newly proposed method provides a good starting 
point for further research and action.
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This study has found that in some regions and for some activities it can be desirable 
to take the border as a resource, while in other regions and for other activities it can be 
more desirable to think the border away. What this insight in any case shows is that 
one spatial blueprint for the border landscape is neither desirable nor possible. What 
seems much more desirable is the joint exploration and elaboration of a common 
borderscaping approach.
 In sum, the borderscapes approach proved to be a suitable instrument to 
contribute to the generation of a breakthrough in planning practice. This action 
research aimed to generate action in order to change the situation in practice. In the 
course of the research, the involvement of organizations and individuals increased 
step by step and the process of producing a cross-border spatial development plan 
was gradually adopted by ‘the region’. Actors in the region have proved to be able to 
collaboratively produce a cross-border spatial development plan by following a 
collaborative borderscaping method. What is crucial for a structural cross-border 
cooperation in spatial planning to take place, however, is that planners and 
policymakers get the chance to become familiar with the planning culture in the 
neighbouring country. This may dismantle the perception common to many spatial 
planners that border regions are necessarily disadvantaged regions. If public bodies 
start to consider the border as an opportunity instead of a barrier, working and 
investing in the borderland will probably start to become more attractive. Spatial 
policy and action should not be driven by fear for negative border effects. An important 
task for the national, regional and local governments is to contribute to an increased 
and intensified cross-border cooperation in spatial planning.
Future research perspectives 
This study investigated the mutual added value of the interaction between the 
borderscapes approach and the cross-border development debate in planning studies: 
an interdisciplinary dialogue that has been scantly explored in practice so far. This 
research should be considered as a pioneering exploration between border and 
planning studies. In order to demonstrate the added value of this interdisciplinary 
approach from a scientific perspective, the mutual contribution between border and 
planning studies needs to be further investigated. This action-oriented research might 
serve as inspiration given the practice and design-oriented approach that is advocated 
in both academic fields.
 What the academic debate on planning studies lacks so far is a clear understanding 
of the contributions that the borderscapes approach may have to offer to spatial 
planning, in particular through the conceptual notion of the border as a resource. 
Further anchoring the borderscapes approach into spatial planning debates can 
contribute to change the perception of the border and lead to innovation in the 
borderlands. The other way around, further research needs to explore whether the 
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academic debate on borderscapes and borderscaping can benefit from the 
collaborative methodological approaches in spatial planning debates. What is lacking 
in theoretical debates on border studies are methodological approaches in which the 
borderland can be designed as a starting point for planning. Although the findings of 
this study have not been applied in other borderlands yet, it could be the starting point 
of much fruitful future research. In order to strengthen the theoretical foundation on 
borderscapes, the method applied here needs to be further investigated in other 
border landscapes across Europe.
 This research is characterized by its action-oriented character. The strength of such 
a method is that it contributes to the change of a situation in practice. In addition to the 
advantages and characteristics described in Chapter 2, there are at the same time some 
limits and criticisms on action research. First, it is often difficult to generalise from action 
research. With this caveat in mind, I must say that the external validity of this study is 
rather limited. However, due to the innovative and explorative nature of this research, its 
intention is not to generalize, i.e. confirm a tested theory. This study aims to make a 
humble contribution to the development of the theoretical debate on borderscapes. 
Moreover, due to the detailed description of the collaborative borderscaping method, 
one of the virtues of this study is its ability to apply findings from one experimental 
setting to other settings—especially other Dutch-German cross-border regions. It remains 
difficult, however, as Eden and Huxham argue (2001: 80), to lend action research to 
repeatable experimentation, since each intervention will inexorably differ from the last. 
 That brings me to the next limit of action research: the ultimate direction of the 
process is not in the researcher’s hands because they participate in practice and vice 
versa. Decisions need to made collectively, which at the same time contributes to the 
practical contribution of the research. This might make very difficult to control the pace 
of the project. In addition, the findings are dependent on stakeholders who are 
influenced in many different ways. In other words, participants play a role in the 
generation of theory and this is a factor that can hardly be eliminated in action 
research. A final shortcoming of action research is that it never has a clear end. The 
cyclic and iterative process for generating action could go on for an unspecified 
number of times. Nevertheless, at a given moment, the researcher must make the 
decision to stop the action. As an outcome of this research, however, a process has 
definitely been initiated in planning practice (as it became clear in Chapter 8). The fact 
that there is no clear end could however be used a permanent incentive for the region 
to eventually implement the cross-border planning initiative.
 Another criticism is based on the collaborative process that has been followed. In 
recent decades, urban geographers have started to question the very foundation of 
collaborative planning practices. In the past, according to Boonstra and Boelens (2011: 
99), participatory spatial planning produced disappointing results. The criticism is 
focused on governmental control of the process as well as by governments’ lack of 
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adaptability to the dynamics of civil society; and on the tension between the 
constraining power of existing institutions and ideals form of governance. At the 
outset of this research, I deemed that involving citizens in the action-oriented process 
would not be easy, which might not be strange given that civic participation plays a 
significant role mainly at local level. Besides, topics like ‘euroregion’ and ‘cross-border 
cooperation’ are abstract specialized concepts most people never have to either 
address or even think about. However, after the first three design ateliers had taken 
place, attention for them increased in the region to the extent that the fifth atelier was 
even initiated by a group of active local citizens. Many young people took part in the 
fourth and sixth ateliers, particularly students; they were a liberating influence that 
loosened the ateliers from the constraining forces of existing institutions.
 A suggestion that I would like to make for a next step of this action research is the 
discussion of new imaginations. The outcomes of the design ateliers were presented 
in the form of maps in December 2017. Even though these designs had previously been 
presented to the sounding board, not all the involved stakeholders had the opportunity 
to respond to them. However, the choice to present the results of the collaborative 
borderscaping process at the end of the action research was a conscious one. Earlier 
it had already become clear that ‘the region’ had gradually been starting to embrace 
the cross-border initiative. The region has been given the freedom to further develop 
and elaborate the spatial ideas.
 An important insight from current academic debates on border studies is that it is 
analytically disastrous and practically misleading to conceive borders as static lines 
on a map. For that reason, it would have been valuable to develop a dynamic atlas or, 
as proposed by the members of the Brit XI organizing committee from Grenoble and 
Aix en Provence, the AntiAtlas of 21st Century Borders (2011). Even though new border 
imaginations presented in the Spatial Development Perspective are certainly not 
regarded as static representations, they have nevertheless become snapshots on 
paper. Due to a lack of resources, I found it impossible to deliver the atlas in a digital 
and dynamic way. However, the open and experimental nature of the atlas can provide 
a space of debate about the role of collaborative cartography and planning in 
borderlands studies. A practical recommendation aimed at the region could be to 
digitally develop the atlas in the future. 
 As previously stressed by Eker and Van Houtum (2013: 405) and later by Buoli 
(2015: 239), the development of an atlas on border landscapes should be applied to all 
border regions in Europe as part of what would become an ‘European Atlas of 
Transnational Landscapes’. This would comprise an area that covers a substantial part 
of Europe in terms of surface, a large share of the European population, and that is so 
far an undiscovered area. Most studies that analyse and map the borderland, are 
visualized on the basis of copious statistics, yet the real drivers, forces and dynamics 
that shape the landscape are being forgotten. 
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Despite its shortcomings and criticisms, this study aimed to start a debate between 
practitioners active in cross-border cooperation and spatial planners and policymakers. 
It can be regarded as a full-scale systematic attempt to use borderscaping as a method 
in spatial planning and as an exploration that offers tools for further research. The 
potential of the borderscaping approach to build spatial narratives, for example, could 
be a further direction of research. In the borderland under study, it seems that the 
cross-border debate among planners and policymakers has started, yet it is only a first 
step towards more attention to the spatial dynamics that shape the border landscape. 
I could not overstate the importance of conceptualising the border and its surrounding 
landscape as so much more than just the end of the plan. The border landscape is, 
above all, a wonderful joint design opportunity, a versatile design atelier, not only for 
planners and policymakers, but also for citizens and communities. In the end, they are 
the ones who can benefit from the diversity and uniqueness of the border landscape.
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Annex 1: Interviews as background information
Interview 1: Entrepreneur and developer in process management (2014): 09.07.2014
Interview 2:  Former president of the Business Club Maas Rhein and CEO of a cross-border intermediary 
company (2014): 07.10.2014 
Interview 3:  Former Head of Unit, Marketing and Communication department, Fontys University of Applied 
Sciences, Venlo (2014): 30.10.2014 
Interview 4:  President at one Dutch-German Euroregion and former alderman in a Dutch Gemeente (2014): 
04.12.2014 
Interview 5:  Former president of the Business Club Maas Rhein and former alderman in a Dutch Gemeente 
(2014): 08.12.2014
Interview 6: Project manager INTERREG Regio Venlo (2014): 12.12.2014
Interview 7: Board Member of the Duits-Nederlandse Businessclub (2015): 05.01.2015  
Interview 8:  Honorary Consul of the Netherlands and president of the Duits-Nederlandse Businessclub 
(2015): 05.01.2015
Interview 9: Head of Unit, Dutch-German INTERREG Programme (2015): 12.01.2015
Interview 10: President at one Dutch-German Euroregion (2015): 12.01.2015
Interview 11:  Double interview with INTERREG programme managers at one Dutch-German euroregion 
(2015): 12.01.2015
Interview 12:  Double interview with a mayor and a civil servant of a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for public 
affairs (2015): 22.01.2015
Interview 13:  President of organization responsible for the cross-border branding of a Dutch Provincie  
(2015): 28.01.2015
Interview 14:  Board member of the Deutsch-Niederländische Gesellschaft zu Aachen, former EURES 
consultant (2015): 05.02.2015
Interview 15:  Lecturer and researcher in the field of social network analysis, Fontys University of Applied 
Sciences, Eindhoven (2015): 06.02.2015
Interview 16:  Entrepeneur and CEO of a business in the cross-border consultancy world (2015): 24.02.2015
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Interview 17:  Civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for public affairs, formerly responsible for 
spatial planning (2015): 03.11.2015
Interview 18:  Civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for cross-border cooperation, former civil 
servant at the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, responsible for 
cross-border spatial development (2015):  25.11.2015
Interview 19:  Civil servant at a Dutch Provincie and the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations; 
‘de-borderer’ at the Institute for Transnational and Euregional Cross Border Cooperation and 
Mobility; project leader at the European Institute for Public Administration; and  (2015): 
30.11.2015
Interview 20:  Civil servant at a Dutch Provincie, responsible for living and the environment (2015): 
01.12.2015
Interview 21:  Regional innovation officer in the Dutch-German borderland (2015): 02.12.2015 
Interview 22:  Double interview with civil servants at a German Gemeinde, responsible for economic 
development and real estate (2015): 04.12.2015 
Interview 23:  Double interview with a member of the ‘Landtag’ of North Rhine-Westphalia, responsible for 
(among others) Benelux-cooperation and with a politician in a German county (2015): 
11.12.2015 
Interview 24:  Triple interview with civil servants at a Dutch Provincie, responsible for spatial planning and/
or public affairs, one of them is the representative in the Dutch-German Committee for 
Spatial Planning (2015): 14.12.2015 
Interview 25:  Double interview with an alderman and a civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for 
regional development and/or agriculture (2015): 17.12.2015 
Interview 26:  Lecturer and researcher in the field of spatial design, Fontys University of Applied Sciences, 
Eindhoven (2016): 05.01.2016
Interview 27:  Civil servant at a German Stadt, responsible for economic development and real estate 
(2016):  06.01.2016
Interview 28:  Head of Department, department Region and Europe, at a German Kreisfreie Stadt (2016): 
13.01.2016
Interview 29:  Head of Department, department Planning, Housing and the Environment, at a German Stadt 
(2016): 20.01.2016
Interview 30:  Civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for spatial planning (2016): 20.01.2016 
Interview 31:  Double interview with civil servants at a German Stadt, responsible for spatial development 
(2016): 22.01.2016
Interview 32:  Double interview with civil servants at a German Stadt, responsible for economic development 
and marketing (2016): 22.01.2016
Interview 33:  President at one Dutch-German Euroregion and former alderman in a Dutch Gemeente 
(2016): 25.01.2016 
Interview 34:   Entrepeneur in the field of interim management and consultancy in the Dutch-German 
borderland (2016): 27.01.2016
Interview 35:  Double interview with civil servants at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for spatial planning 
and public affairs (2016): 29.01.2016
Interview 36:  Triple interview with a civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, a civil servant at a German Stadt and 
a civil servant at a German Gemeinde, responsible for spatial planning, culture and/or 
regional cooperation  (2016): 29.01.2016
Interview 37:   Director of a Dutch-German nature park and former civil servant at the Ministerie van 
Landbouw, Natuur en Visserij (2016): 04.02.2016
Interview 38:   Project leader of a cross-border nature park (2016): 17.02.2016
Interview 39:  Civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for spatial planning (2016): 17.02.2016 
Interview 40:  Former lecturer European Studies at a University of Applied Sciences and former politician at 
a Dutch Provincie (2016): 19.02.2016
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Interview 41:  Triple interview with a project leader and two civil servants at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible 
for (among others) spatial planning  (2016): 23.02.2016
Interview 42:  Double interview with civil servants at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for (among others) 
Leisure and Tourism (2016): 23.02.2016
Interview 43:  Head of Department, Planning, Building and the Environment, at a German Kreis (2016): 
24.02.2016
Interview 44:  Double interview with the mayor and the Head of Department, Planning, Building and the 
Environment, at a German Gemeinde (2016): 29.02.2016
Interview 45:  Triple interview with the Deputy Economic development and Knowledge Transfer, the 
Programme Manager at the department ‘Space’ and a civil servant, responsible for industrial 
sights, at a Dutch Provincie (2016): 01.03.2016
Interview 46:  Former civil servant at a German Bezirksregierung, responsible for regional development and 
former committee member of the Duits-Nederlandse Commissie voor Ruimtelijke Ordening 
(2016): 02.03.2016 
Interview 47:  Civil servant at a German Stadt, responsible for (among others) spatial planning and 
economic development (2016): 07.03.2016
Interview 48:  Deputy of (among others) Spatial Planning at a Dutch Provincie (2016): 08.03.2016
Interview 49:  Civil servant at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for public affairs and spatial planning (2016): 
09.03.2016 
Interview 50:  Civil servant at a German Kreisfreie Stadt, responsible for spatial development and urban 
design (2016): 13.03.2016
Interview 51:  Double interview with civil servants, responsible for  spatial development and European 
spatial planning and one of them is the representative in the Dutch-German Committee for 
Spatial Planning, Staatskanzlei North Rhine-Westphalia (2016): 15.03.2016 
Interview 52:  Civil servant at a German Stadt, responsible for spatial planning and development (2016): 
16.03.2016 
Interview 53:  Civil servant at the Consulate General of the Netherlands in Düsseldorf, responsible for 
cross-border cooperation and innovation  (2016): 24.03.2016 
Interview 54:  Double interview with civil servants at a Dutch Gemeente, responsible for leisure, tourism 
and economic development (2016): 30.03.2016 
Interview 55:  Programme manager at the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, responsible for 
(among others) cross-border spatial development and representative in the Dutch-German 
Committee for Spatial Planning (2016) (telephone): 06.09.2016 
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June 2015   Nijmegen (NL): Institute for Management Research (Radboud University), Research Day; 
October 2015 Sheffield (GB): Regional Studies Association, Early Career Conference;
March 2016   Venlo (NL): The Euroregion Symposium, organized by the Christian-Democratic political 
parties in the Netherlands and Germany (CDA/CDU);
April 2016   Venlo (NL): Meeting of the Committee Government-2-Government of the euroregion 
Rhine-Meuse-North; 
May 2016   Hamburg (DE) and Sønderborg (DK): Border Regions in Transition (BRIT) Conference;
June 2016   Venlo (NL): monthly meeting of the Ciy council working group ‘The Border’ of the city of 
Venlo;
September 2016 Bonn (DE): Modellvorhaben der Raumordnung (MORO). Cross-border spatial planning 
   Conference;
December 2016   The Hague (NL): Presentation at the former Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment. 
This  Ministry was responsible for spatial planning till the elections in the Netherlands in 
2017;
January 2017   Venlo (NL): The ‘Venlolezing’, is a reading held once a year by a young professional from 
the city Venlo. The theme of this reading was ‘’Opportunities in the Borderland’;
March 2017   Roermond (NL): Meeting of the Daily Board of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North;
June 2017   Krefeld (DE): Cross-border tour organized by the City council working group ‘The Border’ 
of the city of Venlo. During the tour, the mayor, aldermen and councilors of the city of 
Venlo visited the most important stakeholders in the cross-border region.
November 2017   Venlo (NL): TEDxVenlo. I was asked to held a TED-Talk about the border as a resource. 
Title: ‘Being a Borderlander’;
January 2018   Mönchengladbach (DE): Presentation at the New Year’s reception of the cross-border 
Business Club Maas Rhein;
May 2018   Viersen (DE): 1st meeting of the Committee Spatial Planning, Mobility, the Environment 
and  Energy of the Euroregion Rhine-Meuse-North;
June 2018  Nordhorn (DE): 50th anniversary Dutch-German Spatial Planning Committee.
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Een exploratieve ontwerpstudie in het Nederlands-Duitse grensland. 
Op weg naar een grensoverschrijdende ruimtelijke ordening. 
Grensoverschrijdend ruimtelijk beleid wordt in de Europese Unie sinds decennia 
gestimuleerd. Toch houden ruimtelijke plannen en kaartbeelden nog vaak op bij de 
landsgrens, waardoor de andere zijde doorgaans een wit vlak blijft. Planners en 
ruimtelijke beleidsmakers laten zich bij het ontwikkelen van ruimtelijk beleid kennelijk 
veelal leiden door geopolitieke en administratieve grenzen. Dat is opvallend om een 
aantal redenen. Ten eerste houden geomorfologische structuren zoals water, natuur, 
bodem en reliëf niet op aan de landsgrens. Ten tweede houdt de invloed van ruimtelijke 
functies, zoals windparken en kerncentrales, niet op aan de grens. En ten derde is de 
grensoverschrijdende mobiliteit, die het ruimtegebruik beïnvloedt, onder meer door 
het opengaan van de Europese binnengrenzen, de afgelopen decennia aanzienlijk 
toegenomen. Denk aan grensoverschrijdende mobiliteit op het gebied van wonen, werken, 
studeren en recreëren en de gevolgen daarvan voor de detailhandel, het horecaaanbod, 
de belasting van het wegennet of het gebruik van het openbaar vervoer. 
 Doordat de meeste planners de geopolitieke grens als het ‘einde van het territorium’ 
beschouwen, sluit het ruimtelijk beleid van zowel lokale, regionale als nationale overheden 
aan weerszijden van de grens niet op elkaar aan, waardoor een ruimtelijke incongruentie 
kan worden waargenomen langs de Europese binnengrenzen. Wat de mogelijke rol 
kan zijn van een intensievere samenwerking tussen planners en beleidsmakers om de 
ontwikkeling in grensgebieden te stimuleren is tot op heden nog maar nauwelijks 
onderzocht. In het wetenschappelijke debat van de grensstudies wordt sinds enkele 
jaren de vraag gesteld hoe de ruimtelijke dynamiek in het grensland gevisualiseerd 
kan worden en hoe het grensland eruit zou zien als we de grens in het midden zouden 
plaatsen in plaats van aan de rand van de kaart. Ontstaat er een ander ontwerp als we 
in plaats van de grens als een barrière te zien, we haar als een startpunt en kans 
zouden conceptualiseren? 
 Grensstudies vormen een interdisciplinaire wetenschappelijke stroming waarbinnen 
onderzoek wordt gedaan naar de betekenis van grenzen en identiteit in politieke en 
alledaagse discoursen. Waar in de grensstudies de grens lange tijd werd beschouwd 
als scheidslijn tussen twee naties, heeft in recente jaren een doorbraak plaatsgevonden 
die ertoe heeft geleid dat de grens en het daaromheen liggende grensland als een 
ruimte en sociaal construct worden beschouwd.
 Het grensland wordt als een menselijk construct gezien, een ontwerp dus, dat 
afhankelijk is van de dynamiek van menselijk handelen. De vraag is of we de grens 
dus kunnen herontwerpen, zodat een structuurschets niet ophoudt aan de grens, 
maar daarin bewust en gedurfd ook de andere kant van de grens wordt meegenomen. 
De grens dus niet als sluitstuk van een ruimtelijk plan, maar juist als beginpunt en 
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sturend element. Tot op heden zijn dergelijke conceptuele benaderingen nog maar 
nauwelijks verkend in de praktijk; ook niet binnen het ruimtelijke ontwikkelingsbeleid. 
Dit onderzoek bevindt zich op het snijvlak tussen het academisch debat over 
grensstudies en ruimtelijke planning. Wat opvalt is dat binnen de planologie, een inter-
disciplinaire wetenschappelijke stroming, de aandacht ontbreekt voor het grensland 
als zodanig. Ondanks dat beide wetenschappelijke stromingen voor elkaar van wederzijdse 
betekenis kunnen zijn, kan tot op heden een wetenschappelijke lacune tussen grens - 
studies en planologie worden waargenomen. Enerzijds bieden grensstudies aanknop-
ingspunten om te onderzoeken hoe planners en beleidsmakers in de praktijk de grens 
conceptueel als kans kunnen verkennen in plaats van haar als hinderend obstakel te 
zien. Anderzijds biedt de planologie aanknopingspunten om te onderzoeken hoe een 
planningsaanpak van het grenslandschap vanuit een methodologisch perspectief kan 
worden vormgegeven. Dergelijke methodische verkenningen in grensstudies zijn tot 
op heden schaars. 
 Overeenkomstig aan het academisch debat over grensstudies en ruimtelijke planning 
is het pleidooi voor een exploratieve en ontwerpende onderzoeksbenadering. In dit 
proefschrift vormt het Nederlands-Duitse grensland het ontwerpgebied. Een grensland 
waarbinnen het overschrijden van de grens een ongehinderde activiteit is, maar waar 
verschillen in het landschap en het ruimtegebruik direct opvallen wanneer men zich 
verplaatst van het ene nationale grondgebied naar het andere. Hoewel het niet mijn 
bedoeling is om in grenzen te denken en te werken, heb ik een min of meer afgebakend 
gebied geselecteerd om een ontwerpstudie uit te voeren. De euregio rijn-maas-noord 
en haar leden boden mij de gelegenheid om onderstaande hoofdvraag en bijbehorende 
ontwerpopgave uit te werken voor de regio Niederrhein en Noord- en Midden-Limburg. 
Het gebruik van de term euregio rijn-maas-noord is uitsluitend bedoeld om over het grote 
geheel te kunnen denken en spreken en het werkbaar te maken als een studiegebied. 
In deze dissertatie staat de volgende hoofdvraag centraal:
Hoe kan ontwerp een rol spelen bij het bouwen van een conceptuele en methodologis-
che dialoog tussen grensstudies en planologie en wat is het potentieel van een 
collaboratieve ontwerpbenadering om een ruimtelijke structuurschets voor het Neder-
lands-Duitse grensland te ontwikkelen?
Het proefschrift is opgebouwd in drie delen die onderling met elkaar verbonden zijn. 
Daarnaast vormt de border talk een speciaal onderdeel van dit ontwerpend onderzoek. 
Ontwerpend onderzoek is een vorm van actieonderzoek. Actieonderzoek gebruikt 
vaak een narratieve stijl omdat het de onderzoeker in staat stelt te reflecteren op het 
onderzoeksproces en op zijn bevindingen. Om het proces dat ik heb doorgemaakt als 
penvoerder van het process te visualiseren, heb ik mijn eigen verhaal gebouwd door te 
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illustreren hoe ervaringen gedurende het onderzoek het onderzoeksobject hebben 
gevormd. Ik heb daarom in de afgelopen jaren een dagboek met grenservaringen, 
overpeinzingen en mijmeringen geschreven en in dit proefschrift in de vorm van een 
tijdlijn gepresenteerd. 
Bevindingen
Deel I plaatst dit onderzoek in het lopende wetenschappelijke debat over grenzen, 
grenslandschappen en ruimtelijke ordening en toont het belang aan van het opbouwen 
van een wetenschappelijke dialoog tussen grensstudies, ruimtelijke ontwikke-
lingsstudies en de mogelijke rol daarbinnen voor ontwerpdisciplines. 
 In hoofdstuk 2 onderbouw ik de keuze voor het uitvoeren van een actieonderzoek 
door te laten zien dat een ontwerpende onderzoeksbenadering een geschikte onder-
zoeksstrategie is, die gebruik maakt van ontwerplogica om tot nieuwe inzichten te 
komen. Het betreft een strategie die in staat is om grensstudies en ruimtelijke ontwik-
kelingsstudies nader tot elkaar te brengen en tegelijkertijd een proces in de praktijk op 
gang te brengen. Een krachtig kenmerk van actieonderzoek is dat de methoden om 
gegevens te verzamelen gedurende het onderzoeksproces worden bedacht. Door een 
continue reflectie op de doorgevoerde acties kan accuraat worden voortgebouwd op 
eerdere bevindingen. Daarmee levert actieonderzoek nieuwe en onverwachte 
inzichten op, die met behulp van bijvoorbeeld case studies of etnografieën niet zouden 
kunnen worden verkregen. 
 In de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 introduceer ik een theoretisch en conceptueel raamwerk 
voor dit onderzoek. In deze hoofdstukken richt ik me op het debat over grensover-
schrijdende ontwikkeling dat gaande is in achtereenvolgens de grensstudies en de 
planologie. Uit deze analyse blijkt dat onderzoek naar ruimtelijke ontwikkeling in 
grensgebieden nog een tamelijk onontgonnen onderzoeksgebied is binnen beide 
wetenschappelijke stromingen. 
 Hoofdstuk 3 laat zien dat het debat over grenzen en grensregio’s, van oudsher 
gekenmerkt door de benadering van de grens als een lijn die een territorial gebied 
afbakent, de afgelopen decennia een opmars heeft beleefd van ruimtelijke concepten 
zoals grensgebieden, grenslandschappen en grenslanden. In de wetenschap wordt de 
term borderscapes gehanteerd om te verwijzen naar een dergelijke ruimte als een 
dynamisch en sociaal construct dat afhankelijk is van interpretatie en verhalen van 
mensen die actief zijn in het grensland. Het is een operatief concept om de complexiteit 
van de dynamiek die het grensland vormgeeft te leren begrijpen. De term borderscaping 
verwijst naar de actieve vorm die bijdraagt aan het vormgeven van de borderscape.
 Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt op welke wijze de planologie, met een rijkdom aan weten-
schappelijke inzichten op het gebied van onder meer collaboratieve en participatieve 
vormen van planning, een bijdrage kunnen leveren aan de methodische verkenningen 
van het concept borderscapes in de ruimtelijke ontwikkelingspraktijk. In de tweede 
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helft van de 20e eeuw is het academische debat over ruimtelijke planning geëvolueerd 
van een traditionele, overheidsgerichte planningsaanpak naar ruimtelijke planning als 
een multilevel, multiactor en multisectoraal proces. Toch heeft tot op heden het debat 
zich vooral beperkt tot nationale territoria. Slechts enkele planologen hebben 
grensoverschrijdende regio’s bestudeerd om op zoek te gaan naar nieuwe samenw-
erkingsstructuren in grensregio’s. Andere planologen hebben zich vooral gericht op de 
Europeanisering van ruimtelijke ordening geïnspireerd door de Europese ideeën over 
één verenigd continent. Wat echter nog altijd ontbreekt, is een grensoverschrijdende 
conceptuele en methodische benadering om planners aan beide zijden van de grens 
bij elkaar te brengen.
 De rijkdom aan ontwerpgerichte en collaboratieve processen in planning studies 
biedt praktische instrumenten om een  samenwerkingsproces in grensgebieden nader 
vorm te geven. Een dergelijke aanpak kan het academisch debat in grensstudies 
verrijken door te voorzien in praktische methodische verkenningen die nodig zijn om 
grenslandschappen opnieuw te ontwerpen. Tegelijkertijd zou de toepassing van een 
collaboratief planningsproces in het grensland nieuwe inzichten kunnen opleveren 
voor debatten over collaboratieve planning. Deze combinatie van een conceptuele 
borderscapes-aanpak met een collaboratieve ontwerpaanpak is wat ik in het vervolg 
van het proefschrift benoem als een collaboratief borderscaping proces. Het verwijst 
naar de ontwikkeling van grensconcepten, interpretaties en verbeeldingen door 
middel van een collaboratief proces. 
Deel II van het proefschrift gaat in op grensoverschrijdende ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen 
in het Nederlands-Duitse grensland. 
 In hoofdstuk 5 richt ik me hoofdzakelijk op het nationale Nederlandse en Duitse 
grensoverschrijdende ontwikkelingsbeleid. Hoewel dit onderzoek vooral verkent wat 
de informele mogelijkheden zijn voor grensoverschrijdende samenwerking binnen het 
ruimtelijke ontwikkelingsbeleid, verduidelijkt dit hoofdstuk hoe ruimtelijk ontwikkelings-
beleid in grensregio’s is ontstaan en wordt geïmplementeerd, en hoe het geïntegreerd is 
in de Duitse en Nederlandse nationale planningssystemen. Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat 
ondanks de groeiende belangstelling voor marginale gebieden, nieuwe samenwerkings-
verbanden en de opkomst van ruimtelijk gerelateerde concepten binnen de grens - 
studies, de planningspraktijk in Nederland en Duitsland nog altijd gedomineerd wordt 
door een landinwaarts perspectief. De geringe aandacht die er is voor grensover-
schrijdende ontwikkeling binnen het ruimtelijk beleid, is in Duitsland, zowel op federaal 
als op deelstaatniveau, groter dan in het Nederlandse ruimtelijk beleid.
 Waar in Nederland de ruimtelijke ordening meer en meer beïnvloed wordt door 
een neoliberaal politiek gedachtegoed, wat geresulteerd heeft in een decentralisatie 
van verantwoordelijkheden binnen het ruimtelijk beleid, wordt in Duitsland, waar de 
deelstaten voornamelijk verantwoordelijk zijn voor het ontwikkelen van ruimtelijk 
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beleid, ruimtelijke ordening vooral gezien als een belangrijk regulatief mechanisme 
om in alle regio’s gelijke en gunstige leefomstandigheden te creëren. Beide mechanismen 
hebben echter niet geleid tot een toename van het aantal grensoverschrijdende 
ruimtelijke concepten. Ook de activiteiten van de sinds 1967 actieve Nederlands-Duitse 
Commissie voor Ruimtelijke Ordening, ondanks de ontwikkeling de afgelopen decennia 
van een aantal grensoverschrijdende concepten voor regionale ontwikkeling, hebben 
tot dusverre niet geleid tot een duidelijke toekomstvisie voor het grensland. 
 In hoofdstuk 6, vormgegeven in de vorm van een euregionale atlas, zoom ik in op 
de ruimtelijke condities van het grenslandschap en verken ik de dynamiek en historische 
en hedendaagse ruimtelijke processen die het grensland hebben vormgegeven. Er is 
sprake van een intensieve ruimtelijke dynamiek in het grensland. Uit de verkenning 
blijkt dat de geschiedenis een duidelijke stempel op het grensland heeft gedrukt, onder 
meer doordat de administratieve grenzen vaak zijn verschoven als gevolg van geopolitieke 
machtsstrijd. Daarnaast hebben sociale, economische, politieke en demografische 
krachten hun sporen achtergelaten in het grenslandschap en tegelijkertijd worden 
deze krachten mede beïnvloed door de nabijheid  van de landsgrens. 
 Ondanks deze dynamiek blijkt uit de analyse dat het meeste regionale en lokale 
ruimtelijke beleid wordt beïnvloed door geopolitieke overtuigingen gebaseerd op een 
perceptie van de nationale grens als het einde van de natiestaat. Hoewel in de lokale 
en regionale politiek de groeiende aandacht voor grensoverschrijdende samenwerking 
waarneembaar is, is enige aandacht voor de ruimtelijke dynamiek in het grensland 
over het algemeen afwezig in de planningpraktijk. In de afgelopen decennia zijn slechts 
enkele grensoverschrijdende ruimtelijke visies ontwikkeld. Deze initiatieven, waarvan 
enkele tot stand zijn gekomen door middel van een collaboratief proces, verkennen 
het grensland slechts vanuit een eenzijdige opvatting van de grens: de grens als 
hindernis, die dient te worden weggedacht. Enige aandacht voor ruimtelijke verschillen 
als mogelijke drijfveer voor ruimtelijk beleid ontbreekt. Wat verder typerend is voor 
de sporadische grensoverschrijdende ruimtelijke initiatieven is het incidentele en 
projectmatige karakter ervan en het gebrek aan participatie van niet-publieke actoren. 
Kortom, niet alleen op nationale of federale schaal, maar ook in de regio ontbreekt nog 
altijd een echte ontwerpverkenning van het grensland.
Tot slot presenteert deel III de uitkomsten van de gezamenlijke ruimtelijke verkenningen 
in het Duits-Nederlandse grensland. 
 Hoofdstuk 7 presenteert de uitkomsten van een reeks grensinterviews, die zijn 
samengevat in clusters van verhalen met als doel de ruimtelijke dynamiek in het 
grensland aan het licht te brengen. Een veelzijdig palet van percepties, ideeën, 
verhalen en acties in het grensland die laten zien dat de grens een sociaal construct is 
dat afhankelijk is van interpretatie en vertelling. Dit hoofdstuk kan worden samengevat 
als het hoofdstuk van de veelvuldige paradoxen. Uit de verhalen komt naar voren dat 
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planners en beleidsmakers in het dagelijks leven de verschillen in het grensland op 
allerlei manieren weten te waarderen en benutten, maar in het dagelijks werk de grens 
als sluitstuk van het plangebied blijven beschouwen. Met name de onbekendheid met 
ruimtelijke kenmerken, dynamieken, ontwikkelingen en wetgeving aan de andere zijde 
blijkt verlammend te werken op de houding van planners en beleidsmakers ten 
opzichte van grensoverschrijdende samenwerking binnen het ruimtelijk domein. 
 Behalve de paradox in de perceptie van de grens tussen privé- en werksituaties, 
worden percepties in het grensland gekenmerkt door een schijnbare tegenstrijdigheid 
tussen de functie van de grens in processen als securitisering en globalisering; tussen 
de grens als barrière en de grens als kans; tussen Calimero-gedrag en zelfredzaam-
heid; tussen mooie woorden en implementatie; tussen de ‘open ruimte’ langs de grens 
als verbindend landschap en als legitimatie voor passiviteit. Door onbekendheid met 
de andere zijde is het lastig voor planners om grensoverschrijdende opgaven en 
kansen te ontdekken, waardoor een open en actieve houding richting het buurland 
achterwege blijft. Wat resteert, is een passieve houding die veelal wordt gelegitimeerd 
door te verwijzen naar de nationale ruimtelijke wetgeving, die het vooralsnog niet 
verplicht om grensoverschrijdend beleid te ontwikkelen.
 Zowel planners aan de Duitse als aan de Nederlandse zijde van het grensland 
voelen zich gevangen in nationale systemen en regels. Waar het Duitse systeem de 
Duitse planner dwingt vooral regulatief ruimtelijke ontwikkeling te beoordelen, lijkt de 
Nederlandse planner daarentegen alle vrijheid te ervaren om nieuwe ruimtelijke 
samenwerkingsvormen te ontdekken. Nieuwe binnenlandse samenwerkingsstructuren, 
zoals de uitvoering van het provinciaal beleid op subregionaal niveau, hebben echter 
tot gevolg dat de lokale en regionale overheden wederom hun ogen sluiten voor het 
buurland. Ondanks dat de interviews uitwijzen dat planners en beleidsmakers erkennen dat 
ruimtelijke structuren niet stoppen bij de nationale grens, lijkt een wederzijds gevoel 
van urgentie en de aanwezigheid van een probleemeigenaar te ontbreken. Bovendien 
laten de interviews zien dat de echte bereidheid en politieke macht om grensover-
schrijdend samen te werken, ontbreekt. Wat overblijft, is een klein grensoverschrijdend 
netwerk van actoren dat zich bezighoudt met ruimtelijke vraagstukken.
 Als volgende stap in dit actieonderzoek licht hoofdstuk 8 het participatieve proces 
toe van het bij elkaar brengen van mensen om hen gezamenlijk een ruimtelijk ontwik-
kelingsperspectief voor de toekomst van het grensland te laten verkennen en te 
ontwerpen. Het omvat een reeks ontwerpateliers die begin 2017 plaatsvonden als 
onderdeel van dit proefschrift. Hoofdstuk 8 omvat een stapsgewijze beschrijving van 
hoe de ontwerpateliers zowel conceptueel als methodisch zijn opgezet en uitgevoerd. 
De ontwerpateliers hebben geresulteerd in een reeks ruimtelijke scenario’s, uitgewerkt 
voor verschillende thema’s in het Nederlands-Duitse grensland. Deze gezamenlijk 
ontwikkelde ruimtelijke ontwerpscenario’s laten de bandbreedte aan transformatie-
mogelijkheden zien voor het grensland. 
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De ontwerpateliers boden mij de mogelijkheid om te onderzoeken of planners in het 
grensgebied in staat zijn om nieuwe denkbeelden voor het grensland te ontwikkelen 
waarbij de grens fungeert als uitgangspunt. Daarmee kan dit actieonderzoek worden 
beschouwd als een systematische aanpak om borderscaping te gebruiken als methode 
binnen de ruimtelijke ontwikkeling die aanknopingspunten biedt voor verder onderzoek. 
Het onderzoek heeft uitgewezen dat er behoefte is aan het verkennen van methodieken die 
geschikt zijn om een gezamenlijke visie voor het grensland vorm te geven. Zowel de 
grensstudies als de planologie bieden handvatten om dergelijke methoden te verkennen. 
 Daarnaast heeft het onderzoek laten zien dat de grens een meer faciliterende en 
minder belemmerende rol kan spelen bij grensoverschrijdende ontwikkeling door haar 
als startpunt te nemen voor ontwerp. Met het ontwerpen van een bandbreedte aan 
transformatiemogelijkheden is een start gemaakt met structureel grensoverschrij-
dend samenwerken binnen het ruimtelijk domein. Door gedurende het onderzoek 
continue te reflecteren op de geïmplementeerde acties in en met het werkveld, nam in 
de loop van het onderzoek de betrokkenheid van organisaties en individuen stap voor 
stap toe en ontfermde ‘de regio’ zich geleidelijk over het proces van het opstellen van 
een grensoverschrijdend ruimtelijk ontwikkelingsperspectief. 
Beleidsaanbevelingen
Dit actieonderzoek heeft als doel actie te genereren om de situatie in de praktijk te 
veranderen. In het onderzochte grensland is het grensoverschrijdende debat tussen 
planners en beleidsmakers aangewakkerd, maar betreft het tegelijkertijd slechts een 
eerste stap naar een structurele ruimtelijke visievorming in het grensland. Om met dit 
onderzoek eveneens in de toekomst een bijdrage te kunnen leveren aan de actie in het 
grensland, zijn in hoofdstuk 8 van dit proefschrift enkele aanbevelingen opgenomen 
voor ruimtelijk en grensoverschrijdend beleid. Deze aanbevelingen zijn met name 
gericht op informele vormen van samenwerking. In de wetenschap wordt benadrukt 
dat informele samenwerking tussen actoren en kennisuitwisseling beschouwd mag 
worden als een belangrijk stap in de grensoverschrijdende samenwerking binnen het 
ruimtelijk domein, aangezien weinig tot geen harmonisatie verwacht mag worden in 
de ruimtelijke wetgeving van beide landen. 
 De eerste aanbeveling is dat planners en beleidsmakers die betrokken zijn bij de 
ruimtelijke ontwikkeling van het grensland in staat zouden moeten worden gesteld 
om vertrouwd te geraken met de ruimtelijke wetgeving en de beleidscultuur in het 
buurland, de ruimtelijke dynamieken en krachten in het grensland en mogelijke 
samenwerkingspartners in het grensland. Het onderzoek heeft naar voren gebracht 
dat op dit gebied nog een grote kennislacune bestaat. Gezamenlijke verkenningen 
met als doel het grensland ontwerpenderwijs visualiseren en vormgeven, kunnen de 
perceptie van veel ruimtelijke planners wegnemen dat grensregio’s per definitie achter - 
gesteld zijn.
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Het is een belangrijke taak van de nationale, regionale en lokale overheden bij te 
dragen aan een versterkte en geïntensiveerde grensoverschrijdende samenwerking 
op het gebied van ruimtelijke ordening. Om structureel aandacht te kunnen besteden 
aan de ruimtelijke dynamiek in het grensland en om vrijblijvendheid van grensover-
schrijdende ruimtelijke initiatieven te voorkomen, adviseer ik een commissie in het leven 
te roepen die deze verantwoordelijkheid op zich neemt. Een grensoverschrijdende 
commissie voor ruimtelijke ontwikkeling op regionaal niveau, samengesteld uit 
 vertegenwoordigers van lokale en regionale overheden, zou een aanvulling kunnen 
zijn op de inspanningen van de Nederlands-Duitse Commissie voor de Ruimtelijke 
Ordening, waarbinnen nationale en regionale overheden reeds sinds 1967 actief zijn. 
 Een regionale commissie zou kunnen fungeren als een schakel tussen de 
Nederlands- Duitse Commissie voor de Ruimtelijke Ordening en lokale en regionale 
ruimtelijke vraagstukken in het grensland. Een dergelijke commissie zou kunnen 
bijdragen aan een intensieve en gestructureerde grensoverschrijdende ruimtelijke 
samenwerking en aan het ontwikkelen van een gezamenlijke ruimtelijke regionale 
visie en strategie. Om een consistente en duurzame samenwerking te garanderen 
adviseer ik om een onderscheid te maken tussen een bestuurlijk-politieke commissie, 
die binnen de euregio rijn-maas-noord reeds bestaat sinds 2018, en een commissie 
vertegenwoordigd door het amtelijk apparaat. 
 Een tweede aanbeleving is om in kleine stappen toe te werken naar een intensievere 
grensoverschrijdende samenwerking binnen het ruimtelijk domein. De wetenschap-
pelijke borderscapes-benadering vraagt om nadere verkenningen in het grensland. 
Daarnaast resulteren verschillen in taal, cultuur, ruimtelijke wetgeving en beleid, zo 
bleek tijdens de ontwerpateliers, in een over het algemeen voorzichtige, geduldige en 
beleefde houding onder de betrokkenen. Ansell en Gash (2008: 550) verwijzen naar 
‘kleine winsten’ als tussentijdse uitkomst van een samenwerkingsproces. Innes en 
Booher (1999: 419) maken eerder een onderscheid tussen eerste, tweede en derde 
orde-effecten van consensusvorming. De ontwerpateliers hebben tot eerste-orde- 
effecten geleid, zoals de formulering van een gedeelde opgave, mogelijke relaties en 
innovatieve ideeën. Daadwerkelijke veranderingen in de planningspraktijk behoren tot 
uitkomsten van de tweede orde.
 De derde aanbeveling luidt om binnen de grensoverschrijdende samenwerking in 
het ruimtelijk domein te werken en te denken in verschillende scenario’s, waar zowel in 
de grensstudies als in de planologie voor wordt gepleit. Wat dit onderzoek laat zien is 
dat één ruimtelijke blauwdruk voor het grenslandschap niet wenselijk noch mogelijk 
is. De grens kan op verschillende wijzen worden ingezet. Afhankelijk van de regio en de 
ruimtelijke thematiek zal verkend moeten worden of het benadrukken van de grens 
of juist het wegdenken van de grens als kans kan worden ingezet. Sommige ruimtelijke 
thema’s lijken zich beter te lenen voor het verkennen van meerdere ruimtelijke 
scenario’s, zo is gebleken tijdens de ontwerpateliers. 
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Met name de verkenning van het scenario waarbij in het bijzonder aandacht wordt 
besteed aan de verschillen in het grenslandschap, blijkt in de praktijk een uitdagende 
opgave te zijn. Deze opgave is historisch verklaarbaar door de decennia lange 
aandacht voor grensoverschrijdende convergentie en homogeniteit. De perceptie van 
de grens als barrière is stevig geworteld in de manier van denken bij diegenen die zijn 
aangesteld om over grenzen heen te werken en erover na te denken. Maar soms kan 
het denken in heterogeniteit, dat inherent is aan het grenslandschap, juist de beste 
manier zijn om grensoverschrijdende ontwikkeling te stimuleren.
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ruimtelijke-ordeningsinitiatieven”.
97 VeNeTe is an acronym which stands for the cities Venlo Nettetal Tegelen.
98 Original citation: “Nieuwe Bedrijven- en industrieterreinen (BIT) vlakbij de grens staan gepland in 
Goch-Hommersum en Niederkrüchten-Elmpt. Het BIT in Niederkrüchten-Elmpt is bestemd voor de 
vestiging van grote bedrijven met een ruimtebeslag vanaf 10 ha alsmede kleinere bedrijven met 
aanzienlijke emissies. Het BIT in Goch-Hommersum beperkt zich tot de herbestemming van de 
bestaande gebouwen en installaties van het voormalige depot. Vlakbij de grens bevinden zich nog 
andere, reeds bestaande bebouwingsgebieden die niet worden uitgebreid” (bijv. BIT Weeze, Straelen-
Herongen, Nettetal-VeNeTe).
99 Original citation: “Beschermde natuurgebieden’ en ‘Gebieden ter bescherming van het landschap 
en de landschapsgeoriënteerde recreatie zijn typerend voor het Duits-Nederlandse grensgebied van 
het plangebied Düsseldorf en verbinden de Kreise Kleve en Viersen met de provincies Gelderland en 
Limburg. De uitgebreide, ononderbroken en verkeersarme gebieden langs de grens zijn niet alleen 
van groot belang voor de unieke natuurruimtelijke inrichting, maar zijn vooral ook waardevol als 
onderdeel van het grootschalige en grensoverschrijdende biotoopverbond. Talrijke gebieden van het 
Europese Natura 2000-netwerk zijn gelegen in het grensgebied. Hiertoe horen behalve diverse FFH-
gebieden ook de vogelbeschermingsgebieden ‘Unterer Niederrhein’ en ‘Schwalm-Nette-Platte mit 
Grenzwald und Meinweg”.
100 Original citation: “In het ontwerp-Regionalplan worden in het kader van een overkoepelende strategie 
zowel voorrangsgebieden (zonder de werking van geschiktheidsgebieden) als voorbehoudsgebieden voor 
windenergie cartografisch weergegeven. Een deel van de desbetreffende cartografische weergaven betreft 
gebieden vlakbij de Nederlandse grens. Ter waarborging van de reserves aan oppervlaktedelfstoffen 
geeft het Regionalplan ‘Gebieden voor de waarborging en winning van oppervlaktedelfstoffen’ 
(GWWO’s) weer als voorrangsgebieden met de werking van geschiktheidsgebieden”.
101 Original citation: “De cartografische weergave van (spoor)wegverbindingen geschiedt op basis van 
relevante behoefteplannen [Bedarfspläne] op federaal en deelstaatniveau. Deze worden aangevuld 
met de weergave van overige (spoor)wegverbindingen die relevant zijn voor de regionale planning. 
Het plan bevat weergaven van zowel wegen als spoorwegen die tot aan de Nederlandse grens 
lopen. Belangrijke cartografisch weergegeven spoorverbindingen zijn: Mönchengladbach – Dalheim 
– Roermond (‘IJzeren Rijn’), Mönchengladbach – Kaldenkirchen – Venlo en Kleve – Kranenburg – 
Nijmegen”.
102 Because some of the interviewees did not want to be named, the references are anonymized with a 
number and the year in which the interview was conducted. The complete list of interviews, recordings 
and transcripts remains with the researcher and the supervisors of this dissertation and can be viewed 
on request.
103 In those years the Dutch national government replaced a number of institutions (such as the Statistics 
Netherlands (CBS) and the pension fund (ABP)) towards the most southern part of the country in order 
to stimulate a growth in employment and prosperity (Balijon 2012, web page, access 25.03.2016). 
104 See, among others Provincie Limburg (2015); VVD, CDA, D66 and ChristenUnie (2017); CDU and FDP (2017).
105 See footnote 97.
106 The Iron Rhine refers to the freight railway connection between the port of Antwerp and the Ruhr area.
107 The 3RX-study. A feasibility study on an alternative cross-border railway link in the Rhein-Ruhr Rail 
Connection in the pre-identified section “Iron Rhine” (Rheidt-Antwerp) (European Commission 2015, 
web page, access 08.07.2016).
108 For the Dutch government coalition agreement, see VVD, CDA, D66 and ChristenUnie (2017). 
109 The city of Neuss is about 50 km from the national border between the Netherlands and Germany.
110 The city of Krefeld is about 30 km from the national border between the Netherlands and Germany.
111 The official title of the brochure is: ‘’Ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen in Duitsland: wat kan ik doen?’’ and 
‘’Planungs- und Bauvorhaben in den Niederlanden: Was kann ich tun?’’ (2015).
112 A greenport is a term used in the Netherlands to refer to a large horticulture cluster. The Region 
Venlo is one of the six Greenports in the Netherlands (Buck Consultants International, Wageningen 
University & Research and Amsterdam Consultants Maatschap 2013, web page, access 20.04.2016).
113 ‘CGLab’ stands for the Cyprus GreenLineScapes Laboratory (Grichting 2015).
114 The Cross-Border Academy is an initiative by four universities of applied sciences in the Netherlands. 
The initiative aims to let both Dutch and German students involve in the field of the cross-border 
cooperation from different angles. In 2017, the first edition of the academy took place, organized by 
Fontys University of Applied Sciences in Venlo, Zuyd Hogeschool, Saxion and the University of Applied 
Sciences Arnhem-Nijmegen. 
115 ‘Shaping the City Groups’ (Dutch: Stadsmakers) is an upcoming movement in the Netherlands, 
instigated by the idea that everyone should get the chance to share their ideas about the future of a 
city, village or region (Agenda Stad 2016, web page, access 12.12.2016).
116 The strong hierarchy in Germany compared to the Dutch culture came forward both in the analysis of 
both planning systems (see Section 5.1 and 5.2) and the interview phase (see Section 7.1 and 7.2).
117 The number of Dutch people who unsubscribed or did not show up in the design ateliers is equal to 29, 
compared to 13 people on the German side. 
118 Examples of criteria are: include the full range of stakeholders, include public participation and 
involvement, establish a common problem definition or shared task, provide an interdisciplinary 
approach, advance social justice, a meaningful task to the participants (Margerum 2002), allow 
stakeholders to educate each other and ensure informal face-to-face dialogue (Bentrup 2001). 
119 SECI stands for socializing, externalizing, combining and internalizing (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995).
120 For Alterra see footnote 73. Nethur is The Netherlands Graduate School of Urban & Regional Research 
(NETHUR). It covers the fields of urban, regional and housing research. It is a joint initiative of the 
Universiteit van Amsterdam (UvA), Delft University of Technology (TU Delft), Radboud University 
Nijmegen (RU), Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TU/e), University of Groningen (RuG) and Utrecht 
University (UU) which hosts the secretariat.
121 Original title of the book chapter is: ‘Ruimtelijke kwaliteit: de werkbankmethode’ in the book 
‘Praktijkgericht onderzoek in Ruimtelijke Planvorming’ (Simons and Van Dorp (eds.) 2014).
122 In Germany referred to as the Energiewende.
123 See Hofstede (1984), among others, for a comprehensive overview of cultural differences between the 
Dutch and German culture. 
124 Representatives of the following parties participated in the sounding board: the euroregion Rhine-
Meuse-North, the province of Limburg (NL), the Administrative District Düsseldorf (DE), the County 
Viersen (DE), the county-free cities Krefeld and Mönchengladbach (DE), and the Dutch municipalities 
Roerdalen and Venlo.
125 This part of the research has earlier been published in the ‘Spatial Development Perspective’ 
(Pijnenburg 2017). The Perspective can be considered as the practical outcome of the action research. 
Although, an action-oriented process has not a clear ending, the Perspective is chosen as an endpoint 
for this study. At the same time the Perspective acts as a starting-point for a more intensified cross-
border cooperation in the field of spatial planning in the future. Given the practical nature of this part 
of the research, a different layout is presented.
126 Refers to the cities Krefeld, Neuss and Dormagen.
127 It concerns the following TEN-T corridors: the Rhine-Alpine Corridor between the ZARA ports 
(Zeebrugge, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Amsterdam) and Genua, and the North Sea-Baltic Corridor.
128 ‘Region of taste’ can be translated as ‘Regio van de Smaak’. This has been a project in North-Limburg 
in times of the world horticultural exhibition in Venlo (2012).
129 See footnote 56. 
130 See footnote 62 and 63.

